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1. Introduction

The program of research under Contract N00014-79-C-0419 has been directed

to acquiring fundamental understanding in an accurate quantitative -,ense of the

generation, propagation, and reception of electromagnetic signals-both continuous

waves and pulses-in and near the sea Poor. Of primary interest are the determi-

nation of the conductivity (resistivity) and permittivity since these are related to

basic mechanical-acoustical properties. Definitive advances have been made on (1)

the design of scurces (horizontal and vertical antennas) for use on and near the sea

floor ever a vide range of frequencies; (2) the derivation of simple and accurate new

forraulas for the complete continuous-wave electromagnetic fields both in the sea

and in the oceanic crust when this is isotropic or one- dimensionally anisotropic, and

when there is a layer of sediment with arbitrary thickness, (3) the determination of

the effect of irregularities in the form of vertical discontinuities along the boundary

surface; (4) the direct application of the new formulas to measurements in a model

tank and to data measured on the sea floor as reported by geophysicists; a.ad (5)

the derivation of new formulas for the propagation of single electromagnetic pulses

along boundary surfaces.

2. Basic Principles Underlying the Research Program

The investigation of the properties of electromagnetic waves propagating in the

presence of the sea floor has been three-pronged: (1) The exact integrals for the

components of the electromagnetic field hive been evaluated by numerical methods

with the computer in their generai form. The low-frequency forms Ised by geophysi-

cists in which we is assumed to be rmall compired with a are contained as a special

case. This allows the correct inclusio.i of the air-sea boundary whenever this is also

involved. (2) The general integrals have been integrated analytically subject to sim-

ple conditions that are fully satisfied in virtually all practical applications. The quite

simple integratc1 expressions bave been compared with the numerical calculations

and with experiment. They have then been applied to reveal the basic properties of

the surface waves, their depth of penetration, and their independence of frequency
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and skin depth. (3) A systematic series of measurements has been carried out in a

model tank to obtain direct information on the generation, propagtion, scattering

and detection of surface waves. Since both the theory and the measurements deal

with the general formulas-not restricted by the usual geophysical liAl-tation to

very low frequencies-a complete, generally significant, and quantitatively accurate

picture has been obtained of the properties of electromagnetic waves in the presence

of a boundary.

3. Brief Review of Completed Researches

A. Building the Theoretical and Experimental Foundations

The work began with a systematic numerical evaluation of the general integrals

for the dominant radial component of the electric field excited by a horizontal

electric dipole in the sea close to the sea floor for a wide range of parameters [1].

These exhibited in graphical form the important characteristics of the field as a

function of distance, frequency, conductivity and permittivity.

A highly significant advance was contained in a series of three papers [2]-[4]

which provided new simple formulas for the complete electromagnetic field gener-

ated by a horizontal electric dipole near a plane boundary. This was supplemented

by a parallel derivation [5] of the complete field of a vertical electric dipole near a

plane boundary. It was shown for the first time that the interaction of the surface

wave with the direct wave generates a startling interference pattern [2].

The first report on extensive experimental results obtained with the newly

developed apparatus in the model tank is in [6]. This describes the apparatus, the

newly designed traveling-wave antennas, measured field patterns, and a comparison

of theoretical and measured amplitudes of the radial electric field. Also presented

are detailed studies of the effects on the propagation of lateral waves of variously

shaped and sized obstacles.

Detailed theoretical and experimental investigations of the reflection of lateral

electromagnetic waves at discontinuities and boundaries along the surfaces are con-

tained in [71 and [8]. These show that reflections are surprisingly small when the

____ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _2 -.~' .- ~ -
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obstacle is lower than about a sixth of a wavelength. A study of the significance of

atmospheric noise in relation to lateral electromagnetic waves is in [9].

B. Practical Applications of Lateral Electromagnetic Waves

A detailed summary of the properties of lateral electromagnetic waves as re-

vea!ed bi the new, explicit and general formulas is contained in [10] together with

a quantitative representation of their application to the important problem of com-

munication with submerged submarines using electrically short vertical dipoles in

air (Cutler, ME antenna) and a directive array of horizontal insulated traveling-

wave antennas in the sea. Optimum frequencies are determined ab a function of the

depth of the submarine.

A second important application of lateral electromagnetic waves generated by

a 1,crizontal dipole on the air-earth or air-sea surface is the detection and locating

of buried or submerged objects by measuring the scattered field from thp, object

whe;. it is excited by an incident lateral wave. A complete quantitative analysis of

this problem is cozitained in [!I] and [12].

A ctudy of major significance to geophysicists is the use of the lateral electro-

magnetic waves excited by a horizontal antenna on the sea floor to determine the

electrical properties of the sea floor. The new analytical foundations for the solution

of this proLIem a-e outlined in [13], and applied directly to measurements by Young

and Cox [14]. The new formulas for a simple sea-rock model suggested that the

observed field might well be due to an anisotropic upper layer and not to 8 layers to

a depth of 33 km as concluded by Young and Cox. This possibil'ty required a rig-

orous analysis of the lateral-wave field on the sea-oceanic crust boundary when the

latter is one-dimensionally anisotropic in conductivity. It was found [15] that the

anisotropic two-half-space model yields a better fit with the measured fields han

the best-fit, 8-layer model. It also pro,,ides a physically meaningful explanation for

the significant difference between the behavior as functiois of the frequency of the

radial and transverse components of the measured electric field.

A summary paper [16] containing a complete set of formulas for all the com-
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ponents of the electromagnetic field generated by horizontal and vertical sources on

a plane boundary between electrically different half-spaces has been published. A

review of applications is also included. A more detailed study of theoretical and

experimental aspects of measurements on the sea floor is in [17].

C. A New and Complete Understanding of the Properties of Lateral Waves

'The new integrated formulas for the electromagnetic fields generated by hori-

zontal and vertical dipoles near a boundary between electrically different half-spaces

apply to the field in the ocean and along the boundary with air or the oceanic crust.

i order to really understand the natur- of the surface wave that travels near the

boundary in the air or oceanic. crust, it is necessary to determine the complete field

in the air and the oceanic crust at significant d'stances from the boundary. This

analysis is carried out in [18] for the horizontal dipole. By tracing the path of the

Poynting vector, a description is obtained for the path of the lateral wave in the air

when the source is near the a',-sea cr air-earth boupdac'y and in the lithosphere

when the dipole is near the sea floor. In the low-frequency range for the oceanic
crust, the depth of penetration turns out to be independent of the frequency and

skin deptO and to depend primarily on the distance between the source and the re-

ceiver. The greater the distance, the deeper the penetration into the oceanic crust.
SpecificalP, the maximum depth of penetration is z, = p,, V/la, where a is the

conductivity of the lithosphere, u8 the conductivity of the sea, and Pm iL the radial

distance between the horizontal-dipole source and the receiver. This indicates that

lateral waves are uniquely adapted ti study the properties of the shallow oceanic

crust. It is also shown in [18] that the field observed at any given radial distance

from the source is determined largely by the lateral wave that travels in a thin

upper layei and only in a small degree by possible reflections from layers at arbi-

trary depths below the surface. This :s of great importance in constructing layercd

models of the lithosphere. Clearly, the major contribution to the field by the lateral

wave cannot be omitted bnd the entire field assumed to be due to reflections from

the layers.
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The analysis of the electromagnetic field in the air or oceanic crust due to

a vertical electric dipole in the sea is carried out in [191. The path indicated by

the Poynting vector is somewhat different from that for the field generated by the

horizontal dipole with a greater-but still relatively small-depth of penetration.

Direct application of this basic contribution to the theory of lateral waves was made

in terms of the measured data of Edwards et al. [20]. The comparison [19] clearly

indicates that complete consideration of the lateral wave and reflected waves from

both the air surface and a rock layer below the sediment on the sea floor lead to

highly satisfactory results.

The extension of the new approach to the three-layer problem of ocean, sedi-

ment, rock has been c-mpleted both theoretically [21] and experimentally [22].

D. Sources for the Generation of Lateral Waves

Lateral electromagnetic waves cannot be generated by plane waves incident on

a plane boundary between electrically different half-spaces. They can be generated

by an incident spherical wave. The best sources are iertical dipoles in ',he air over

the sea or earth (e.g., the Cutler, ME antenna) and horizontal antennas in the sea

near the air surface or near the sea floor. Vertical dipoles in the sea are n(,t as

effective, but can be used. The extensive study of the properties of lateral waves

has included a corresponding study of the design of source antennas over the very

wide frequertcy range in which lateral waves have useful applications. This study

is sumn,.arized in [23] and [24]. Specifically included are the quite different designs

for antennas on the sea floor at f = 1 kHz and at very low frequencies of the order

of 1 Hz.

E. Lateral-Wave Pnlses: A Diagnostic Tool for the Future

The complete continuous-wav properties of lateral electromagnetic waves have

been determined analytically in a new, simple and practically accessible form. These

have been verified both numerically [2], [3], and experimentally [101, and applied

to geophysically significant problems [10]-[13], [15], [17]-[19]. Single electromag-

netic pulses have very different properties from continuous waves. This is true both
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of direct-wave pulses and lateral-wave pulses. The electrical characteristics of the

medium in which they propagate affect the amplitude, width and shape of the pulse

and dete:mine the velocity with which it propagates. It follows that these charac-

teristics can be deduced from the observed changes in the pulse as it progresses and

from its time of travel from source to observer. A single current pulse on a horizon-

tal dipole in the sea near the sea floor generates a lateral-wave pulse in the oceanic

crust, a direct pulse in the sea. There is also a pulse with a spherical wave front that

travels downward into the oceanic crusb. This can be reflected successively from

the boundaries of layers if these exist. The reflected pulses and the lateral-wave

pulse all arrive at different times at a point of observation and can be analyzed

indi-idually. When combined with continuous-wave observations, the structure cf

the crust can be determined in an ur tmbiguous manner. A very narrow pulse may

propagate deep into the lithosphere because it does not involve the losses associated

with the relaxation of water.

A systematic start has been made in the experimental and theoretical study

of the generation and propagation of lateral electromagnetic pulses along bound-

aries between electrically different media. A terminated insulated antenna has been

designed and tested for launching a lateral el,;ctromagnetic-field pulse. The prop-

agation of such a pulse along an air-water boundary has been studied in detail

in the model tank with various concentrations of salt in the water to adjust its

conductivity over a wide cange. With low conductivities, reflected pulses from the

floor of the tank are observed and readily separated from the lateral-wave puise

that travels in the air. Theoretically an exact solution has been obtained from the

general integrals for the field generated by a single current pulse in a vertical dipole

on the boundary between two dielectric half-spaces. This field is described in [25].

It consists of two pulses that travel with different velocities--the lateral-wave pulse

along the boundary in air, the direct-field pulse in the dielectric. A complete set

of approximate formulas for the field generated by a single current pulse-delta-

function and Gaussian-in both vertical and horizontal dipoles has been obtained
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by Fou.ier transforming the approximate continuous-wave formulas [26]. A theo-

retical and experimental study of the field generated by a pulsed vertical monopole

over salt water is in [27]. These studies lay the foundation for theoretical and ex-

perimental studies of the generation and propagation of pulses along two media like

salt water over the sea floor.

4. Conclusion

The extensive research completed under Contract N00014-79-C-0419 has pro-

vided geophysicists with new, quantitatively accurate, and practically useful knowl-

edge for the exploration of the oceanic crust by way of itr electrical properti,s. The

unusual properties of lateral electromagnetic wa'.cs and their rclation to space waves

reflected from layers in the lithosphere provide insights and tools that remain to

be explored and applied. Witl the completion of basic research on the continuous-

wave properties of electromagnetic wav.es near and along boundaries like the sea

floor, exciting new research on the properties and applications of lateral-wave and

spac-wave electromagnetic pulses has opened new and challenging possibilities for

geophysical exploration of the oceanic trust.
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5. List of Equipment Purchased on Cc,ntract N00014-79-C-0419

The following pieces of eqnlipment were purchased with funds provided by ONR

Contract N00014-79-C-0419 during its nine years of activity. In accordance with

the terms of Contract N00014-79-C-0419, title to these items of equipment is vested

in Harvard University.

1 - Wavetek Model 184 5-MHz Sweep Generator $784.53

1 - Digital Video Terminal VT100 & Printer Terminal LA120 $3,500.00

2 - Data Frecision Corp. Digital Voltmeters $1,497.05

1 - Hewlett Packard Model 7225A Graphic Plotter $2,208.50

1 - Epson Model MX-80 F/T Printer with IEEE488 Interface $655.00

i - Tektronix Model WP2110 Digitizer with Option 2 $51,186.19

1 - AvTecli Electrosystems Model AVL-2 Pulse Generator $1,718.00

1 - HewleTt Packard Model 8447F RF Amplifier $1,875.00
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Lateral-Wave Propagation of Electromagnetic
Waves in the Lithosphere

RONOLD W. P. KJNG, FELLOW, IEEE, JOSEPH T. DEBETTENCOURT, FELLOW, IEEE,

AND BARBARA H. SANDLER

Abstrract-The possibility of biteral-wave propagation of electromag- ... co,'.t ...C sOtT.EN OCEAN OAS,
netic waves between horizontzi electric dipoles near the floor of the
ocean is reviewed. The general exact integrals for the radial electric -WATER '________-
field, v..hi:h is the most u;eful component for lateral-wave transmis- IStT 11.
sion, are evaluated numerically for a range of possible cor:ductivities 50,f GRANITIC OC. : - :°'
of the lithosphezic rock. Graphs and contour diagrams are shown and
discussed for frequencies from 10 Hz to I GHz and radial distances
from 0.1 to 100 kin. Conditions uncler which very toy, frequencies .%E
provide the greatest range are derined, and also conditions under hth
a high-frequency window is available that offers by fax the greatest
radial range.

Fig 1. Profde of earth's crust according to S B Leir

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE possibility of a waveguide-hke propagation of eectro- IONOSPHERE (7. O

magnetic waves in the earth's lithosphere has been studied
extensively [11-[7] in terms of theoretical model that are
idealizations of the earth's crust, as represented for example. AIR 0, • 0
by Levn [31, and shown in Fig I Such'dealizations usually
consist of (! ) a planar slab of a dielectriL. with lo% ,ondutiv- ,. ,
ity to represent a granitic or basaltic lithosphere (2) an upper, SEA WATER a .4 S/,

more highly conducting layer to correspond to the overburden
or the ocean, and (3) a lower, also highly conducting regon to
represent the mantle. Refinements tncude the air and the ion- LITHOSPHERIE . 10

" s,/

osphere above the overburden and ocean, as shown in Fig. 2,
but their inclusion usually has an insignificant effect. _.._ _

The excitation of electromagnetic waves in the slab of dielec- MANTLE a
tric and their reception at distant points have taken several
forms. The most commonly used source is a vertical antenna
in borehole that extends close to or into the rock layer
Wait [51 states that if the vertical antenna does not extend excitation b both vertical and horizontal electric dipoles on
into the rock or very close to it. adequate excitation does not the ocean floor using the model shown in Fig 2 Their con-
occur. He suggests ([5], p. 923) that "every effoit should be clusion is that 'the horizontal electric dipole proves to be
made to locate both the vertical source dipole and the point more interesting," and "permits the utilization of much
of observation within the waveguide. Otherwise, some other larger antcnnas and hence more efficient antenna design "
mechanism of excitation should be used, such as a horizontal They suggest that "a horizontal electric dipole is far superior
electric dipole." The importance of this suggestion was con. to a vertical electric dipole."
firmed theoretically by Friernan and Kroll [81 who studied The method of analysis used by Frieman and Kroll [8] re-

sembles that of Wait [51 and others in that the relevant wave.
guide modes are determined. Their study of the propagationManus,,ipt received April 1), 1979 This worlk was supported in characteristics of the several modes indicates that for hon-

major part by the Office of Naval Research under Contract N00014-
78-C-0668 with J. T deBettencourt, and in minor part by the Joint zontal transmitting and receiving antennas on the ocean floor,
Services Electronics Program under Contract N00014-75-C-0648 %ith the field "should be very similar to that of horizontal dipole
Harvard University, Cambridge, MA

R. W. P King and B. H Sandier are with the Gordon McKay Labora- excitation near the plane boundary of twu semi-infinite con.
tory, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138. ducting media." It is well known from the work of Bafios
J. T. deBettencourt isat 18 Sterling Street. West Newton, MA 02165. [9], King and Sandier 110], and others, that transmission

0018-9413[79/0700-0086S00.75 © 1979 IEEE
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of a ray in lateral-wave transmission and
its relation to the mathematical representation exp{-[-o2P + - (d + Fig. 4. T wo-half-spce model for lateral-wave transmission.
z)] } exp {i[P2p + P1 (d + z) .

along an air-sea interface is primarily by so-called i4t.,ral W1 0 (fCo {kJ(Xp)- (X1)[Jo(Xp)
waves. This conclusion is confirmed by Bubenik and F-.ter- 41kl c o
Smith's [11] analysis of the field of a vertical magnetic dipole
located in sea water midway between the air abo% and the sea fl ' (k 'I k ') )
floor below. Their comparison of the contributions to the - .X:(Xp)] } XdX 2
total field by direct transmission through the sea as if flus 2 (kiI +k 2 I
were unbounded with those by air-surface and sea-floor k (72 - -1)
lateral-wave modes shows that for a dipole near the ir sur- [Jo(Wp) - J( -2 ti (7 +
face, the air-surface mode dominates, for a dipole near the
sea floor, the sea-floor mode dominates. This latter is dlus- } y, d
trated schematically in Fig. 3 where a lateral ray is traced. [Jo(W) +J2 (Xp)] e' XI
Since a vertical magnetic dipole is equivalent to four hori-
zontal electric dipoles aranged in a square, its field is a super- where, with I = 1, 2,
position of the fields of the four dipoles, each like the field of 7 = (k2_ X2 )1/2 (2)
a single horizontal electric dipole. The superimposed tields of

the very closely spaced dipoles suffer from z large reduction and the wavenumbers are
due to cancellation, but the essential nature of the field with k= f3, + iaIZ (W2 Moee + icJ. W9oe0,I. (3)
res-it- to its modal structure is not changed. Therefore, when
the sea-floor lateral-wave mode dominates for a vertical mag- In (3), Ec, is the real effecti, perrittivty and 0 e, is the real
netic dipole, it aiso does for a horizontal electric dipole at the effective conductivity of the material in region1.
same location. The numencal evaluation of El. from (I) has been carried

out by King and Sandier [10] and by King et al. [121 when
11. LATERAL-WAVE PROPAGATION ALONG region 2 is air and region I is a half-space characterized by

THE LITHOSPHERE-OCEAN BOUNDARY conductivitie. and permittivities in wide ranges. The com-
plicated dependence of Elp on the frequency and radial dis-

Comprehensive studies of subsurface communication be- tance as well as on the electrical properties of the material
tween horizontal electric dipoles !n a dissipative half-space half space that is revealed in the computed graphs in [101
(region 1) near its boundary with air (region 2) [91, [101, and [121 is interpreted there with the help of a set ofsimple
[12] have shown that the only generally useful component approximate formulas due to Bafios [9]. Since these have
of the electric field for lateral-wave propagation is the ,.dial been derived specifically when region 2 is a perfect dielec-
one, i.e., Ell,. It may be assumed that this is also tie when tric (air) with a real wavenumber k2 = 02, a2 = 0, it is note-
the air is replaced by rock with conductivilu.i, in the range worthy that they are quantitatively fairly good appr.xima-
from 4 X 10-8 to 4 X 10-3 S/m. Thus a quantitauve study tions even when region 2 is an imperfect dielectric (lithosphere
of lateral-wave transmission along .he ocean-lithospliere of rock) that haz the properties of a conductor at low fre
boundary, shown in Fig. 4, requu-s the determination of qi'encies. The following is a general form of the approximate
El, at an arbitrary point P(p,O,z) in the sea water. The formulas:
source is a horizontal electric dipole with unit moment (IA = Elp -A cos of(/) expi[k:/ + kt (z + d)]) (4)
1) located in the sea at a distance d above the origin of co-
ordinates on the boundary surface. The exact expression for where f(p) - 1/I P3 for the near field,f(p) 1- l/p for the inter-
E is given explicitly in King and Smith [13], or it can be mediate field, and f(p) - I/ p' for the asymptotic or far field.
obtained from the general formulas given by Baflos [9]. It The amplitude A is a different function of ki and k2 in each
is assumed that Al =- 12 = Po, the tune dependence is e- t'. of these ranges. Formula (4) discloses the lateral-%ave nature
When z = d, of the field in the exponential term which can be written in the
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fr e{j~c4crz x [o(d) fletldsI.1
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Fig. 5. Schematic example of near, intermediate, and asymptoticfields.

form exp{-[a2p+al(z+d)]}expfi[[32p+i[31(z+d)]}. A 0 . ..A -,, .. ,,a,,. 
4  

S,/r

schematic representation of the down-over-up path of a ray Eor2,16a.,0,o IO

and its relation to this expression is shown in Fig. 3. The -!00 - -,0 5 Z.d.oS, s/m

radial dependence of the amplitude IE,.I is seen to be ap. .......... ',
proximated by f(p)exp{-[a2p +at(z +d)]} which consists S -20o0-10 ......
of three principal parts, viz., the exponential dependence on ,.
the total vertical distance z + d, the exponential dependence -300-- i0' 10-101 '
on the radial distance p, and the inverse power dependence on 0 )0o
the radial distance. This last consists of three segments be- '00
ginning with I/p3 at low frequencies and electrically short £-ef, -80. ae,4 S /m

07 Eem2 "-6. a#2 -4 -10' Samradial distances, l/p at inttrmediate requencies and electrical ,100 - - - - - - - - -- 'OI5M

distances, and ip2 at high frequencies and large electrical , -- - - - .,
distances. Graphs of 20 logo [f(p)/f()1] are shown in Fig. 5-i *--

|

for the three ranges. These have the forms -60 log1 o p, -20 *li. 01o- o
loglo p, and -40 logo p, respectively, for f(p) l/p 3 . lip, -' 0-10,

and I/p2. 1 it' 1

Ill. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION AND -400

INTERPRETATION OF E, IN L ,10 I 2 5 1 2 5 TO 0 o 50 00

LITHOSPHERIC PROPAGATION P n km

The numerical evaluation of IE,,I at P(p, 0, z) from (I) for I-,g. 6. Magnitude ofEp in sea water bounded by lithosphere;z =d =0.15 m.
the disposition of dipole and materias, shown in Fig. 4, has

been carried out when region I is sea water (Eeri = 80, oei = 4
Si/m) and region 2 is rock (Eer 2 = 16, oe2 = 4 X 10-8 to with Fig. 5 shows that at f= 10 and 100 Hz, the graphs of
4 X 10-3 Si/m). For convenience in the graphical represen- IEpI have the near-field form C - 60 logo p, where C is a
tation, the quantity 20 loglo0 EIpI is used as the dependent constant. The graph for f= 103 Hz has the near-field form
variable with the reference amphtude jE,p I = 1 V/m. The C - 60 logio p up to about p = 9 km, then it Lhanges to the
actual magnitude IEipI in volts per meter due to a dipole intermediate-field form C - 20 logi o p. The graph forf = i04

with unit moment (IQA1 = I A m) can be obtained by divid- Hz is similar but the change from the near-field to the inter-
ing the values in the graph by 20 and evaluating the anti- mediate-field form occurs near p = 1.2 km. The graphs for
logarithm. In the computations of IEi I, the dipole and f= 10' and 106 Hz are entirely in the intermediate-field range
point of observation are initially assumed to be the same, givea by C - 20 log1 0 p. The graph for f= 10' has the inter-
and two values, z = d = 0.15 m and 1.5 m, are investigated mediate-field form occurs near p = 1.2 km. The graphs for
in detad. Subsequently, the results are extended to aibitrary changes to the asymptotic-field form C - 40 log , 0 p. The
and different values of z and d. The radial distance p between graphs for f= 108 and 109 Hz are entirely in the asymptotic
the dipole and the point of observation is vaned from 0.1 to field range. The factor C (which is independent of p) is given
100 km with frequencies in the range from 10 to 109 Hz. by C= 20 logo JAI exp [-a,(: + d)), where A involves k, =

Graphs of IEip j as a function of the radial distance with 1 + ial and k2 = 02 + iQ2 . With z + d = 0.30 m, al (z + d) is
= 0 and the frequency ,s the parameter a:e shown in Fig. 6 sufficiently small when f< 10" Hz. so that exp[-al (z + d)]

for o,2 = 4 X 10-8 Si/m and 4 X 10" ' Si/m, and in Fig. 7 1, and the actual value of C is determined by A. When f is in-
for o2= 4 X 10 -6, 4 X 10"', 4 X 10-4, and 4 X 10"' Si/m. creased alove 107 Hz, al growsande decrcases rapidly
In both figures, z = d = 0.15 m. The general validity of the ap- from near 1. This accounts for the sharply reduced values of
proximate form (4) is readily verified from these graphs and EIp I in the graphs for f= 108 and 10" Hz. Note that the
the contributions from the several factors identified. Thus largest values of IEpI occur with f= 107 Hz, p < 8 km,f
with 0e2 = 4 X 10-8 Si/m in the upper half of Fig. 6, a2p is 106 Hz, and p > 8 km.
sufficiently small over the entire radial range tu make e-a2p - When the .onductivity of the lithosphere is ue2 = 4 X 10-"

I, so that the entire dependence on p is in f(p). A comparison Si/m, the graphs in the lower half of Fig. 6 apply. These
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(b) z =d =0.15 ni.

Fig. 7. Magnitude ofE in sea water bounded by lithosphere;
z =d = 0.15 m. with ae2 = 4 X 10- 4 Si/m, jEipj atf4 10' Hz is greater than

atf= 10" liz when p >0.4 km.
resemble those in the upper half, but at the higher frequencies The information contained in Figs 6 and 7 is shown in a dif-
and the larger radial distances they bend downward. This is ferent manner in Figs. 8-10, in which contours of constant
because at the higher conductivity ct is larger, and at the JE1., are drawn as functions of the radial distance p and the
greater values of p, a2p is large enough to make e"a' P no- frequency f. The scale for the frequency is arranged to increase
ticeably smaller than 1. This effect increases as a12 is raised frc.n fight to left so that the wavelength X(km) = 3 X 105,1f
in steps as shown in the lour diagrams in Fig. 7. As o1 is (Hz) increases from left to right. In the graphs in Fig 8 for
increased, the greatest values of IEpI shift from f = 10' and Ue2 = 4 X 10-8 and 4 X 10- 7 Si/m, the short ranges p for a
106 Hz to lower frequencies, so that with o.2 =4X 10" ' Si/m, given IEipI at the !o, frequencies are a consequence of the
the IEt.I at f< 10 Hz is greater than atf= 107 Hz,p>6 kin, rapid lip' decrease in the near-fizld range, the sharp reduction

* ~ . L .. &.. ~.~&h--it--
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-600

in radial range at the high frequencies on the left are due to , 2, ,0

the combined effects of the factors in ea(d) /p . The Fig I I Magnitude ofE. in sea water bounded by lithosphere.

large peak in radial range which occurs when the frequency z d = 5m
is between f= 106 and 107 Hz is possible because the expo-
nential terms are near unity and the intermediate range value I.- -
f(p) - 1/p applies. Note, for example, that the value I,= ,
- 175 dB occurs at a radial distance of nearly 40 km with fnear ..

10' Hz and near p = 0.25 km at f< <G Hz. As the conductiv- .
ity of the lithosphere is increased, the e,^fect of e- ' makes it-
self felt beginning at the higher frequencies and larger values e
of p, as shown in Fig. 9(a) for 0e2 = 4 X 10-6 Si/m and Fig. ".

9(b) for ue2 = 4 X 10' Si/m. The sharp maximum between I ,

f 106 and 10' Hz continues but only at decreasing radial 4 * .,., ,,..o .'

distances. Finally, in Fig. 10(a) where a,, = 4 X 10 -4 Si/m,l l 2*.* 5-

and 4 X 10-' Si/m in Fig. 10(b), the exponential attenuation
is so great at the high frequencies that the maximum in the
radial range near f= 107 Hz occurs only at very short distances. '-"A "" ,',
Furthermore, since 02 increases with frequency, the largest -. . ,
values of IEipI occur at the lowest frequency.\ ... ' 1 ,

In Figs. 11 and 12 are shown graphs of IE1,I like those in ,
Figs. 6 and 7 but now with the dipole and point of observa- (a) (b)
hun further from the boundary in the sea water. Specifically, Fig 12 Magnitude ofEP in sea %,ater bounded by lithosphere,
z =d= 1.5 m. Contour diagrams like those in Figs. 8-10 are z=d= Sm.

shown in Figs. 13-15. It is seen that when a, 2 <4X 10-

Si/m, the relative maxima in the radial range have moved from When z and d are sufficiently small and 0e2 < 4 X 10-6 Sim.
near f= 10' Hz when z = d= 0.15 m, to near f= lO Hz the greatest radial range occurs at an optimum frequency.
when z = d = 1.5 m, and that they are substantially smaller. This occurs with f= 10 to 10" Hz when z = d is in the range
For example, with 0 12 = 4 X 10-8 Si/m the maximum range from 1.5 in to 0.15 m.
for IpI= -225 dB isp = 10 km with z=d = 1.5 m, instead
ofp - 500 km with z = d = 0.15 m. There is no corresponding IV. GENERALIZATION TO ARBITRARY LOCATIONS OF

decrease in the range at low frequencies since there the expo- THE SOURCE AND RECEIVER

nential attenuation is small. Unless both the transmitting The graphs of IEipI shown in the several figures apply tj
and receiving antennas are very close to the ocean-lithosphere the special case z = d when the dipole and the point uf ub-
boundary and oa <4 X 10-6 Si/m, the greatest radial range servation arc at the same distance in the sea from the sea-
for any given value of Eip occurs at very low frequencies. lithosphere boundary. Approximate values of Vipl at dif-

- .r. .- L %d -
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simple formula (4) in which z and d occur only in the ex- mum freqv.ncy between 1 and 10 MHz at which the radial
ponential eik '(z d) Let E1t )t be the known value at z = range has a large relative mna~imum that may be substat~tialiy
d, = 0.15 m, and (Eta), the unknown value at z2 when the greater thart the radil distance for [!E'lp at other frequencies
dipole is at d2. It is not assumed that z2. d2. Clearly, from incluciii.g the very low. Furhermore, an effective di.rectional
(4) array with significan" gain can be constructed for both the

transnittei and the receiver for use at frequencies in the 1-10
(Elp)2 

= E1p)t exp[ik,(z2 - z1 +a2 - di)] (5) MHz range. 3) Unless both the transmitting and receiving
an a.4tennas are i the sea very clos to the boundary surface

with the lithosphiere, the exp'-'nenttal term d- ai(z~d) greatly50 :- .400- 0 40 exp2-a((zZ - , +d1 - d,)]. (6) reduces the level of the tian-ritted field at all radial distances

- ... " - 35 - 35-C, , .. " l,. .. , .. ,.Js}, , t . , - : .. , , ..
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and at all frequencies. This decrease is largest at high fie Tech., vol. COM-19, pp 1217-1228, Dec. 1971.

quencies and smallest at low frequencies since c1 increases 17] G L. Brown and A. F. Gangi, "Electromagnetic m..del'.ng studies
of lithospheric propagation," IrE."FF Trans. Geosci. Electron , vol.with frequency. GE-I, pp. 17-23, 'na. 1961.
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Lateral waves: a new formula and interference patterns

T. T. Wu and R. W. P. King

Gordon McKay Laborator). Harvard Unverst3. Cambridge. Massachusetts 02138

(Received June 23. 1981; revised September 28. 1981. accepted October 6, 1981.)

A new simple formula is derived as an approximation for the general exact Integrals for the radial
component of the electric field generated by a horizontal electric dipole in a half-space of water or earth
near its boundar) with air The field in the water or earth is investigated as a function of radial distance
from the source for e, = 80, 20, and 4. over widi. ranges of conductivities and frequencie, Special
attention is paid to the ranges in which the drect wave from the d~pole produces an interference pattern
of standing waves when it interacts with the lateral wave For selected %alues of the parameters the
radill electric field computed from the new simple formula is compared with the field evaluated nu-
merically from the exact integrals The agreement is excellent when The ratio ot wave numbers char-
acteristic of the aenser half-space and air is large. quite good even when this ratio is a,, small as 2

I INTRODUCTION conductivity at frequencies from 10 Hz to I GHz and
a radial range from 0.5 m to 100 km has been com-

The study and understanding of lateral-electromag- pleted [King and Smith, 19811. Extenstve graphical
netic-wave propagation from hortzontal electric di- representations of the magnitude of this field have
poles located near the surface of the earth (in salt or been published [King et al.. 1980: King and de
fresh water, dry or moist soil or sand, frozen earth Beltencc irt, 19791.
or ice) have been handicapped by the complexity of Significantly, none of the available approximate
the exact general integrals that characterize all six formulas-including those of Bahos [19661--is ade-
components of the electromagnetic field in both the quate to provide insight into the 'omphcated nature
earth and in the air above it. Between the pioneer of the field generated by a horizontal electric dipole
work of Sominerfeld [1909, 1926] and the appearance in a homogeneous half-space near its boundar. , ith
of the comprehensive treatise by Bafios [19661, many air. So-called 'physical explanations' [Lytle et al .
attempts were made to obtain useful approximate for- 19761 also fail to do so. The complete picture is. of
mulas. These were successful only in a limited sense course, contained in the general integral formulas, but
in severely restricted ranges of the parameters and these are too complicated to provide physical insight
variables. Many investigators have been preoccupied by inspection and theit evaluation by numerical meth-
with propagation in and over sea water and at very ods has not been sufficiently fine-grained to re'eai
low frequencies for which all parts of the earth's sur- some of their most interesting and important charac-
face behave like conductors lBannister and Dube. teristics. A full understanding of the properties of lat-
1978'. More recently, attention has been directed to eral waves can best be obtained from simple and ac-
the numerical evaluation of the complex Sommerfeld curate formulas for the components of the
integrals that occur in the general formulas for the electromagnetic field. Since the radial electric field
latcral-wave field [Siegel and King, 1970. 1971. is the most important component. attention is directed
1913; Bubenik, 1977; King and Sandier, 1977: Rah- to it. The other components will be treated in another
mat-Sanii et al., 1981]. A comprehensive tabulation paper
of the numerically calculated radial component of the In the analysis to follow the complex %%ave number
electric field of a horizontal electric dipole in a half- of region I with : > 0 (water, earth. etc.) is k, = 3,
space with a wide range of values of permittivity , nd + ta2 = (p.,) t 12 . where = + iu/w and ,

Oe,. The wave number of region 2 with : < 0
(air) is k, = 3, . tc. = w(p.,P.)' 2. It is assumed that

cop)'ngt Z 1982 b) the Arnenc)n GeophysicalUo =., Uo -tO: for air E, = Eo, aO, = 0.

Paper nur..ber ISI556.
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Region 2: air; e. =co, o,2 0, k2= ko The first integral in (1) can be rearranged with the
S X relation -Y2 = k- X2 to have the same form. except

-' -....... for the exponential, as the first integral in (3). It is

~' x~~1 ---- *~.F 0(p. z - d) J {y,/2)[J(Xp) - J,(xp)1

*~ ~ ~ 1P (P4z)
z Region 1 (k22y1)lJ0(Xp) J,4Xp)J}e"":-dXdX (4)

It follows that (1) can be expressed in the following
Fig~. I. Radial component of electric field at (p. d), z) due to x- form:

directed dipole at (0. 0. d)
El 01 cos 61[F,,p. -d)

2 AN APPROXIMATE THEORETICAL FORMULA 4rrk27

FOR THE RADIAL ELECTRIC FIELD - F (p, : - d)- F,(p.: d)) (5)
The general integral for the radial cornponent E1  where F0 (p. z - d) is defined in (4) and where F;(p.

of the electric field at the point (p, 6, :) in region I z-d n ,p )ae epcte h is
due to an x dtrected, horizontal electric dipole in the and) aecnd F1 (p i (). are rstilt hefis
same region at the point (0. 0, d iis (King and Smithi adscnditgasi () oeta
[1981], p. 617, eq. (5.9)): Q - I =-2tV,',(, - 9-y,) (6)

E, - cos d) (k2J 0(Xp) P I-:(:~i 7
47rk ( IThe integral F,(p. z + d) given in (3) can be ex-

- (X2/2)[J 0(Xp) - J,(Xp)fl-y-te""-dXdX pressed as the sum of two integrals. Thus. with

F,(p. z-d) = F,(p.: d) -F,(p. eld) (8)
+ J (-yiQ/2)(J 0(X) - J Xp)] F p. d) = - E '? /( ,

I (P/y((Xp) - J,(xp)]}e"" X.dX) (1 [Jo(Xp) - J.(X\p)]e ":-dXdX (9)

w here, w ith 1
i, = I2 = P0 , F,(p.: d) k f ( Y/Y)/( Y - y1)lA

P= (Y2 - 'y1)/('y2  7 1)

Q = (9Y - '1Yd0/(_Y2 + 92-y1  [JI(Xp) -~ J,(Xp)le"'-- XdX (10)

'Y' = k2- X2(2) The first problem is to evaluate F,) F,,. F.. and F
This is cart ed out subject to two conditions The fir't

The location of the dipole at (0. 0, d) and the point requirement is that the \Aa~e number A, of regton!
(p, 4b, :) where E,,, is calculated are siown in Figure (in which the antenna is immersed and the field cal-
I. culated) be much greater in magnitude than 4: for re-

The second integral in (1) can be expressed as the gion 2. Specifically.
sum of two integrals as follows. k k2(1

F;(P,~~~ z; + )+Fi. )ll)/)j(p)-J(l
F~p z d)+ F(p.Z +d) j (y1 2)1 0(X) -J 2(P)1 The second requirement is an approximation needed

to simplify the integrations in (3). the integral (4) is
+ (/2i)I0 (p) J(Xp)l~e Y" dX considered separately after (3) has been evaluated

Th~e well-known exponential decay of a plane wave

+ f f(yi/ 2 )IQ - I J0X)- J,,p)- (k'2yentering a dissipative medium combined with the re-
j ii'P, 2 ~PI 'i~t'ciprocal theorem, the available approximate formualas

of Bafios in their ranges of validity. emtensive nu-
[P + 1]IJo(Xp) + J2(Xp)lle" AdX (3) merical coimputations from (1). and a series of mea-
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surements all :ndicate that the dependence on the ft *wt4 0

depth d of tie source and the depth z of the point of Ix2I0 4.W6M

observation of the part of E,,, with the exponential exp 1OZ05 -OH

fiy,(z + d)j should be well approximated (at least
whenp 2  zandP2 >> d )by setting y, - k, inthe 004.
exponential factor exp [i-y,(z + d)] in (1). The con- ~ 0

sequences of this assumption must be verified by di-j h t7 ,
rect comparison of calculations from the approximate ~-
;ormula to be derived with the numerical evaluation .015

of (1). With this substitution, the functions F(p, z lo4Il
+ d) can be expressed as follows:

-,pz- d) - F,(p, O)e (12)
00,4

04

In (12) and with (4), -.- ~ ____________

F0,(p. 0) ='Y;P. 0) = j {y/)J(p -J(Pl''

Fig. 2: IE0 at depth z of horizontal electric dipole at depth d in
- (k~i/'y;,)lJXp) -J,(Xp)]}XdX t 13) water beovw air

and, with F,(p. 0) =F,(p. 0) - F3(p, 0)

Fdp, 0) = 2 j Y/(91ey) kp

The indicated evaluation of these integrals is outlined
[J0(Xp) - J,(Xp)JXdX (14) in. appendix A. With these values, (16) gives

Fo(p. 0) = Fo(p. 0) =-I,(k,) - k2]I4(k,)
F,(p. '3) = ki (y' ,Y21" -(Y 'yd)

= 2e'ki4 L. (20)
* J,0(Xp) - J.2(Xp)lXdX (15) IP Pj

The function F (p, 0) as given by (13) can be ex- The function F,(p, 0) defined in (14) can be rear-
pressed in terms of two integrals that can be inte- ranged as follows. Note that with R, = 12 10
grated. Specifically, 9 k'/k 2

F (p, 0) = ( l/2)1 1 (kj) + klI 4(kl)l k)16) F,(p, 0) _ (k,2/&2)EI1pk) 2 k ~I(k) -Gp

where, 
(1

l,(k) = (k 2 _ X-1), 2[J,(Xp) - J,(Xp)]XdX where

- 21,(k) + OA4() (17) G(p) 2 ~ ~V - 7]

I,(k) =f (k 2 
- X 2 1 J(Xp) + J2(Xp)lXdX . J0 (Xp) - J,(Xp)]X AX (22)

2k 2z
. e (18) 1,(k)=f (k- \ 2

-i 
2
1J 0(Xp) - J2(Xkp)]XdX

1,(k) j(k 2 _ X2 f-.'Ij(Xp) + J,(Xp)JX AX - '- k k)2
ep j)(3
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Fig 2b. Real and imaginar. parts and magnitude of E in cntical range. Wu's formula (35 and nurr'ncal Cal-
culations from exact ititeerais (I)

The function I,(k) is evaluated in appendix A. the the resulting formula is:
function G(p) in appendix B. With (17) and (23) and.
from (11), k2 - k2 k2. (21) becomes E - cos <{e "4e k:9P p -k. -

F2(p. 0) -(k/k2)[-2.() - k,(k,) - k21 3(k), - G'p)

- -(k/k )l-21,(k,) - kl.I(k,) - (2ik /p)er] I.;(p) -(l/2)FoAp.:-d)j 2Ri

With (B 16) of appendix B, the compiete formula is24)f{
The function F 3(p, 0) defined in (15) can be ex- E,, = - cos e '* --J'e 'k:l>

pressed as follows: 2. ke

Ir Ik [ik' k, z k4 (F3(p, 0) = -k' [(ki) - +" +

- - k 3I4(k , ) 2(k,) - I,(k ) (25) x e ' 
-

:
]

i  1(/2)F ,(p. d - d29

When (25) is combined with (24), it follows that

F,(p, 0) = F2(p, 0) + F,(p. 0) - 2(k/k2)I(k,) where2 1
-r (2k 2/p)e' p + k 21(k,) - kl,(k) = - Clkp(k-i2k)] -2 Slkp~k:/2ki)l 130

+ 2)- 1k2 + G 1p 2(26)1-
+ 1(k) - 1(k) + G(p) (26 and C and S are the Fresnel integrals as defined n the

With (18) and (19), this becomes: Jahnke-Emde Tables of Functions.
The integral Fo(p, z - d) as given by (4) is simply

F~,)2e,2i k- Pi] + 2e2 P1 G(p) the field of a lionzontal dipole at (0. 0, d) in an n-
L p P . ,.- . finite homogeneous region characterized b 9, and k,

In this case. Q = P = 0 in (I) and the entire field is
(27) given by the first integral, which is necessarily equiv-

When (20) and (27) are combined in (5) with (12), alent to the well-known formula for the field of an
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P -n rneers
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Fie 3a £. of dipoe ir .-ke 'uater para-&ei to its interfaze with air

infir.itesimal dipole. For an x directed dipole with ['k: 3k 31 }" sin:O11moment IA = I at (0. 0. d) on the : axis. the radial [ - " -

component of the electric field is given by
where 0, is the angle subtended b% the radial line r.

, -, e'" f " k. 6 - - d):l'r and the positie : axis ,Figure
E.= s Ir r r' 1). With

-,60 0'4 ") , " = O l~ . "\ \r" - - p. e, - ./2 in amplitude factors, so that

-20h- -

-60-

r - - -.

-- - ,,

200o 40 j- 010, 50 100 150 20C 250
;: ' eles

Fig. 3b& E. of dipole in lake %ater parallel to its interface %%ith Fig. 3c E. of dipole in lake %ater parallel to its interfate %ith
air air

L i --
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50 3. THE RADIAL ELECTRIC FIELD
INTERFERENCE PATTERNS

-120- Z -,.8.0M J The general expiession (35) for the radial compo-
nent of the electric field at a depth z in a half-space
of earth or water and at a radial distance p from a unit

-- o horizontal electric dipole at a depth d consists of two
= = principal parts These are characterized respectively

-. OOUHZ , - by the functions fL(p, z, d) = fL(P) exp [ikzp - ik, :
- -'60- k.4Z.. 3,6-.xo,, ., + d)] and fD(P, :, d) = f(P) exp {ik(p, - (:-

-t6X "' -. r)d) 21'2}, where fL(P) and fD(P) are the quantities in
"00 .- ,778' 005,.o. square brackets in (35). Clearly.fL(p. z. d) is a lateral

-- 120 wave that travels upward from the dipole to the sur-
face a distance d in region I (earth or water). Men
continues radially outward along the surface in region

-0 0 2 ' 2 (air). and finally proceeds downward in region I a-0 02 04 06 08 :0

distance : to the point of observation at (p. -. On the
other hand. fD(P. z, d) is a direct wave that travels

Fig 4 E; of dipole in :ea 'ater parallel to its interface U ith air from the source to the point of observation entirel%
in region 1. The amplitudes of these waves decrease

k;. with radial distance according to quite different func-
.,.e- cos 6 e I tions. When : = d. these arefL(p } exp (ik:p) and f(p)

2kP exp (ikp). Since the wavelength in air is X. = 2-r/

- 13, and that in the earth or water is X, =
----- cos 6 F.p.-- di 3 = 13, - kic, , - icr,) with 13, >> 13:. it

follows that X. >> X1. The superposition of the t~o
It follows that waves prcduces a standing wave pattern with a com-

Sd- e kplicated structure dominated b% the wavelength X

Se j (34)

(Note that F,(p. 0) in (20) agrees exactly with F,,tp. too

0) as obtained from (34) when: = d.) With (34). the E,. 20 d z • osm .

expression (29) becomes: f -" 6 H

E,,. = ---- iCOSde e'* n S/rnE 2, Co d) e 0004

x " . e'- 2 ' " - t 4 "

. is given by (30). This is the final approximate for- '7-"""-
mula for E, .Note its simplicity as compared with the z -t~
exact formula (1). It is completely general except for

tconditions (11) and (32). i.e., lk~ >> ik~;, p" >>t, p' >> d It agrees exceedingly well with the nu-

merical evaluation of the exact integrals when ,k~ 0 o2 04 06 0'8 10

> Ik and quite well even when Ik;/k;I is as small
as 4. This is shown on selected graphs in the exten- Fig 5 IE, at depth due to horizontal dipole I1.11 = Ii at depth

sive set computed from (35). d in region ! below air:f =I GHz. Wu's formula

2 

0
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5 standing wave persists for a large radial distance. The
40 E,- 2o d' ., o's curves in solid line are calculated from (35), the dot-

- f1 OOMHz ted curve is evaluated numerically from the general
30-  formula (1), both with 4; = 0'. The central section

a in sWn of the graph for IE,.I and the associated real and im-
20c 4x1o"3 agina.y parts, EP = EP8 + iER, = IEpi exp 0,, are

,0 46shown in Figure 2b on a larger scale. The agreement
with the numerical calculations from (!) is seen to be
excellent.

/ . The graph in Figure 2a for r, = 4 x 10 - 3 S/m

- \. greater value of the attenuation constant a, in k, =
201 h t 004 i l ro

\ 3 1  io, the amplitude of the direct wave decreases
30 quite rapidly so that the standing-wave pattern that

characterizes the interference between it and the lat-
eral wave diminishes to a negligible amplitude in
about 50 m In less-pure lake water with Cr, = 0.04

67 2 4 6 t o S/m, the standing wave persists only out to about p
a d in meiters = 8 m. With a, = 0.4 S/m and in sea water with

Fig 6 ES at depth sddue to hopizontal dopole (1o 1) at depth a, = 4 S/m, the direct wave has a negligible ampli-
d i regton I belox ar. f = 100 MHz. Wu s formula tude even at p = 1 m. Note that the graphs calculated

from the approximate formula (35) are all in excellent
agreement with the corresponding numerical values

In Figure 2a is shown E,,! in water as a function calculated from (1).
of the radial distance p when z = d = 0.15 in and f The standing-wave patterns atf = 1 GHz and 100
= 10 MHz. Graphs are proided for E, = 80 and fi-e MHz in lake water with ar1 = 4 x 10 - ' S/m are
values of a, ranging from 4 x 10 6 S/m to 4 S/m shown in Figure 3a. Since the wavelength in the
The top and bottom graphs in Figure 2a for distilled water is much shorter than with f = 10 MHz. the
water with a, = 4 x 10- 6 S/m are piimarilN of the- deepest minima occur near p = 0.57 m with f = I
oretical interest, a, is so small that the direct wave GHz and p = 4 m withf = 100 MHz instead of near
is attenuated only slowly As a consequence. the p - 58 m with f = 10 MHz. However. since a, is

substantially smaller at the higher frequencies. the

,~ standing-wave amplitude decreases only slowly with
-Nercot "o, m ex. o tegfols radial distance. Graphs of JE,,j for lake water over a

-,o\ ,, 20 d.1,,, wide range of frequencies are shown in Figures 3b
,\ 0s/M and 3c to different scales. A significant standing wave

4-,05
-30 4 tO'

-40 40

_6Wo d._' 15n

04 410, -64

90[ I , - I I I

0 20 40 60 80 )O0
p IN METERS p IN METERS

Fig 7 !E,, at depth z due to horizontal dipole 1I.1 = 1) at depth Fig 8 1Eo1 at depth - due to horizontal dipole (I.1 = 1) at depth
d in region I below air.f = 10 MHz. Wu's formula d in region I below air. f = I MHz. Wu's formula
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0 C Z 0 M 05
70x4 z.O15m -20 f - 1 4

60, IaiI n -/

f 40410

p IN ME ERS
C3 44 -10

tOF- - Fig 11 ;E at depth :due to hornzontal dipole (IAl/= 1I at depth

S d in region 1 belov, air. f = 10 MHz. Wu's formula

050

0 05 10 15 20 25

p in eRters

medium at each frequency A companison of the cal-
Fig 9 EI at depth due to horizontal dipole (-Al 1) at depth culations from (35) with those from the exact ite-

dn region i beloo rrf= I GHz. Wu's formula grals (1) is shown i Figure 7. The agreement is very

good.

ocur 0hen 10 i.Grps 20f2

occurs when f = 1 MHz. Graphs of mE, in sea water Graphs for dry earth with E, = 4 and several ,alues

(or = 4 S/m) at the high frequencies f = 100 MHz of 0"1 are in Figures 9 through 11, respectively, at f

andf = I GHz are shown in Figure 4 at very close 1 GHz. 100 MHz. and 10 MHz. Typical standing-

range It is seen that standing wa,,es exist out 30-40 wave patterns are obtained As seen from Figure 11.

cm from the source. the agreement between JE,,! as calculated from the

Graphs like those in Figures 3 and 4 for w ater with newly derived approximate formula (35) and by nu-

F = 80 are shown in Figures 5 through 8. respec- mencal integration from the exact integrals (1) is not

tively, atf = I GHz. 100 MHz, 10 MHz. and I MHz as good with E, = 4 as with E, = 80 or 20. This is

for a material medium with e, = 20 and a range of to be expected since the condition ( 11) is not well

values of o. The interference patterns generated by satisfied. Howexer, whereas the amplitude of the

the superposition of the direct and lateral waxes are standing-vwave pattern is not quite accurate, the agree-

similar to those in water with the standing wae dom- ment in the actual location of the standing waxes is
mated by the wavelength characteristic of the material excellent

4 CONCLUSION

4o1. ,., ,.. ,, A new simple and accurate formula has been de-
nved for the radial electric field of a horizontal elec-

30'0 tric dipole in a dissipative or dielectric half-space neari I If , 00 MH!

20 its boundary with air The interference patterns gen-
, igv,,erated by the direct and lateral waves that oigmnate

10 4,, at the dipole are examined in detail for three values

-,.10 -" 4,0 of E,,, numerous values of a, and a wide range of

I frequencies The accuracy of the new formula is con-
-0 firmed by comparison with numerically evaluated re-

-20- -suits. In terms of computer time the new formula (35)
4,10

-  can be evaluated in fractions of a minute as compared
0 5 10 ,its 20 25 with hours for the complete numerical integration of

(1). When similar expressions are made available for

Fig 10 IEj at depth z due to horizontal dipole (IA = I) at depth the other five components of the electromagnetic
d in region I below air.f = 100 MHz. Wu's formula field, it will be possible to study the more comph-
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cated properties of lateral waxes including especially Here the integral is the same as that in (A7) so that
reflection at and transmission across boundaries. 1() 2i ek 1,(k ) A

APPENDIX A- THE INTEGRALS 1(k) 13(k) = -- p - l(k)

Let the four integrals 1(k) ... 14(k) defined in With (A3) used in (19) and the temporary substi-
(17)-(19) and (23) be considered in turn. Clearly, tution k = i3,

l,(k) = 2 (k2 - X2)' 2Jo(Xp)XdX - l,(k) (Al) I4(k) = _2i f W + 3-112 2J,(Xp)dX

With the substitution (d/dX)[XJ,(Xp)] = XpJo(Xp) and 2i
integration by parts, -- [I, (0p/2)K,/,(0p/2)j (All)

2 f1, - \2)' -J,,(XplXdX = (2/p) :X(k2 - 0'2 " where I1 2 and K, , are the modified Bessel functions
of order 1/2. However. 1, :(z) = (2/..:)l : sinh :.
K, 2(:) = ('r/2-)' 2e-: so that I 2(:)K, ,(z) = (1/

•J(Xp)dX = (- 2/) [(k - X) 2z)(1 - e-2:). It follows that (All) becomes

- k(k- - Xh)- l i]J,(Xp)dX (A2) 14(k) = - .- I (I - e- op) = (1 - e'") (A 12)
p 3PP kp

With With (A5), (A8), (AIO). and (A12). the formulas in

2J,(Xp)/Xo = Jo(Xp) - J,(Xp) (A3) (17)-(19) and (23) are obtained.

it follows directly from the definitions (17) and (18) APPENDIX B THE FUNCTION Gpi
that The function G(p) is defined by

2 (k2 - X)' J(p)XdX = -1,(k) - k21(k) (A4) G = -, (k2 - X)[k. - X)' 2 - .(k7 - X) "

Hence,

1A) = -2/:(k) - k2llk) (A5) - 1(k \ 2)1 
2 IJo(Xp) - J:(Xp)lXdX (BI)

With (A3) and J(Xp) = -(l/p)(a/OX)Jo(Xp), 1,(k) It is clear that the integrand is very large onl> when
as defined in (18) becomes X is near k, so that in the range of significance, k2

2 "  ( >> X2 For all but small arguments.
l4(k) = - J (k - )- J(p)d (A6)) 2 ' 2' (2)

Integration by parts gives

2k 2 f so that
12(k) = "1 - (k2 - X)' 2Jo(XP)1dX (A7)

P P " Jo(Xp) - J2(Xp) (2 p)' 2 e k'ple-" - . 1

With Bateman, Higher Transcendental Functions

II, p. 95 (52), the integral in (A7) integrates into (2\):

-(i/p)e'so that x- p e '  (B3)

k 2i eP (A8) The integral isG:(pj --Z) 1(k8'6r FI I
It follows directly from (18) that G(p - k~ - X2)' 2 - -k, i(, - J

13(k) = 2 (k2
- X2)-' 2Jo(Xp)XdX - 1,(k) (A9) ... 2e,-4XdX (B')
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Now let the variable of integration be changed with Z+ szdt(14
X =k,(l -r-MT) dX =k,m dT (B5)f V2rt

where the parameter It follows that, since CQx) = S(oc) = 1/2. (B313) has

m = 2 2k2 B6) the following form:

Hma = k7/2k- (B6)- 1C
is very small since jk~I << Ik~ and Tr is the dimen- 2~t 2 1v~e~feo ~)
sionless variable of integration. It follows that

X
2 

=k201 - 2MT + MY) -k 2(l + 2mr) (BI15)
Accordingly, (B 11) can be expressed in terms of the

or Fresnel integrals. Thus,

G(p) = --2k,) -) e:
and p

It follows that wk- ith 1-m) 2k B1 {1 1 [ a}( 6

a =mk~ = ~p/k~ B9) where a = k~p(k2 .

(134) becomes Acknowledgments Computations from the approximate and
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Lateral waves: new formulas for E,, and Elz
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New simple formulas are denved as an approximation for the exact general integrals for the transverse
and vertical components of the electnc field generated b) a honzontal electic dipole in a half-space of

water or earth near its boundary '.ith air These formuias supplement the earlier den.ation of the more

important radial component

I FORMULATION FOR E,6  - (ki/2yt)(Xpl - Jt(p)]}e. -dd (4)

The transverse component of the electric field E , ,
at the point (p, b. :) in region 1 due to an x directed. G(p.: d) = J{y,/2)[JR,(p) - J2 (Ap)]

horizontal electric dipole in the same region at the
point (0, 0, d) is [King and Smith, 1981. p. 617. - (k2/2 1 )[J0(Xp) - J.(Xpl}e.'..J'Xd (5)
equation (5.10)]

Gp.: - d) = G.p.z - d) - G,(p.: - d) (6

E,- W= 6 sin J {k2J,,(Xp) - (X/2)jJ,,4p) - J:(Xpl}_ G2(p. d) = -f j -"

* e ' dX - f{(-yQ/2)(J(Xp) - J(Xp)l

- (k2P/2-y)[J,(Xp) - J,(X )l}e' d'XdX (I) G2(p. = -k f 2 Y, ]
where, with I., = Ii:= lt,

- - rfI [Jo(Xp) - J,(Xp)le""*"',d (8)
p= Q=.

-Y 'Y1 iEtY2 £7yi

y = k,-X i= 1.2 (2) 2 EVALUATION OFG i.:- di

This expression is like that previously analyzed in Wi The ealuation of Gcp. z - d) as defined in (61
and King [this issue] for E,, with tmo differencf.s. with (7) and (8) will be zarrted out subjecz to the re-
These are -sin dh replaces cos b and the sign of J,(Xp) striction
is reversed throughout. It follows that E , can be ex-
pcessed as follows, paralleling equation (5) in Wit and >
King [this issue]: and with the approximation

= 471k2 si < G,(p,. - d) - G,(p. OWe"" - 10)

- [Go(p.r - d) -,- G(p,: -, d) + G,(p.: d)1 (3) which is discussed in Wit and King [this issuel Since

where G,(p, 0) = G,(p. 0) + G3(p, 0). it remains tc evaluate

G - d) f {(y1/2)1Jo(Xp) + J,(Xp)l G.(p, 0) = -. [ , "- (Xp) -J(Xp)XdX

Copynght t 1982 by the Amencan Geophysical Union (Ill

Paper number IS1640.
0048-6604/82/0506-1640508.00 532
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' y2 ,40 i 2 k,

G,(9.0) -kl .y,( f] " J(Xp) - J,(Xp),'XdX G(p. 0) - 4e k 2

(12) +e 'p  + H(p) (21)

The integrals can be expressed in terms of the pre- 0

viously evaluated four integrals, viz., The function H(p) is evaluated in appendix A. The

result is
l,( ) = f (k2  - X )"2' [Jo(Xp) - J (p)] d X 2ik "  ,"

H(p) - ) e'e- e ;  (22)
2kk ((k 4))

= - 2 1 , (k ) - k l .(k ) = ----- _ - ( 1 3 )

- p- P P' where

(k) = k " - X )z'[ ) - J .p ]X dX =2k 2i e,,k p(k ,/2k-)l. S"kp(k,2k2)l (23)
2[J(Xp - - 12kXk-]l-X -= S 223)

(14) In (23). C and S are the Fresnel integrals as defined
in Jahnke-Emde, Tables of Functions.

13(k) = (k2 - X.)- :[jJ~p) - J:(Xp)]hdX

Jo 3 EVALUATION OF G,,,p. : - d) AND Gp.: -d

-e2 _ p ,(2 2 In the evaluation of Fo;p, z + d) in Wu and King
p kp kp -p! [this issue] the same approximation was made as in

the evaluation of F,(p, z -. d). That is. it was assumed

1 "(k) (k2 - X2)-' 2[J,(Xp) - J,(Xp)lXdX that Fo(p, z + d) - Fo(p. O)e 'k'(: d). This was done
.o because the terms involving e " .:-d' as a factor in

2 F;(p, z - d) exactly cancelled those in F,(p. : - d)
= -- (1 - e') (16) and therefore a parallel treatment of th integrals in-kp volving e"'': d was indicated. The corresponding

The reversal of sign of J,(Xp) is equivalent to an in- terms in Go(p, z + d) add to those in G,(p. z -- d)
terchange of 1,(k) with I(k) and of 13(k) with 1(k). In this case it would appear that somewhat greater
It follows from (21) in Wu and King [this issue] that accuracy could be achieved by using the exact expres-

-(k2/k2)1Ik,) - - H(p sions for both Go(p, z + d) and Go(p, z - d). Spe-
Lt2(p, 0) = 2- (k k )l(k,)- cifically, since Go(p, z - d) is the direct contribution

(17) to E, by the horizontal dipole as if in an infinite

where medium and Go(p, z + d) is the contribution of its
image, the relevant formulas can be written down

_ E Y 7 1 directly.
H(p) =- -'/I ' J For an x directed dipole with the moment IAl = I

A m at (0, 0, d) on the z axis, the d component of

• [Jo(Xp) - J,(Xp)]XdX (18) the electric field is given by

kirso ,,, , k, i]
With (24) in Wu and King 'this issue]. (17) becomes (Ee,) s-in 4 ]
G2(p, 0) = -(k2/k2)[-21,(k,) + k 13i(k:) + k.(k 2 )j + H(p) L r

(19) =Wk-sinn Go(p,z-d) (24)

Similarly, with (25) in Wu and King [this issue], Similarly, the 4) component of the electric field of an

GO(p, 0) = -k.I(k.) + 1.(k.) - 1,(k,) (20) image dipole at (0, 0, -d) is

These can be added and terms of the order k/k2 ne- (E i k, t
glected. With (13)-(16), the result h; 4-2k sin
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- . All terms that irvolve e'*1P relate to the direct field
S= l 4s) G( (p, z + d) (25) from the dipole and its reflection fiom the boundary

and not to the laterai-wave term which has the coef-
where ficient ekt1- 'l e' .They can contribute significantly

2 - (- - r. = + ( d)2]' : (26) to the field near the source and to the interference
pattern. They are not important in determining the

Clearly, field at distant points.

- d) = - k] (27) 5. FORMULATION FOR E,.

The vertical component of the electric field, E,:.
- d):---d) = (28) at the point (p. h, :) in region I due to an x directed,G (p. -d e r " 28 horizontal electric dipole in the same region at the

Subject to the conditions pZ >> 2. p- .>~ d". it is a point (0. 0, d) is (King and Smith. 1981. p. 618.

good approximation to set r, - r, - p in amplitudes. equation (5.11)1:
but not in exponents. With this approximation. El . [Ce, -,.._XE1. = -ycos db - -Y Qe' ""'d1J1 (Xp)hXdX

G,,(p. z - d) - G (p. d) - -(e" ' - e I f"

I P pf-k,- 1  (29) (32)

p: P (29; where Q is in (2) and the upper sign is for : > d. the
lower sign for 0 - : S d. With --., = . = p-. let

4 THE COMPLEIE FORMULA FOR E, (32) be written as the sum of three integrals as fol-
lows:

The final approximate formula for E,, is given by
(3) with (29) and (10) with (21) and (22). It is E, = IWI, d)

-,,k'.cos zb/lp.:-d

E16 sin bEk- - H(p. d ) Htp. : - d)] (33)

,k,,: dek 
" ki p tkO) where

PL P 2 k ; : d

k "1 Ho(p, : - d) = " e ... J , X:dX (34)

L2p p" I' j

, Ho(p, z d) f eY"-dJ,(Xp)X:dX (35)
4 e P P] (30)

where r, and r, are defined in (26) and Y is in (23). H,p : - d) e"'"(Q - l)1J(Xp)~dA

The ionnula with z = d = 0 is of interest. This has
the following much simpler form: = -2H, e" '  Y, J,(Xp)-dX (36)

E, - si n b e' L -2 e •Y
I P P" 2k, J

6 EVALUATION OF H,(p.: - d)

- e 1 -k (31) The evaluation of H(p, - + d) as defined in (36)
2 LP"2 J is carried out subject to (9) and with an approximation

The l/p terms are seen to cancel. This suggests that that corresponds to (10), viz.,
the corresponding terms in (30), viz , (ik"/2p)
lek j -_ (/2)(e'Al" - e'A")], should perhaps also H,(p. z - d - H,(p. OW " (37)

cancel, but do not owing to the approximation in the The function H,(p, 0) can be expanded in the mannei
factor elk1-d* pI which is not physically meaningful. carried out in (11). Thus.
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r F 1 i_ F6k)= k2 ik
16k2 L- + Ie '

k2
P  148)

HI(p, 0) = -2, jY1i j-1 - ., + - P1(+4

J (p) 2dI (38) 1 49)

-2 9 - " (Xp)X~dX - K(p) (39)
- 2f ( ) d pThe function K(p) is in appendix B. The result is

2&', p  1/1

where K(p) = k' - ) ek2P"-kP2'b (50)

K(p) - .1 -J(Xp)X 2 d (40, where ,; is defined in (23).
[)" , C 172 , JWith (47)-(50), (37) becomes

is evaluated in appendix B. The evaluation of the in- k-, k [ k, i ik,
tegral in (39) is camed out with the help of the fol- H1(p. + d) - 2 - e ' (s ' ' e2 l + -, + -'

lowing approximate procedure: " k

X ___k'_X2_)I 2ek~ (51)
J "i-v= (k. - A - f 3 (1) kp I ,

wr w(k; Al-  
.

where, with kl >> Ikl, and 3 = -ik or k= ip, 7. EVALUATION OF H(p.: - d) AND H(p.: - d)

(k, - 1)' As in the evaluation of the corresponding terms in
. f~b, k,, A - O~k0] = (-X-) E , the exact formulas will be used for both 11,(p.

z - d) and H(p, z + d). As before, these are the
(X = - k-). 2 (\2 - l (42) contributions by the dipole source at (0. 0. d) and the

X X identical image at (0, 0, -d). The formul for the z
component of the electric field in an infime homo-

f2 -f[k,. k,. x - O&tk- = X-)' (43) geneous medium due to a horizontal . directed dipole
2 at (0, 0, d) is

f3-f,\ - O(k, =f[X O(k,)] -(44) ) 2 -

Thus, w ith (42)-(44), Lo s"- h 3)l  k k 4-kcos (bHo(P. - d) (52)
y, _(A\

2  2 41k2
+ + (45)

'/2 X (kj - XA) A with

arid with (45) in (39) r= [p + (z - d)21' /  (53)

k' 2The corresponding exnr.ssion for the image of the
H,(p, 0) = -2 ki if (

2 + P)' J,(p)xdA source at (0, 0, -d s

fo" "foX }iWPt e,, x(z + d) (k 3ik, _)jl(~ph. ( l:) = . - -- 3I
k, 1/2 dX + iki  ],hp)Xdh + K(p) (E4, = e '; \r, r 2  r'

ki i k (bH)p +d (4
2 'i,(k,) - klk2) - ik l , } - K(p) (46) =41rk--'"" )H~p )(4

wit

where the three integrals 15, , and 17 are evaluated with

in appendix C. They are r2 = (P
2 + (z + d)1' 2  (55)

L k ,i With the conditions p2 >> z2 , p2 > d2 in amplitudes,
,(k,) -- 2 I1 + (47) these formulas become

- ,,-,..,,A,.
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7kPe P2 , jI~o -r~ r-
t  

45

T ') 4 - d3 ( 5 6 ) i . ...... £
(10 1k -- nElpl I n"l at .554S

XZ+ d) (k, + k ) 1 14-07e 2 + - (57) .... i s f rm e z o00015a
4IktI P P P I0- N ..... [fIt' N1mwcei t. 6W M4z

With x/p = cos d). the sum of the functions Ho(p, z go -
- d) and Ho(p. : + d) becomes '

Ho p, - d) + H,(p, z + d) rk "'316d z' -<e,., "T-de"'r~L 3' ' '>  ] 5,"'

- L ed PAr .Z e' J[-- (58)

V,,kL

8 THE COMPLETE FORMULA FOR E,

The final approximate formula for E: is given by i"-"l
(33) with (51) and (58). It is 0 'tr"  \ -

( k -0
E,: = 2 rk co.k-2e

2T7k2 k, 1

-Il-ZL "I",:
e - e"-' i - ! ! - I .........---I[ t '.o,,, -40 , ,,,,,, .A . \ ",

0001 00I 0' 0
59) , melefs

with r, and r, defined in (26) and ,; in (23). Fig I The three components of the elector held it depth - due
to a hcnzontal electnc dipole at depth d in salt water Restr,.tion

9 CONCLUSION AND COMPARISON WITH on Wu's formula p -> 5d = 0 035 m

NUMERICAL VALUES

In order to heck the accuracy of the newly derived
simple formulas for Ed, and E,:, the general integrals
(1) and (32) were evaluated n- merically (this eval- narrow range near p 0.07 m where the direct and
uation is due to L. C. Shen) for a critical range of the lateral waves interfere. as discussed in Wu and King
radial distance p with the depths d of the dipole and [this issue], Very small change-, in frequenc signif-

z of the point where the field is calculated chosen to icantly alter the interference pattern so tha close
be different. The denser region I is salt water with agreement in a small range near such a region cannot

ll= 45 and c = 3.5 S/rn at f = 600 MHz; the be expected. At lower frequencies the direct field is
second region is air. Since agreement at very large attenuated much more rapidly, so that interference
distances is no problem, special attention is directed phenomena do not occur in the practical ranges Even
to the range within 20 air wavelengths of the dipole. ia the case at hand, the range where the interference
This is of importance since the new approximate for- is significant is only 7 or 8 cm from the source At
mulas are good approzomations only when p 2> d2, greater distances, all three approximate formulas are

p2 >> :, which may be interpreted as p -> 5d and p highly accurate.
> 5z.

Graphs showing IE,.l and JE,:l and also EP t in the APPENDIX A EVALUATION OF THE FUNCTION h'il

range 0.001 5 p _< 10 in for the numerical calcula- The function Htp) is defined in t18). It differs from
tions and 0.01 S p -< 10 m for the approximate for- G(p) in Wu and King [this issue] only in the sign of
mulas arc shown in Figure 1. The agreement is seen J 2(Xp). Thus, whereas in (B3) of Wou and King [this

-a- -, __ AAl' ' . -., . - , 'im.-' '
. . . . - . .. .- - - , - -,t ,-., . -,.. , , . .. . ,.
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issue] the following function and its approximation K(p)- .k , X )/ , - I I 1
occur: f 19#2; - kl 9,lk. - ,

J 0 ( p ) - J h t x P ) 2 e " P - 1 4 1 ( A ) ( e "( A -' // 4 I h~ d X ( B 3 )

the function H~p) rnvolves instead T'his differs from G(p) in (B4) of Wu and King [this
J ) J(X) 2 2 I issue] only in a factor -iX/k,. Since in the evaluation

Jop)- X(p Apj~p)h (2Trrp) I "' ' - .. of G(p) the approximation X k. was made in am-
plitudes, this ratio is simply kk"  Thtis"~

= -.. !1_ ' "'"- " '  (2) e]-(k,/k)G(p). With (BI6) in Wu and Ki:.g Ith.'s is-

e'rx -'"'4'd (A1)sue](hp

Clearly, (Al) and (A2) differ only by the factor Kip) i 2 (34) eW ne- d' ing (B4)

-i/2. Since in the evaluation of G(p). X is replaced

by k. in amplitudes, the final expression for Hips dif-

fers from that for G(p) only in the factor -,/kzp. APPENDIX C THE INTEGRALS 1
Thus, with (BI6) of Wu and King [this issueW: With [3 = -ik, and J_1 (z) -J1 (:). the following

Hr)=,e k integral must be evaluated:

H~p) - 21(kk'lk2)  e'9) e e134

.{~Q ]~[~~] Ai lk)= -J iX: . [321 J_,(Xp)XdX (1

where S nktp(k/2kl ). = X i relae Jp

This is accomplished with formula (4) on p 435 of
APPENDIX B THE FUNCTION Ktpr Watson's Bessel Functions with v I1. a = p. x

The function K(p) is defined in 40). It s = and - = [,. Thus,

r.k, I Ii( Ijinaus e vlutd

K(p) =-2, e- I

(k7p) /

(C2)
2 L 2 -1 With the relation r(v) = v-F(v + 1), it follows that

he(k- r ) i- (v + I) = (V + l-'r(v + 2). Also F(2v + 1)--

APPENDI B THEFU(2v +- I) W '(2v + 2) = (2v + l=p(2 x
The functionJ(p)sdefd i(BI) + 3). Hence,

As in the comparable integral in H(p), which is eva!- him r(v - I) hm(2v - I)(2v -- 2) Fi' - 2)uated in appendix A. significant contribuons from F(2v I, o ) K P F(2v 3)

the integrand occur only when X is of the order of k, (C3)
and therefore in this range I~ >> h, (k"' - X) /
k. The same approximation of the Bessel function so that

can be made. It is [32) 5l(1 I (I

lgk2- x) -,( 1\r~ + I k) = ( I-] ~v [ 2).~~ [ls3P 1))

J1(Xp) - (p ' - ' '

(27rkp)' /:  For large arguments. [3p > 1, 1_.,([3p/2) (1/
2 1) 3p)"2e 2(l + ie-)), K1([3p/2) - (/[3P) 2-

-i ep.a - a 2 Hne2 (B2) . Hence,
a n ik, ie>, X)

With these approximations, (B ) becomes n ,(k) = - '--(1 + ie-a) = --4(1 - (C5)

can e m de. t p [,3p , op K , P '4

-rp), e A.2 1- e-o) ~(p2 rP)
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The second integral to be evaluated is = J(-p)dk = 2pr3/2) 1

f 11.)d = - C9,\
I6(k,) Jo (k'-) dX = J[('P) -J 2(p)] This is evaluated with formula (5) on p. 386 of Wat-

son's Bessel Functions. In that formula set a = 0. r
Xzd(C6) = 1, b = p, t = X. Also note that r(3/2) = (1 '21'(k A (C6) = -' 2/2.

P 1-2(k,)- k- (C7) Acknowledgments Computations from the approximate tor-I2(k" ) " " mulas were carred out b% B. H. Sandier This rese.--n ua', up

ported in part b% the Office of Naval Research under :on;r.:t
where 1,(k,) and 1.(k,) are given in (14) and (16). N00014-79-C-0419 and in pan b% the Joint Sersce, Etectroni.,

With these, Program under contract NOOO-15-C-06-48. bhoth hHai', d

p [ 2k2 I e,k:p 2k, 2k, A~]." e : Un ver,,tt
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Corection to "Lateral wa-ves: New formulas for E10, and Ej," by T. T. Wu
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lRectived May S. 1934.)

In the paper -Lateral waves. New formulas for to those that involve exp (ik~p). the lattcr can all be
E,, and E, :" by T. T. Wu and R. W. P. King jRadio evalijated exactly with the fielo of formula 0521 of
Science. 17(3), 532-537. 1982). the following changes Baiernan (1953. p. 95) or formula 6.637(1) or Grad-
in sign should be made: sliteyn and Rycihik (1930. p 7!9]. The only resulting

Equation (52): insert a minus sign after each equals change is the replacement of exp (ik3I(: -d + p)] in
sign. (3)and (59) bv exp (lklr~l with r. = p

Equation (54): insert a minus sign after each equals (z + d)]l 2. This changze leads to slightly better
sign. agreement with the numerically evaluated compo-

Equations (56) and (57): insert a minus sign after nents in a narrow range near the lower limit of 11 in
the asymptotic proportion sign. the cord-ions 1) a 5d. p > 5::. It becomes significant

Equation (58): insert a minus sign after the equals only when iriterferenc minima occur in this range
sign. These are %cry scrisitive :9 small changes.

Equation (59): change plus to mrinu- at beginning
of the third line. The authors thank P. Bannister for
discovering this error. The correcteo formula (59) REFERENCES
gives the interference dip near p =0.08 m in Figure I ac..H.HihrTanndzdfu-tn. oI.3%p.
in agreement with the numerically calculated curve. %lcf~ra%-HI'I Nec%& Yo~rk. 1i'

If approximations of the t) pe I10) and (37) are ap- Gradshie~n. I S and 1. M,. Rgzht'k. Tabteso .t eqrals& Seriec arJd
plied only to integrals that involve exp (ikp) and not Producis. 1160 pp.. Academic. %,'c Yorl.. l9bL)
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New form ulas for the efectrornagnetie field of a vertical electric djp-o!e in a
d~eieciric or conducting half-space near its horizontal interface

RomOIi W.VP. King
Co~m~ McKay Labrsrj J-'Wrd ;4 Caabrdg4~ Vg=*~r= 07,38
(Reccived 23N Ma-y 198t- acepte for pu~k*'±io 6 Atus 1921

New fm asre derived foz t eero npetic.5i1 *f a ve-ical evuric dipole in a coniducting
or dielectric !;AfitTice- These contmnuouslY 3pi-moxrnate in zcctia the gencrl conpi
integrals o-,er tbhe enl ire pracfical range, yet are quita: -4m ple. Th ey se IjAgrnen simira ro.n- LAU
for the horizonta eletrtic dipOle with which they am cosmpar-, and provide the mewns far
St u dyn S tbe n me dcere pwt erns betw ecn th e d irec t an d lateral .m poarzts o fthe wv-,es and ih e
rfflee-tin wid watnission offlateral waves at boundarims

PACS nuxnber4l.1O Hv

1, INHTIODUOO at an arbitray pint (x, y. z) it. rccmngul&- or (p. 6.71i in

The electromagnetic field generated by a vertical elec- ~ ida oriae.Tecnutn rdeeti af
tric dipole his been studied extensively beginning sih the space is Region 'a ez01; Region 2 is zir l < 01. The two c-

classical work of Aonefi.~~n iiiszorica! review *ith gions =r charactenzed by the comrplex wave number-s
extesive refeencess in the aordvbckby Ble.%sin Ajx =Ih a-ia* =c()'. where ! =cj, 1ew am!d
which the horizontal a-nd vertical electric and riagneti: di- - u.&4. k f~+ k=~AJ")' It is assumed that

pales are investigated in detail. Howevex-, the final formula- ' 3.E 4a .
tion in this Wxik consisms on the one hard, of unevaluated Maxwells equations for the !wo regions with the time
compex integrals from which the electranmagnetic field is to dependesice e -'are
be detetminedi by diffementiation and, on the other hard, of V X E, = iWoB, =ioi5jBjX + B,); B,,~ =--. fill
approximate formulas for restricted, generally :,onover;ap- l
ping ranges of the paiameters arid vari'*!les. Thes are desig- k2,=Fi ,oZ.
nated near field, intermediate field, -And asymptotic field. Si- 0

milar expresions are given by W',,i and Czmpbiell.4 For a J,=b6)yz -dl,] = 1, 2. 121

complete physical understanding of the direct and later'al- As discusstd in conjunction with the horizontal electric di-
wave components of the electromagnectic field, their interac- pole,' it is convenient to use the transform
tion, anid their reflection and transmission at b sundaries, the 1
general integrals are too involved and the approximate for- EF x, y, z I = (2 if d J dfledz 7"E 1.r z11;
inulas, neither very accurate nor very useful since they have- -

different forms in disconnected ranges. In order to overcome J Lt 7., z) =6(z - d). (1
these difficult~es, the general integrals have been evaluated With it, the transformed Maxwell equations are
directly, subject to conditions that arc easily satisfied, and ,,._jZ - jE Y & Xtj I - ig a 1)B

simple, accurate formulas have been obtained that are valid J~EI

over the entire practical range. The newly derived formulas itiy- 7E, = 0; (4)
for the horizontali electric dipole have already been report.- &B,, ~ =-ik,

2 oEy
ed5-7; it is the purpose of this paper to derive comparable i:? .'a I& ik'w=
ones for the vertical electric dipole. Actually, they are re- JXj l
quired in a theoretical and experimental" study of lateral- -1 i7)B, =. -i(k j o )Ej +l p8(z-d (5)
wave propagation. Although the general integrals for the
field can be obtained from the formulation of Baiios" in soeo~~

terms of potential functions, a more direct derivation from /Reg-on 2 (o.r).
Maxwell's equations in the manner carried out for the hori- k2 E2 0t0'2 O
zontal electric dipole9 is more convenient and is outlined in0
the following. . *-

t

11. DERIVATION OF THE GENERAL INTEGRALS FOR r,= =d)
THE FIELD V0,1401--. , id o

The geometry and notation underlying the analysis are ClcC1 ea solx eo'i.'

shown in Fig. 1. The vertical electric dipole with unit mo-
ment (1A1 = I A in) is located on the downward-directed z
axis at a distance d from the origin of coordinates on the F I C. 1. No' en i ral di pole at dept h d in Regi on 1, el ect romnagn em: 6 eld C alLu

interface, thexy plane. Interest is in the electromagnetic field latcd at tp. z).

8476 J. Appi. Ptiys. 53(12), December 1982 0021 -8979/82/128476-07$02.40 ®1982 American Institute of Physics 8476
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It foMOWS thatE =I7/ E.. , = qF --- / Suitable 2 " e a- e7.--ad

combinaons ofthe above equations yield ordmary dfferen- E.k, Cc ,zl = k" + /2

tial equations forB. and B,. They are k2 2y, 2y,

[(d2/di 21B k= vz k~y2 -ky, 1 20)

WB = gL /76BRegion.) z<O:

Vwith

.- Msj=1.2.L V. Z) -,r1B_.. 1" / 22

,g, [ z. 7122,- yk :.y ,

kokIeSB4) - I I3

-,, ,7k 2 -f di -k'a . 410, .;5V.z=i71Z C'V..7 ZkIi= - ,4,2

The solutions of Ea. !6: wich do not become infinite at ![ .

Note that in aereemei.. with the boundarv conditon. k .
BP=,C - Z2 e z.0- Z. )7.0! = k -'. . 0 Thesubstituton of Eqs. 16- 25

B.,= C_ - Z<0. :11, into Eq. 3, yields the general integrals for the component of
the electric and naenetic fields in Cartsian coordinate.

The boundary conditicr. B_ 0 = B,..O. leads to These are readily con'ened to %'lindncal coordinates -A ith

12 the relations x=pcos6. y=psn6. -=2.os6.C: 12-t 1=;si6". p=ix:-y 21: =,-r:
=;d6"d;. Zx -:;iy=2pcos!6-6-.. E =E,cosC6
-E sin6.B= -Bsin 6 - B cos 6 Ifuse i made of

=c..-, " ,-- , e--" -e - the integral representations of the Bessel function%. specifi-

With Eqs S. 11.and .131.
1Z,, = -!e/k j*:?'£7/,C .e :  J'A; 2. , 12 -  ew .. - d6 "

[z- . . -1 >d f -
-g°-Ife* :- e' - I; " JL;pi= -i12r -., e- ' ' - cos,16-6'"d6*.-~1 - .bf 2C1 d

'14a it follows that B=o.V= 0, Bp.=0.E zp. =0.j= 1.
1z = 149/t:'7tce :0. 14b 2. and

The boundarv condition. E:0 ,0, = E. O0. leads to B. = i ._ f[ e' e___'_

C = - k e- lk y2 - k j 1. 1151 27 o 2 /1

When C.. given by Eq. 1151. is substituted in Eqs. I I1. 13. k y:-= y, Jp

,14a. and i 14b,. the final solutions for B.. z1.Bz" EI.z. i r, I e" .4 e" :"
and ETzi are obtained. The corresponding solutions for E,, p, zl) A . 2 2
BI, BlZI, Z,_iZ. and T., Izi follow from~ 1774 Ti-11i,, I7~Jo

177- /B,. Finally. Eizi and E,- zi are obtained k ___ _ - d

with Eq. I10i. The results successively for Regions l and 2 ire k 2 y, + k .1
Region 1. z.0: [z'>d 12T,

I -- d d Y> J, )pV. 'd;; 10-z ' d .  27

B 1 ~(~,77, z) o2 y I 
2

r , E,:LozI - (7. 0 [ - e -d

2 -d . "-

k, e 2-,,k f 2y1y
+ 2 116) k 2 d:

k y2 - -k 1 J1)p. 'd). (281
Bl,2, z= - I/r/IBi, 7, , z, 1171 1 y2 +p. k( 28

", -a [ e... e,, - e d for Region 1, z;0. Similarly, for Region 2. z<0:

2 2 i k e'-e- (29)e .. I B26f p,z) = 27 2 2k2+k~r ioJA(pd, (

k 2. r2 + k ' 10<z<d (18) -yE I r( , r/, z) = (1// )E , , , , z), (19) E ~ (p , zi = '-o I "2 J 1 p d , ( 0
22iwJuo ky2+kzy J,(ApA 2 dA. (30)

8477 J Appl Phvs Vol 53.No 12.December 1982 Ronold W P King 8477
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E,.4o,z) = eP ede' Jo(Ap)22d;. (31) E e a exd -2 Jo k ',± +k~, J47k2"2 11 EtO, } al.....o y .op2 d2z fr k 2rk'r
k k

These are the desired general integrals for the electromag- - o e,, t k,
netic field of the vertical dipole at z = d. The same expres- 4'r k r r
sions can be obtained from the general formulas (2.103) and
(2-104) on p. 43 of Bafios' book.3 It is to be noted that the -\z-d- ik  

,135a,

expressions 17.84) and 17.851 on p. 221 of Bafios" book-from
which the approximate formulas for the several ranges are 4 Jo p ld2
d.rived-omit the entire direct and reflected fields. E-o . 4- 2 Jo ' , JorA p

Ill. EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRALS FOR THE FIELD = ag°. e"; ( Ik - - -

IN REGION 1 4-,k ,k rk

It is possible to evaluate the integrals [Eqs. t26-428,] for ( d2( lk 3k, 3i)] 35b
the field in Region I subject only to the following ronditions: r.J 4 : 1 .] 5

k > k 2 adp:>z,. p Z>d _ 321 With the conditionsp2>P 2 >d 2. r, -r: -p in amplitudes.

Note that the condition k 2 = k 2e. i,. k = k I p/r, _p/lr 1 1 and terms in IT - d i2/4 andz -d V/r." are

does not require Region I to be conducting. It may be lake neligible. It follows that
water or earth as well as sea water, and the range of frequer.- B d p. z1 - B -7 p.
cies is not restricted. #0 ,' e - Ii1

The first step in the evaluation of Eqs. 426l-428i is to 7Z&-()'.-)'ZL~I
note that in ech formula the first term is the appropriate p p elss

component ofthe well-known direct field B .E'. E' of E -p. E E _-p. V e

the dipole as if isolated at z = d in an infinite irather than k ' P
semi-infinite, Region I. Similarly. the second.term is the field z-d i3k1  3.
B .. E. ,E: ofanimagedipoleatz= -dbutwithelec- e "

tric moment reversed. The remaining third term is the Ia- E
teral-wave field iB L. E E.IThus. E :. zI - E zP.

B2 ipi.z = z z- B d-z p. £-2(e " -ez) - " 1P. i1 UP.,

E,,ip., z = Ed to,z - E- o, zi - Ef ip. ,P " P !
It remains to evaluate the lateral-wave terms given by the

zi = E d p, z - E; , zi - Ef zp. Zi. third integral in each formula [: s. 26'i-28i].

Specifically, with r, = [iz - d i2 -p2]' , The three terms to be evaluated are the following Ia-
= [z - d P-T teral-wave parts of the fields:

B o d o f. e" :-d

4op o J,~p:d, 2p

go e , , i'( 1 133al Fo pz-d =k- *; e d, 3QI

B't, z)= - er dplA 2d) E ,(4p. zl= --i F(p.z --d 1;

4P'o " , 2dk,

4 ( 133bJ F z ; k" e .Fl'.Z-dI= k "pk , d;.V 40,
S "2  "1 " k .- J,

E 'z)= +er:- JAP0d E .po. zi w" F..(pz +d)
4-,,k o " 2 k

i e f 1k.,( k 3k, 3 .k e
k -o-F,ppzdd)=kj 3d;. (41)4-k, k r, , + k+ y.,

X(L ( -d, (34a) These integrals can be evaiuated subject to the following ap-r I proximation:

E', 4, z)= i-P - delJ,(,,pV 2d2 F,,,p,z+d)=F,,p,O)eA-.d1, m = ,p,z. (42)
4-_, k 21, This approximation depends on the fact that the lateral wave

iwt'o e'k,,( k +3k, 3 originates in the air above and travels vertically down as a
4k r2 2 r2 plane wave into the denser Region I where it is known to

× ( & )( 1_+ d (34b) advance as e'k". The approximation has been venfied for the
kr 2  r2 ,/( six components of the field of the horizontal electric dipole

8478 J Appl Phys. Vol 53, No 12, December 1982 Ronold W P King 8478
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by direct comparison of the results obtained with Eq. (42) IV. COMPLETE FORMULAS FOR THE
and by the numerical evaluation of the general integrals. The ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD IN REGION 1 DUE TO A
agreement is excellent over wide ranges cf the electrical pa- VERTICAL DIPOLE IN REGION 1
ramelers, frequency, and radial distance. With Eq (42), the When the direc,, reflected, and lateral-wave parts of the
integrals to be evaluated are field are combined, the final complete formulas for the three

F, p, 0) = k [k k 2 2-2  components in Region 1 are

• -. _rr {ki erL,"-de'r&[i..p
+k (k; -A 2)'"'] 'JVp)'d., (43) B, , zj= - - -

FP °'0)=k' J [k,' -" '1" k = ". -,,,',

+k.(k, A 2)1i2 '(k, - A - k,p j e
X ,- pI zi ed;., 1 - , , 1)I

k2 I

F..o 0) k [kk -2 lk 2 k"

" - -1 , -A , Ak p

These integrals all have the same denominator. With k " >- " ek .,the leading part of the integra s otndwhtiek,

denominator approximated by k ,- ik.2'-; 2 -'I '. It fol- - I z - d z - d e

lows that it is conveniently and exactly written in the form P 2 - p
k Zk - A 2- 1 -+[k 2(k.2 - +k I ' (iA 3k, 31)- 1 2 " -1 - k:- -ik , - i 2 -'- 2 1.. -" p P .53

With this represertation, the integrals [Eqs. 143t-445i] can be
expressed as follows: ku ;, [ k.

" 2' J* iPe 2:'ke'jk p p. p*
Fkpl -. =- ,t, 2 'dA - G. ,46, k _iI z ,,-E.: ip Z )'e

F,,,p,0= --- ( - J,01.pj1 'd; -G 47' e t 54.

F,:ip, Ot= k. 3Ir --fj1A .A 'dA.- G. !48 where. with Cuiand Swu Fresne! itegrals.
k: =k 2 k o e

Tbh" three integrals in Eqs. t46j-;48p are evaluated in Appen- -2 [a~ 2
dix A. The functions GQ ,k = 6,p,z, are defined and evaluat-1
ed in Appendix B. The results when substituted in Eqs. i46F-- -lI- koT ,2 ; .,5

i4 8I and then in Eqs. (39H-411 with Eq. 142 are Tersrcin nEs 5)i4 rF.h resmti2 ns. on - G-, are

e __ 1 L 54

B27,z; tkj e"A d" e' '[° i. 1- .k > ki. • k~t >3; p:>z ; p2->d2 . ,56i

P.Note that the restriciuon kd p >3 can be removed ifcertan

F~~tp, 0- =. kI'i 2 1 G 8

"2 ( ra .z - ' .7"] 149 integrals are expressed in terms of Bessel functions instead of

2 1 - I
/' = e Ckot ikp 2/2

k a the the much simpler exponentials. Note also that multiplica-
dixA .z T functki 1 tion by k/k, yi elds k.p >3 k./k, is sm all.

ep~r, in e[ p p In fresh or salt water, k./kb s0.11tso that ,k 1f3 is equ-

k r ,,e, ,:z ] e, l valent to k~p>O.33 orp)O.O5A..In other words, the formu-
- then in .. w . - Th[Eqs. 152H54)]arei good approximations continuousl

kk~p I " p- J' over the entire range included between radial distances ex-
(502 tending from a small fraction of the wavelength 0 m air to

E tjp , Zl = °/I()k 2 erA: ... d are tki - k. - infinity. It has been shown - that the corresponding, simi-2)k 491[ a larly evalxated formulas for all six components of the elec-

k4 P tromagnetic field of a horizontal electric dipole are in closek ,(- '/e _,p th/ki .] agreement with the general integrals. It may be assumed that

k,\kp I the same is true of Eqs. ,52H-{54i.
(51) It is interesting to note that the lateral-wave parts of the

The last term, - ier P/pi. in Eq. (50) actually is part of the formulas [Eqs. (52H 54)] (i.e., the parts mulipled b,, ex
direct field and not a lateral-wave term. [ik,z + d )]exp[ikp]) for the three components of the elec-

8479 J. AppI. Phys Vol 53. No te. December 1982 Ronold W P King 849
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tromagnetic field in Region 1 are very much alike. Except for -45- 1 [ ik. k, i
the added term i/p 3 in the formula for E,(p, z), the first E2.,p, -= ik2 irk j : p

square brackets are the same. This means that at distances k P - "e- 1

that satisfy ko> 10 where k,/p:> lip 3, the amplitude apd - "2 e (2 , . 641
phase of all three components change with distance in the \ kj p J I
same manner. Quite near the dipole tk:o < 10)E'..V, zl be- The lateral-wa-e part of the field when kzo 10 has the form

haves differently owing to the additional term i/p3. ELo, 0) = EL (0, 01[2 _ lk lk,) ].
It is interesting and significant to compare the field of 0 2,

the vertical dipole with the corresponding three components This is an elliptically polarized field with a very small angle

of the field of the horizontal electric dipole." Specifically, of tilt. With 'k '1k I < 1, the major axis of the ellipse is al-

and in general, the lateral-wave parts satisfy the following most vertical and the minor axis is very small.

relations exactly:

Elfp, 6, z) = [ -k /k )cos 6 ]E .p, Z, (571 V. THE FIELD OF A VERTICAL DIPOLE ON THE
E L.hlp, 6. zi = [- COS 6 ]E (, zh, (58) BOUNDARY IN REGION 2 (AIR)

where the subscripts hand v denote the horizontal and verti- When the vertical dipole is in Region 2 on the boundary

cal dipoles and the superscript L refers to the lateral-wave Ad = 0), the electromagnetic field in Region I is given by Eqs

part of the field only. Note that E ip, zi and. in the direc- 129-311 with the subscripts 1 and 2 interchanged. - z re-

tion 6 = 0, E 1,, ip, 0, z; are the axial components, respec- placed by z, and d = 0. That is.
tively, of the vertica! and horizontal dipoles. Similarly,. z --. , -. -

E , zlandEL(p, 6, z! are the components transverse to i/a}k' r e": J1 ,Api .d': z*,65:
the axis ofthe dipole. When ;he i/p3 term4with the horizon- BI,zi = 2 k y -k y,
tal dipole it occurs in the formulas for E,. and B., i is negligi-

ble. i.e., when kzp 10, it is possible to compare the compon- E z -* icau, f ,e" JItAp. -d). Z oo
ents more directly since they then are all alike inform. In this 2- f k ',-k~y,

case. 1661

EL 6z = [ i/k,/kicos 6 lE L p, Z,, 159)

E o, 6,zi= [ik:/k,;cos6 'E ,pz), Ei:Ipz) = 2 , -7J 01 k , -k:i,

B f (p, 6, zi [ ik,/kicos 6 ]B '. ip, zi. 1611 (671

In ,ther words, except quite close to the dipoles, the lateral-
wave fields of horizontal and vertical dipoles have the same The integra'i in these expressions are the same as those in
radial variation with distance except that the field of the Eqs. 139H41 i, whe d G. It follows wit Eqs. 149t-5 1 that
vertical dipole is romationally symmetric; that of the horizon-
tal dipole varies as cos 6. Most significantly, the field of the

dertical dipole in Region 1 is smaller than that of the hon- A.- k I k(zontal dipole in the direction = 0 by the factor k,/k,. B. o. z,= - -J e" e -' k: 1

These conclusions agree 7,ith those of Bafios' who found 2i- Lp p: k, ,

Eqs. 159H61, to be true of his approximate and discontir.- .e • 4 " 1681
uous sets of quite different formulas for the intermediate and
asymptotic ranges, but not for the near field. E = - Ik.

,,.,,,..,k,,jp for thffeden- arI
The general integrals for the field in Region 2 iairr, as 2k p p k A

giver, by Eqs. 129 H3 1), have not been evaluated. However, , ' e"
with the boundary conditions, B,6 p, 0) =Bpo. 0), e -

E ,lp, 0), =E,,Ip, 0), k'E,.(, 0=k E.:ip, 0, theentire E.:lp.zi
field directly over the boundary surface is known. It is2 ik : k,_P~k I k ( .):

B.6ip, 01 2Pk P7 p2 P%)

kLp A p i Ipk - f2' " "P- L pp ), j. . 770,

X~ (621 This is the field in Region 1 when a vertical dipole is located
×Xe - .. (162) in Region 2 on the boundary surface, d = 0. It is seen to be

W/4 k ' A e'p'[ I greater than the corresponding lateral-wave field [Eqs. 491-
_ / ._ . e, (5 1)] when the same dipole is in the denser Region I at d = 0

k 7 k 2 by the large factor (k,/k,)'.

i- e . I -
k, koJ ) I J VI. CONCLUSION

+e,,,o. A.,.d[ ik2 3k, 3i1) Simple formulas for the electromagnetic field in a half-

p p p.2  p3 ' space Region I (earth, sea, lake) have been derived when the

8480 J. Appl Phys Vol 53, No 12, December 1982 Ronold W P King 8480
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source is a vertical electric dipole in the same region near its ing simple form:
boundary with Region 2 (air) or on the boundary in Region 2. f ( k2 , 2 2)1/2

These complement corresponding formulas already avail- J(Ap)A 2d)
able for the horizontal electric dipole. 7 They continuously k 22-A'

and accurately repre ent the general exact integrals over the [ek (k, ) ]
full range of radial distance from a fraction of a wavelength k, - + " (A8)
from the source to infinity for all frequencies and electrical The third integral is evaluated as followv:

parameters that satisfy the conditions (56).

fo JoAp) A 3dA
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APPENDIX A: EVALUATION OF INTEGRALS + k 2J,()p) di A

The first integral to be evaluated is + k 20  J. (A91

f, J(Ap A 2A 'd -- k It,(k,, (AII Here, the first integral is the same as that in (A l). The second
Jo Ik - 2 ' 2 integral is evaluated with k, = ifl and Eq. 12) on p. 434 of

where Watson's Bessel Functions with v = l,, = 1/2. Specifical-
ly,

JIk, = k , -A Yo 2J,(pld); 2"J.Pl 2)32 i K,' 2g(,,8p) = ie' z .

Ibtk2I~ ~ = K- -A

I,(k f k 2 -A 2- 2J ,ipW, (A21 With Eqs. 1A71 and (A 10) in Eq. IA91, the result is

-okl(k -A 2 ' 2±JoApld2 2 Jo(Ap) ,k3d) 2 k2  ie•

P f f (k - 2 )'" , p p-

k, 2 )-1,2o, AlI1
_ k f (k -At-" 2 Jo(Ap d. (A3) APPENDIX B:G FUNCTIONS

P P

With Batemzai, Higher Transcendental Functions JI, p. The three functions G,, k = 6, p, z, are defined as fol-
95152j, the last integral integrates into - li/plexpiiko) so lows:
that

101k,) = k. .. p. (A4) k f [ k (k k kp p- 2 2 2)1/2 2 2 2)1/2

1 ]J,(ApV 2dA, (B 1)
With k, = if, k 2(k - A2 )1/2

Ik)= F A+ 2" 2J(p =/i~ 1
ib (k,] 2- + ( 2)l"J~pd G,(p) k 2 2 k 2 l/ k 2(k 2 -i2-1 '/ 2

f fk [ I. k(k -A 2)1/2 2~k -A)
Uil 2 {p/2)K 2 & 1p/2), (A5)

where I and K are the modified Bessel functions. However, k k 2  A2)IB-

I,, izi = (2/lz)1'
2sinhz, K.,zl= ,/2z) 2 e . so that 2

I,, izIK,,1z) = 1l/2zl(I - e - AMand Gk_2 1/
2 

2- k -/_2_1
'

2

l(k,) = (1/kpl(l 1- e'p 
3(A6) 22

With Eqs. (A6) and (A4), Eq. (Al1 becomes k 2 (k 2 -A1 2)12 J

7 JI(AP) A 2dA They are closely related to the corresponding function G (p)
(k.,- 2A 2)1/2 which occurs in the expression for the field of a horizontal

- k, iekp + k, k, Ape, electricdipoleandisevaluatedinAppendixBofRef. 5. They

p p" p p will be evaluated in the same manner and with the same

i) k2 + .4) (A7) approximations.
p p" It is evident that the significant contributions to the

The second integral occurs in the formulas for the field several integrals must come only when A is near k. This
of a horizontal electric dipole. It is evaluated in Appendix C means that A 2 can be neglected compared with k ' since
of Ref 6 Subject to the restriction k p;3, it has the follow- Jk 2 1> 1k 1 . Let the variable of integration be changed from
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A to r as follows: nipulation it can be shown that

2 = k2(0 + mr), dA = k 2m d7-, (B4) / ,.r 1where ~ ~~H (k om) = ir e'/ e -,k . I k,

where H2. .k'I - e'"dt. (B13)
J 2 2<mP

2/2k : <1, (B5) In the notation of Jahnke-Emde,'° the Fresnel integrals are

and r is 2 dimensionless variable of integration. It follows defined as follows:

that Czz)+/Sial= -- dr. (B14
A2 -k 2(l1 2m'); -y2 = (k 22 - A 2)1/2=( 2m)-,2k,. (B6) C()2 ~)t )112 A(4

In phases, the representation of Eq. (B4) is used; in ampli- Hence, and with C(cc) = ) 1/2, Eq. B131 has the fol-

tudes, A -- k2. For all but small arguments, lowing form:

1 1P -A -p H (kpm) = 2-r2e'-/4e - ,, (Bl51

)2e (B7) where

With Eqs. (B4HB7), the three quantities [Eq4s. (BlH-B3)] I," -- C [kpk 2,/2k
become 2

[G .p- 2 +; 1 --- S [kz.pikk i 1). iBI6)
2 p ; f k21k~l - 2m-,)-" k k

22
1__ _ ] \i1/2 With Eq. (Bl51 in Eqs. (B91, IBI 1h, and iBl2i. the three G

k 2ki - 2mr) 2 /jk 2 -,k)zo functions become

Xe"L: - e 3 m d-. (B81 A:k k:

Since 2 = 0 corresponds to 2 = - /m, a very large nega- G i - 1) 'e 7. B171

tive quantity, the lower limit can be made - o. Since ik . .2A

k 2k,(2mI' /k 2k, = 1, Eq. (B81 can be written as -A \

ik 2 )1 1

G, / e'2 ' - - 4'Hik.pm, iB91 Gi.K)-
4k k.,o 11

k, zp)
where

Rtk~pra)= [ ]e1md-. jBl01 'A Sommerfeld. Ann Phs 28. 665 i19091
kr,+ l e - "d,:A Sommerfeld. Ann Ph)- 81. 1135 119261

'A Bafos. Jr. Dipole Radiation in the Presence of a Conducting Half Space
From Eqs (B2) and (B3), it follows that ,Pergamon. Oxford. England. 19661

'J R Wait and L L Campbell. I Geophs Re, 58. 21 1053,

Gpfpl _ ( 2 '" 2 e .4:p - -/
4
,Hikp, 'BI T T Wu and R WV P King Radio Sci 17. 521 lQj

4kG k, pm I1 'T T Wuand R W P King, Radio Sci 17. 532,19821
4k ' \ k- "R W P King and T T Wu ito be published,

k 2 2 /2 -'
4 '( 2 M Brow&n. R W P King. and T T Wu. J Appi Phys 53. 3387 1%82i

G.()- 4 e"I - "'H "1km , B12) 'R W P King and G S Smath. Antennas in Matter IM 1 T. Cambridge.
4 _p Mass1. 1981.Chap II

'E Jahnke and F Emde. Tables of Functions iDo'er. New York. 1945i. p
with H (kpm) as defined in Eq. (B10). With considerable ma- 36
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Erratum: New formulas for the electromagnetic field of a vertical electric
dipole in a dielectric or conducting half-space near its horizontal interface
[J. Appl. Phys. 53, 8476 (1982)]

R. W. F. King
Gordon McKay Laboratory, Hanrd University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

A more accurate evaluation of the integrals involved in
the terms with exp(ik, p) in e,,=ations (50), (53), (63), and (69)
shows that this exponential factor should be expfiklr2.,
where r, = [(z + d )2 + p 2]112. The corrected formulas are as
follows:

-W1° k 2  [ik, I 2, *r k. -k2k 2k
ELI pz) rk'2 le{ etk-f:+Ie~ k, (T _P) e 2/ (50)pk&

1Lk e " ; (5

,) -- k L7 --- e,k 1  2 I- e, k,p(k/2k -p

ie"'' _1_ (z -d ek, - ~ . k.r. :lik, 3k, 3 i
p2  e e ~ 73)P (3

2 k 3

ie'k'(pZ ++"= a, d 21" 1 3k, 3i)
2 + elka' p (k p2 ",(63)

and

kV A 'k( skr 'ke _ , I, k 3, y ie k ,(P ' + ZIV ' =

Also, the first sentence of Sec. V on p. 8480 should be
amended to read "When the vertical dipole is in Region 2 on
the boundary (d = 0), the electromagnetic field in Region I is
given by Eqs. (29H31) with the subscripts I and 2 inter-
changed, - z replaced by z, IA = I replaced by IAL = - I,
and d = 0."
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Lateral-wave studies in a model lithosphere
M. F. Brown, R. W. P. King, and T. T. Wu
G- don McKay Laboratory, Harvard University, Cembridge, Massachusetts 02138

(Received 29 October 1981; accepted for publication 1 February 1982)

An experimental basis is provided for the theoretical expressions associated with the E lateral-
wave field due to a horizontal dipole in a conducting half-space of sea water. Both perturbed and
unperturbed fields are studied in detail in a laboratory model of the lithosphere. It is found that
rectilinear and wedge-s.aped discontinuities at the air-water interface comprise effective
perturbations of E, while submerged metallic cylinders do not. The efective perturbations,
localized in their effect on the overall propagation of the lateral wave over several wavelengths,
have geometries chosen to characterize the broad plateaus and mountains of a real lithosphere.

PACS numbers: 41.10.Hv

I. INTRODUCTION frequency, and constitutive parameters.6
.
7 An insulated

The mathematical physics of the propagation of elec- traveling-,ave antenna suitable for subsurface communica-
tromagnetc wa es at the lithosphere-ocean interface is of tion has been designed', an approximate formula for the gen-
particular relevance to geophysical exploration and subsur- eral, exa-ct integrals of EP over a contintious range of the
face communication. Modal analyses have shown that the parameters has been reported.9

fields involved are those associated with a general class of The refinements indicate that a proper choice of fre-
dipole excitation problems, in which the source dipole is lo- quency. constitutive parameters, and antenna characteris-
cated in or near an idealized planar boundary between two tics may be made in order to study lateral-wa,,e propagation
regions whose conductivities a , oa and permittivities eC, 6, effectively by means of a lithosphere-ocean model in the lab-
may differ over a wide range."2 oratory. T-.e purpose of'the present paper is to provide an

The methods of the Sommerfeld solution' 4 for a dipole experimental basis for the theoretical E:, field associated
in air above the earth have be. n applied with some modifica- with such a choice of values.
tion to infiiitesimal electric o- magnetic dipoles embedded
horizontally in dissipative media. Since the definitive mono- II. THE MODEL LITHOSPHERE
graph of Bafios5 appeared on this subject, three important The model lithosphere of the present investigation is a
refinements involving the electric field components may be logical extension of that used in earlier studies by Brown and
noted. The radial electric field component in the dissipative Gangit ° and Iizuka,' 1 2 generalized to include a boundary of
medium (E1p component), which is the most useful for later- sea water. The boundary may be extended above the ltho-
al-wave or "up-over-and-down" propagation (Fig. 1), has sphere layer by proper placement of a metal image plane.
been numerically evaluated over wide ranges of distance, With such an extension, a planar slab of low conductivity

Sea ,,,Loterol Roy
Water --- ------------.. ,_ ... Ep

Air. S ri TLithosphere L Source J- E,
Dipole r2

near intermediate asymptotic (far) FIG I. Lateral-wave transmission from
source dipole S to receiving dipoles r,
and r: (top), theoretical IE,, decay to 100
m (Wu's formulal in three field ranges
(bottom). f= 600 MHz. e, = 60.

50- o= 4.15/m, z=d= 7 mm

-0

0 01 1 10 100
p in meters
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____________________ionosphere a- ZD
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-- - --T air
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_________________________ sea waler- FIG 2. Ma-JeI lithosphere (left) and ide-
(litospnre)alized earth crust model (right). Inter-

hI ~air-----------------------thsper feces of interest in present study shown
lithopherein dashed line.

sea water___________________

mantle a-CC
metallic

image plane

Experimental oounded model lithosphere Friemon/KraHl model of the earth's crust [Ref 1I

Metallic image planeh

air E

wood salt water ____

SIDE VIEW

(a)

Y=O-f --- saltwater L 1

FIG. 3. Experimental specifications
f - R2  f'or model lithosphere (a) Side view,

TOP VIEW with reflectors R, R 2 of (b) re-
moved. (b) Top view, with metallic

(b) image plane of (a) removed (c) Side
and top views showing probe sys-

____________________tem. (d) Black diagram of
R3 Receiving electronics.
R3- Dipole

M) ' w ater ie line
fie~~M _________7r~r
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(c)
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(air lithosphere, O=10 - 6 S/m) separates two regions of The dipole, adjustable from 0 to 1 cm -low the air-water
high conductivity (salt water, o,=4 S/m). The regions so interface, sits atop a plastic wheeled carnage. The sub-
formed -nay be compared with the idealized model of the merged carriage is guided along a track at the floor of the
earth's crust of Frieman and Kroll (Fig. 2). dissipative half-space; the track follows symmetzcally the

The following experimental specifications are detailed axis y = 0. The carriage is mobilized by two s)nchronous
in Fig 3 The vertical, lithosphere embedded dipole of the motors lying behind R 3. A nylon tie line rotates a plastic
earlier studies is replaced with a pair of horizontal traveling circular wheel fitted to a 10.turn, precision potentiometer to
wave antennas located in salt water at 7 mm below the air- measure units of regalated voltage.distance'; the distance
water interface. The specific properties and design of the is incremented through control of motor revolutions by a
antenna are dicussed in See III; designation is as S, and S2  microprocessor, which may also be programmed to switch
in Fig 3 The bounds on the model lithosphere are indicated sensitivity scaJes on the vector voltmeter. The electronics
in Figs 3(a) and 3(b) A metal image plane extends, at a verti- used in data acquisition, including an analog-to-digital con-
cal distance h in air, over a half-space of salt water formed by ,ersion stage, is shown in the block diagram in Fig. 3(d.
a rectangular enclosure (3.66m X 2.43m X 30.5cm). Dissolu- Coaxial lines from S, and S2, precisely equal in length,
tion of laboratory-grade NaC1 (t 125 lb) in water brings the are joined in a T-adapter to a single signal line which is con-
conductivity of the dissipative half-space to approximately 4 tinuous with the output of a rf power source (Applied Micro-
S/m The precise values of the constitutive parameters of the wave C20 i). A single-stub tuner may be used between the T-
half-space have been measured periodically using the meth- adapter and S, or S, to correct phase differences between the
od of Smith' and an insulated microwave loop antenna spc two sources. A directional coupler/attenuator arrangement
cially designed at Harvard. The rectangular enclosure reduces to less than 1.4 the voltage standing-wave ratio of
shown in the top view of Fig. 3(b) is fashioned of plywood power reflected from S, and S2 back to the rf source for
with an insulating plastic liner; the 30.5-cm depth is effec- protection of its output circuitry.
tively one of infinity at the frequency (f= 600 MHz) at The operating frequency is f= 600 MHz which pro-
which measurements are made. The planar metal bound- vides approximately six air A avelengths along)', = 0, a pow-
aries R,-R. which lie along the x and y directions cf the er level of 20W results in a - 10 to - 70 dB mW spread in
figure serve to image S, and S, transversely and longitudi- the magnitude of the signal at the receiving dipole. With the
nally In this way the size of the tank is effectively expanded. existing choice ofconstitutive parametei or--3.5 S/m, the air
More importantly, R, and R, may be adjusted to favor the wavelength A. = 50.0 cm, the water wavelength A,, -6.9 cm.
pure lateral-wave mode and suppress extraneous modes.
Such modes originate from reflections involving the sides of
the rectangular enclosure, in particular those due to the
crimponeat of the field set up by S, and S2. Reflections from Ill. INSULATED TRAVELING-WAVE ANTENNA IN A
R, are less important due to the distance of R4 from the SALT WATER MEDIUM
antennas; adjustment of R4 serves merely to shift the phase The general design criteria for the traveling-wave sub-
of the longitudinal standing wave. surface-communication antenna have been formerly out-

Phase and amplitude measurements of E. are made us- lined.8 '4 Such antennas are necessarily insulated from the
ing the receiving dipole of Fig. 3(c) with a vector voltmeter, surrounding conductive medium; the current characteristic

outer lConductorsOueinne ri 0.0670 D Rod

.x- lossAi ,
CoobOieA~ .,

;, 51An
Epoxy- -I Resistor

Gloss 0237" OD
Tnreods for

'round plane R3

(o) FIG 4 lal Glass prototype travel-

mg-wave antenna for salt water
(bi Continuously enclosed plastic

Bross ftiling version.

Shielded - piece
Braid

LAcryhc 0245"0 I Resstor
Inner COOxiO conducto
(Plastic sneoted Silicon-Dosed

aquorium sealant

24 cm

tb)
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IV. LATERAL-WAVE FIELD IN THE ABSENCE OF

0. OBSTACLES
o The field components due to an infinitesimal horizontal

dipole of unit moment (IAx = 1) near a planar interface
may be written in terms of the coordinates and constitutive
parameters associated with the half-spaces of Fig. 6. The

+90* -90o half-spaces are of infinite extent in each of the three coordi-
nate directions; the air-water interface comprises the only
boundary. The existing theoretical expressions for the com-
ponents are of two types (hereafter designated 1 and II). Both
types are motivated by tne nccd for a simple, accurate formu-

180 la for E,,, the most important component. The general inte-

180 gral expression for E,, (discussed in detail in Ref. 14, p. 617)

(al lb) implicitly contains the interesting and complicated aspects
of the field, but little physical insight is provided by

FIG. 5. Field patterns of traveling-wave antennas in dissipative medi- inspection:
urn. (a) Single element. (b) Two-element array E,,, = - At d) Ik ( )[JJ(,p

47,-k T2

of a bare metal dipole attenuates rapidly when embedded in a - J,(),p)] yl- exp(iy, Iz - d 1)
highly conducting earth or salt water. The equivalence of the
two-layered eccentrically insulated antenna with a lossy + A A dA I(r.Q/2)[Jo(,p) - J2 ()p)]
trapsmission line has been demonstrated15 ; the traveling Jo
wave is generated through placement of a resistor at a dis- - (k 'P/2yl)[Jo(4o) + J,(Api] I exp[ty,'iz + d )],
tance ot approximately AG1

4 from each end, where /

), = 2r-k -J for current of complex wave number kL. (In (1)
the presence of the conducting image plane at x = 0 of Fig. 3,
the antenna is fed coaxially from the end, and only one resis- P = (72 - yi)(72 4 -. )-;
tive termination is required.) Q = (jlY2 - j 2J'.,JOV1 2 + e,2"1 )-',

A glass prototype antenna designed for lateral-wave and
studies [Fig. 4(a)] was of limited usefulness due to thermal u I, =.go; y, =(k2-2)1/2,i
disruption of the epoxy-glass bond; more resilient materials 1 1,

were chosen to prevent infiltration of salt water. The design The formulas of Type I, the Bafios relatius, are ap-

proven moit effective utilizes a plastic enclosure which ex- proximations of the Sommerfeld integrals over limited

tenus above the surface of the air-water interface. The seals ranges of the parameters,5 and comprise a set of approximate

are minimized and, where necessary, a silicon-based materi- formulas partitioned into three ionoverlapping distance

al of the type used for salt water aquaria has replaced the domains:

epoxy of the original design [Fig. 4(b)]. Near Field:
Placement oftwo traveling-wave antennas [designed as E .= i&,L0 cost expi[kp+kd+z)](, (2a)

in Fig. 4(b)] is symmetric with respect to the central axis of 21Tk ' p+

the tanky = 0 of Fig. 3, along which measurements of E. are Intermediate Field:
made. Directivity of the field pattern associated with the t6-o/to 2 cos &
linear broadside array so formed increases with the number El, - -

of radiating broadside elements, although the two-element 21rk p
array is sufficiently directive for lateral-wave measurements [ (k. , 2

ofEp. The field patt ri associated with the array is shown in k, + )ir~v' ]
Fig. 5. Xexp i[kp + k,(d + z)](, (2b(

holl space 2

oir-waler mlerloce 0-2-0

d dipoe half spnce I FIG. 6. Field components due to Hertz.
.'. fl/EO - 45 ian dipole of unit moment I, x =

7 5near a planar interface.

zz

E z
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p in meters (upper graphs)

0.01 0 0.1 1 10 100

50 - N1
Bais Intermediate Field cc lp

7FIG. 7. Theoretical E,, for lateral wave
M -50 /along sea water-air boundary.
-oa~os' Far Field BaFos' Far Field
"-- Cc I/,p2

f = 600 MHz

F-r:60 , o- : 4.1 S/m
z a = O.007m o Wu's Formula

-150- k124.7 + 1779 m-
1

Xw= 0 064 m

0.01 01 1 10 100
p in kilometers(lower graphs)

Asymptotic Field: the theoretical calculations which counterpart the exper-
E _ Cos 6 mental results of the present investigation, is a pervasive one.
2'po s2 expli[kp + k,(d +z)] j. (2c) The near-intermediate zone juncture is not explicitly ex-

k ~pressed in the Type I formulas; the complicated nature of the
The usefulness of the Bafios relations for Ei, lies in the gen- fie!d crucial to scattering and effects of finiteness in the mod-
eral physical meaning abstracted from the expression: el lithosphere are not presented in a continuous field

EP - ao cos 6 F (p) expI if ko + kdd + ziJ, relation.
The formula of Type II, the Wiu relation, is unparti-

where a, = a,(k,,k,) is an amplitude function of wave num- tioned into separate distance regions.9 The derivation of the
bers, and F(p)-p -3 for the near field, F(o) -p-' for the in- Wu formula from the general eAact integrals for E,P in Eq.
termediate field, and F(p)-p - 2 for the far field, the chief (1) above is subject to two approximations: Ik ' > ik 2 and
limitation arises from the disconnected picture provided for p2>z'-, p2>d 2. Their significance is discussed elsewhere.
E,, over its entire range. This limitation, readily apparent in Wu's expression for E,, is

-10 -

-20 -
f = 600 MHz
fit = 60

-30- a 1'
= 4 1 S/m

z :d = O. Y, 7 m

CD h :10.0 cm

-40 FIG 8 Comparison of theoretical
and experimental values of E, in
obstacle placement region

W p>A. =500cm.
-50-

.. . .Type 1 formulas (2)

-60 ......... Type T1 formula (3)

Experiment

-70 1 1 1 1 1 I 1
50 75 100 125 150 175 200 220

p in cm
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Eirz4 5.01 =3 .5 SID

L tiigiat of Pi!ci1

p inc I

011

L l , FIG. 11. h, se Cf E with S=oo -

I I % I I I Ieters * , I I I
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 IN00 1 -0 0

P in cm

- exp2icc 6°" +ex li( z d}' +x l 71) ,,The model lisphere of Sea- Iprorms a pair of half-
277k spaces bounded in each of three coordi-nate directions. Thus,

interest is in the field E n of the model lithosphere of finite

wxtt cl , in its relation to the E, given by 12) ud (3). In par%-1 P ticular, of primary importance are these conditions for
X expj -A /2'Pk-'2k) which lE1. '_-E1,j1 is small. E ,. is influenced by the paramn-

etersh, Art, 12, x , of Sec. 11 (Fig. 3) and the relation they bear to
- exp Iik p+ (zd)I2( +--~~ (3) A., the air wavelength. The Ilp decy predicted by (2) and (3)1

P p for the intermediate zone of Che field is approximated very
where.? is given in terms of Fresnel integrals C and S as closely by laboratory measurements for W.A For h mall.

the other three parmet*ers do not figure significantly in the
- C [k~k /2k )] + ilj - S [kao~k /2k )]1 decay rate as measured along thecentral axisy = 0 of Fig. 3.

The Type I expressions (21, numerical evaluations of the gen- although some changes in the phase of the field are elicited
era! integral formula j I, and the above relation j3), designat- Comparison of measured and theoretically predicted fields is
ed Wu's formula, are compared in Fig. 7. in Fig. 8.

[submerged location of 1
-3 5 - - , depth -Scm -- obstacle

'., \/ \
,, \ , . .. submerged

-- -. - m depth lOc,'L ' \ . .. . .
\ I \,

-I cm /"FIG. 12. Effect of rectan.
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0 cm obstacle is 60 cm X4cm X

- subnierged depth.
f '60041z

45- 1r:45,a :35S/m.. 9cm\\
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YV. LATERAL-WAVE FIELD IN THE PRESENCE OF vertical and ho.izontal, are of brass.
OBSTACLES The first set of scattering data was obtained with only a

small perturbation in the path of the lateral wave. The un-
The types of obstacles studied and the discontinuities in perturbed E,, reference field is given as a function of axial

conductivit) wh~ich they model are shown in Fig. 9. Place- distance in the solid cur-ve itt Fig. 10. The iorresponding
ment of tht obstacles is symmetric about the central axis phase curve is shown in Fig. 1. The phase'is nearly linear.
y = 0 of the iecta-ngular enclosure of Fig. 3. The ,~se of sty ro- indicative of an almost pure tra eling wave. A sheet of thick-
foam te==.05j is instrumental in the modeling of air-water ness 2.0 cm, comprising a rectangular air well, wab pla;ed
discontinuities, the air square wells of Fig. 9 are formed from with its length trans'.erse to the radial propagation v.ector k.
machined sty rofoam sheets, while the water wells are styro- The ability of the lateral wave to propagate across the well is
foam-enclosed casings of salt water. Metal cylinders, both apparent from Fig. 10, where the dotted and dashed c;urves

h 1 11. 0 cmn(recent)
h :10.5 cm (previous)

obstacle

(f 1 10 x 4 x 60 cm waler wall, + 5.0 cm

(a) l0x 2 x 2cm wedge,- 5.0cm
Elp,dB

- --. - - FIG. 14. Measured lE 1,I reference
(d) 10 x 2 x 30 cm wedge, - 5.0m cu'rves and obstacle perturbations.

11 Vertical E,, scale of - 10 dB per
._ . .. . .- unit length indicated applies to each

curve.
(c) lOx2xG60cm wede, 50cm

C)lOx 2 x 60c orectilina ostacl,-0c

(o) reference curve

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 t00

linear distance, cm
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r

h=111OCrn h z :ID 5cm
Obstoce !Oz2x&6Ocm Cwccze 2x5-2 307cm

fectretocr socr s91G 15. Fec.fir-frm h-I 5s..mitem

S / "

4: .2C " 20C

LJNEA; R DISTAUCE. cm

signif- submerged depths of 0.2 arJ 0.5 cm. fespecuiel. shown in Figs. 12 and 13 for submerged depths of 0 unper-
Measurements on deeper, thiker rectangular vells turbed surface,, 1, 9, and 10 cm. Seeral qualitatie aspects

%ere made. data were deseloped from he scattering due tc othe results are to be noted. Significant reflectionr occurs in
40 .4A,,-cm and 60 A 4 A ,5-cm 6wells, %here6, the submer- front of the obstacles, as evidenced b) the strong standing
sion depth of Fig. 9, ranged to :0 cm. The effects of the larger ave apparent in the 9-cm submersion, Ei, cure.Theful-
d-continuties 40- and 60-cm transserse wid:hs = .;, are 1) submerged well .6 = 10 cm, shows a dramatic change in

- refe'e-ce c'."e

I ' 2c- cy.noer base -,'k.-5 Om .n

.......... 0 50 9 cm cy:fnder. bose k.-50mm

5- -- l 5 8 89 cm cyInde, ose ';.-5

5- - - 5 8 - cm cy *nOe,. bose x. no,' sub--'ed

Elp.dB

- o) - " FIG . 16 Scattering from m e-
obstacle :allic cylinders. ial h = 252.0

reference curve cm. (bi h = 10.5 cm. Vertical

3 cm x 3/16" cy!nder, bose -- 'k. - i 0mm EI scale of - 10 dB per unit

........... 3mrn x 3/ 16 " cynder. bose - -. -50mm length indicated applies to

.. . . .3 c m x 3 / 16 " c y in u e r. b o s e 11 i - 5 0 m m ea c h c u rv e.

E 1p, dB E3

obstocle

(b)
S I I I lI I I I

20 40 60 80 100 120
lineor distance, cm
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deld pattern from the 9-cm depth, insofar as no standing VL CONCLUSION

wave appears in front of it, while the propagating amplitude The decay rate predicted by existing theoretical expres-
is, ifanything, incrased above the expected value- Ofsignifi- sonsfor the E,, lateral-wave field due to a horizontal dipole
cance to propagation in a real ithosphere is the fact that, in is given an exaerimental basis in a model lithosphere. The
all cases, the qualitative features of the incident wave are measured field, under suitable configurational conditions on
preserved downfield from the obstacle. The structure of the the lithosphere's bounding surfaces, follows the calculated
wave is affected only locally, within x= - ;+ /2. field closely. Even so, curves which decay less smoothly

Scattering by water wells and by ostacles whose shape owing to the effects of finiteness in the mcidel lithosphere
is more characteristic of mountains, given respectively by may be used for inferences regarding the fields incident upon
the geometries shown in Figs. 91c$, 91d, and in Figs. 91ei, 910, and scattered from the various obstacles outlined in Sec. V.
has been studied. In the discussion of these results a com- The incident lateral wave is only locally altered in magnitude
parison is first made of data recorded at two plate separa- and phase by even quite large irregulanties at the air-water
tions, h = 10.5 cm and h = I 11.0 cm, although close ap- boundary. This localization of effects to the vicinity of the
proximation of the unperturbed E,, field as defined by 121 scatterer is of fundamental importance to propagatin stud-
and 131 is strictly maintained for h<.., similarly smooth ies of the wave in a real lithosphere.

curves (h > 2, ) suitable for scattering may be used. In Fig. 14

the perturbation of E, is illustrated only in the "'near re- ACKNOWLEDGMENT
gion'" of the scatterer. i.e.. at distances x= + 2. An impor-
tant question to be addressed is whether or not the lateral The advice and cooperation of Dr. L. C. Shen and Dr. J.
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Lateral waves: Formulas for the magnetic field

R.W.P. King andT.T. Wu
Gordon McKay Lzborata Harard Unireme , Cambridg. Ma=Ch.srts 92138

(Received 10 August 1982, accepted for publication 21 September 1982)

New simple formulas are obtained as an approximation of the exact general integrals for the
components of the magnetic field generated by a horizontal elrctric dipole in a half-space of water
or earth near its boundary with air. These formulas supplement the earlier derivation of the three
components of the electric field which are repeated here for completeness. The formulas for the
transverse and vertical components are needed in treating the reflection of lateral waves from
plane or cylindrical boundaries.

PACS numbers: 41.10 I.Hv

I. INTRODUCTION

In tvo recent papers," the follovng simple approximate formulas were denied from the general integrals for the -hree
,.Niindncal components of the clectnc. field generated at a pointp. 6, z ir. a half 3pace of water, earth, etc., Region 1, below air
,Regon 2, bv a horizontal electric dipole atf. = 0 and at a depth d. also in Region I ,see Fig. I, The wave numbers in the tw o
regions are k, =f , -ia =e to/a= I , where , =et -- it/ oande1 =ec,: k: t=fi.-ia. =w/L:= - It is asbumed that
.= =,a,, and for air. Z, = co, a.=0.

2l - L cos6 e" ..... e1
A-p p2 p k,

Xe- " k-k ":dl- kA', + fla,
A [v k, ik ,  2,' _, ',/2k.

E.= p sin 6 e. kA, - p + " e -

rk 2 - 2k, (kol 3 2.... ,]...Z + e I:1~~ A~-] b
+ e A - d i-, [ k,)

p p lb2

In these formulas, Y" involves the Fresnel integrals. It is _/.._. o ;(per.-a2d
defined explicitly in Eq. (21) later in this paper. These formu- B 1 0 = 4 .s i±Ir~" - d d
las were compared [see Figs. 2(a), 7, and 11 of Ref. !, and Fig.
1 of Ref. 2] with the numerically evaluated general integrals
for a 2de range of values ofs,, a, and the radial distancep + P_ P 2

with very good agreement.
It is thepurpose of this paper to derive corresponding - (P /2J[IJo(Ap) + J2(Ap) ] )e'r '  d dX) (2)

approximate formulas for the components B erl, B It iand B ,. A

of the magnetc field at p, q, z. The last two are useful in
satisfying the boundary conditions on the tangential com-
ponents of the electromagnetic field that determine the re- Region 2 air, ra = lo 0, k 2 = ko

fiecton and transmission of cyundrical waves at cylindrical . +. , (

with very goo ag e me t 
- , d

boundaries. Also useful for this purpose are the correspond- -d ( /2) [ +e
ing formulas for the electromagnetic field of a vertical elec- I

tric dipole.3  ,~;' " -- .... ;z
Consider first the componentsBl a rndB3 -Theseare, (pz)

ofcourse, directly related to the known electric field through z Region 1
Maxwell's equations. The general integrals for these crn- W ,
ponents in Region when thesourceisaunit dipole (14l= 1 FIG. 1. Radial component ofelecnc field at Ip, dz due boan x.directed
Am) are [fs. (5.13) and (5.14) on pg. 618 of Ref. 4]: dipole at (0,0,d).
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B,.- = / sin 6f[e - - - Per4ed1]y - JpV 2 "d  where the upper sign is for z > d, the lower sign for O z<d.
4,. Jo Let

(3) Fu(pz - d) FIp,z + d + F(p,z+ d) 111
where, withp t =1-- o, where

Q = R2 - 2Yj(eRz 2 - (4) F(p,z - d I f -"k 2 ..2 ) 1-/ 2 .z ,

-,') d (k 5 X [JoV-) _1pl ' : 2d 2

The upper sign in 2) applies when z > d, the lower sign when

The derivation of simple approximate formulas for B,, F31 p,. -d = - J = .(')

and B : will be carried out directly from these general inte-
g~al~ X [jo(;p) J 2h(d d. 13gals. x ( 131

Then Eq. (2) is given by
II. AN APPROXIMATE FORMULA FOR B,2

As in the derivation of simple formulas for the compon- B, - -P cos 6F[ FI pz - d I
ents of the electmc field from the general integrals,'- it is
convenient to rearrange the second integral in 121 with the + F I pz - d I + FIp,z -- d). 141

introduction of Since Fol p~z - d I and FL I pz. + d I are known, it remains to

Pl- I =2 yz/(? r,+); evaluate F,1p,z dl as the sum of Fzp,z- dI and
Q-1 - 2?y,/l + ,yz. .(6) F3(pz + d .

The evaluation ofF,(p,z + d) as defined in Eq. i I l; with

Specifically, with these expressions, the second integral in 1121 and t 131, will be carried out subject to the restrictions of
Eq. (2) is given exactly by: Eq. (8), and

j0_ ._ _ _d k ' 21" 1151fJ(Ap)e~rI:=-d, dA - ij( "i = ' '" .

Jo t6'?,' + Ei1y / The following approximation is made
X [Jo(;pl - J2Ap)] +( )/ n FI( pz + d) 1-F. p,Ole'k' " " - ' d,161

Y21 + rThis is discussed in Ref. 1.With (11), (121, and (13), it remains

X IJo('P) + J2 (Ap)IfIe'y, - 
d'A da). (7) to evaluate

It is now readily seen that when k, = k, so that the two F,( p,O) = - [Jo(,pl - J,(Ap)]2 d ,
media are the same, the second integral in Eq. (2) vanishes. Jo\e2 y, + E,/
This shows that the first integral is the direct field at (p,6,z) (171
duc to the dipole at the point (0,0,d 1. Since the first integral in - /

(7) is like the first integral in (2), except for the exponential F3(p,O) = J ,, Y2 [) di. 81
factor, it is readily identified as the field at (z,6,o) of an image 0

dipole at (0,0, - d). Note that the fields of the source and Ill. EVALUATION OF F2 (p,O)
image dipoles are in the same direction when the point of The integrand in Eq. 1'7) can be expanded as follows.
observation satisfies the condition z > d. This makes the cur-
rent elements in the dipole and its image in phase, so that
their field components B, cancel along the plane z = d = 0. " (,o -,d2

Since the magnetic field of an x-directed dipole is well 1 1 1
known,~5 the exact cxpressions for the two integrals can be - 62; 1Yi
written down. With the previously imposed condition, J0  1 621+ 6112 e1Y2

p2 >z + d )2>(z - d )2 (8) X [Jo(Ap) - J2(Ap)]) d. l'I
so that

r. = [p2 + (z - d)212 _p, Here the second integral is closely related to the fnction
= [pG2 + (Z + d)]1 2 _pi G(p) evaluated in Appendix B of Ref. I. When note is taken

r2 = [ p 2 + (z + d)2]" 2 -p in amplitudes, of the fact that the integrand becomes large only when A is
Fo( p,z - d ) - ±- J()e ' r -dA dA near k2 , so that k I >2 2 in the range of significance, the sec-

S oP Jond integral in Eq. (19) is the same as G(p)/k, where

-el,rk,, '  - 1 (z- d) 191 2(kk /k-) e,. .. /2-
2 pk d , G(p) -2(k' )e (20)

Fo(p,z + d) = Jo(Ap)e ,l + d' dA Here

11(z+d) (10) 7= r C ')] +i[-°S 2- -)' (21)
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andC(z) +/S (z) = o"(2-1 -"'e'dt is the Fresnel integral as- 61- 2 [ ik (k 2  ik.

defined in Jahnke-Emde, Tables of Functions (Dover, New F..( p,0) - 2 - WAJ. L2

York, 1945), p. 36. Thus, with &/t, = k 2/k- and k, =i#'  " k, t .p 3  kkp 2 2k4p6, 1

k 2v2 2)112 2 + i, k k2
F ,62 2 - k 2})112--.-P.Pp

X [Jo2p)-J1p)]VdA+G(p)lk,. (22) + G(p) (32)

Let the following notation be introduced with reference to a

functionf(2, 4k,): IV. THE EVALUATION OF F3 (p,O)

f,12.8,k,) =f(2 -#f,k.), The integral in Eq. (18) can be rearranged as follows

f4A,3,k,) =f12 -,(Bkf2' F31p,0J = - o ...-.. [Jo1P) + J=2 2p)]2 dr.

With Eq (15), the following approximate relation holds: (331

f( V..,k,)-fl 2V,,k,) ,f()8,k,) -,k) (23) In the integrand,

In Eq. (22), letf(2A.,kj= 2 2  122 - k ". Then (AY. -2 )

fi/.'+,k =(2 f2/2; f =,, k,= A.-2 -k 2)"2 ; r2-
f 12,ki =3/2 . With Eq. ,23), k2 2 - -k 2 '2 " 2 k2 2V 2

"34)
. 2- +2 '-k)l k 2 - k2

12-,+62)' 2/:2+6/122 - k. 2-1/ . (241 With k, = i, this becomes

With Eq. 1241 in Eq. (22), this becomes Y2(Y2 - Y)

k fj,) -" I., -7,5 .1c GI i , (5 (A2-k ( 2 + ") 2 1

where 
k 2 +6 3

o d),,The approximation (23) is now applied to f(A,3,k,)
I =f 12"+ 2)"1"[J0 (p) -(J(Ap]d2, (261 =(22 - k 2)11 2(2 2 +6 2)1/2 to give: f,(2,8,k2 )

2 (2- + 22)112; f(2(,,k 2) = 1(2 - k 2)112; f3(),8,k,j

15 =f 2-k 9 -[Jo(,p) - J(2p)]2 dA, (27) =92. Therefore, with (23),

and 72(Y2 - Y) [ [A +, +92)1/2

IC  f [Jo(Ap)-- J2,p pld). (281 +16(2 2_k 2 -1 2 +k -2 2 ].

It is shown in Appendix A that 
(361

When Eq. (36) is substituted in Eq. (33), this can be expressed

i =_23io(13p/?)K,(1p/2)_I] as follows

F,(p,0)= [ID +WE
2[- ie.,l +- OP) 2 -+fa

-pep -,I6 + k 'IG -1,], (37)

where

kp 3  2 2kIp 'D =J(2 " 6+1 2 )'12 [Jo(Ap)+J,(Ap)]2 "d2 , (138)

where the approximate value on the right is a good approxi- IE = (2 " - k )' [J0(2p) + J2 (Ap)]A dA (39)

mation when 18pI> 3. Jo

F -i + j , (L / )] I'P [J(p) + J,12o)]1A d A . (40)I,,
1= 2 +e-kj. + 2)'J,( 

)IA2 A(0

!kzp- p (30) I =f [Jo(lp) + J,Ap)],I dA , (411

-6I 2k - 2ik ie'( 1+
I -k, 2 + ,1=fJ [Jo(AP) + J2(p)JA d,. (42)

Ic = 0. (31) These integrals are evaluated in Appendix A. Their values

It follows that with ,1 = - ik,, Eq. (25) becomes are
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-r 2 VI. FORMULA FOR B,,

p- The desired formula for B, can be obtained quite sim-

.- I + ie -&(I 3)] (43 ply from Eq. (3) when rearranged as follows:
P 3 1-ZL~pB,= iuo sin& 6 *[eynlz- di- elr"-d;

where the expression on the right is a good approximation 4 4 r sd

when Ipl>3. _ {p- l1r:t-Iayi- j,(.pv Zd2, (52)

IE = - 2i + i ek, (44) where P - = ("2 - yl/)Iq. 2 + ,-I - - 2y,/(r_ -t- 'd.
12 P 3 J Let

2 {45)
IF = ' B = L-2 sin6 [GolPz-d)

P 4r,2-
2= - (46) -G;(pz+d)+ Gdp,z+d)]. (53)

P" In this expression, the first two terms are the direct and im-
IH = 0. (47) age fields which are known. Thus, with Eq. 16(bi on p. 7 00 of

It follows that with /3= -ik, Ref. 5 (with coordinates permuted), the direct field due to the

I 2ik 2 [ ie(1 + 3i)] source at (0,0,d) is given byF,(p.o1 = I1 k- ie', I .f
Go(p,z-dd)= ed d' Y-IJ,()pV2 d2

-22k, . ,e_-_ - + 1). 154,

When small terms of magnitude k 2, k I compared to one Similarly, the field due to a codirectional image at 0,0, - d)
are neglected, this becomes is given by

F3 (p,0) -. e k3 2[  + 34] G;(pz_ d)= F elr"'-doy- 'JI(ApV2: d

2k 2 2k , 2i . = - e k,r.L + " (55)
In these expressions r, = [p2 - (z -

VrFORMULA FOR = [p 2 + (z + d )2]12; the approximation r, -p-r, has

V. been used in amplitudes, since it is assumed that p2 .i,

When Eqs. (32) and (49) are combined, and terms of p',d 2.

order k 2/ k 2 ire neglected as compared with 1 and with kip,, The integral to be evaluated is
the result with Eq. (16) is: G(pz + d) = 2f elyrdz dP(7 + 7,r'J(Ap ! 2 d).ik[kp ik, 11f(o~,21 '"" (zY)''At:2

F,(p,z +d)- 1 I2iek + p. - (56)
i P p As in previously derived formulas, this is evaluated with the

+ P+ 3 k LO4 Gd" (50) approximation
Gt~pz + ) G(p,~e' '  * . (57)

When Eqs. (50), (9), and (10) are substituted in Eq. (14), the G,(pz + d)-G1(p,0)e'kI d5.

expression for the -component of the magntetic field as- The justification for Eq. (57) is given in Ref. 1. Thus, the

sumes the following explicit but approximate form: required integral is:

B1 - cos k, z -d) eikp GI(p,O) =2 (y2 + y1)-'J1(Ap2 d22irk1

ik- P' k k\ = k1 Ak: [(k -A,
e - ;- [ (k; 2 _- )1/2-

le + " - 32] -(k2 -2 2)/2 J(, p}2  dA. 58)
2 tP ku°o In Eq. (58), use is made of the relation

[_.__ , z +d 2]['p~ (y (- +y2)-'=l,-y2)/( ' - ). As shown in Appendix
+ Zde ,+.,,+ de [ikA ,(51) B,

where ,7 is defined in Eq. (21). This formu!a makes use of the I, = (k -AlT 2JdAp V2d)

approximate values of I, in Eq. (29) and D in Eq. (43). These ('- 3k 3i)\
are valid when Ikip I>3. For smaller values of kp, the more e 0] )
accurate formulas for I, and ID in Eqs. (29) and (43) can be P P
used. However, the condition (8) must bc satisfied. so that with k ' J>Jk 1,
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2-- (ik 3k, 3i) When Eq. (60) is substituted in Eq. (57), and this is used with

G,(p,O)- 2 2 1[e ikp p3 Eqs. (54) and (55) in Eq. (53), the resulting expression forB ,

.k , 3k, (60)
PI

2irk 2" 27,k 2 P P 4)" '

- - + -- ei;rctkIe] + . (61)

This is the final formula for B ,..

VI1. APPROXIMATE FORMULA FOR BYP the sign convention is the same as for Eq. (2), leads to certain
The evaluation of the component B, from the general integrals which do not apper to be expressible in simple

integral formula [Eq. (5.12) on p. 618 of Ref. 4]: form. Its evaluation from Maxwell's equation

B, sin, 6F +____,pe- dd 9, 31
t - °sin 6 (. ± Joplet~': -.. .d §i - E] (63)4r W I- P &A8 az I63

1. involves the potentially not highly accurate differentiation
+Jo ((Q/2) [J0()p) + J(2Ap1] with respect to z. In the absence of a better formula, B,, will

be determined from Eq. (63). Its accuracy will be checked by
(P/21 JoAp) - J~ApJJ l e"' 'd; d) }, (62) direct comparison with Eq. (62)./ From Eq. (30) for Ea and Eq. (59) for E,. in Ref. 2, it

where Pand Q are defined in Eq. (4), y, ano y2 in Eq. (5), and follows directly that:

1 dEj, __ o__ k ek,;z-di kork2 i ik 23 ( /
- sin6 e e [ + - + - k )

d6 2-,,k, Ik2 2 p3  ko ktpT;0

Xe kpi 1/2k 2 ek,(z d- p

I[z-d1 .d z+d ] [1, 3i 3 (64)

-ir-'/o sin6 le 2i +iki/ r ak/e-kj/2kjc-.
az 27Tk, I [~ I P ,okp

+d+p [ik 2 2k, 2i]

2- p ,p p .15

When these are combined in Eq. (63) and terms of order .k ', are neglected, the following formula is obtained

- -- - 3 P +l7k IIp'2 p k,kp)

-dpiik 2k, 21]

1~ ~ ~ p p'di 2 2, 4

2 p[ e''+ z+d e,' ]2 '- + k L}1. (66)
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.7 is defined in Eq. (2 1). The lateral-wave term in this expres-
sion is associated entirely with Et, since the term relating it
to E: is negligible.

60-IHI,1 InumerlcoI

x xxx IH 101 Wu's fcrmulo

VIl. COMPARISON WITH NUMERICAL VALUES AND d:r 4s. 0 35 SmI d'=OOO7r. z=0 0035m

CONCLUSION f z600 MHz

In order to verify the accuracy of the three formulas for :-'td reg.t occirocy for Wit fffauia

the magnetic field, the general integrals (2), 13), and (621 have
been evaluated numerically for a critical range of the radial
distance p with the depths d of the dipole and z of the point -D
where the field is calculated chosen to be different. The to.
denser Region 1 is characterized by e, = 45, a, = 3.5 S/m; "
the frequency used isf= 600 MHz; the second region is air. -02
Since the approximate formulas are quite accurate at large 0
distances, a much more critical range within 20 air wave- ,

lengths of the dipole was examined. This is important since -2
the new approximate formulas are assured to be good ap-
proximations only when p2>d 2, p2>z, which may be inter- -30-

preted to mean p >5d, p> 5z.
Graphs showing IH., I = tJo 'iBia I and

I.. iji = 'I 'B,.! are shown in Fig. 2, !H,,i = ',,B I in .,__|

Fig. 3 in the range 0.00! <p< 10 m. The agreement between ooo 0'

the numerical computations from the exact integrais and the e
approximate formulas is seen to be excellent in the specified FIG 3 The component H, of the magne' field at depth : due to a huor-

range p;..5d = 0.035 m, except in a ,ery narrow range zontal electn dipole with unit mument J-, - I m, at depth d ,n salt

between p = 0.07 and p = 0.09 m for Ht, where the direct water Rmstnction on Wus formula.p?.5d = 0035 m

to0, , and lateral waves interfere.' Very small changesn frequency

-. p significantly alter the inte:fcrence pattern so that close10- _ ,° "0 , ........ ]Ilp, Wu',s formutO

0,', agrement in such a region car.r.ot be expcted At lower
Hit oIsmencol frequencies, the direct wave is atten, ated more ) ap dly. and

00000 11,l Wu S formui the interference phenomena are restricted to even shorter
50- E, 45. m35 S/rn. d007,n distanaces from the source. As in hecase of the electric field,-

40 - .50 ~zthe range of significant interfer2nce with the parameters
40 \ /" . ['r""t-"r "  used is only 8 or 9 cm fror. .ne source. At all greater d's-

ocosHroq .u6 ' tances, the three approximate forwulas are highiy accurate
Ht \ and are sufficiently simple to permit very rapid ,alculation.

20 H P H -To -, Note that despite i-s possibly less accurate derivation, H,, is

:a 10- \ I %also in excellent agreement with the numerical evaluatio- of

E I the exact integrals.

2 0 _0 With the new approximate formulas for the three com-
ponents of the magnetic field now added to those of the elec-

N .100 tr;z field already available, the complete electromagnetic
- field of the horizontal electric dipole in the earth or water

0 ,near its interface with air has been provided in simple, con-

-30 - tinuc'us, and accurate form.
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APPENDIX A: EVALUATION OF INTEGRALS FOR B,, (A ' k 2 J)-/J0 (Ap) dA = ek/p. (AlO)

The second integral in Eq. (A9) can be evaluated with the use
In the evaluation of the several integrals, the following of Eq. (Al) and formula (3) on p. 435 of Watson's Bessel

relations are useful: Functions. With them it becomes

Jo(z + .4(z) = 2 J(z) (AI) 2 2 - " 2jdAP)dA
z f (A _-k2)-Zjlpd

Jo(z-J2(z) = 2J(z. (A2) 2 1 iko/2)K,,2 - ikzo/2)

When Eq. (A2) is used in IA as defined in Eq. (26), this be- p
comes: 2i 0 - e k )  (A 1)

I = 2 ( 2 + # 2 1 / 2 99 k~jo o. MP f (All)

Integration by parts gives: The final step in (All) makes use of the formulas
2, I 12(z) = (2/irz)" 2 sinh z, K 1 2(z) = (i/2z)'

1 2
e
- . With (A10)

IA = [i(R+ ,8 2zJ1 (AP)]J Iand (Al 1), it follows that:

- ( 2+,R 2l-"l2JI i)ad;,. (A4) 2 [P - ( ek1P) 1. A12)
/9 k0p2

ttere the integrated term vanishes at both limits and the re-
maining integral can be evaluated with Eq. (38) on p. 26 of The integral I, defined in Eq. (28) can be transformed
Bateman's Table of Integral Transforms, Vol. 11. With/y = I with Eq. (A2) to give:
in this formula, it reduces to Ic=2fJ(p)dR= f (z)dz

(A 2 + , ) / J jlz) = 0 . (A I3 )

=1I,1, =, v 2(ip/2)K,,±,/2(flp/2). (A) p 0
The integral ID defined by Eq. (38) can be transformed

The addition and subtraction of the two formulas obtained with Eq. (AI) to give:
with upper and lower signs gives:

J,~ (, p 2) -- l 122, pV
J, (Ap)d 1 2 

2 ) J ,(p dA (A6) ID ( 2 +f ? 2 )" 2JI(Ap$, dA

J0 JoIt,_, /p2)Kis, 1t, 2lfSp/2) - -. (A71 - - _ X+ 2,Rl ~R A4

P p J
With v 1, (A7 is the same as the integral in Eq. (A4). Thus, The application of formula (4) on p. 435 of Watson's Bessel

2 Functions gives:
IA= - If o/p/)K( -p2 lip]

IP ZO-2 I,(flp!2)K,(flp/2)

p2o2,pI + ie - &I + -.- l,(A 15)
The approximate formula on the right makes use of the large P i. + - 1 ,A5
argument approximations I(z)-[e/(2nz)i12][1 + 1/8z

+ 9/1282] - [ie -/(2 1z)' 2][1 - 1/8z + 9/128Z21; where the approximate formula on the right is obtained with
K(z -(r/2.zl 12e [I + 3/8z - 15/128z2 ]. It is a good ap- the large argument approximations Ij(z[e2/(2rz) ][l
proximation when z>2.5. - 3/8z - 15/!28z] + [ie - Z/(2Tz)l" 2] [ 1 + 3/8z - 15/

The integral 1, as defined in Eq. (27) can be expanded as 128z 2], K(z) - (r/2z)" 2e [ + 318z - 15/128-2.
follows:

The integral 1. defined in Eq. (391 can be transformed

2 ( k 2J (ApI d 2 with Eq. (A ) as follows:I, = 2 f(R A k 2)I~ (R) /

P t2 k2- ~fj,+j(A~jd1 (A9) 'E 2f(/1 k 2)12j(pP) d;
The use of Eq. (52) on p. 95 of Bateman's Higher Transcen- 2 -2 1,2 (A

dental Functions, Vol. II, for the evaluation of the first inte- p 2 2 A
gral gives: This can be integrated by parts to give:
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2 - k2 2J12jo( (x + k 2)2J,(xa)x dx
1E(- k0 x2 d

p 
2  1 a - 3 2k 5 2

- J (A 2=" -- 1/2 k -2 J(Ap)2 dA1 - 2 3/ k 5/2) K-..5 (ak). (B1)

Since K_,,(z) = K(z), and F(- 1/21= -2F(1/2)
2 , : - 2i[ + (A17) - 2' it follows that with k,=f:

The value Eq. (45) of the integral I' as defined in Eq. (40) is (k2, -A 
2 )"J, (Ap)A 2

dA

obtained from 'E with k, = 0. 1, in Eq. (41) is integrated i 2 ,6 2 , 2 j/j, 2 A
directly in the form: =

6 2j(Ap)d J'J(x)dx= 2 . (A18). K512(/3p). (B2). p 2 0 Pp Tp/

Similarly, ', in Eq. (42) can be expressed as follows: With formula (10.2.17) on p. 444 of Abramowitz and Stegun,
Handbook of Mathematical Functions, viz.,

'H = -~ Ji(Apk 2 dA = Ji(x)x 2dx /51 \1/2l= + 3) (3KU P ( 4 = t1('p) e- 1( 1 + 7 +  , (B3)

- 2 [x 2J(x)] = 0. (A 19) and the substituuoni = - ik, the expression on the right in

P 0 Eq. (60) is obtained.
The integral is evaluated with formula (1) on p. 132 of
Watson's BesselFunctions. T T Wu and R W. P. King, Radio Sci 17, 521 19821

2T T W and R W P King, Radio Sci 17, 532 11982i
APPENDIX B: THE INTEGRAL FOR B,, 'R W P King, J Appl. Ph.ys 53. 8476 11982)

The integral I, defined in Eq. (59) can be evaluated with 'R W P King and G S. Smith, Antennas in Matter (MIT. Cambridge.
Massachusetts, 1981), p 618

formula (2) in Watson'F Bessel Functions, p. 434. The substi- 'R W P King, Theory of Linear Antennas I-larvard Univ, Cambridge,

tutions v = I and u = - 3/2 in that formula give: Massachusetts, 19561, Ch VII
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Erratum: Lateral waves: Formulas for the magnetic field [J. Appl. Phys. 54, 507
(1983)]

R. W. P. King and T. T. Wu
Gordon McKay Laboratory; Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

In Eq. (1c) the + sign at the beginning of the second =flJ( 2 ,( (p/2)K( + 1 (,.p/2) - 1/p. (A7)
line should be - . As a consequence, in Eq. t64), the + sign
at the beginning of the third line should be -, and in Eq. (66)
the last square bracket should be If approximations of the type (16) and (57) viz.,

ik1 2i 3 F(p,z + d)-F(p,O)exp[ik,(z + d)], which uaderlie the
r-- 3 kp4evaluation of the integrals for all components of the field, are

used only in those integrals that involve exp(ik, p) and not in
those thait involve exp~ik, p), the latter can be evaluated ex-

The authors thank Dr. P. Bannister for discovenng this er-
ror. actly with the help of Bateman's' formula (52) or formula

In Eq. (51), a large left brace should be inserted after 6.637(is of Gradshteyn and Ryshik. The only resulting
cos 0. Equations (A6) and (M) have been run together. They change in the fornulas for E,, E,', BP, B,,, and B, is the
should read replacement of exp[ik,(z + d + pj wherever it occurs by

exp(ik:r2) with r, = [ p2 + (z + d )2] /2. Tis change leads to
slightly better agreement with the numerically evaluated

J(,Ip)dA = lip, (A6) components in a narrow range near the lower limit ofp in the
conditions p>5d, p>5z. It becomes significant only when
interference minima occur in this range. These are very sen-

(2 +'62)- Ij(Ap dA sitive to small changes. The complete corrected formulas are
as follows:

E,= O)Z° sinb [e s'(z +d)e'kP( k2  i ik 2 7r1/2 e,. pk .2k,
rk " 2 + p + 2k. (k2 p)312

oik2.- k, - - (ek,, ik~) (ik 2 ki j](b2 2p p2  p , (1Ib)

",2,,,\lki 3i-- 3.
p / p p~ p3[i 2  ,k ( 2/

+ e' I+--- z-d z +d k/j 2

1 , (2 -i -  e + -I + (l1)

2rrk-,; - (I elp I  k.

p 2 pp p P' e--
r, 1k-0=- i c ' '  ,ek,' -i_ 3k 3 - e'[ik ,-- 3k 3i) I(k 1  ik__\1

B,1-. p- 73 j( ( . 3k 3 - .
S2 P p pp p/

(61)

I A. ( 2 N+ + ,z- 3k 3z + i k,k/

Bk p - 2 e'""i+ e+eek - _k,p_)(e (64)
3365 . App 0y2 56(11) 1Dc m e p 18 31/2/ k-. 40 'eo335 AplPhsin ( !),2 e Dcbe 18 001871 2 i36-20 0 @18 mna nttt fPLms 3
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-A = O si"" L-kd+ i - 2k2 + + 2 71 - kp(k22/2k -1

+ek,,(k 2k-; [- .. + Z +-, (k_ k )1, ( iu) (65)2 p p p 20

S- 2r--- "- sn Ie+d k p =  + + ik tk--k p)

(ik- 2k, 2i 1'z-dk. z+d e ik,.l1k 2 3(
- - -- 3 sk;rl 66)k

P, p p 2 p p X p,

'H. Bateman, Higher Transcendental Functions, Vol II (McGraw-Hill.
New York, 1953), p. 95.
2I. S Gradshieyn and 1. M. Ryshik, Tables fintegrals, Seres and Products

(Academic, New York, 1980), p. 719.
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On the reflection of lateral electromagnetic waves
from perpendicular boundaries

Ronold W. P. King
Gordon McKay Laboratory, Harvard Uriversity Cambridge Massachusetts 02138

(Received 31 October 1983; accepted for publication 3 January 1984)

Lateral electromagnetic waves propagate along the boundary between an electrically dense half
space (z>O) with the wave number k, (earth, water) and a less dense halfspace (z<O) with the wave
numberk, (jk,J2< 1k, 12). The scattering of such waves by vertical discontinuities in the denser half
space (k, changes to k3) is analyzed. It is shown that the reflected field is very small even when
k3- CO. Also analyzed are the reflections from thin vertical walls of height L of the denser
medium projecting vertic.;ly into the less dense medium. These are studied specifically when the
walls are made of metal. It is shown that reflections are small when k2L< 1, but very significant
when k .> 1. The standing-wave patterns due to incident and reflected lateral waves are
determined and shown graphically.

PACS numbers: 41.10.Hv

I. INTRODUCTION The first part of this investigation is concerned with the

The propagation of electromagnetic waves along boun- behavior of the field generated by the dipole when the prop-

danes has been of interest to physicists since the early work erties of the denser Region 1 change discontinuously as at

of Sommerfeld. It is rnvcved in geophysical exploration, the edge of a lake or ocean. Specifically, for convenient mea-

over-the-horizon radar and remote sensing. Some of the surements in the laboratory, attention is directed to the na-

most interesting applications are related to regions of the ture of the electromagnetic field when the denser region con-

earth that are near the bot'ndanes between quite different sists of a semi-infinite cylinder, Region 1, defned by 0,-p<

materials. Examples include the surface of the earth (soil, ice, Pb,O(z < oo, and the rest of the half space, Region 3, defined

salt, and fresh water) adjacent to air; the sea bottom (rock, by Pb <P < oo,O<z < oo. The half space - oo < z<O is Re-

sediment) next to salt water. In some instances the regions gion 2, air; it extends over both Regions 1 and 3. The hon-

along the bounding surfaces are relatively smooth, in others zontal dipole with unit moment p. = I.,A = i A m is locat-

they are interrupted by discontinuities, projections, and de- ed on the z axis in Region 1 at z = d. The arrangement is

pressions. The propagation of electromagnetic waves along shown in Fig. 2(a).

boundaries between quite different media is predominantly The second part of the investigation deals with the ef-

by lateral waves. This is well understood along smooth boun- fect on the field gene-ated by the horizontal dipole in Region

danes, 1
.
2 but the scattering of lateral waves at boundaries 1 due to a projection of Region 3 into Region 2 (air) as when

and discontinuities is not well understood. It is the purpose an island rises out of the sea or a mountain projects up from a

of this paper to analyze the reflection and scattering of la- plain. Again for convenience in the laboratory, only the ex-

teral waves at vertical discontinuities on both sides of the treme case is considered when Regio, 3 at Pb <P < o0,
boundary between air and earth (water). O<z < oo consists of aluminum and the projection into Re-

When a horizontal dipole antenna is located in the earth gion 2 ( - oc < z -0) is an aluminum cylinder of height L and

or water (Region 1) parallel to its plane boundary with air radius Pb. Region I at 0 <,o<p,, 0<z < oc continues as salt

(Region 2), a complicated electromagnetic field is generated water. This choice of Region 3 and its extension into Region

in both regions. This is described accurately and in general 2 provides a measure of the maximum possible effect due to a

by complex integrals for each of the six components of the vertical projection. The arrangeme-'t is shown schematically

electromagnetic field. 4 It has been interpreted in terms of in Fig. 2(b)

simple approximate formulas due to Bafios5 that are valid in
limited ranges of the parameters and variables and, more I. THE LATERAL-WAVE FIELD
recently, in terms of quite accurate general formulas.'giThese last are restricted only by the conditions Before considering the field in the three regions of Fig.

2(a), it is expedient to review the field for the simpler configu-
Ik 12> k21'; p2>Zi, p2>d 2; 1k, p1>3, (1) ration of Fig. 1, where the entire lower half space is the ho-
where k, =6, + ia, is the wave number of the earth or wa- mogeneous Region 1. The cylindrical components of the
ter, k2 = ko is the real wave number of air, d is the depth field in Region 1 are given by E, = E, + ED,B, = BL
below the surface of the source dipole, and the point ofobser- t B,, where the subscript L refers to the lateral-"ave part
vation is specified by the cylindrical coordinates p,q5,z, with of the field and the subscript D to the direct field.' The
Region 1 defined by z.4O, Region 2 by z,0. The positive x nature of the two pans is illustrated for the radial component
axis lies along the axis of the dipole and is the origin for the of the electric field for which the lateral-wave part is [see Eq.
cylindrical coordinate q0. This is shown in Fig. 1. (35) of Ref. 6]

3916 J. Appl. Phys. 55 (11), 1 June 1984 0021-8979/84/113916- 11$02.40 @ 1984 American Institute of Physics 3916
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Region 2 (air):k2 =w(hPoW2 )/2 =w(P- 0E0 ) 12

-- v T OOY)(O#O FIG.lIField of horizontal electric

(P" ') Epdipoe atdepth d in water or earth.

(p4,z E p

Region 1 (eorth,woter): kj=W(jL0 C1 )

El4 p,OZ) =El L. (p,O,O)cws 6 e', (2) radial distance; taken together they will be called the radial
E, p I P010)orp term. The remaining fourth term involves the Fresnel

E1 ~ pL''O 4 integrals; it is called the Fresnel term. The direct term is

Xes~~/Ki~kkJ(31 where r = [p 2 + (z - d )2i2andp
2 >z2 . In Fig. 3 are shown

the magnitudes of the radial and Fresnel terms of E, ,
where (p,Oz) together with IEi pD(p,O,z# as functions of the radial

-7k = I - c, [ k, p(k 2/k21distancep from the source when Region I is salt water. It is
Y ~ ~2k~ 2k 1 seen that the direct wave decays very rapidly and is negligi-

+ij -S[k~pk 2 2)]ble only a small fraction of the wavelength in air from the

+ ij I- S 2 [ 2 k /2k 1 4) source. Beyond this short distance, the radial term of the
2 lateral wave is greatest for a little more than two air wave-

and C, and S2 are the Fresnel integrals as defined in the lengths when the Fresnel term becomes comparable and
Jahnke-Emde Tables of Functions. The first three terms in even slightly larger.
the square bracket in Eq. (3) are simple powers of the inversepinmtr

100 0.? 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

I - Direct field term
IP" -' p erm

Horizontal R I- E31 IZ ----- Fresnel term
( Electric E3vP-OZ

Dipole RO 0 3LP#Z

0,0,d) , E.RL(PO.Z E 3e'L(Fp.'Z) 10 L

Region I Region 3 ~- pe

14IS p term

Region 2(or) ktc O2)(o2 'w&sOtO)" Reqgon 2 (air) E - -tr

..... t7 Er80,0"13.5 S/m

Region 3 Region 1-----------Region 3 f f600 MHz

d 
0. 0 0 7 m(a) Z

z0

Rein2Region 2 (Oir, Region 2cal

Region 31 Region 2 , e tr

p in meter

ofRegion 3 inoRegion? to heigot L pt terrmrrdt /r.[e qs 25
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In this paper attention is directed to the reflection and p in meters

transmission of the field generated by a horizontal electric 0.2 0.4 0.6 0 1.0

dipole at boundaries that are sufficiently far from the source -- - Direct field term

to make the direct wave negligible. Accordingly, only the - p term
lateral-wave parts of the other components of the field in ..... Fresnel term
Region I need be listed. They are [see Eqs. (30) and (59) of
Ref. 7]

" E,,6L(p,ozz) = EAL(p,O,O)sin 6 ek'.,  (6)

, , ,0 .. e ak [k , i ik ( r 1/2 V I

.UO k~ p p3  2 W ~E1rkp,,O =I + "" - \k'J" Ez(P termr
2k," T ,,I

Xe ','ck l2k o - -) -( , O, term)

E.,.(p,0,z) = E.L(p,0,0)cos f e' ' , (8) B0 (p ter-.

It 2 3 .i2=-

EZL(p,0,0) = e 1 k- - I r=80,o"=. 5 S/m .
2iTk p p 2  k, kp P f = 600 MHz B,(? term)

- ik p'k/2kj - 005
Xe-k 21Fd(k2 p ,kj)] (9) 2 001 1 z -0.0035m

The associated components of the magnetic field are8  termEz Z1 term-

B pL(P,O,z) = - (k,/°o)E,o(p,0S,z), (10) I te owm_ - -rm

B16L(p,q0,z) = (k ii/w)E I pL(p,IZ), 11) I sz(dalte B termI~~ ~ ~~ " e ' p term

Bz,(p,0,z) = B.L(p,0,0)sin q0 elk, (12) 0001 0 4e0i - _ I I
20 20 40 60 80 100

110 .Idekp (i 3k Y_ p in meters
BIZL(p,0,0) = ------ e2

27-k \ p, P " FIG 4. Magnitudes of direct and lateral-wave terms of E=,p,0,z) and
(13) B. tp,Oz) in dB referred to I V/m [See Eqs. (2H5)

These six components are associated in two groups of
three, viz., an electric-type field consisting of the transverse
component B1,L(p,0,z) and the two components
E, L (p,Oz) and E..L (p,q,z, respectively, longitudinal in the the second group is of order l1p2. In the following analysis,

two directions of propagation, and a magnetic-type field attention is directed primanly to the properties of the field as

consisting of the transverse component E,,, (p,,z) and the governed by the leading components EL PL I1

two components BpL(p,o') and BUL (p,oz), respectively, EI.L(pb ,z), and B2 OL(p,Oz). Figure 4 shows the relative
in the two directions of propagation. Of these two groups, magnitudes of the lateral-wave terms and the direct wave for

the first dominates at all but very short distances since it E, (p,Oz) and B,, (p,Oz).
contains terms of the order lUp, whereas the leading term in The associated field in the air is given by

2rr g k + L[ + G(kp,k)] , (14)

E,.L(pb,z) = -W-/cos q e k de,2,, 2ikI (15)
21rk, r r5[o P [ + G (k p,k], (16)

B,,(p,O ,z) = -- -19-c os (b e' ,de'k,,° k 2 + [1 + G (k, p,ki], (16)
2 rk , ro 11o

where
G (k2 p,k1) = i(21rR )'/2e - I(lz+ z)/'Ij I - C2[ (R + Z ) ] + jI -s2[ (R + Z) ]'  (17)

and

R = k2p(k 2/2k'), Z= kz(k,/2kj), ro = p2 +Z2) 1/2. (18)

The field in Region 2 at the surface z = 0 is

ir k , k~ 4 - 12

E2 L (P010) = - -"o eik e -ll~ 2 Ykk)j (19)
2trk] 2 p p pV ki k2p
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~~±2.co 4'eikdetk2PL33 iL2 - r ) - k2p(k 2k -(,P)21rk, P P 2 k, ... ..E,"L(p#'°) = 2irk (20

B21L(P101
0 ) = (kI/o4EL(p,,). (21)

In Eqs. (19)-J,21) only the leading term in G(kp,k,) is re- A. Magnetic field
tained when z is set equal to zero. Y(k2 p,k,) is given in Eq. The lateral-wave part of the incident magnetic field in
(4). The formulas (3), (9), and (11) with Eqs. (19 H21) satisfy Region 2 (z<O,air) along its boundary with Region 1 (Op
the correct bounday conditions at z = 0, viz., Vp,z>O) is given by Eq. (21), viz.,

EpL (P,#0) = E2 pL (p,A,), (22a) [0 s efk'elkf

E.t(p,',O) = (kg/k )E,.L(p,e3,O), (22b) 2rkP

B6L ( P, 0,) = B24L (p,0,0). (22c) (29a)

The electric field in the two regions is composed of the The corresponding formula for the field along the boundary

two components E.L(p,z) and EPL(p,(bz). They have the with Region 3 (Pb <p < oo;z>0) is given by Eq. (29a) with k,

approximaLe forms shown below when (k, p)> > so that the replaced by k3 [except in exp(ik, d )] and the amplitude adjust-

I /p3 term is negligible: ed to be continuous with [B,1L (p,,0) I I at p = Pb Specifi-

E. L(p,,z) = El pL (P,qSz)[ - 2k,/k, ], (23) cally,

E2L(p,O,z) = E2pL(p,4' ,z)[ - 2k /k,J. (24) [B2.L(p,b,0)] 3 - --- os e- 21rk3
Since k, 2>.k', it is clear that E, dominates in Region I and xelA:f(kkp p>pb, (29bl

E. in Region 2. Note that E, P_ (p,0,0) = E2,PL (p,6,O). The
electric field in both regions is elliptically polarized with the where

major axis of the ellipse tilted from the vertical z axis by the k3f(k 2pb,kI)
angles R13 = klf(k,pb,k3 )" (30)

0. =itan'[ ' 2k,//k ' 2 (25) It follows that in general:
2 - 1k ,/k . 61) P _ o - z ,

2 Z6.k2lk, 12 B,6L(p,,z)= - 0 e e
0I- --- tan- - 221k

2(f(kp,k ); P)P . (31ba

Ill. CONDITIONS AT A DISCONTINUITY IN THE LOWER The general boundary condition for the magnetic field is
HALF SPACE: THE FIELD BEYOND THE BOUNDARY B1,L(pb1,,zl -- B3,L(pb,z) = -IJoK.(Pb,Z) (321

When the lower half space (z>O) consists ofa cylindrical where K.(p,,z) is the surface density of current along the
Region I (0<p<p , z>0) characterized by the wave number boundary surface. With Eqs. (3la) and (31b) it is
k, =,81 + ia = wo{uoeI) ' 12 and of the rest of the half space,
Region 3 (p <P < oo,z>0), characterized by the wave num- 110K.(pb,&.z) = - B 0,0) e"-
ber k3 = 93 + ia3 = O(/PoN0 3) 1, as shown in Fig. 2, a lateral k (

electromagnetic wave is incident on the botndary p =p , + [B,6L(Pb,(b,0)]3e' "

z>0. Here the wave is partly reflected, partly transmitted. - [BUL(Pb,,01)1(e e A:. - e'D. (33)
Let the three components of the lateral-wave field be consid-
ered in turn. In writing the several components, let the fol- The second equation follows since, with Eqs. (29a) and (29bi
lowing notation be used for the amplitude function: and (301, [ B26L(Pb 0 )] 3 [B1,L(Pb ,AO) I. Note that at

f(kpk [ k2 i _k ( /2 z = 0, K (p 1(,z = O.

P k
A /B. Component of the electric field normal to the

Xe- .E kPlA-2  (k2p,k.); n = 1,3, boundary
(27) The equation of continuity provides the surface density

,Y(k2 p,k, ) = - C, [ k2 p(k '/2k 2)] of charge on the boundary. It is

S2l(PbOZ)= i 19K,( p ,4,z) [B2L(PbA,,O) I

+i- I-S[kp(k2/2k ")]j; n= 1,3. ( z w z " p0

3919(28) X (pkie'k h kVe'oJ) . P. K34)
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This charge is related to the normal component of the elec- p, /oR 13 k 2 kd

tric field at the boundary by the condition: 21rk3  k 3

9IEPL(pb,0,z) - 3E3PL(Pb,',Z) = - l(Pb,,Z). (35) Xeikxefk Pfv(k 2p,k3), (4ib)

Since & = k 2/,2/ o and where

EI L (P,,Z) W I)BUL(p0,z) fv(k2p,k.) = 12 k 1. -

--("/k 1 [ B2 6L ( p 1' ,)1 i ] ek ,I (36a) I L k 2

E3pL.(p,a,z) = (o/k3)B-W36L(p,b,z) xY"k2p,k)J; n = 1,3, (42)

= (oik 3)[B.,5L(p,.O)] 3 ek2, (36b) and Y(k2 p,k.) is given in Eq. (28). It follows that

it follows that at the boundaryp = Pb, Eq. (35) gives E!( Pb ,A,zl = ±L--cos 5 e k'd
4,r

- (w--kj)[B2 L(Pb,0,O) ] -klz e kZz, (37) XekzPb

or

77(Pb,G5 ,Z) = - [ ( /lPb,,0O], (k,e', - k3e' ).38) k R, 3 T I fvkpbk3)1

Tic° This is the z component of the field on each side of the bound-

The last equation follows since [B,oL(Pb,S,0)]= [BoL ary surface generated by the surface density of current

(Pb ,dO) I It is in agreement with Eq. (34). The electric fields KPb ,z) and surface density of charge 1(b ,,Z). It re-
E pL (p,Az) and EpL (p,d,zj are given by mains to determine E s (p,Oz) and E' (p,dz) for both p <p

andp >Pb. The former is the field reflected back into Region

E, pL (PaSZ) = - -' -COSS e'k d 
+ z) 1, the latter the field transmitted forward into Region 3.

2irk '
IV. THE SCATTERED FIELD DUE TO A DISCONTINUITY

xe'k:Pf(k2 p,ki); P Ob, (39a) IN THE LOWER HALF SPACE

E3 pL (p,d,z) = -(z°R 13-cos 0 eik d The field scattered at the boundary, p = pb,z>0, in the
2irk 2 form of a reflected field in Region 1 (p<p,,z>O) and a trans-

Xek'zekPf(kip,k 3); P>Pb. (39b) mitted field in Region 3 (p>pb,z>O) is generated by the cur-
rents K,(Pb,O,z) on the boundary surface. Since these cur-
rents are all perpendicular to the boundary z = 0 between

C. Vertical electric field Region 2 and Regions 1 and 3, they can be represented by a

Thez-directed currents K. (Pb'AS given in Eq. (33) gen- suitable distribution of vertical (i.e., z-directed) electric di-

erate a scattered field that travels in both directions from the poles. The complete field of a single vertical electric dipole

boundary. It consists of a reflected field that travels radially with unit moment (Idz = 1 A m) is given by the following

inward from the boundary in Region 1, radially outward in three components, each with a direct and lateral-wave part9 '

Region 3. On both sides of the boundary p = PbI the z com- B i,,(pz) = B IL pIZ) + B ID(pz), (44)
ponent of the scattered field, E'(p,,z), can be determined
from the boundary condition for E. at p =p,. Since the B /(P k - ek:+ da.fv(k.pk), (45)
component of the electric field tangent to a boundary is con- 27?
tinuous across that boundary, it follows that the total z com- BD Vt e . i k  ), 4
ponent of the electric field at the boundary must be contin- r- e- )
uous. This means E t' (p,z) = E I L(pz + E I D(p'z), (47)

EzL'(PbA'z) - E'(Pb '0z) = E3,L (pb,'Sz) Ewk (pz) = k -e a eok P.vvkPk. ) (48)

+ E' (Pb ,10z), (40a) 21rk

or 1 U0 e 1k,IZ + d)et, ____ 1k z- d
21rk 2 kip 22 pE' ;(P,,0,Z) --- .,L(pb,,z) - E3.L (pb,0,Z)] (40b)

2 z +d ],,. (ik 3k, 3i), (49)
Here, P P P 2 p3Jj

Ezpz= w/p k

EjzL (PZ)2 e,k, E v (pz) = E L(PIZ) + Ev ((pz), (50)2irk1 k

Xe'k'Pfv(k 2 p,kj) (41a) EL2L(p2)= k Z k, +dle'klPf(kzp,ki), (5

and 
27rk 2 k2
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E; i~(pz)iR() wliok ,

( E vL( = - ., k,(z + z' 'ekRfv(k 2R,ki), P(pb, (56)

- -COPto (elk .... ei_,.) _L -7 (52)
1ik 2)2 +p2 ]112,)2 2 1/2Ev WU~k2 oik&( + z') ik.,

wherer, = [(z-d)2 + p2 1 2 ,.= [(z +d)2 +p ] /2in the E3RL (Rz)- 21rk '3 e fv(k2Rk 3),P>Pb, (57)

exponents, r, - r2 p in the amplitudes, and f(k 2 p,k) and
fv(k2 p,kI) are given in Eqs. (27) and (42), respectively. These where
formulas are good approximations when kIjik2 3 3k
Ik1p1>3, p2>z2 , p'>d 2. It is to be noted that f(k 2R,k,)= ik, ! . (k 2 1/2

EI~~ j \2"Z R k1k

L(p4, Z 2-k /k)cos 0 ] E L(pz), (53)Ik
EIL(p,d4 z) = [ - cos 0 ]E VPL(pz), (54) X- k2R(k /2k

)  R ,'z
.. n . 1,3.1 LXe %7(kzr ,  13

where the components with the superscript V apply to the (58a)
vertical electric dipole, and those without the superscript to
the horizontal electric dipole at the same depth. Note also and

that the radial electric field of a horizontal dipole is an order R = [p2 + p2 - 2 pPb cos(O - ( )] '2 158b)
of magnitude greater than that of a vertical dipole since is the radial distance from the dipole, [R 2-+ (z - z')" 2- is

EI L(p,0,z)'-(kI/k2 )E jPL(pZ). (55) the distance between the dipole at pb,d ',z' and the point of

The radial component of the lateral-wave electric field observation at p,oz.
at p,o,z due to a single vertical electnc dipole with unit elec- The element of surace current atp,,6 ',z' is readily ob-
tric moment Idz = I A m at Pb, ',Z' is tained from Eq. (33). It is

Idz' = dK,(pb,0 ',z') = -. o- '[B2,L(pb,,0)I (ek.: - e'A' )cos 6'Pbd6 'dz'. (59)

Hence, ihe scattered radial lateral-wave electric fields due to a vertical line source extending from z'= 0 tc ' = z' and of
width pbdo' are

dEIRL(R,z) = -,u- 1 [BB2lp,,0,0)] dz'E "L (R~z) (e'k' - e'l'k ) pbcos 6 'deS', p(p, (60a)

dE 0L(Rz = -- '[B,(p),,0O] J dz'E; 1 j(Iz) (e : - e'k2 ) Pb cos a 'deS', P>Pb. (60b)

With Eqs. (56) and (57) it follows that the integra!s with respect to z' are simple and readily carried out. The) are

f (e ,, - e kz' )ei,. dz, = i(k3 - k , I(61a)
J 2k,(k 3 + k,)'

_ i(k 3 - k,)

JO e  - elk ' )e kdz' = 2k 3(k3 + kI) 
(61b)

With these integrals, Eqs. (60a) and (60b) become:

dE lRL(Rz) = iwk 2 (k3 - k,) [B2L(pb'0'0)] Ie, ,.e,k::fi,(kR,k,) pb cos 6 'dO', (62)4irk '(kal + k j

iowk (k3 - kO)
dE 3RL(R,z) = [k(k3 + k1) B26L ( P,O,O) 1 e'ktekRfi (k2R,k3) Pb Cos 6 'deS', (63)4irk -(k3 + k,)

wheref,(kR,kj is given m Eq. (58a). These are cylindrical gion 3, as shown III Fig. 5. in order to represent the out% ard
waves centered at the vertical line source at pb, ', they are traveling wa es from these sour.ces at the observation point
rotationally symmetric within each region. (p,Oz), the distance R in the exponents has the following

In order to simplify the determination of the complete form:
field due to all of the line sources distributed around the R = A ± B, (64al
cylindrical boundary at p = p, let the field be examined where
specifically along the radial line 0 = 0 along which E, si A
(p,b,z) due to the dipole at (0,0,d) has its maximum. Along (p - Pb cos a ')cos t"; B = Pb sin d' sin i,". (64b1
this line the resultant radial electric field due to vertical line The angle d' in Region I p ,p,) and Region 3 tp., pb is
elements K, (p,,') and K: (p, - 6'') is directed radially in- shown in Fig. 5. It is given by cos it,' = p - p, cos (b')/R or
ward toward the origin in Region 1, radially outward in Re- by sin V' -Pb sin 0 '),'R. The upper sign in Eq. (64a! ap-
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plies to distances R from (pbS '), the lower sign to distances R = [p 2 + p _ 2 ppb cos 1 ]I/2. (65)

R from (Pb,- 0'). Note that in Region 1, P<Pb and ir/
2<.O'<-r when P(oPb cos 0 '; (iT - 0 ')/2<b'<r/2 when With Eqs. (62), (63), and (64a) and (64b), the scattered

PbcoS 0 "4PSob In Region 3, pp, and 0,'<(ir - o ')/2. fields at (p,Oz) due to the continuous distribution of surface

In amplitudes the magnitude of R is current K, (Pb , ',z') on the boundary at p = p, are

ELk(pO z) = - B(k3 - k) {(Pb ,0,0)]iekz e 'L -- ) c s k2B - -- r - e - 'kA 1A/2k 1

, 21k(k 3 + k.) [R R 2 k, k 2R.)

x cos [ kB(1 - k2/2k i)]9F(kR,k,) Pb cos b' cos O'dqS', p<Pb, (66)

p0, iwk2k 3 -k,) kzfe A { - cos - k, B . 11/2 - L,.Ae/2k

2ink (k3 + k ) ' k 3  k2R)

xcos [k 2B(1 - k2/2k 2 ) ],,kR,k3)} Pb COS t!" coS 6'd(V, P>Pb (67)

In these formulas, R = [p* +p , - 2.ppbcos 6'] ",A = (p -Pb cos 6') 2/R, B = (pb sin d'')2/R, and

[B26L°(Pb0O)1 1 ede"'flk, pb,k) = (kI/(O)ElpL(pb,O,O). (68)
21rk,

In Region I wherep pb cos 0 ', cos i,'is negative so that exp(ik-A ) = exp(tk. p, cos z"' cos 6 ')exp( - ik, pIcos t,). This
is a radially inwar.i traveling wave. In Region 1 where Pb oP0Pb cos ' and in Region 3, cos d' is positive so that
exp(ik-A ) = exp( - ik, PbI cos b'!cos (b ')exp(ik. p cs ,os!') which represents a radially outward traveling v ave.

Since [B2, L(pb 0,0)] I = B6L(Pb,O,O) = (k,/w)E, L(pt,O,), the scattered radial electric field in Region I can be ex-
pressed in terms of the radial electric field incident on the boundary in Region 1. That is

E'L(, ,z) ~L (P1Z) -ik'(k,- -k,) - (ik2 l'k k 2(i 1/

el pL pO)= E, L(Pb,Oz) 21-kc(k3 +k ROS k,B k - T"k kR ) e

xcos[kB (I - k/2k )])Y(k,R,k,)J pb cos tb' cos <b'dt '. (69)

Similarly, with [B,LPb ,0,0)] 1 = [BIL (Pb ,O,O) ]3 = B3,L (Pb ,0,0) = (k~'w)E3 , )Pb ,0,0), the scattered radial electric field
in Region 3 can be expressed in terms of the radial electric field incident on the boundary in Region 3. That is,

E'pL(p'0'z) ik2(k 3 -kn) C e k.A{['ik
2  11 k: ,' ( 7 / - A, AI/2k,,

e 3pL(POz)= -.E T e iO =- cos kB -- I e-
E3L(b,~z 2nk( 3±k1 ) J0  R R/ k, kk,RI

xcos [kB(I - k 2/2k 2) ],>7(kR,k 3) Pb cos b' cos 6 'deS', (70)

where Y is given in Eq. (28). E pL (P,0 Z) .d- - [e'l-'f(kp,k)
The evaluation of the integrals in Eqs. (66)-170) has not 21rk

been accomplished in closed form. Presumably they must be
evaluated numerically. + e'lAP!f(k 2Pb,ki)ej ,L( p,Oz)];

V. THE TOTAL LATERAL-WAVE ELECTRIC FIELD IN (pb -p) 2>z, kl(pb -p)1> 3 , (73)

THE PRESENCE OF A DISCONTINUITY IN THE LOWER
HALF SPACE E3,L(pO = 7R-k 2 eA: [e k "f(k~p,k3)

The total radial lateral-wave electric field along the cen-
tral radius qS = 0 in each region is the sum of the incident and
scattered fields. Thus, + e' P p,

E', L(P,O-z) = E L(p,O,z) + E'PL(p,Oz), (71) (p -pb)2>Z 2, jk (p Phil>3 , (74)

where EpL( p,0 ,z) is given by Eq. (39a) with S = 0 and Eq.
(27), and El pL(PIOzI is given by Eq. (66). Similarly, wheref(k,p,k,) is defined in Eq. (271, R,3 in Eq t30!, and

E',(,O,z) = E3 ,L(PO1z) * EoL(PO1Z), (72) ejpL(P.0,z) and e,,(p,0,zj are gi.en, respectively, in Eqs.
Sp,(69) and (70). These formulas give only the lateral-wave field

where EpL )POZ) is given by Eq. (39b) with 4 = 0 and Eq. in media in which the direct field decays rapidl. Even in
(27), and EP,,L(p,Oz) is obtained from Eq. (67). These ex- these they are not complete near the source dipole or the
pressions can also be written as follows, boundary at p = pb where the direct field is also significant.
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. NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF THE SCATTERED F
ELECTRIC FIELD DUE TO A VERTICAL6

DISCONTINUITY IN THE DENSER REGION
The radial component of the incident electric field in What is primarily significant about the scattered field is

Region I [E'A(p,Oz)] due to a horizontal electric dipole its vtry small amplitude. Even when Region 3 is perfectly
with unit electric moment at depth d = 0 15 m has been eval- conducting (metal), the relative average amplitude of the
uated at depth z = 0.15 m from Eqs. (2) and (3) with c = 0 scattered field when compared with the incident field is
and k, = 129.4 + i64.I m-', k, = 4r m-' (u, = 3.5 S/m, between 3X 10' nearp =pb and 2 O 10 nearp = 0.5 m.
e,, = 80,f= 6 00 MHz) over the range 0.5<p<p, = 1.86 in. This is so small that the resultant total radial electnc field
The magnitude jE,,(p,0,z)j is shown at the top of Fig. 6. given b Eq. (73) differ! negligibly from the incident field.
For comparison, the quantity !E' P(l,0,z);/p is also shown. The conclusion follows that the reflection of lateral waves
Evidently, the range ofp is in the I/p section of the lateral- from discontinuities or changes in the properties of the half
wave field. space z>0 are insignificant so long as the ratio Ik 2(z < 0)/

The lateral-wave field scattered from the boundary at k 2 (z > 0)j remains small and the scattenng discontinuity in-
P =P, between Regions I and 3 and observed at depth cludes only vertical boundaries within the relatively shortz = 0.15 m is shown at the bottom of Fig. 6 when Region 1, distances from the surface for which le'I = e "' is signifi-
P<Pb, is salt water (or, = 3.5 S/m, E,, = 80) for three differ- cant. Since the scattered field transmitted into Region 3ent media in Region 3 (P>Pb). These are characterized by (P >Pb) has a magnitude that is comparable to that of the
a3 0.0035 S/m, 63, = 80 for lake water; a3 = 0.35 S/m, field reflected into Region 1, the lateral wave that continues

=3, 80 for somewhat salty water; and a3 = cc for a perfect beyond the boundary, i.e., P >Pb, is given essentially by the
conductor (well approximated by metal). In each case, first term in Eq. (74) with only an insignificant contribution
f= 600 MHz. The quantity actually shown is the ratio from the second term-the field generated by the current
le, L (P, 0 ,0 -1 5) = IE'pL (p,0 ,0 . 15)/E', PL (1.86,0,0.15)1 giv- K. (pb,',z') on the bounding suiface, p = PbI z>O.en in Eq (69) This is the normalized amplitude of the inward In practice, these results indicate that when a lateral
traveling cylindrical wave that is generated by the surface wave traveling along the surface of the ocean encounters the
currents K,(pb, ',z') all around the cylindrical boundary shoreline of a low island or continent, significant reflections
P = pb,0<z', and is observed along the radial line 0 = 0. The do not .vme from vertical componenta of induced current onsmall oscillations are a consequence of the rotationally un- the boundary. This is readily understood if it is recalled that
symmetric distribution of the source currents, K (Pb, ',z') the energy carried by lateral %aves actually enters the denser
= K, (Pb,0,z)cos A , and the cylindrical shape of the bound- half space from above and travels down into it. Thus, vertical

ary They would be absent if K,(pb,O ',z') were rotationally boundaries are perpendicular to the dominant E, P compo-
symmetric, i.e., independent of 0'. nent, parallel to the very much smaller Ej, component.
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VII. THE FIELD SCATTERED BY A METAL WALL AT K. IPb,0 ,Z= K.(pb,0,0)g(z) = -/f- !B c(Pb,0,0)
p = p, IF REGION 2 XAK.(zle ( 75)

Although the components E,.(p,6,z) and E3.(p,,z) in
the denser half space are relatively very small, the compo- where K.(pb,O.0) is the current density at the center of the
nent E,.,(p,oz) in the air is relatively large. This is a conse- strip or at the base of the cylinder, z = 0. It is tabulated by

quence of the boundary condition: k E,:(p,6,0) Myers in the normalized form

= k E2 (p,0,O), i.= I or 3, and the assumed inequalities, K,(0oe' = -/)oK. (pb,0 ,0)/B c (pb,0,0(
k, 12>k 1. It follows that a vertical scattering obstacle in Re-

gion 2 (air, z<O) is a much more effective scatterer than a = K.(PhbOO/H"(Pb,0,O). ,76)
comparable obstacle in the denser half spa.e (z0..t). The scat- The numerizal Nalues of the amplitude K, (0) and the argu
tered field generated by such an obstacle is readily deter- ment 0,(0) of the normalized current density are shown
mined when the height L of the obstacle is not electrically graphicall in Fig. 7 as a function of L. It is seen that a
great, i.e., k,L, 1. When this is true, the incident field in maximum current is obtained near k.L = I.- or L -2,,14
Region 2 due to a 'ionzontal electric dipole in Region 1 is The transxerse distribution of current on the strip is g(z)
obtain "d directly from the field in Region I with the help of When k,L is sufficierfly small,
the boundary conditions. Over Region 1, it is given by Eq. g(z) -01 - z 2/L 2)1/2. (77)
(15). Sufficiently near the surface, this reduces to Eq. (20).
The associated magnetic field is given by Eq. (21).

The magnetic field incident on a metal cylinder of 4

height L and radius pb is B2,,L (p,0,0) as given by Eq. (21), - ' I I '
provided k2L< 1. It will be assumed that a reasonably good q IN()ZI
approximation is obtained when k 2L< 1.5. In order to deter- kL=15 (O)/: Z/L2
mine the current induced in the metal cylinder, use is made 3
of the analysis of Myers' who determined the current in and SO-
the scattered field of an infinitely wide sirip of height 2L in a k2L : 1.0

normally incident plane electromagnetic wave with either E " 2
or H polarization. Since salt water is a good reflector of elec- K.(,
tromagnetic waves, :he current density induced on the metal 0
cylinder of height L over salt water with Pb >L, Pb /?2, is K / L
wel" approximated by the current induced on the upper half 1 K
of an isolated infinitely wide strip of height 2L in an H-polar- Z

ized field. Myers reduced the determination of the current
density to a aifferential equation which he solved numerical- 0 I 1 I I 1 1 I
ly. The surface density of current on the strip determined by 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0 8 10
Myer can be expressed in a notation appropriate for the Z/L
metal cylinder of large radius Pb and small height L in the FIG. 8. Actual and approximate normaazed distributions of current on
form: strip in H-polarized. normally incident qeld. (Data of Myers.)
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Actual distributions KN(z) as determined by Myer. for -140

k-L = 1.0 and 1.5 are shown in Fig. 8 together with the
quantity KN(O)(l - z2/L 2)112. It is seen that even when k2L
is as large as 1.5, the approximation is acceptable. The argu-
ment ON(z) is not shown, but Myer's results show that
ON(z)-ON(O) within a few percent when k2L< 1.5. It follows -150
that for k2L< 1.5, the current density on the cylindrical met-
al wall is well approximated by

K,.(Pb O',z')- -I o 'BUL(Pb ,O,O)KN ( ,o)O ol e "
-160 - 20logloEjO(p,O,z)I (incident field)

×[1 - z'/L) 2]Ii 2 cos ), (78) 20l0.. ,olE p(pO,z)l (S ,,O red field)

where K,(0) and 0N(O) are given in Fig. 7. E field)

Corresponding to Eq. (59) for the element of surface N f .600 MHz; k2 4r m 
1

current on the boundary atPb ,q ',z' between Regions 1 and 3 6 k129i64 I m-1

withz' > 0, the element of surface current on the metal cylin- .: -170 S

der atpb,',z' in Region 2 with -L<z'<0is OL 0 052 m, k 2 L065 /"

Idz' = dK(pb,& ,z') = --#o 'Bz6L(Pb,OO)K(O)eWOo Pb' 18 6m, zzd= O15m /
/

X [ I - (z'/L) 2],/ 2cos 'Pbd 'dz'. (79) 1-0 /'\ /
And corresponding to Eq. (60a), the scattered radial lateral- K / / \i
wave electric field at the depth z in Region 1 due to a vertical i ' / V

line source in Region 2 extending from z' = - L to z' = 0 I
an d of w idth p bd f d ' is - 1

dE'RL(R'z)]2 = -Iuo 'BUL(PbO'O) 02 05 10 15 186

×f [E L(Rz)], (0)e' 0 ) p in meters

L FIG. 9. Standing waves due to reflection from metal wall of height L = 5.2
x [ 1.- (z'/L ) 2)' 2 p. cos W'dOS'; cm = 0.1OA2 at p = pb = 1.86 m.

P'pb' (80) with k3-- oo and multiplied by R as given in Eq. (83). The
where [E IRL(Rz)] 2 is the radial electric field in Region I total radial lateral-wave electric field along the central radi-
due to a unit vertical electric dipole at p, ,i',0 in Region 2 •u5 = 0 at (pz) in Region I is the sum of the incident and
(air). It is given by Eq. (56) with z' = 0 and multiplied by the scattered fields as given in Eq. (71). It is
factor k ' /k '. With it and

[E'L(p,Oz)= EL(pOz)+ [E',/L(p,Oz)]2

J_L -.L/4 ' = EPL(p,Oz) + RE',, (p,0,z), (84)

Eq. (80) becomes where E p ( p,0,z) is the scattered field calculated from Eq.

wL (66) with k 3--*0o. It is represented by the curve marked
[dEIRL(R,2)]2 = - o- K(O)eON4°Bz (pb,)e '  03 = in the lower part of Fig. 6. Calculations of the total

8k, field given by Eq. (84) have been made with k2L = 0.65 for

Xek, fv(k2R,kt)pb cosih'ddi'. (81) which K,(0) = 1.6 3 ,ON(O)= - 1.370 and R =2.5X10'
t 58, and for kL = 1.5 for which KNIO = 3. 0, 0,(0)

This field can be compared with Eq. (62) when Region is a = 0.4685, and R = 12.9 x 10' e'141. Graphs of the mag-
metal so that k3- 00, viz., Initude of the incident, scattered, and total fields for these two

iok Bk,z heights of the metal wall are shown respectively in Figs. 9
dE RL (R,z) - B,(Pb,,O,O)e and 10 withf= 600 MHz andpb = 1.86 m. At this frequen-

cy, the height of the metal wall is L = 5.2 cm in Fig. 9,
Xe kiRfv(k2R,k,)pb cos o 'dd '. (82) L = 11.9 cm in Fig. 10. It is seen that at the lower height the

The ratio of Eq. (81) to Eq. (82) is reflected field and the amplitude of the standing waves are
quite small. At the greater height (Fig. 10), the reflected field

R aLK,O)e °%40/8k, rkL k3  + /21 is much greater and significant standing waves are pro-
______IIrk_4_ 2L k- K, (O)el duced, especially near the reflecting wall at p, = 1.86 m

i k /4k 1 2 k 2 Note that the small oscillations in the reflected waves do not
(83) significantly affect the standing-wave pattern of the total

Since this expression is independent of 0', the integrated field. This is determined largely by the interaction of the
scattered field in Region 1 due to the oheet of current in- incident field and the traveling-wave part of the reflected
duzed in the metal cylinder in Region 2 is given by Eq. (66) field.
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-2OIogtoIEIp(p,O,z)l ( Incident field) changes from a value characteristic of salt water to a value

-.0 - - 201lolEs (p,Oz)l (Scattered field) k3--*oO characteristic of a perfect conductor (metal). Reflec-

2o0loqg10 lE(p,O,z) 4 ES (po,z)l tions from metal walls in air when k3- o are much larger

(resultant field) but still quite small when the height of the wall is a tenth of a
wavelength or less. They are very significant when the wall is
a quarter-wavelength high. These results are readily under-
stood if it is recalled that the vertical unit dipole in air is very

-15- superior to the .,rtical unit dipole in salt water as a gener-
-- i I: ",ator of lateral waves. It follows that the vertical current in-

o t . I /N duced on the metal surface in air generates a relatively strong
V N' reflected lateral-wave field in the salt water, the vertical cur-

,, -160 rent induced on the vertical metal (or other) surface in the
-160 - A salt water generates a relatively very small reflected lateral-

-1 wave field even with equal currents. Actually, the current

/\/along the metal surface in the salt water is rapidly attenuated
. , ' \ / -/ with depth z owing to the factor e'k 'z = e - a"e,

'' .
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Experiments on the reflection of lateral electromagnetic waves
M. F. Brown, R. W. P. King, and T. T. Wu
Ci-rdor McKay Laboratory, Harvard UJniversiy Cambridge Masscchusetts 02138

(Received 28 October 1983; accepted for publication 3 January i9841

The measured reflections of lateral waves at discontinuities and boundat creshown for two
frequencies. A cylindrical model lithosphere bounded at its perimeter in sev'en distinct ways is
utilized. The resulting fields are compared with the theory of normally incident lateral waves.

PACS numbers: 41. 1 .NH'

1. INTRODJUCTION 11. REFLECTIONS FROM OBJECTS OUTSIDE THE IDEAL

The electromagnetic field components associated - MODE
lateral-wave propagation a-rd reflection can be measured in a The apparatu:- for the excitation of lateral waves in a
model lithosphere.' The reflection process which occurs at shallow tank of salt water by a horizontal electric dipole

discontinuities in such a model is quite complicated, wheni (monopole with image) is the same as that described in Ref I
the source is a horizontal electric dipole, all six components In order to avvid troublesome reflect-tons from the side walls,
of Lhe electromagnetic iield are involved. A choice of inea- the rectilinear tank Gsed in the earlier in-, estigations has betn

sured fields and boundatr geometries charactenced by surn- adapted to a circular symmetry. In this way, onl radially
phiity is therefore the most mteaningful in an initial ex- Pri- directed wa-es are invol~ed at normal incidence at cirfcular
merital basis for theory. In the pre.ent study, plots of the boundaries. The adaptatior is shown schematically in Fig 1I
Lylindr.cal- radial component E,,, m the denser medium (Re- With it, the measured data for E,,, show an _- en closer corre
gion ' 1 are presented. The directional strength attributed to spondence tc: theoreti -al predictiors than pre,, iously repor.-
tbe component 2 randers it useful as a sotirce of reflected and
scattered fields when incident upon isolated obstacles. For
example, the scattering du.- to rectilinear extensions of air
into saR water has been analyzed by charting the magnitude lIInner
and phase of E, .' The vertical field in air which accompa- r. pe eter
niies surface-wave propagation at the planar abutment of two

regions (one cr both of which may be described by complex Movable

Nwave numbers) is likewise important and interesting and has Tranprob
been investigated using open-ended waveguides. 5  

-0npl

The dependence of both air and dense-medium field -Erc

components upon the cylindrical variables p, 0, and z has - i

te-en expressed in various ways since the original fonmula- /b-

tian of vertical dipole fields above the earth by Sommer-feld,6  Vertical

uir1 1 ough for indoor measurements the recently d,.-ved for- Ground Plane I
mula for the El component of the companion paper7 s par- RegionI
ticuiarly useful. Rt is important to note that reflections as- (Sult 0 1
cribed to plane waves at boundaries between material media Water) / l- Wooden
with their at' endant Fresnel coefficients do not form an ade- Iwall of

quate basis for the description of the reflected surface waves Reio I etnua

of the present paper. Quite close to the interface between air ~Rgo etnua
and a conducting half space, some qualitative aspec'ns of (a)
DL-ne waves have been measured, however, and in the limit
of high frequencies spherical wave:, incident upon planar half - space 2
surfaces may be regarded as bundles of homogeneous plane
waves,A3 each elrment of -hich is reflected, transmitted, and f~oe___

The ref~ectiorn of electromnagietic surface waves at norn- dI

planar and perturbed planar bounding surfaces has been dis- r~j -
cussed to some ex:entin ter~r3 of the cects of rough materi- P
ai suzfaces? ana high-frequncy waves backscattered from half- space 1 E
sak. wter " The diicsions indicaic the nteed for studies in Z Ir - 1 / 0  8
which sezttereri project into both coaducting znd less dense 0,3 5 S/rn
half spacis. In the p. eser t stuciy, simpie com binaticins of (b)
hanzo.,t-" and vertical metal planes so oriented afE chosen FIG. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of scrii-cirmular upink. kbl Ficla coniponena
as uliscontinuities. of Hierzian dipole near planar inter-face; !,Ax = I A -.

er.,J: J. Appl Phys S (!1) 1 Junt 1264 C*2l-8979i8d/113927-O7$02 40 E) 1984 Amrican -nstaute of Physics ~3927
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ed, and movable metallic sheets to reduce reflections from The first physical configuration used in the measure-
the side walls have been eliminated. ments is shown in Fig. 2(a). The assc -iatel E,, field has been

Initially, measurements were made with a metal top plotted over four air wavelengths (, = 20.9 cm). El, a. a
plate quite clase to the air-salt water boundary. However, funztion ofp is shown in Fig. 3(a) where the fild intenst) is,
theory predicts that the surface waves in the presence of the as indicated, 10 dB per given vert!%.al ,nfrement. For tie
top plate are exponentially attenuated with distance instead combination of the two homogeneous Regiuns I kSdit %ater,

of according to the combination of powers of inverse dis- and 3 (metal) in contact in the z d.rection along the cy linder
tances and error functions that characterize true lateral p = P, and having a continuous unifc:m (unstepped) inter-
waves under an unbounded air space. Although the actual face with air (Region 21, little reflec. on is evioent. There is a
magnitudes of the decaying fields are very similar over the very small undulation with maxima separaed by distr1.es
distances involved in the tank, it seemed desirable to remove only slightly greater than 2. This mu., be due to v ery small
the top plate. This necessarily introduces some reflection reflections from the ceil-ng like those in the middle 3f Fig.
from the ceiling of the laboratory and the metal pipes that A2 in the Appendix, but with smaller ampliudes.
are close to it. These are between 2.5 and 3 m above the Simple variations on the above placement of metal
surface of the water. At f= 644 MHz, this height is of the planes can now be made. They correspond roughly to inv er-
order of 6 wavelengths, at f= 1.5 GHz of the order of 15 sions about z = 0 [Fig. 2(b)] and serve to conjoin theory and
wavelengths. The observed effect of the reflections is quite experiment (see Sec. V). Since energy is absorbed rapidly
small at the lower frequency, much smaller at the higher with depth in the denser medium, the ,ertical me:al plane
frequency. However, since interesting reflections at the c)- need be only sv.eral skin depths deep. Measured results for
lindrical boundary can also be very small, it is desirable to an extension of the vertical metallic boundary to L = 15 cm
obtain an accurzte picture of the detailed nature of the effect above the water surface are shown in Fig. 3 b). The undula-
of reflection, from the ceilng so that they may be identified tor) pattern suggests reflections fi-om both the radial boand-
and separated from radial reflections at the cylindrical ary and the ceiling of the general type shown at the bottom of
boundary when these are very small. When the ceiling is Fig. A2.
sufficiently far awa-five or more wavelengths-the direct The complete theoretical formula for the unperturbed
reflection is so small that multiple reflections can be disre- EP field in Region 1 is7

garded at least in order to obtain a qualitative or semi-quan- .2
titative measure of the nature and significance of observable EP W/2° Cos 6 e Iq

: + dI e, k 2 k, i

interference patterns. An approximate analysis is given in 2 k p p
the Appendix together with graphs of the theoretical inter- k -4 k _k /2k ,1
ference patterns obtained when the ceiling is represented k' .)e z Jk pk
first by a metal plate and then by an approximation of a line
source that generates an approximate plane wave normally - eAI ' -,z- drT k, +7 (2
incident on the water surface of the tank along the radial line (P P1
where the measurements ofEP are made. These can be com- where 7(k~p. k,) is defined in terms of the Fresnel inte-
pared with observed patterns which, in general, involve grals " C, and S. as
three waves: (1) The direct lateral waves with both vertical
and radial components traveling radially outward from the o/ik2, k k, = I1/2) -C,[k, pk /2ki1]
source, (2) reflections from the cylindrical boundary in the + i[ 1/2)- S2 [k, plk'/2k ) (3)
form of lateral waves traveling radially inward toward the + g(1/2 o th mku of t2k f c a r ()
source and producing a regular standing-wave pattern, and r o t agnit F The ecacuate fromE a2
(3) transverse plane waves coming from the ceiling at normal f
or near normal incidence and polan- i with the electric field distarce follows very closely that of the curve for minimally
in the radiai direction. These produce interference patterns perturbed EP in Fig. 3(a). The relative decay rate is a crite-

with traveling and standing lateral waves that are quite dif- ron conveniently employed to test the adherence of mini-

ferent from ordinary standing waves produced by similar mally perturbed fields measured in the model lithosphere to

waves traveling in opposite directions. precise theory for freely propagating E,,.

Ill. MEASUREMENTS AT f= 1.5 GHz IV. MEASUREMENTS AT f= 644 MHz

The excitation of lateral surface waves by a radio-fre- Reflections from configurations of perimetrical metal
quency source and the mechanisms of data acquisition in the sheets including the vertical one directly tre-ated by theory
cyiindrncal tank are identical to those described in Relf 1. are of interest. Thus, in addition to the simple combinanon
Changes other than those relating to side walls and top plate of vertical and horizontal metal sheets described in Sec. III.
are restricted to radial discontinuities and adjustable param- measurements involving sing;,e vertical sheets of varous
eters in the complex wave number of Region l defined by heights L above the surface combined with a dense-mediun

k12(l +corner [Figs. 2(c)-2(g)] have been made. The reflecting cor-
k1  ,.t: i +/( +ic7,/toe,. (1) ner, or 90* wedge which is formed with ai- : labeled c,- 3 in

Here, e,, is the real effective pernittivity, oU, the real effec- Fig. 2tcj. The data at 644 MHz are concerned primarily -ith
tire conductivity,.y =,/u, and o = 21rf. the effects of vertical sheets. particularly the high ones. With
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meta I\o-3-- a Region 2(ir) (a-2 Vertical Ground Plane
Reion; 011 ir

Leo 2((mir Region 3 (metal) (
15a eaxW0- -~ '.

Region lEI -0fr q
- hf absorber Region 1

Reflectint .. - (c) *~(salt water)

C* 2-3 (d)-1 . Reicn
(syofa) -- E Region , 1,Ei(styofoa rn w 31]- - - --- -FIG. 2. Configurations of discontinui-

A C2- Ce)ties at perimeter of model lithosphere.
ion [ei3 r Regwio ;i. cu Vertical Ground Plane Side views (left); top views (tight).

Reg~. Regin 1;OE rf absorber Region 3 (C i
mnetal Region I

(salt water)
95

Region 2 Region 2 o- o-3 5 S/rn
C2-3  ______ (g)
[I 1ffl 3 Region 1, 0-, rII

L 5 crn, reflections from the corner c,., are expected to The patterns of the curi zs for L =-i and 0 cm are clearly
become relatively insignificant with increasing L, since the interfererepatterns 'the type shown in Fig. Al, curve 3,
com.-r is in the geometrical optics shad ,w of the h:gher due to reflections from the ceiling. The., are not standing-
sheets. At 644 MHz, an integral number (precisely four) air wave patterns due to reflections of the radially di.-ected cy -
Ravelengths are contained radially w~thir the circulariy lindrical wave. The same is also true of the solid line cur,,e in
bounded moidel lithosphere. Since the wavelength is much Fig. 4 which was observed with a cylindrical wall of height
longer than that used to obtain the results of Sec. III, mea- L = 5 cm above the surface atp = pb 1. 86 m. A compari-
surements have been taken over a longer radial distance. 'An son with the broken-line carve in Fig. A3-which gives the
presentin- the data in Figs. 4 and 5, a larger dB scile has theoretical equivalent as a superposition of the direct lateral
been used tc magnify ti, standing-% av e character of multi- wave, alateral wave reflected from the cylindrical boundar-y,
ply-reflected lateral waves, and a plane wave reflected from the ceiling-is in good

At sheet heights L = 0, - 1, and 5 ..m [configurations agreement. The lateral-wave reflections at the 5-cm-high
of Fig. 2fc -21(e)], traveling waves with a superimposed small metal wall are so small compared with the reflections from
interference pattern are obserxed (Fig. 4). A comparison the ceiling that thty produce only a miicr pertarbation of
with Fig. AlI in the Appendix shows that titey closely resem- the typical interference pattern due to reflections from the
ble the dashed curve 3 in their internodal spacing VA2 = 46.6
cm) and decay rate, which is in close agreement with Eq. (2).

f -644 MHz

I-Eir z80, 0- -3 5 S/r

f = 15GH.! - z =d =0005 r
Elf z80, a;-3 5S/m KX2OL~

I''0 5 ..... L . r

20 20M ....... ---- L=5C m

12d >0d (

204 080 10 1s~~=z:
inc 0 4 0 80 iQo 120 140

FG3.Evs distance in Region 1. (a) Measured, configurati-n oi Fig. 2(aj; p in cm
(b) Measured, configuration of Fig 1b),tcl Teoretic-al (u~iperturbed) Arbi- FIG. 4 E,~ vs distance in Regior 1. Measured, conigurations of Fig 211 f-
trary relative amplittudes. 2(c). Arbitrary relative amplitudes.
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ceiling. This is true in both theoretical and measured curves.
The small undulations particularly evident at p - 75-

125 cm in Fig. 4 are not present when IE,p I vsp is plotted on
a 2 dB per vertical increment scale for metal sheets higher
than L = 5.0 cm. The effect of the boundary at c2.3 is to
generate a cylindrical wave (much like that of a scattered (a)

plane wave incident upon a Sommerfeld right-angle wedge).
This cylindrical wave occurs as an implicit contribution to
the net interference pattern atp-75-125 cm. The net pat-
tern is expected to be complicated for L small. 12dB

In Fig. 5(c) the counterpart of the L = 15-cm vertical "
extension of Sec. III is plotted. The configuration is that of
Fig. 2(o. Compared to the curve for L = 5 cm in Fig. 4, W
pronounced radial standing waves are now apparent. The f =644 MHz

effects of reflections from the ceiling with their spacing near r = d, 3 005 Sm

22-47 cm between maxima are overwhelmed by the much 2 = 0466m

larger reflections from the cylindrical boundary to form nor-

mal standing waves with 22/2 spacing between adjacent I I I I -

minima, hi Fig. 5(a) is the quite similar curve for L = 95 cm, 2C 40 60 80 100 120 140

but with a much higher standing-wave ratio. As the sheet p in cm

attains such increased heights, its effects provide a closer and FIG. 5 E,, vs distance in Region I Jal Measured, configuration of Fig 2Ig;,

closer approximation to an image plane. The specular-reflec- (b) Theoretical (specular reflection), cl Measured, configuration of Fig 21Dl
Arbitrary relative amplitudes

tion result from an infnite vertical metal plane atp = 1.86 m

is shown in Fig. 5(b); it is obtained from Eq. (2) without the
last term (which contributes only at distances very close to
the source dipole). It is oscillations measured in the E, pattern [Fig. 3(a)] must be

E,, due to other sources, notably the reflections from the ceiling.

Po e k~z + d?1[ ik, k2  i ki k, ,7 1/2 in view of the fact that the skin depth at 1.3 GHz is very
21- n I" I - - 3 T k-'- ) small at the surface of the vertical metallic layer of Region 3,1~ 11 P 3  k 2 P and the fact that energy is dissipated rapidly with distance

-ikP kk ./k " from boundaries in Region 1, the effects of the finiteness ofXe 'Y (k2,p, ktl the model lithosphere in Region I for z> 0 are unlikely to

, [ik 2 k, i k 42 /2 influence the E,, component significantly. In the absence of
- - low-conduc'ivity discontinuities in the denser medium ithep, p, , k, \k2P,/ presence of which is addressed in Ref. 1), the source of scat-

xe -,k,p, k 12k ' .... , k 1tering must lie in the upper (z < 0) half space. A tes^ of the

) (k2,, kJ j )  relative scattering abilities may thus be made through a com-

where p, = 2p, -p for the tank of radius pb, and parisop of the effects of high-conductivity perturbations for

9(k 2 p, k)is given by Eq. (3). Of course, in the limit of pre- both z >so0and z < 0.

cise adherence to image theory, the boundary sheet needs to It is shown in Ref. 7 tha! the reflection from Region 3

be infinite and planar, not finite and slightly curved Some (P>Pb, z>01 s very small even when this is a metal. It fol-

effects due to small reflections from the ceiling are evidert in lows that the reflection from a vertical metal sheet at p = p,
the relative magnitudes of successive maxima and minima in z;0 should likewise b,: small. No significant change in the
the experimental curves [Figs. 5(a) and 5(c)] as compared measured field in Fig. 3(a) was produced by such a sheet No
with the theoretical curve [Fig. 5(b)], perturbative effects on the curve of Fig. 3(a) were observed

upon submersion of an extensive array of conducting objects
in Region I (including plates, rods, and metal cylindersi.

V. THE=ORY AND EXPERIMENT Thus, it would appear that the very small reflection predict-

The configurations of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) with k, /, < I ed theoretically from vertical discontinuities in tL'e denser
are accurate models of the half spaces depicted in Figs. 2(a) half space is a general result for high-conductivity obects in
aid 2(b) in Ref. 7. The configurations of Fig. 2(b) with a half space 'Region 1) for which 1k, 12 > k,12.
k, L > I and 2(c)-2(g) have related, albeit more complicated, The results of scattering from boundaries at p = p,.
theoretical formulations. z < 0, as show n in Fig. 2(b), make it clear that sufficiently tall

The magntude of the perturbation due to the disconti .- metal objects n air have large reflection coefficients and are
uity between Regions 1 and 3 where z > 0 [Fig. 2(a)l is. ac- therefore, strong generators of standing-wave patterns in
cord;ng to the theory, very small. The importance of this E,,. Measured standing-wave patterns due to such reflectors
calculation is in its prediction of the relative scattering ability in the configurations cf Figs. 2(e;-2(g) show h'-m to produce
of discontinuities above and below the z = 0 plane of Fig. significant standing waves comparable to those of more
2(a). For, if the radial reflection is of very small order, the ct,,nplicated structures in the half space z < 0; those due to
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the configurations of Fig. 2(c) and 2(d) suggest that dense- where B is tie magnitude, 0, the angle of EP (p,O, z). In Eq.
medium comers such as c2.3 may be comparable to short (Al),
conducting objects in the region z < 0 in their ability to re- k2  /2

flect incident lateral waves. f(k 2 p, k ) = --- 2 3 'k

p~~~ ppkp/
VI. THE MEDIUM-SCATTERER COMPLEMENTARITY -kk2k k ) 2

In the first experimental basis' for formula (2) of the Xe 2p, k1), (A2)

present paper, low-conductivity (Styrofoam) discontinuities ,(k 2 p, ki) = (1/2) - C2 [k2 p(k '/2k ')]

in the dissipative medium of a pair of half spaces were shown + i1(1/2) - S2 [k2 p(k 2/2k2)]). (A3)
to cause significant reflections. In that study the reflections 2  1

were locahzed to the vicinity of the rectilinear Styrofoam Here C, and S2 are Fresnel integrals. The direct-field terms

depressions. In the present study, high-conductivity (metal- that involve e' k ', r = [p 2 + (z - d )2]1/2, have been omitted

lic) extensions in air are shown to cause reflections. Here the in Eq. (Al) since they are negligible beyond a very short

extensions are really total enclosures; the reflections are distance from the source. Graphs of 20 logo 0 Ep (p,O, z)! as

more systemic (multiply reflected lateral waves). In the ear- defined in Eq. (AI) are shown in solid lines in Fig. Al at

lier experiments, isolated Styrofoam and plastic extensions f= 600 MHz and in Fig. A2 atf= 1.5 GHz. For the calcula-

in air produced a negligible scattering pattern; indeed, much tions, o- = 3.5 S/m and e, = 80.

of the experimental technique depended on this fact. In the Also of interest in a tank of finite radial extension is the

present study, highly conducting bodies of extensive size effect of reflections from the ceiling on a standing lateral

with vertical boundaries in the dissipatve half space are wave due to the interaction of reflections from the circular

shown to produce very small scattering. For either localized boundary at p = Pb = 1.86 m with the outward traveling

or extensive scattering, the observations suggest that a sym- lateral wave from the source. Since these latter can be quite

metric role is played by the medium and the scatterer. Scat- small, they could have an amplitude comparable with or

tering is maximized when a high tlowl-conductivity discon- even smaller than the amplitude of reflected waves incident

tinuity penetrates a low (high)-conductivity half space. on the tank from the ceiling.
Let the ceiling be approximated initially by an infinite

VII. CONCLUSION highly conducting plane at the height D from the surface of

In confirmation of theoretical predictions,' measured the water. The reflected field corresponds to that of an image

scattering by objects of high conductivity in Region'2 jz < 0) source with reversed electric moment at the depth d in an

is significant. On the other hand, the scattered field from image tank of salt water at a distance 2D from the actual

such objects in Region 1 (z > 0) is so small that it must be water. The radial ek tric field on the surface of the water at

inferred indirectly. Measurements show that, relative to re- z = 0, above the point (p,O, z) where E,, (p,0, z) is to be cal-

flections from ob:tacles in Region 2, the effects in Region 1 culated, is

are very srnl, in agr i with theoretical calculations. E k, (00) A .° e'k'de: ° 2ik2 D
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APPENDIX: REFLECTIONS FROM THE CEILING e"'(p,0,z)-E"(p,0,0) k2 cos, z k C 6 ,

Measurements of the properties of lateral electromag- + 2

netic waves in an indoor tank require an understanding of (A5)
the nature and magnitude of reflections not only from the iaoz, k cos2 e, e, e,

radial boundaryp =Pb = 1.86 m ofthesemicircular volume -rk, k-cos e, + e ro
of salt water, but also from the concrete ceiling at a height
D-2.5--2.75 m and from four copper pipes just below it. Of = A (e, )e'°, ..... (A6)
primary interest is the efi-ect of such reflections on a simple ro
traveling lateral wave characterized in the water by In Eq. (A6) use has been made of the inequality k I < i k,'2-to

E,,(p,0, z) = - e kZ + de kPf(kp, k,) = Be'OB simplify the reflection factor; A (9,) is a real magnitude.

When the field in Eq. (A6) is combined with that in Eq.
(Al) (Al), the result is

1E,o(p,O, z) + E'l(p,O, z)i = +Be'a" 4 A (9,e 'e -Z-
ro

2.4 (t,)B A2 (9,)] '/2
= B2+ ' coslk2r,+0A--)- -- •. (A7)
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When 2D and, hence, ro are sufficiently large, cessary to include a reflecting boundary that provides a radi-

B I > A 2(e,)/2 so that ally inward traveling wave. This is most simply and accura-
z+EO tely done with a metal image plane at p = Pb. This provides
1E , 0an inward traveling wave along the radial line 0 = 0 appar-

-B + -(,) cos(k 2 ro + OA - 05). (A8) ently originating at an image dipole at (2pb0, z). The unit

ro dipole moment in the image is the negative of that in the

This field has been evaluated at f= 600 MHz with source. The fie!d is given by

2D = 5.25 m and d = z = 0.15 in. It is shown in dotted line r _, z) / ek,,-
as curve 2 in Fig. Al. It represents the interference pattern E (p, ,0, z) = e k ie~k= pf(k2 p,, k1 )
between a lateral wave traveling along the air-water bound-
ary and a singly reflected wave from a metal ceiling at the = CeBc, (A10)

distance D = 2.625 m. Actually, the field incident from the where p, = 2pb - p. When Eq. (A10) is combined with Eq.
image source is largely reflected at the surface of the water so (Al), the magnitude of the resulting field is
that multiple reflections occur that involve the distances 2ro,
4ro, etc. Since the first reflected field is quite small compared fE2 p ( p,O, z) + E 1/ (, ,0, z)I
with the lateral-wave field, the much smaller higher-order = [B 2 _ 2BC cos(O, - 0J + C2 ] 2. (All)

reflections can be neglected in thiq qualitative and semi- When p, = 2Pb - p is sufficiently large compared with p so
quantitative study. that B 2 > C 2, Eq. (A 11) is approximated by

An interesting modification of the field reflected from
the ceiling is to assume it to be a normally incident plane E.,(p,0, z) + E' (p,,O, z) -B - C cos(95 - c ). (A 12)
wave obtained from Eq. (A8) by setting e, = ir/2 and

ro = 2D. When this is done, Eq. (A8) becomes Calculations have been made from Eq. (A 12) atf= 1.5 GHz

IE,,(,O,, z) + E' (p,, z)I for salt water with cr = 3.5 S/i and e,, = 80 so that
, EP Oz k, = 289.8 + :71.2 m- and k, = lO n -'. Withpb = 1.86

-B + (A /2D )cos(2k2 D + 94 - 8e). (A9) in, the condition B 2 C2 is quite well satisfied in the range

Th; .field is also shown graphically in Fig. AI b curve 3 in p< 1.0 m. Specifically at p = 0. 1 m, C 2/B 2 = 1.7 X 10-4, at

dashed line. It resembles the curve obtained with the dipole p = 1 m, C /B 2 = 0.081. The graph of Eq. (A 12) is shown in

image but the distance between successive maxima is A,, the broken line at the top of Fig. A2 together with the solid-line

wavelength in air, and not a distanc! greater than ;, that curve of B alone. The interaction of the two traveling waves

increases with angle. moving in opposite directions produces a typical standing-

In order to mnvestigate the effect of reflections from the wave patekn with successive maxima or minima separated

ceiling on. a standing-wave pattern oflateral waves, it is ne- b the distance A,/2. The standing-wave ratio (SWRj at

30
a -1 3 5 S/m k= 129 4+164I 1 m'lSir 80 k2= 4ir m-1  image dipole l

S f= 60 0 M H z z = 0 0 0 3 5 m . ... salt w ,ater
If600 MHz dz00075m
\ d:007m " air

20 2D -.0

Vd ' " " Z
s salt waterunit dipole E1p(p.,z)

source
0"FIG Al Interference patterns due

-,3 to reflecuons from the ceiling and a
"10 r veling lateral wave.f= 600 MHz

UY.7 unit dipole source alone \'"

unit source and image source ",..',, _

_3_ unit source and plane wave from above

0

3 20 40 60 80 100 K3 140 160
pin cm
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40 f'15GHz, kIt2898+7i2m'
1
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20 Interference plattern d e to iov -120itdene laternl wave, lateral wave " FiG A3 Superposition ofincident lateral wave, lateral vave reftected from
reflected from metal plane at p-186m,
and plant lave ftrm ceiling I vertical metal wall of height L, and plane wave reflected from ceiling,

f= 600 MHz

10-
I20 3 0 40 50 60 70 80 9 100

0 20 30 40 50 0 70 80 90 leo the horizontal direction and the waves reflected from the
p int cm

ceiling and traveling in the vertical direction. Either of these
FIG A2 Standing wave and interference patterns due to reflections from a can dominate if its amplitude is significantly greater than the
metal plate atp = 1.86 m and from the ceiling;f= 1 5 GHz amplitude of the other with corresponding potentially very

large differences in the shape of the standing wave and inter-
ference pattern.

p -0.5 m is SWR- 1.25, atp-0.9, SWR- 1.66. An interesting second application of Eq. IA13) is to the
The interaction of plane-wave reflections from the ceil- reflections from a cylindncal metal wall of height L above

ing with the incident lateral-wave field has been calculated at the surface for which measurements are reported in Fig. 4 at
1 5 GHz The resulting interference pattern is shown by the f= 644 MHz and analytically determined graphs are in Fig.
broken-line graph at the center of Fig. A2. This is quite simi- 9 of Ref. 7 forf = 600 MHz. Both graphs apply to a cylindri-
lar to the corresponding graph 'In Fig. Al. but the amplitude cal Region I of radius p, = 1.86 m containing salt water
of the reflected field has been made relatively smaller by a with o, = 3.5 S/m and EI, = 80. When Eq. (A13) is applied
factor 1/2 That is. in Eq (A9) the amplitude of the incident to the standiig-wave data shown in Fig. 9 ofRef. 7 atf= 600
plane wave is taken to be A /4D instead of A /2D in order to MHz and with 2D = 5.25 m, the broken-line graph in Fig.
make it comparable to the amplitude of the radially reflected A3 is obtained. The plane wave from the ceiling clearly
waves considered below. As before, the successive maxima dominates with only small variations due to the reflections
of the interference pattern are separated by a distance close from the cylindrical metal wall of height L = 5.2 cm at pb
toA,. = 1.86 m.

When these reflections from the ceiling are combined
with the reflections from the metal wall atp = p, the result-
ing field is

'M F brown. R W P. King, andT T Wu, J. Appl Phys 53. .387119821
E,, ( p,O, z) + E 'l p, ,O, z) + E p(p,O, z) IR W P King, J T. deBettencourt, and B H Sandier. IEEE Trans

-B - C cosO - Oc) - (A/12D )cos(2kD + 0, - B) Geosci Electron GE-17. 86(19791
'R J KingandS. W Maley, RadioSct 69D. 1375119651

(A13) 'R J KingandS. W Maley, RadioSci II11 (19661

This formula assumes that B 2 > C2, B I > (A /2D )2, and 'R J King, S H Cho. D L Jaggard, G E. Bruckner. and C H. Hustig.
IEEE Trans Antennas Prupag. AP-22. 55011974)

B 2 > CA /2D.Calculationsfrom Eq.(A13)(againwithA4/2D 'R W. P. King and G S Smith, Antennas in Matter JMIT, Cambndge,

replaced byA /4D) atf= 1.5 GHz are shown by the broken- Mass.. 1981). Ch. 11.
line curve at the bottom of Fig. A2 The combined standing- 7R W. P King, J Appl Phys 55. 3916 (1984t

waN e ;nterference pattern is seen o have successive maxima 'L M Brekhovskikh, U'a~es in Layer-d Med, Academji. Ne'% York.
1960).

that a'e separated by about 2,/2 as in the standing-wave *P Beckman. 'Rough Surface Effects." Chap 3 in Eiectromagnetic Prob-

pattern at the top, but these maxima are alternately in- ing in Geophysics, edited by J. R Wait iGolem, Boulder, Colo. 19711

creased and decreased by the reflected field from the ceiling '°D D_ Crombie, "Bac"s5ctter of HF Radio hv a~es from the Sea. Chap 4

with its interval between maxima near A_. The detailed na- n Electromagnetic Probing in Geophysics, edited by J R Wait (Golem.
Boulder, Colo., 197 1).

ture of this type of pattern necessarily depends on the rela- IE. Jahnke and F. Emde, Tables of Functions -Dover, New York. 19451, p.

tive magnitudes and phases of the lateral waves traveling in 36.
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receiving sites is neglected.) Such atmospheric noise is statistically
quite variable, depending upon the location on the earth, time of
day, season of the year, and frequency.' These dependencies have
been studied for years and charts have been prepared to show
variations. The charts are found in publications such as CCIR Report
No. 322 [3].

What is plotted in the charts is the value of the median external
atmospheric noise factor Far versus frequency for given 4-h time
blocks for the different seasons. This factor is determined from
noise voltages induced in loops (usually) or vertical whip antennas
The noise field behavior is assumed in the theory to be ihat of a
surface wave near the receiver The theory has been treated, for
example, in 14] Here, the overburden will be replaced by the sea.
the geometry is shown in Fig. 1(b)

The atmospheric noise fields are essentially vertically polarized in
Fig 1(h) with the vertical electric field strength E, m Enj at the
surface related to the external noise factor F,,n as follows

eV - 160ASF,.kT8 (1)

where 80 - 21r/7 0 . Ao is the wavelength in air, k is Boltzmann's
constant. T is the absolute temperature, and B is the rece-ver noise
bandwidth In the MKS system. E. is in volts/meter or in decibels

E,(dB > 1 ,V/m) - -125 56 - F,(dB)
+20!Og,O fk,, + 10I0g,, BkHz 2

Lateral Waves Near the Air-Sea Boundary -2ogf~ +1lg8 1  (2)
where the rms value of E. is used and the subscript on f and 8

and Atmospheric Noise means frequencies in kilohertz Night-time summer noise fields are

J T. DEBETTENCOURT largest in the northern hemisphere in general

III THEORY OF NOISE ATTENUATION

Considering attenuated atmos~pheric rado noise useful signal- Referring to Fig 1(b) there is in the air a small horizontal noise
to-noise ratos are obtained v.ith lateral .zes bet leen submerged component of the electric field. E.. in additiun to the .erti.ai one
horizontal dipoles for an air-sea model E", The wave tilt for noise fields is defined at the surface in air at

I INTROoUCTION P2 as follows

Lateral elec*.romagnetic waves traveling along the air-sea surface W, -I~ ~~I 121 (3)L
have been e'-amined in (11 for use as a means of communication E2. N, , (3)

with submarines using a variety of antennas Here we consid the
case for antenras that are horizontaly polarized. immersa: -n the %%here N., is the refractive index of water relative to air and 1, is
sea. and radiallY disposed, see Fig 1(a) This is ' use, beyond the complex relative dielectric constant 1,, - c.,(1 - jp,) with pj -
the near field and in the direction 4, - 0 along the a nna axis, the o./ wc, the loss tangent and o, the conductivit, in siemens, meter
rada: component E., in a cytlndricat coordinate svstt,n (p.o~z is There is a similar wave it at the point P, at the depth z ,n the
the strongest The subscript 1 pn;tains to the sea (Region 1) and water
su' -ript 2 to the air (Region 2) Dipole depths are d and z for the
tr.- Itting ano receiving dipoles respectively A simple but accu- Wi ..IL N,. - (i,,) - (4)
rat, formula for E, has been descrioed in [2] along with its IE',
derivation and significance Numerous computations have been
carried out and the relevant curves plotted Rather long ranges are Thes, -elations assume that N,2 is large compared with units
indicated from the standpoint of useful field strengths in the which is true for sea water with real relati.e dielettri. ,.onstant
MF-HF region However since in the spectrum of frequencies (, - 80 and loss tangent p, - b0oAX0 , c., It is also assumed Inat
below. '0 1.1Hz or so. -tmosphersc noise ma. be a limitation, it os atmospheric noise in a given time block is omtidiretiunal in

expedient-o examine some aspects of this question azimuth It follows that

II AT M.iOSPHERIC NOISE Ef. 1 1 (5)

C' the various components of noise external to a receiver the IE,.l [,N 12  Z,
most important source is that due to thunderstorm activity in the
MF-HF part of the spectrum (Man-made noise for otheriv,se quiet At z - 0. Eth - F~h b-y contanuitv Thus the horizontal component

in air. Eh. is smaller than the vertical component E? but n water
the horizontal component E,". far exceeds the 6,ertcal com, onent

•Manuscript received August 4 I°83 revised March 1 v984 This E',
research was supported in part by the Office of Naval Research under
Contract N00014-79-C-0419 with Harvard University

The author is vath the Goroon McKay Laboratory. Harvard Uniersits
Cambridge, MA 02138. USA 'As a first approximation such noise is azirruthall. nondire(tional
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Lateral Electromagnetic Waves Along
Plane Boundaries: A Summarizing
Approach

RONOLD W. P. KING, LIFE FELLOW, IEEE, AND MICHAEL FRANKLIN BROWN

Lateral electromagnetic waves along a plane boundary between manner commonly referred io as skin effect Outside the
homogeneous half-spaces ire reviewed The electromagnetic fields conductor the electric field is elliptically poiarized with a
generated by vertical and horizontal el-ctrc dipoles near the large radial and small axial component in the direction of
boundary between air and the earth (salt or fresh water, soil ice
etc) are summarized in terms of a new untied theory of lateral- wave propagation The two components a'e not in phase The
propagation Complete theoretcaill determined fields are do analogous phenomenon for a plane surface was dis.ussed
plaved and compared v.ith measured fields at f = 6X "vdiz rclative by Zenneck in 1907 [2] and related to the propagation of
to the boundary between air and salt water (a - 35 5/rm , 80) radio wavc. over the surface of the earth With the ex-
Near intermediate and asvmptot. f,ld are related graphicalh to
the new general theory and to the approximate and re'ried istence and significance of the ionosphere stll unknown
tormula s o Norton and 8ahos as well as tv the Z,-nneA wave Zenneck sought to explain the long-distance propagatiun kf

Applicationis made to the speific problem of communiLation with radio waves in terms of a surface wave that decays le ..
submerged submarines bv means of transmitters consisting of ele(- rapidly than the faniliar 1/r decrease for space waves The
tricalhv short monopoles in air and horizontal rrawfing-v"ave anten- properties of radial cylindrical surfdce waves (Zenneck
nas and directional arrav, on ie: water The propertie of the
antenna are evaluatea in the frequenc% range 10 _< I _ 30 kHz waves) as possible solutions of Maxwell's equations are
which i optimum tor receiver depths near 10 m and at f - I kH, well described by Barlow and Cullen [3] The, give formulas
hih - is optimum for depths up to50 m The effet, ot reflettuns for the field along the boundary between a conducting or

from the ionosphere and of the earth'- curvature are oot included dielectric half-space (Region 1, z > 0, a,, c,) with complex
wavenumber k, = /?, + ta, = k((j, i- io./wr ) and air

I INTRODUCTION (Region 2. z < 0) with wavenumber A, = w(u.t-) The
The propagation of electromagnetic waves in the pres- time dependence is e-"'" el" If the condition

ence of a boundary between two quite different materiak Ik," >> k2 or " 9k> (1)
like air and earth (salt and fresh water, soil, sand ice etc )
has been of long-standing interest ir, classical electromag- is imposed, the following considerably simplified formulas
netism It has application in all radio communication be- (which serve present purposes) are obtained in the clindri-
tween points near the surface of the Earth and this is true cal coordinates p,o',z
whether the transmitting and receiving antennas are both in In Region 1
the air (broadcast radio), both in the earth (communication 8 ,, = Ae, ,HH )(/.,p)
between tunnels, mine shafts, submarines), or one s in
eacih medium (communication with submarines) It under- E, = -(w/k,)8,
lies geophysical exploration by means of electromagnetic i,.ok  .
waves generated and received by antennas on the surface E, = Ae'k'zH((k 2 ) (2)
of the earth, or on the floor of the ocean

In Region 2

A Surface Waves, Zeineck Waves 82, = gLoAe-' /' k l- /A A(2)

Surface waves along cylindrical conductors of infinite E , =- (w/k,)8,
length in air were analyzed by Sommerfeld in 1899 [1]
Inside the cylinder the field is distributed in the well-known E2, = ---Ae-'("A)zH()(k) (3)

Manuscript received July 6, 1983. revised February 13, 1984 This where the H's are 1-ankel functions and A is an amplitude
research was supported in part by the Joint SeNices Electronics that depends on the nature of an unspecified source at the
Program under Contract NOOC14 75 C-0648 with HarVard Universit. origin Note that the ield decays exponenially as exp - amz)
The experimental work was suppoited in part by the Office of in the conducting or dielectric half-space, more slowly as
Naval Research under Contract N0004-79-C-0419 witn Harvard
University exp[-t(k kk4)z] i the air Clearly, it is bound quite

The authors are with the Gordon McKay Laborator, Division of closely to a region on each side of the surfacc = 0 When
Applied S (iences, Harvard Uinwersit,. Cambridge, MA 02138 USA kp > 10, the asymptotic forms of the Hankel functior- are
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good approximations, i.e., -91 - - o ez'k,

E2e= _,4, rAe(8)sinE (4)
- 1/2  pwhere 8 is measured from the vertical axis and

lt)(kp) - (2/17k 2 p) 2 exp [i( 2p - 31/4)]. A(9) = ,Adco O + f ~d, ""o~ (5)

it follows that "when 1<2P > 10, the entire surface-wave fieldIt fllos tht wen 2 ~ 0. he ntir sufac-wav fild s the field factor The plane-wave reflection coefficient
decreases as p 1/2 with increasing radial distance p This is

fr - lfe,lexpOt e,) is defined as follows in terms of the
the essential characteristic of the Zenneck wave. sr he cmpe iden as frllows N t o the

in 10.09, Sommerfeld [4] determined the complete elec- square of the complex index of refraction, N 2 = (k1 /k) =
tromagnetic field of ? vertical dipole on the surface of the +/2 = +

earth and verified trat his complicated general solution cos8- 0 (9)
actually contained the surface-wave term with its p-1

1
2 rate cos 8 + (6)

of decrease. This seemed to confirm the possibility of
attributing long-distance radio transmission to the Zenneck where b (y ) is the normalized surface impedance defined
surface wave. However, no later than 1935 Sommerfeld [5] by
in a re-examination of his theory conci ,ded that the A(8) = Z(9)/ 0 = (N 2 - sin?2e)1

/
2 /N2 ,

surlace-wave term could not be separated from the other
terms in the complete solution for the field of the vertical o= ( o/0)' (6b)
dipole. He also stated that there were no possible circum- At normal incidence 0 = 0 and Z,(0) -Z = w/ =

stances under which the Zenneck surface wave could exist
alone or even fo~m the principal part of the complete ('0/ ?')'2 The magnitude of f, has values near 1 when

repre~entation of the outward tra. elhng waves from the 8 = 0 and 7/2 and has a deep minimum between 0 and
dipole Nevertheless, the existence or nonexisten.e of h r/2 at the Brewster angle Graphs of I (,,I and 4,.. are shovnZedneck surface wave contnued as the controversial sub- i Fig 2(a) and (b) for a range of values of N appropriate tolenecfalo sere o a pe r Sines te ontrvesalsuar b- earth and water Tne field factor A,(8sinO is shown insect of a long senes of papers Since the detais are abe Fig 3 for a dipole on the earth (d -- 0) It is seen that thedscumariednsy aei Hilthy ait [ndt reead he e- field has a maximum bet veen 6 = 60' and 90'. dependingful ae l aon the value of N. but vanishes at 8 = 1/2 for all N except

N = io, the value for a perfect conductor for which the

B Surface Waves in the Field of a Vertical Dipole on the maximum occurs at 8 = 7/2 It is virtuady v1/2 lor a metal
Earth, The Formula of Norton surface The corresponding field patterns fot a quarter-wav"

monopole on the earth are shown in Fig 4 The,, are -,eer,
Even though the surface-wave term in ti-c formula for the to Vanish at 8 = 17/2 except when the earth is replaced b,

field of a vertical electnc dipole over the earth has no a perfec, conductor Note that the larger N' the closer to
application to phenornend no,. attributed to retlection, 9 = 77/2 is the maximum In the field puttern and th(
irom the ionosphere it is neverthee s a significant term in steeper is the drop to zero at 0 = 77/2 This means that a
the radiation field This arises from the f act that the field in receiving antenna located at a sufficient height ,.an expcri-
the absence of the surface-,a%( term vanishes along the ence a near-maximum field Actually, the field at 9 = 17/2
surface of the earth. i e when @ = v/2 [91 This is readil, is no zero as indicated by the space-wave terms but is
understood from the formula for the field of an electriLalis determined by a sur~ace-wave term which must be added
short vertical dipole with unit electric moment (/.V= 1 to (4) It is significant only when 8 is near or at 7/2
A mv at a height d over the earth [Fig 1(a)] It is In order to make Sommerfeld's complicated solution w"ith

its complex integrals convenient for engineering use, Nor-
ton [101 in 1936, and with the help of expressions for the

E2 (iP.-Izii ground-wave potential due to van der Pol and Niessen [11]

Ie ~~ . .... I E and the electric field due to Wise [121, reduced the surfae-
u,,, dpoie P ,}. , .)7 1 .E~et,._,,, wave term to simple formulas and graphs These involved

( eI li ", ,, ... ,E- e -approximations that restricted their ranges of validity He

Region 2 (00r) O, r then compared the fields obtained from them with avail-
o .. .... ' / I I I I able experimental results in order to determine these ranges

Reion I feorihi He was careful to point out that "when the theory is used

*o predict the field intensity in other frequency and dis
tance ranges than those for which it has been checked
there is the possibility of error due to lea\,ing out some
factor which becomes important in these new situations "at 0ri doi) A useful discussion and correction of Norton's work is In a

Region 2 (a,,) __ _", "P E .p,01 paper by R J King [13]
.R. i. ...... I. . . .1 --1d. _',, Norton's surface-wave term in the field of a unit (/A?= I

R i lOn '(colth) -.- n la EiM0 p. 0 A " m) electric dpole i Region 2 (air) on the boundary

eipole a tO.d) (d = 0) with Region 1 (earth) is [Fig 1(b)]

E ( IWAL, z| E =(pO m- F, (7)

(b) 217 p

Fig. 1. (a) Vertical dipole with unit electric moment (IA(- where
1 A m) at height d over earth (b) Unit vertical dipole dt
surface, unit horizontal dipole at depth d Fe . 1 + P(jp)ji1e-[ eri (8)
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Fig. 2. Reflection coeffi(ients fe, and f_,,, t) c,, - 10 (b) c, - 80 Note that I - -

and the nu, ierical dista ice is defined by E',(p,0) = "Oe 2 p

p = Ipl b _lk2p(k/2k) (9) 2.

T e error function is - k k p / e

erf(z) = -/f 0 e (10) (12)

Norton provided graphs and tables of Fe as a function of the with

magnitude and argumen of the so-called nLmerical dis- I'(kpk , ) =1(1 + ) - C2 [kzp(k /2k ')]
tance p Their quantitative significance is considered later 2 /

A useful alternative form of (7) is in terms of the Fresnel - ,52[k 2p(k'2k2)I (13)
integral

The leading term for very large values o" kp. Ie w'en
-- t (1) k P >  irilk 21,l IS

C2(z) + 'S2(z) -J ( 2  ct (11) 2P r o k> d i

0 T2V 2  
-'(,) " 2e~ (14)

With it, (7) becomps E2 1 \P'O) 21 k p(
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hg.3. iel fatos o veticl eecic nd agnticdiole onconucIn eath dSI -

1-ig.~I\P~ 3.to concrne prapaatio ove aetia plane eaind Annei dioeo cnutnx-rh

Not tensio of thi w-r toteshrclert cnandi

Fo (15)l treaemeit ale fkPIe P< 2tier byremomers14 an intr as recnt pap4 r Ths thel Ze-

Th Zennec surface wavee isil explicitl contined in (15)rla

w h e r it i s t h e s e c o n te r m w h c v a r i e s w i t hl d i s a n c a st e c m l t e s r a e w v

2 (1wei as prdite by Somefed itntte CAproxlmete d omuay Numerald nd vsultsd b

doniinnt ter since itituense b h malfccr Fiiong the work tof oton, wpheicerh idrs nted in d

The ZeAs p incrase the vaid rexiil of (5)i ed nd th(rbe1o5ufc-av )mnctinbttr

(12) must be used Finally, for suff iciently large p where it vertical antennas .n the air on the surface of the earth,
might be expected that the p ' ~term would dominate interest turned to the problem of communiiating v~ith

over the p term, the Fresnel integral contributes mnajor submarines Extensive studies were carried out rclating
factors such that the p -, term is canceled exactly and the especiall-, to the electromagnetic fields generated by hon
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fig. 4. Vertical field pattern of A/i4 moniopote ont a conducting earth or water Note that
I. -1

zontal and vet tical electrtc afid magnetic dipoles in the sea. municating with submarines was studied primarily in terms
This work included an extensive "'rieS of papers by Wait of near-field or qluasi-static form~ulas j' .J
[16] andi reports by Badios and Wesley which culminated in When~ high-speed compvters became available, attention
the exhaustive book by batios [6] in 1966 !n this, the entire was directed to the numerical evaluation of the Sommer-
problem is reformulated, genvraI integrals ..re obtained for fek( ;ntegrah, 1191-[221 and cytensive syitematic calculations
the potential functions and expressions foe the components were toade of trte fields of IIrizottal elecric dipoles in
of the electromagnetic field in both region:. These are then air-b(iundec; media ranging from sea watcr to dry earth over
simpl fied to obtain sets of illuminating approximate for- a wide range of frequencies [231-!A],. [17, ch. 11], and in
mulas vdlid in restricted nonoverlapping ranges of the v'ani- rock-bounded sea water [2C). Thes.e have been compared
able: and param~eters referred to as the asymptotic. inter- with calculations from Baiios' approximate formulas (17, ch
mediate, ana near-field ranges. They are defined as follows. 11]. Extensive measurements of etectromagnetic fields due

k~p <1 < k~pIto antennas in sea wate! 127] and lakte water [28) have been
near field k~ IiImade and compared with the appro.priate n-imerical results
intermediaie fied IA2p(kZ/2A,')I < 1 < kPand with Baidos' approximate formulas.

asyptti fel 1i~Ikp~~2). (16 11. A N2w REPPESENTATION OF AN OLED THEORY

Extensive graphs of the components of the electric field of a Althoi.gh the electromagnetic fields generated by vertical
horizontal electric dipole as calculatea from Bados' ap- and horizontel dipoles ;abov2 and below the boundary
proximate formulas are in King and Smith [171 for wide between two quite different material media have been
ranges of the material parameters, the frequency, and radial formally available in term, A1 general integrals for manv
distanca. Their quantitative significance is ,,nsideredf later. years,;,, clear undletstoncing of their characteriStICS, siMilari-

Electromagnetic waves are ;iighly attertiated iii sea water ties, and differences has been difficult to ohta-n because of
except at very low frequencies, for which practical distance,, the complexity of the formulas. Following Sommerfeld,
are in the near field. Accordingly, the problem of com- these have, in general, been expressed in terms of deriva-
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tives of the Hertz potentials. A somewhat different insight 1  (1 - C[kp(k2k
is obtained from the explicit integrals for the components 2 + i)/

of the electric avid magnetic fields. For the horizontal elec- -. ,. [kp(k2/,kz)] (22)
tric dipole these are given in [17, pp. 617, 618t for the
vertical electric dipole in [29, eqs. (26)-31)]. An example of
the type of integral involved is the radial component of the C2(u) + i52 (u) -J (2 r)"dt (23)
electric field at a depth z in Region 1 (earth) of a horizontal a

unit electric dipole (IAe- 1 A- m) located at the depth d k1 , o ia1/a) k2 ,,pzc 0. (24)
also in Region 1 [Fig. 1(b)]

E1 (pOz)= - cos(- ,(P)) I

+fo=  - P/2-jo(Ap) + h(Ap)]) e (17)

where, with pu, -,,, - po. P - ('2 - Yi)/(Tz + YO) Q"
- kzy 1)/(k12j + k2yj), - -, The location of Note that when kp > 3, g(kpk.) - f(k,p,A,) since

the dipole at (0.0,d) and the point (p,O.z), where El9 is i/kp 31 is then negligible compared to
evaluated, are shown in Fig. 5. The formulas for the other A

Region 2 air. c2 "0. 02"' "2 %Note also that when k2p _- 1k:'........._ "Z ..... 7' 7 1' 121
-. ,, ... ,f(k 2p.k,) - g{ kjp,) -. -k /ip (25)

since
'I "" (-i (-' 2:]--(k/k" . kk,.(M kp exp - kk/k ,k.~

S Reg.= 1, P

Fig. 5. Radial component of electric field at (p,0.z) due *o Similarly
x-directd dipole at (O.0.cd. h(k, k,) -. 1/p 2. (26)

five components of the eiectromagnictiC field are similar, as When the source dipole is located at depth d in Region 1
(earth, water, etc.), each component of the ele( tromagneticare the formulas for the three combonents of the rota- fed~ ~sso w itntprs h itnusigli

tionally Symmetrc field of a verlica, dipole at (0.0o d).filoftodsncpas.Teitngin ew
ture of the terms in the two parts are the factors fxp(ik.r)

A. New 5implc Formulas and exp(ikp). Each term associated with the direct field
includes an exponential factor with the wavenumber k =

A careful study of all of the general integrals in the light ft. -r ia, and, therefore, the attenuation factor exp( -ar)
of the known properties of the field from numerical calcu- Each term associated with the lateral-wave field Includes
lations. approximate formulas, and measurements has shown the factor exp(ik~p). For all practically available materials
that they can be evaluated in closed form subject to quite thai form the surface of the earth, the attenuation constant
simple and readily satisfied conditions. They are a, is significant and the direct field decays rapidly with

Ik1l > 3k 2  p > 5d p > 5z Ikjpl > 3. (18) distance. Only quite close to the source is the magnitude of
the direct field comparable with that of the lateral-wave

With (18), the surface-wave parts of the three components field. Here it can produce an interference pattern. This is
of the electromagnetic field of the vertical electric dipole observable for low-conductivity lake water and for salt
[29] and of all six components of the field of the horizontal water at very high irequencies. Formulas that include the
electric dipole [301-[321 can be expressed in terms of the direct field of each component are given in [29]-[32]. They
following radial functions: will be indicated only by a letter 0 and not written ex-

k, k ik/ 1 k2 / plicitly since they are of no significance in even shott-dis-
f(k k) =- k "- J e-'2iA/2Af tance propagation over the earth. When the source is onp P 2  kj k2P the surface in Region 2 (air), there is no direct field; the

•7(k 2p,k,) (19) lateral field is the entire field.
The three components of the rotationally symmetric elec-

g(k 2p, kl) - f(k 2 p,kl) - 2  (20) tromagnetic field of a vertical electric dipole in Region 2 on
p the surface and iri Region 1 at any depth d > 0 are ,iven in

' _ -+1/2 Table 1. The six components of the fiedJ of a horizontal
.h(k2 Pk) - 2 2 2 e,A2P(A' /l2) electric dipole at depth d >0 in Region 1 are listed in Table

P2  k2p kp P 2. These latter are conveiently separated into a field of

(21 electric type consisting of E, E, and B. with an angular
.(k2PkJ) (2) dependence coso and a field of magnetic type that in-

where cludes B,, Bz, and E. with an angular dependence sin .
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Table 1 Electromagnetic Field of a Vertical Electric Dipole with Unit Moment (i1- 1 A -m)
On or Below the Surface Between Region 1 (z o 0, Earth. Water. etc.)
and Region 2 (z 4 0. Air), A -jio]2i"

Cqmponent of Dipole in Region 2 at (0,0.0), Dipole in Region I at (O,0.d).
the Field i.e., on Surface i.e., at depth d

EV(P'z) -Ak '1(k2 Pk)eL '' 'ik2d -AkkT' (k2p, k,)dei2#eP,(Z + ef) + Dv

EU(p,z) Ak2kAlg(k 2p, k1 )ek2Pd k"  Ak&T4'g(Ap.k,)dk:Ddki(' ° l +

84.(p,z) kj-I 'fEop-z) - Aw- 1k A-2f(k,p, k 1 )d'2e 1Pe&A1- + a,

E2 (p-o) E,,4p.0) C,(p.O)

E2Ap,0) k 2kE11 (pO) kk .Et(p.0)

B2(p,O) B,#(p0) B.4(p.O)

Table 2 Electromag.,eiic Field of a Horizontal Electric Dipole with Unit -Moment (l.1- 1 A - m)
On or Below the Surface Between Region 1 (z > 0 Earth Waler. el(.)
and Region 2 (z < 0. Air). A - wpi./2r

Component of Dipol- in Region I at (0 0 d.
the Field I e. at depth d

E.(p O.2) -AA >'( "gt.p A~etAJ°d"i'd'¢o',¢ -

1.,(p . Z) Ak:l( p A,)iLek idt-di (Os,- D2'

B,(p O.Z) -Aw k.A k(A p k ) pe d) Cos 0 001

80p Oz) A w ,: ok - # ] ,,

E,(p .iz) AkAJ; :h(k ,p, -d: ldismn, + Oj

Ej, (p. 0.O) E,,,(p'0-0.)

B(p,)E(p,,0)

All six components of the field of a horizontal electric agreement over the entire range permitted by the tondi-
dipole as computed from the new formulas (that are ex- tions (18). The formula for each component is continuous
pressed only in terms of simple functions and Fresnel in- and agrees with the asymptotic, intermediate, and near-field

tegrals) have been compared with corresponding numerical formulas of Baros [6] in the ranges where the latter are
evaluations of the general integrals [301-[321 with excellent good approx mations. Since the complete new formulas
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include the direct field, interference patterns between the .o •
surface-wave field and the direct field are observed. These ¢ i,,,.Ofl,.fH.oti. p.o8i"

Region 1 is quite low. Extensive-graphs of such patterns are Ip.tpo)i, p.or75m

B. TM. yields of Vertical and Horizontal Unit Dipoles for
the Air-Sea Water Boundary at f - 600 MHz 

-o 
with.Region.salt.wate....I

In order to present a complete picture of the properties -.
of the components of the electromagnetic field of vertical " t
and horizontal dipoles and compare them with fields mea-
sured in a model tank, the req'jency f- 600 MHz was "chosen with Region 1 salt water (a, - 3.5 S/m, c,,- 80, . roo .""', .

k, - #I + ial - 129.4 + i64.1 - 144.4ed' 4 m- ) and Re-
gion 2 air (k2 - 41r m-'). Graphs of the magnitudes of the .
components of the electric field computed from the for- 01-4.5 .t. ., " 60

mulas in the first column of Table 1 for the vertical dipole ;". 64.;.,&-. ,m
in air and from Table 2 for the horizontal dipole in salt -m
water ace shown in Fig. 6. For the horizontal dipole. the

I Ii pIii lplI~lsgIdfIl ftitIAlI1IpfuR "I(Iat " ""

( j IEuI,.O)iI, kdmf Is illS • P.4vuu t

SiE(.o Ep.o4 Fig. 7. Components of magnetic field H(p,z) of ilnit vpri,-
0 IErj(P.o .o w.ij fi W 09 . cat electric dipole in air and H(p.ip.z) of unit horizontal

• 00 ICHte. • ~ei ww fing .eJl 047si electric dipole in sea waterii "' ar' '  ste indad Note that earp n 3(p te2meite rangesof

* •' Imm factor (k/kl). For the case at hand, Ik'/k'l = 00076 or
QkW iM;) 20log;o0lk/kjl - -42.4 dB. Graphs of the components of

the magnetic field are shown in Fig. 7. On the graphs, the
electrical distances lk,pi - 3. kzp = 1. and k.p = lkI!k,l" .,.,. '" . are indicated. Note that Ik,pl > 3 (p > 2 cm) is the range of

' .accuracy of the formulas for the fields. k.p -1 (p - 8 cm)

g is the boundary between the near and intermediate ranges.
-. and k~p - jIk/k-l (p - 10.5 m) is the boundary between

S. "the intermediate and asymptotic fields. It is seen that the
. Up' (kw, FW "direct field is generally significant only in the near field. i.e.,

6kp i/p, ibr I1 when k2p < 1, or p < 8 cm at f - 600 MHz.
-... h~m.pe IiE ,i .M . Curve (D) in Fig. 6 is the vertical electric field in air onL. Vuh the surface at (p,O) due to a vertical electric dipole in air

and on the surface at (0,0). It is denoted by IEj,(p.0)lj,
UP d'UPI where the first subscripts indicate the z-component in

Iv Region 2 and the second pair of subscripts indicates a
=m kt " r vertical dipole in Region 2 also on the surface The crosses

iiP mIn ,, along the curve were obtained from Norton's "ground-wave

Fig. 6. Components of electric field E(p,z) of unit vertical term" (7) using his tabulation of the function F, defined in

electric dipole (/At- 1 A- m) in air (Region 2, z 4 0), and (8). The associated radial component is represented by
E(p,.oz) of unit horizontal electric dipole in sea water curve ( + n. It is smaller than the z-component by the
(Region 1, z > 0) near the surface (z - 0). (Subscript nota-
tion. first. field in Region 1 or 2; second, component of field; factor kkl. Curve (2) + is reproduced in Fig. 8
third, source dipole in Region 1 or 2. fourth, vertical or togetht, with the magnitudes of the separate parts of the
horizontal dipole.) formula. These include the term Bexp(ik2p) [(ik,/p) -

1/p' ] which is dominated by 1/p 2 when p is small, by 1/p

complete field including contributions from the direct-field when p is large. Also included is the Fresnel integral term
terms are shown; also shown are the parts due to only the IBF which conforms precisely to the Zenneck wave when
lateral-wave terms. Small interference patterns occur where p < 1 m. When p .1 30 m, the Fresnel integral term has the

the magnitudes of the direct and surface waves are com- asymptotic form given following (25). This includes a 1/p
parabl'. No grzphs are shown for the vertical dipole when term that cancels the 1/p term in jBPI and a term k/kp'
it is in salt water since (as is readily verified from Table 1) which determines the asymptotic field. The two verti.al

the fields in thi* case are insignificant compared to the lines k2p - 1 and k2p - Ik/k 2 1 are also shown. These are
fields of the same dipole in air because of the very small the approximate demarcation lines of the near field (k~p <
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Fig. 8. Radial electric field [,(p~z) at surface 1z - 0) of sea vwatertlde to ..ertical electric
dipole i. A -IA m) in air on surface (d - 0) of water (Referred to I V/rn at p - 25 'in)

-lE 1 ~lC(P~P2 F *C rkZ

ICPZ2I/P IIelz~~2

ICF I' I-C*iki() / I~i42i

50- 2
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Fig. 9. Radial electric field E9 (p,o.z) near surface (z - 0,0 - 0) of unit (11e- I A -m)
.horizontal electric dipole at depth d - 0 in sea wafer (Referred to I V/rn at p - 4.1 in.)

1, E,(p,0) - 1/p'], the intermediate field [1 < k2P < vertical pole in Region 2 on the boundary Z 0. Curve
1k1/212 ED~,O) 11lp), and the asymptotic field f1A1/k2 j2  (D + (3) represents IElP(p,O,O)Ilh - IE2,(p,O,O)lih, i.e.,

< A'p < 00; E,(p,0) - 1/p2) which characterize the field of the radial electric field at the boundary due to a horizontal
thevrticarecti dioohn the dnar(eipoe a)Ndte phnt of electric dipole in~ Region 1 at (0,0). It includes the contribu-
ob~ setonere io theesurfacel ind air (Rgonmla 2). Nte thtI tion of the direct-field terms. it is reproduced in Fig 9
thisecase thmere ieod.rc il n h omlsi a~ together with its conflituent parts. These include the direct

givethe omplte feld.field CPI1 which decreases exponentially with distance; the
Curve (D + @~j in Fig. 6 represents IEI,(p,0)I2,. That is, terms Cl'2 which decrease as 1/p' for small values of p. as

the z-component of the electric field in Region 1 due to a 1/p for large values, and the Fresnel integral term whic-h
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decreases as 1/16"1 when p is not too !arge and then, for equations reduce, respectively, to
large values of p, as (ikz,/p) + (k2/k~p2 ). When k.p < 1,
the direct-field term is significant and combines with the Jkz/k1J2E21(p,0, t) - 2Jk 2 /k1JEz,(p.0. t)Ef9(p,O, t) cosO.
surface-wave term in an interference pattern. In general,
iElp(P,OO)1h decreases as 1/p9 in the near field, as 1/p in + El (pO; t) - sin2O1 - 0 (31)
the intermediate range, and as 1p 2 in the asymp.otic 2 p

range. Curve @ + @ is the magnitude of the complete Ik 1 E,,(pz; t) - 21k1 E(pz; t)Ep(pz; t)cos8,

component iET(p,O,O)hlh (including the direct field) of the + E,2,(p,z; t) - sin2 61 - 0. (32)

horizontal dipole source; curve (3 -4- @ is the lateral- These are equations of ellipses with their major axes rotated
wave pan + with respect to the z-axis by the wave-tilt anglesC u r e b + + @. in Fig . 6 is fo r IE 1(p , v1t 2 ,0 )h h , i.e ., fo r1 J 2 k c o 0
the transverse component of the electric field in Region 1 0 , 1 t 21k 2/klcos
due to a horizontal electric dipole also in Region 1 near the 2 t - k [k--
surface. It decreases as i/p3 foi small values of p and as
/p in both the intermediate and asymptotic ranges so 1 2kpp k2fl, k,

that, while initially larger than IE,,(p,O,0)hh by a factor 2, it 2 1k,12  IAI" Ik~l"(3
rapidly decreases to much smalier values as p increases. I 1 k, _ kft, IT

Curve 05 + 5 is the lateral-wave part of IE.(p, ir/2,)Ih. 0 - - tan- L - - - - ,
2 2 k,11 2 lk.1' 2 Ik.lT

i.e., the field without the contributions by the direct-field
terms. (34)

In Fig, 7 for the magnetic tield, curve 10 is for the The last steps in (33) and (34) apply to salt water for which
complete magnetic field H, - B,/'/j of the vertical dipoie P, - a, - Jk; V". These equations indicate that the Iaeral
(there is no direct field), curve (D is for the same compo- wave that trd.vels radially outward along th: ourface z - 0 in
nent for the horizontal dipole including the direci-field Region 2 consists of a linear. polarized transverse magnti
terms. B. is associated with E, and E,. curves (1) and (Q field 8.,(p.O) and an elliptically polarized electriL held
are for H, - B/jio and H, - 8,jL associated with E, with the major axis inclined slightly from the plan, per-
Note that E., B,, and B, have the directional factor sino. pendtcular to the direction of propagation p. since !E1,E~
E,, E,, and B, the factor cossp. - Ik,/kA!. Similarly, the wave that travels vertically down-

It is evident from these figures and Tables 1 and 2 that ward into Region 1 consists of a linearly polarized tran,-
the largest field (both E, and E) along the surface in air s verse magretic field 81,(pz) and an elptical polarzed
generated by a unit vertical dipole in air This also geneates electric field with its major axis Inclined slghtl v from the
the largest E,, in Region 1. The corresponding field of the plane perpendicvlar to the direction of propagation 1. -,in.e
unit horizontal dipole in the water is smaller by the factor IE/EI- Ik,/kl
k,/k. The field of the unit vertical dipole in the water t5
smaller by the factor (k,/k,). D. Comparison with Measurements

C. Elliptical Polarization Since the general integrals for the fields of unit dipoles
near a plane boundary between different media are ,oxact

The lateral-wave electric field in both regions is ellipt,- solutions of Maxwell's equations, the require no exper,
cally poianzed with a component of the electric field ;n the mental verification. The approximattons involved ,n the
direction of propagation. Specifically, from Table 1 for the representation of these integrals b simple formulas arc
vertical dipole on the surface in Region 2 quantitatively clear and, in the range specified for them.

2(p,) - - w corroborating measurements are not essential. However,
21rk, -p,k )e'2 both the general integrals and their approximate representa-

tions are idealizations in the sense that they apply to two
[ kg(k2p,k,) (27) homogeneous and different semi-infinite half-spaces with a
t k2f(k 2p,k 1) smooth plane boundary. In order to have them as useful

tools in the practical experimental study of the propagation
E((p,z) k= -'-f(k 2p, k1 )eel2Pe1'kz of electromagnetic waves along the boundaries of finite

Ti-rk; regions that may have irregularities, obstacles, and discon-
[ k29(k~pk 1) tinuities, it is desirable to investigate experimentally the

- ktf'(W2p,k,) ] (28) degree in which conditions cart be provided in the labora-
tory that approximate the ideal. Accordingly, a series of

At distances k2p > 10, g(k 2p, kQ - f(k2p, k,) so that the experiments has been carried out to observe the radial
instantaneous values of the electric vectors are electric field due to a horizontal electric monopole (with

E2(p,O, t) - Re( K(p)e - 10iJP,° )  image in a vertical ground plane) just below the surface of
salt water in a small indoor tank. These are described in

[e - "' - 2JIk/k,2e'"i'-i)]) (29) [331. Results relevant to the present work are the measure-
ment in amplitude and phase of the radial component

E,(p,z; t) - Re (K(p)e - '0'P- z )  E1p(p,o,z) due to a horizontal electric dipole at depth d in
S[ge-'"'- 1lk,/k1le-'(",)]} (30) salt water. The aspects of interest are the field distribution

along the radial line 0 - 0 (which should have the form
where 01 = tan-' (ai/p,) and K(p)exp[-i8K(p,z)] - exp(ikp)/p in the intermediate zone), the field pattern as
- (wA 0/27k 1)f(k 2p, k1) exp (ik 2p) exp (iklz). These a function of 0 (which should have the form cosi for a
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Fig. 10. Measured magnitude and phase of E,.(p,0,z) -exptiA.p)/p (intermediate
range)

0 with 1 /~lk,2 >> 1 can be excited by suitable sources in
-30* -20' -1'1.0 00 10' 20' 0 either region near the boundary. With the direct field, thev

0 4 constitute the entire field along the surface in Region 2 and
I at all points in Region 1. Their essential characteristics are

'Z+ d)J. This indicates that a source at a depth d in Region 1-41 to40' at p - 0 generates a lateral wave that propagates vertically
4O acroti -a,0.6. upward to the surface exp (ik~d) - exp (- a) exp (ifld$J

I0 6-then proceeds radially outward along the surface
- 5( 0.4 (0 exp(i,p)j, and finally propagates verttcall downward to~circle 0 4 the point of observation at the pit(p~oz) lepikz

-60 60* exp (- az) exp (iflz). if the source is at the Surface, d = 0,
17'j 0 a the wave proceeds directly along the surface, The radially

-80 80' 0 0
0 90* ThOwy

Fig. 11 Mveisured lateral-wave field pattern, of a short bare 0e t~~d. tV A 2
monopole' and a two-elemrent arra of insulated traveling- 'mitasuit. ot 8
wave antennas; p - 0.8 m, z - d - 0.5 cm. I - 600 MHz -1014

-6Nsniort bare dipole), and the amplitude as a function of the V <
combined depths of the source and receiving dipoles (which 'hMiM

should behave like exp [a,(z + d)] exp [ if,(z + d)J
xexp(ik2PJ). Measured graphs of the amplitude and phase -10 t
along the radial line 0 - 0 are shown in Fig. 10, the mea- 2.-
sured field pattern is in Fig. 11, and the decrease in ampli- - 12
tude and change in phase with depth are shown in Fig. 12. et
All of the measured graphs are in good agreement with the (
theory. A small standing wave due to both the finite size of AI -30 t-60Mz
the semi-circular tank and small reflections from thii ceiling ka;9K

is the principal difference between measurement and the- 2 * 2.4i41m
ory. Also of interest and shown in Fig. 11 is the measured cr -& S/me E)r -0
directional field pattern of a two-element array of horizon- d - 0.5 '.20 C"
tal traveling-wave insulated monopoles. The antennas are 400
described in [331.

E. Summary 11 2 3 4 5 6 T a 9
1 d gin cmSurface waves along the plane boundary between two Fig. 12. Experimental test of lE,(p,O,z)l - expl-al(z +half-spaces characterized by the wavenumbers k, and k2  d~lexp (i[ft1 (z + d) + k2P]).
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-101-outward traveling wave decreases in amplitude according idealized extensionless dipoles with unit electric moments.
to F(p). This includes three regions; a) the near field. IA- 1 A- m. Here I is a uniform current in amperes in an
k2p < 1, F(p) - 1/ for a vertical dipole in Region 2. infinitesimal length At. Practical antennas in Region 2 may
F(p) - 1/p3 for a horizontal dipole in Region 1, b) the be bare vertical monopoles and arrays of such monopoles
intermediate field, 1 < k2p < tk/k 2

2, F(p) - 1/p for elec- on the surface or horizontal traveling-wave antennas (Bev-
tric-type field (E,,E 2 ,8 ), F(p) - 1/p2 for magnetic-type erage antennas) or arrays of such antennas close to the
field (8,,, 8,E.); c) the asymptotic field, ikA/k 21 < k2P, surface. Useful antennas for Region 1 are insulated travel-
F(p) - 1/9. The amplitude factor A(k2/k) is greatest for ing-wave elements either used singly or in arrays designed
the field of a vertical dipole on the surface in Region 2, to provide a radially progressive field with a maximum
smaller by a factor (k2/k,) for a horizontal dipole in Region vertically upward. In order to describe and compare the
1, and smallest by a factor (k2/k,) for a vertical dipole in properties of such antennas, they will be treaied specifically
Region 1. as applied to communication with submarines.

The complete fields due to dipoles in Region 1 include a
set of direct-field terms with the factors exp(ikr ,) or
exp(ikr 2), where r, - [(z - d)2 + p2l/2 and r - [(z + d)2  A. Communication with Submarines
+ pl]l/ 2. These are generally significant only in the near Radio communication with submerged submarines by
field when Region 1 is at least moderately dissipative For means of electromagnetic waves is made difficult by high
very pure lake water at high frequencies, the direct-field attenuation in sea water. Since the amplitude of a trans-
terms are significant much further out. They combine with mitted signal decreases exponentially with the distance of
the lateral-wave field to produce an interference oattern travel through the water [exp(-ar).a- (-p:o./.) ], it
For long-distance transmission over the earth's surface, the is essential that the path in the water be short and the
direct-field terms can usually be ignored. frequency low so that air is not too large. The shortest

The theory has been presented for a perfect y nonron- distance is in transmission vertically downward into the
ducting Region 2. If Region 2 is somewhat conducting (rock ocean hence, obvious locations for the source are on an
instead of air), all formulas remain valid with A, -g, + i aircraft, the space shuttle, or a satellite Less ob.iousl) but
complex The first inequality in (18) becomes lA > 31A.1 no less effectively, vertically downward transmission (an be
the other are unchanged achieved with lateral waves All components of the
F. Limitations lateral-wave field propagate along the surface of the ocean

without exponential attenuation until directl, over the sub-
The simplified theory which has been summarized in the marine and then travel vertically downward so that the

preceding sections is a complete and quantitatively accu- entire exponential attenuation is in the factor exp(-a.z)
rate representation of electromagnetic surface waves along for a vertical or horizontal transmitting antenna on the
the boundary between two half-spaces that satisfy the surface or in exp[- a,(z + d) for a horizontal transmitting
specified conditions When applied to practical situations antenna at the depth d The attenuation constant a a, a
such as propagation over the earth, the geometry of two function of frequency and the magnitude oi exp(-a s) as a
half-spaces with a plane boundary may not be an adequate function of the total depth s = z + d with the frequency as
approximation In particular, for large distances, the cura- the parameter are shown in Fig. 13 for salt water The
lure of the earth must be considered. There are no com- advantages of the lower frequencies are obvious
parably simple formulas 'or the popagation of surface In order to determine the optimum frequency for long-
waves over a spherical earth. However, methods for correct- distance communication with submarines, it is not suffi-
ing the fields over a plane earth so they apply to a spherical cient to examine only the decrease in amplitude with
earth are available [34], [35] depth It is also necessary to consider the decrease in

A further complicating factor in problems relating to the amplitude with radial distance This differs considerably for
propagation over the earth is the presence of the iono- the several components of the lateral-wave field Except
sphere [36]. In effect, this changes the two-medium prob- quite near the source, the largest component is E,. it is the
lem into one involving three media with the air bounded most useful for long-oistance communication E1,(pO) due
both above and below so that multiple reflections can to a unit vertical dipole on the surface in air is greater than
occur, Since the surface wave is significant only within a E1,(pO,0) due to a unit horizontal dipole in the sea at the
few wavelengths of the air-earth interface, it may be pre- surface by the factor (kl ik 2). Ep(p.O) due to the vertical
sumed that its general form remains valid with a superim- dipole also has the advantage that in the near field it
posed reflected field from the ionosphere except when the decreases only as 1/p2 and not as 1/p3 as does E, (p,0,0)
height of the ionosphere is less than one or two wave- due to a horizontal dipole. For both dipoles the inter-
lengths. An analysts of the three-layer problem specifically mediate field is characterized by 1/p, the asymptotic field
to determine its relation to the surface wave in the two-layer by 1/p2 . Graphs of IE,1 (p,0)l2 , as a function of radiai
problem is in progress. distance from p - 0.1 'a to 10000 km with the frequency as

In the following example of the application of the new the parameter are shown in Fig. 14 for a unit vertical dipole
simple formulas for the surface wave, no account is taken in air. The corresponding graphs of IE1,(p.O,0)llh for a unit
of the curvature of the earth or of the presence of the horizontal dipole in sea water are in Fig 15. The boundaries
ionosphere. k2P - 1 and k2P - Ik2/kl, respectively, between tne near

and intermediate, and intermediate and asymptotic regions
Ill. THE LATERAL-WAVE FIELD OF PRACTIAL ANTENNAS; are indicated. These are important since the desirable range
APPLICATION TO COMMUNICATION WITH SUBMARINES is always the intermediate one where the field decreases

slowly as 1/p with distance. The limits of this range to-
The electromagnetic fields represented by the formulas in gether with the amplitudes of the radial electric field in sea

Tables 1 and 2 and the graphs in Figs. 6-9 are generated by water just below the surface are listed in Table 3 against the
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Table 3 Intermediate Ranges in Distance and Amplitude

intermediate Range Vertical Dipole in Air Horizontal Dipole in Sea Water
f 20log10 JEI,(p,)l 201og10iE,1(p.0,0)i

10 5000 to beyond 10000 km - 327 to - 335dcB - 428 to - 434 dB
102 500 to beyond 1000D km - 2r;to - 306 -368to -394
103 50to beyond 10000 km - 227 to - 27 6 - 306 to - 354
10 5Sto beyond 1000km - 1r/to - 246 - 248 t - 314
105 500minto beyond 1000D km -127 to -216 -1B8to -274
10 50 Tto 300km -7710 -176 - 128 to - 225
107 5 mto 30km -27 to -107 -681to -144
108 0.5 to 300 m 23 to -38 -8to -66

-W (9ru'i (w h..n3 ait)

.?-- - e

fig. 13. Derieaw in amplitude wieth depth s- z - d in sea %&ati, attenuation constant
a. as a function of frequenc'.

P fr meters
01 1 0 10 100 in Meters

too 1(Hz) IEzp(p.o)IutEiptP.Ol 01 o~ kiit( 2 p.1 )i~ .VVI/m I I -
a,3, Shn Ei-8 E4 POiIEDli6iIkiqi 20 kN'V/m

1041
L 0 -C *.0

-200 - 01

I01 I 0 10 100 10-iO
p in kmn p 1kn)

fig. 14. Magnitude of E,,p(p,0) due to vertical unit electric Fig. 15. Magnitude of f,,(p,O,0) due to horizontal unit
dipole in air above the surface of sea water, electric dipole in salt water just below the surface with ait

frequency. in order to extend outward to 10000 km and depth z of the submarine's antenna and the depth d of the
inward to 50 kin, the best frequency lies between 1 and 100 transmitting unit dipole) for the horizontal dipole in sea
kHz. This frequency range encompasses amplitude ranges water. What is the optimum fre~quency for a preassigned
from - 276 to -127 dB for the unit vertical dipole in air and depth? This is readily determined when the radial range is
from - 354 to -188 d1B for the unit horizontal dipole in salt restricted to the intermediate zone where the frequency is
water, all referred to 1 V/in, low enough so that k, - (iwp0a,)''2 . With (wp0C/27Tk) -

The decrease in amplitude with radial distance is one of 600f
the important quantities in long-distance communication. 2' 2 ek ,The other is the decrease in amplitude with depth in the IE1p(p~z) 2  - 60k2j
sea water. This involves only the distance z from the pli

surface to the antenna of the submarine for the vertical unit IEI (p, 0, Z) 1h , -,(~)
dipole in air, the combined distance z + d (including the p~k1,I
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2 .--locus ot Mim

Q1ILI 1 100
FreqMjcy in kHz

ig. 16. Magnitude of E,,(p,z) at depth z and p - 5000 km due to vertical electric dipole
in air on the surface of sea water as a function of t e frequency with z as parameter

9(z~ .j '(zd - so io,,,,, ,,
-200 a, (u9 'l/2/vl z, k t  P 5,000 PIn. 0

L a-- m 1,0

Frequency in k~z
Fig. 17. Magnitude of f.,(p,0 z) at depth z and p .. SO0 km du~e to horizontal etfvfiri("
dipole at depth dimn sea .aier a'. a function ol frequent,, ,.'it, z - d as parametier

If aIE p(p.z)V , is equated to zero, it turns out that the bution of current for calculating the radiated field is ade-
depth for maximum field is given by ,'.z - 3 for the vertical quatehy approximated by

dipole. a z - 4 for the horizontal dip.ole. It follows that the

- 16/ /o=for the horizontal dipole Graphs of lE, (p.z)L, w~here Zo i the driving-point impedance. In calculating the
and IfP(p,O.z)Il, are shown in Figs. 16 and 17 for p ,, 5000 field in the equatorial plane, the antenna can be repre-
km as a function of frequency from 0.01 to 100 kHz with Z sented b) an equivalent monopole with the uniform cur-
or z + d as the parameter. The field at the surface (z - 0, rent ' (0) and an effective length hp defined b,
z -+ d - 0) is also shown, together with the locus of maxi-
mum field for each value of z or z + d. It is seen that the lz(O)h,. - fhl(z) dz. (6
greater z or z + d, the lower must be the frequency if the 0o
maximum field for the particular value of z or Z + d is to The electrical effective length is
be available. On the other hand, the magnitude of theh
available maximum decreascs significantly as the frequency k he "f h[sin kA,(h - z)/sink,h]A~dz - tnA,2
is lowered. It; ge,'eral, for depths in the ocean of less than 0 j50 m, frequencies in th.2 range from "l to 30 kHz are most (37)
useful, For an electrically short antenna with (k&h) 2  1, h - h/2.

If the antenna is sufficiently top-loaded
B. The Field of Vertical Antennas in Region 2 (Air) on the
Surface of Region 1 (the Sea) he -h. (38)

The electromagnetic fields repre:,ented by the formulas in The field in the equatoral plane of the vertical monopole ,;
Tables 1 and 2 and the graphs in Figs. 6-9 are generated by well approximated by the field of the unit dipole mult~plaed
idealized dipoles with unit electric moments, IA(- 1 A m, by lz(O)he. Directivity in the equatorial plane can be
where I is the uniform current in amperes and &( is the achieved with arrays of monopoles in the usual manner.
length in meters. Practical vertic.al antennas on the earth are A practical vertical antenna designed to excite surtac.e
usually bare monopoles of length h and radius a. For waves along the surface of the sea is the VLF antenna at
antennas with the electrical lengths k: h < 17/2, the distri- Cutler, ME, USA [36]. It operates in the frequency range
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from 10 to 30 kHz and consists of two base-driven vertical substantially increase the signal-nor the effect of the
monopoles erected on a peninsula with an extensive radial curvature of the earth which reduces the signal
ground system that ends in the ocean. The distance be-
tween the two antennas is of the order of b - 1.9 km, but C. The Field of Horizontal Antennas Near the Air-Sea
since this is only 0.064 to 0.192 wavelength, the field pat- Surface
tern is a broad oval that does not differ greatly from a circle
when the two antennas are driven in phase. Each element is 1) The Wave Antenna or Eccentrically Insulated Antenna
298 m high, but the six huge diamond-shaped panels of on the Surface in Air: An alternative to a high (but electri-
conductors that serve as the top load are arranged in an cally short) vertical monopole with an extensive, nondirec-
umbrella fashion with an outer height of 243 m. The effec- tional top load for exciting surface waves is the directional
tive length of the array with dual operation is only h, - 147 Beverage or wave antenna. This is made up of a short
m at f - 14 kHz and he - 151 m at f - 28.5 kHz. These vertical monopole of height d with a top load that consists
correspond, respectively, to electrical lengths of k2h, - of a very long horizontal wire of length h parallel to the sea
0.043 and k2he - 0.090. The associated radiation resistances or eaith. This is connected to the sea or earth by a vertical
are R, - 4kh - 0.074 and 0.32 (. With a total current of wire and a series resistor so selected that the current on the
2000 A equally divided between the two elements, the horizontal wire is a traveling wave. In effect this antenna t.
effective electric moments are I(O)he - 2.94 x 105 A - m at an eccentrically insulated wire lying on the surfacn of the
f- 14 kHz and l(O)h e - 3.02 X 105 A • m at f- 28.5 kHz. sea or earth. The effective thickness of the air insulation i
The radiated powers are P. - 12(0)R, - 0.30 and 1.28 MW. the height d A complete analysis of this antenna fo' boil

It is evident from Fig. lb that the frequencies from 14 to transmission and reception in terms of the accurat,' thpor%
28.5 kHz are near optimum for depths of the order of of the horizontal-wire antenna [37]. [38]. is ;n 13 ] Th-
z - 10 m when p - 5000 km. The field decreases vert formulas for the wavenumber k, - P, + tat of the current
rapidly at greater depths unless lower frequencies are used I,(x) - I,(O)exp(ik~x) on the horizontal wire and th,, char-
This means that a submarine or its antenna must rise to acteristic impedance Z, in I,(0) - V.,'/Z, are gien in [3-1
within 10-20 m of the the surface Let it be assumed that Significant gain can be achieved when the antAnnd o, near
submarines make use of a trailing-wire antenna with an the optimum length h, = ir/(ft, - k.) Th; is ve,, largo,
effective length for reception of the order of 1 km and that except v.hen d is small and the horizontal virf- i,. quivt
the sensitivity of the receier is sufficient to detect voltages close to the surface of the sea or earth The d ~recI,.tr car
across its terminals as small as 001 AiV This means that the be increased furthe if a number of wires with thr samr'
exciting fi,.Idi along the antenna must be no smaller than length are arranged parallel to one another at th, sam"
10- SiV/m or -220 dB referred to I %,/m From Fig 16 it is height and spaced b A,/2 in an upward-down"a, d di-
seen that the field at p - 5000 km. z - 10 m. is - 270 dB at rected broadside arra% of traveiung-wave element, Spacing,
f - 14 kHz and -279 dB at fI= 285 kHz for electric mo- less than X./2 can be used, but the directi i, i r-duced
ments of 1 A • m. For the moments 2 94 X 1Q5 A - m and The disadvantage of such an arra is tho ver large area
3.02 X I0 A • m, the field: are increaed. respectivel), b, required (hundreds of square kilometer, in the 1C-.0n-kHz
109 and 110 dB to the value5 -161 and -169 dB which are range) for wires in air close to the surface of itf,, ra or
large enough to be detected. At depths greater than z - 10 earth.
m, the field strength decreases rapid Specificall, at p - 2) Insulated Antennas in the Sea. Instead of locating a
5000 km and z - 20 and 30 m, Fig. lb shovws that the fields horizontal traveling-wave antenna at a small heigh d above
are reduced, respectively, to - 201 and -241 dB at f- 14 the surface of the sea, it is possible to place it at a small
kHz and to -209 and - 280 dB at f - 28.5 kHz Those for depth d in the sea. For this purpose, it should consi ot a
z - 30 m are below the limit of detectibiiut% conductor (radius a. length h) enclosed in an insulating

It may be concluded that for distances up to 5000 km and sheath (outer radius b) and driven at x - 0 against a bate
receiver depths of the order of 10 m, top-loaded, electri- monopole of length (- X,/4 (%here X, is the wavelength
cally short, vertical monopoles like those at Cutler, ME. in sea water) and impedance Zo. Because or the rapid
operate effectively at frequencies between 10 and 30 kHz exponential decrease of the current along bare conduc'or
with currents up to 2000 A. If useful signals are to be in salt water, longer antennas offer no advantages and have
received at greater depths, e.g., up to z - 40 m, much essentially the same impedance. The conductor is
greater currents and much higher and more directive anten- terminated at z - h in a similar monopole in series with an
nas are required. In view of the already large physical size impedance Z. This impedance is adjusted so that Z - Z- =
of the Cutler system, no significant increase seems practical. Zc arid the current on the horizontal wire is a pure travel-
Due to corona, a significant increase in voltage and current Ing wave, I,(x) = I,(0)exp(ik~x), 0 < x < h, with I/,(0) =
is also ruled out. Actually, Fig. 16 shows that in order to V/(Z, + Zo). Here the wavenumber k, = fit + ia, and
reach depths of 40 to 50 m, a frequency no higher than 1 the characteristic impedance Z, are given by 117, p 15]
kHz should be used. A decrease in frequency from 10 to 1 [ 1
kHz would involve an increase in the dimensions of an k- [1 + k~bln(b/a) (kb)
antenna like that at Cutler by a factor of 10. This is not ' '0' kJ j (39)

realistic. Hence, for communicating with submarines, verti-
cal dipoles are generally practical at radial distances p up to Zc - 60(k/k 2) In (b/a) 9. (40)
5000 km only if the depth of the receiving antenna is not At radial distances Po that are large compared to the
deeper than z - 10 m. This conclusion does not include length h, i.e., p :, h2, a typical component of the field of
possible reflections from the ionosphere-which might the antenna is well approximated by
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[Ei(Po,0,Z).. - Ei(p 0,0,z) -05 With Fig. 1' at z - 10 m, f- 14 kHz,

x J~'(x)eeL1'O~dx (1) 20 log10LEp (po.,0, z)1,,- 20Ologo 1I1 (0) h,(0) e- 'ej,£ -340dB. (51)

where E,,,(po,1:,z) is the field of a unit horizontal dipole at

the origin. Since the bare terminating sections in sea water Let the current in the element be /,(0) - 100 A, and the
are very short compared to the length h, a simple and depth d of the antenna be 1 m, so that exp (-aid) - 0.625
satisfactory approximation is to carry the integration in.(41) Then, with p - 5000 kin, z - 10 m,
only from 0 to h. That is, 20log1iE,(p0 .0,z)l,, - 113 - 340 - -227 d8

- Eip(p0,0%,z)4,(0)h.(4 ) (42) for a single traveling-wave element. For 100 such elements

where the effective length is spaced at 25 m, there is an additional gain of 40 dB so that

hhely,,, i[1 - e41 €
kI

- A €°Cs °0 ]  20log,0 1E,,(p0,0,z) ,, is -187 dB referred to 1 V/n at
A'(0) k_ k2 Cos00 f- 14 kHz. At f,- 26.5 kHz, exp(-ad) 0.51 and the

corresponding values are 105 - 345 - -240 dB for one

(43) element and - 20G dB for 100 elements with z - 10 m. In
Of primary interest is the magnitude of the field in the spite of the very extensive broadside array (consisting of 100
direction of maximum, 00 - 0. With k,, - , + in,, the parallel traveling-wave antennas each of length 14.4 km for
magnitude of the effective length is 7.48 km for 28.5 kHz] at t4e depth d - 1 m separated by

oitances of 25 m so that an area of 2.5 x 14.4 [or 7 481 km
1h,(0)l - [i - 2e',hcos(pi - k.)h + e-ah] '/2 is required) carrying a total of 104 A. the electric field at

p.. 5000 km. z - 10 m, is substantially smaller than that
X 4 + (1 - k2,)' - '.'1 (44) generated by the electrically short vertical monopoles,

Unlike the vertical monopole, the horizontal subsurface
This has a maximum near (h - k.)h - r or h - ff/(P, - array can be enlarged to operate at 1 kHz. the frequency
k ), where preferred for communicating with receivers at depths in the

Ih,](O)i +(- I + eci I -. +( (4-)-30-50-in range With a - 0.735 cm, b - 4.41 cm, the rele-
+- ke- vant quantities at f- 1 kHz are; k2, 2.09 X 10- ' m-',

Let the antenna consist of a conductor with length h and k, - 0.178e " . = - 0,126(1 + i) m', k,b = 00078e"' 4,
HV'I(k,b) - 0.5 - 83.16 -= 3.20e- " ' , "k~bH',"(k~b) -

radius a - 0.735 cm in a thin-walled air-filled plastic tube -'i0k3b o 0hat
with radius b - 4.41 cm so that b/a - 6 and In! b/a) -- i636so that
1 792 When operated in sea water (ol - 4 S/m) at f 14 k - P, + io - (4.07 + iO.24) x 10- m-' (52)
kHz, k =2.92 X10"' m" k. - ft, - ia - ( ig o) •

0.66(y".: 0.47(I + i) m-', so that k,b - 0.66 X 4,41 x Z, - 209.7 + '12.5 Q (53)
10- ' ' 2.91 X 10 :e'" '. The small argument forms of hm - 159 km h,.(0) - 84 4 km (54)
the Hankel functions give -c.'(kb) - 1 + (2'/v) (05772
+ In(k,b/2)) - 0.5 - 12.325 - 2.38e'" I, k,bH' '(k,b) - With these values, the field at p. - 5000 km and the depth
-2i/T - -i0636. It follows from (39) and (40) that z - 20 m due to a unit horizontal dipole at the surface is

obtained from Fig 17 to be - 368 dB referred to 1 V/m For
k, - , + ia, - 5,11 x 10" 4e'O'l an array of 100 traveling-wave antennas each at depth d = 1

m, of length h - 15' kin, and carrying 100 A. the field is
- (5.10 + ,0.36) x 10- m - I  (46)

Z, - 188.2 + 13.4 Q. (47)

With at - 0.36 x 10- ' m' and fl, - 5.1 x 10" m', it 2Olog,0 (10" X 84, X 10' x e 0126  368

follows that - 177 - 368 - -191 dB. (55)

h , = X 10 44km (4) At z - 30 m, the field is -201 dB, and at z.= 40 m. -211
-k 2) (5.1 - 2.92) dB. These are all greater than the minimum detectable-

-220 dB. The corresponding values at f - 14 kHz with theAlso vertical dipoles in air are: -201, -241, and -279 dB, of

1 + e - al' which only the field at depth z - 20 m is detectable. Thus
he(0) - [2 + ( 2 112 an array of 100 horizontal traveling-wave antennas at depth

+ 0, - k2  d - 1 m can be constructed in an area of 59 x 2.5 km to

1 + e- ° SIS generate a much greater field ihan that available from the
2 X 104 - 7.2 km. (49) largest practical, vertical top-loaded monopole. A large

[(0.36 + (2.18)] / amount of power is required since the input power to each
element is P, _ 11(0)1

2 R, -2.10 MW or a total of P,00 - 210
The radial electric field of the traveling-wave antenna in MW. However, if communication with submarines at

the direction 4,0 - 0 is depths up to 50 m and at distances up to 5000 km is

[EII(PO,0,], ' Ii(O)he(0)E1,1(po,0,Z)doeld. required, an array can be constructed in an area of 150
square miles of the ocean to achieve the purpose.

(50) For long-distance communication with submarines, the
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Scaftering of lateral waves byl brled- or subrnearged objects. 1. The Incident
lateral-wavo fleld

1Sortid W. P. King
Grdion Mc~ay Lamwao. Harwrd UWniVesi Cam'bridge,.1Mo rdwemt 02,~38

{~occived 5 .Sepentber 1984; accepted for publication 18 Qc'ober 1984)

The coponents of the laaa~~efield generated by vaic-9. and horizontal antenas m near the
plnein ee between air and earth (soiL water, etc.) are determinied at points near, the sur&ac int
air anid at 4ll paints in the earth. This is the field incident on and secattered 'from inhomogenzeits
and objects in the earth.

L. INTRODUCT1N Where

The detection and loczlization of buried or submerge-d 3 3 6/
,[ &2 K3 k2 /ir

objets or. inhomogencities in a dissiatv halPpk1ace -fUm
meaureents ofa smutered electromagnetic field re of cur- fl Pk! 2 k1 , p
rent interest. Investigarioris on this subject have been devot- ,0u

ed primr=iy to plane waves incident on the su-.fac of the xe -" 2 ~Y (k2pkll t2)
earth from the air above at an arbitrary m,,7g " Thi1-s study is
concerned with the incident fields generated by horizontal
and vertical a-ntenas on the sureace of the eardh. The corn- gkpklI P 'k2 -1 2 -

plete fields of such antennas ai now be expresse i: P g( 2 pdp 1  7 k2 P'
and accurate form thmiks to the availability of new formu-
las' that are excellent approximations of the rigorous gen- 1e 3 4kp/2k

2 1 )

eral integrals. 'Yk 2exj

11. ZiE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD OF INFINiTESIMAL pk *kp[1 1k r 1/

HORiZONTAL AND VERTiCAL ELECTRIC DIPOLES h (,k) I ~ W + 2 -k k~
WI", UNIT ELECTRIC MOMENTp kp 3  2 1 (p)'

The components of the electromagnetic field at (p,g~ig) P

in cylindrical coordinates of an infinitesimal horizontal elec- X e I /A'kpkd,(4)

tric dipole with unit mo-ment 1A1 = I A m at the surface of md
the earth in air (Region 2, z<0) over a dissipative half-space Ykpk) 1(+1)-Ck p2k)-.S(k pk .(5

(Region Z>,0~) are (see Fig. 1) Yk ~ )=Jl+i 2kIp ~ 2kp~ 5

E1 ( p,0,z)= - - ocos ~ e",~g~k2 p,k,) Here 4(u) and S2(u) are Fresnel int-.grals defined by
2lrk 2-

= (au/k1)B16(p,0,z), (la) C(1) + iS2(u)= (2V'r)"12e~d:. (6)

E,,,(poz) = 2ivk I sin o$ ek-h (k. p,k,) The field at the surface z-O in air is

=-(o/1k,), 1 p,,z), (ib) E2,(p.,O) = El, (p,,01 = (w/k I)B2,(p,,0), (7a)

quk2E2#p,,O) = E1 ,(p,,0) = - (aw/k1)(,t~O (b
El.(,,Z) =-t*2ir1 cos 0 eik,-f(k2 p,k J, (lc) E2.(p,,0) (k Ilk 2 We (,,.I,( p,0,0), (7c)

B,.(p,o,z) = -!L sin 0 e'kae -2,B2.(p,0.0) =B 1e(p,,O). (7d)
2fk All of these formulas are excellent approximations subject

X p k-L + (~4' 1d) only to the following conditions:
11k 1 1>3k 2, Ik 1 >3, p 2 

Z..(8

Rewo 2 oir2 ~ Z~.O)The corresponding expressions for the rotationally

It 41e fi 401 EP."0 symmetric field of an infinitesimal vertical electric dipole
E~pC~O*OIwith unit moment in air on the surface of the dissipative half-

space are given by

No(.rth. water) l(P01 E1.(pz) = 1kI 2p,) wk)B4(z,(9

FIG. Cotoponencf tic fild du to ut eletric dipole in arthor ,pz-w k2ekrkpk1.(0
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.2,lp-A) --JSPA -

E (,:)(1211 4:,- sd
Noets h U of thi vertical dipalc is a ft;-cimofr ft ?k(2d 1 d? kid___

tonly, that ofthe horztmt. dipt~t tfp, 0 us z. 'Tbh -'-Id of + L_ + IL . ... , (2(

, unit ho&=DoA1 &iee'itabove or jnt below; Cci~ rNiifve

P- rjttd oEbpe e. a unRitefl;i d;Pole, *~tsrjust abo"e Tre input ipencis
the uff r- fbws V=Z Wk~h,(211

El,' ±) I.E,-c1E~p 113)

EfQ(PA2 os4j jE, !P;Z,Zl =1& .12

42hOP1) -11P)P1 2 COS1 0 1E2.P,0)1 (16) At modrl dis 4= from the dipoh, the s-typroalra-
=j-cos 6 xE1p0) UD p, =v9 +.e, - 2pjf + Cos 63""2~P -~ Xos 6in

t phnsc sdp'-p in anipliides can be used. With thesea p-
320h (10101 _____, cosc &"I (po) .1) iroxejmaon~., :bc kd of thec etre dipoie is iven by

Ill. THE FIELDi OF HORIZONTAL AWMTNNAS OF FIN ITE
LsE:KTh WITH OPENIENDS xe dx. (23)

A practicAl antennaiSaceater-driven bo-rizontal dipole 'With Eq. (19) th-1 integral is
of half-longth.h and radius a, lecated iair a-,'an elwcrically IP I'l
small heigzh!t overthe disipative half-space (Fig- 2). Actual- 4,P.V0f* )Bz -'4-- J sin kL(h -

ly, suech an antenna is eqaivalent tcan eccentric4tily insulated sn4c -
antenna lying on the surface of the half-space. ' Thz efrec- Xe - k2*- cc*e~dx4
tive tbickness of the insulation is d, The- cur-ent in soch an
ntenno is given by' 

____(cosfk.h cos ki - Cos ch24iOkL ________________ .(24)

4, (O)sin k~ - x).ikr jkcs

sn kL ft Noie that. wheui the antenita is electrically short so that

x1,(0) = Vey,. p1) k~h 2<1, Jkljh ,1
The conplex wave number is 2

f- h11) k 2 k k cos2 0

= k11 + * 1(2K.di 2k~d) (25)
iuj~da) (ksd) 2kj Th, complet fild in Region I wid th e field alongithe surface

in Pkegion 2 of the horizonta-Lire antenna are given by Sus.
(1aH- 1d) and Eqs. !7aH7d) multiplied byI,, (O)M(fl as given

I Ex in Eq. (241.

I P -

IV. THE FIELD OF A 1i(41fZONTALANTENNA OF FINITE
U~NGTH TERMINAIED IN GROUNDED VERTICAL

n~MONOPOLES
An aittrnative arrangement of the horizontal electric

dipole over earth or salt water is vvith the -nds grounded by
vertical conductors, each of length d in air and of sufficient
length hii the taxth or salt water to be effective ground con-

S j Pttri2(ar fczp(q nections'with iiegligible impedance. When this is the case,

rrrrri~rr-.--r-r,-, II YI I, irrr-, 777,,-,70 te ofut-re oritarto the aeaiaedhrzntna,ire nteal is

1b)w Vied i expraesston giveusiue i q 2)tootih
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rah
I

I a 600
2ph.2phc*% #.PhCOs #Q

i13. PJadiz diSWace ftom vcMIca entl I za 2 to kid point P/

h-0 25rn

1.~ ( j10 2.(---- -70.5 t 1.25 15rm

X, (, } ( sin kch - k2 ,cs sin(k2h os --xJ- -" k....... ..
(27) FIG. 4. Rar.c of calculation or field of horizontd alfbawave dipole:

0.75<,p. .5 m, 0Wzd<9. Areas of pin r inteme - 0.2S'<x<0.2S m.
Note tia: when the antenna is electrically short with 0.75<o4yi.2S m; and 0.75<x<1.25 m. -25y<.O,25 . 2 .

1 (h ,, (,6-- 2. (h k.h-kzhcos-'-
I4)A(6~2hh)~k2-k~ cos- , (Ppz)]VA= =E, (p.z)

2/J,(h )h- 21, (0lh. (281 X(el " 
=6 - e -, 4,6) 2J.(h )d

The complete field of the horizontal element is given by Eqs. iE1 p(p~ll . (h id sin(k2 h cos 6). (301
(laHId) and Eqs. (7aH7d) multiplied by I., (h M,(6 )as giv-
en in Eq. 127j. It has been assumed-as indicated in Fig. 3-that p is suffi-

Each of the vertical elements at x = + h,y = 0, con- ciently large so that the radial distancesp, andp2 to the point
sists of a part of len, a d in air and a part of length /in the (p, ) are well approximated bypa -p 2 -P in amplitudes and
earth or salt water. Let each be electrically short in the re- by p, = p - h cos 6, Pz =p + h cos l in phases. The other
spective medium; that is, let components are obtained in the same manner. It is readily

. shown that the contributions to the field by the short vertical
(k~d)'< 1, (k1112< 1. (29) sections in the earth or Walt water are negligibly small.'

The current in the verti,.,l elements in air is essertiall con- Thus, the complete field due to the two vertical dipoles
stant ir amplitude over the length so that the electric mo- is given by Eqs. (9H 12; with each component multiplied b)
ments are 121h)d= IA(hd at x=h, y=0, and U, (h )d sinikh cos 6 . The complete field due to the hon.
hi - h )d = 1i, - h d = - I, th )d at x = - h, y = 0. zontal and vertical elements can be expressed as follows, first

The radial electric field of a vertical electric dipole with for the field at any depth : in Region 1, then for the field on
unit moment is given in Eq. (9). The radial electric field of the the surfacez = 0 in Region 2. In the formulas I, (h ) has been
two vertical monopoles with equal and opposite electric mo- set equal to 1 A. The subscript CA indicates the field of the
ments is complete antenna.

[EP(,. p,z))]CA = ) 11ekZ g~~~.% cos 0' + idf (k2 p,k)sin(k~h cos 6 ) (31)2k, -k3I

[E#( p,OZ)]c = ± A e 1, h (k2p,kj)M (O )sin , (32)
irk1

[E.I p,O,z)] ¢ = w'uok: e(6,'( kf'k2p,k, ( )cos 6 + idg(k2 p,kl)sin(k2h cos 6)), (33)27'k 2 \ k,

[Bap(p,o,z)]cA = -k [E,(p,1,Z)]CA '  (34)

-B8",(p"O;;)]CA = [EP(pzz)]cA, (35)

'= I e,,, 2 + .-- sin 0, (36)
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[E2,p,0,0)]cA = [Et,(p,0,O)]cA; [B,(p, 0,)]cA = [B,,(p,0,0)]c, (37)

[EU(p,,0)]cA = (E:.j(p#,,o)]cA; [Bz#(p,,o)]cA = [B,.(p, o)]c, (38)

[E2.(p,,O)]c = (k 2/k )[E,(po)]c; [B,.(p,,o)]cA. = [B,.(p,6,0)]CA. (39)
1

Note that the vertical elements contribute only to Ep,, E,, V. THE CALCULATED FIELD OF THE HORIZONTAL
and B, so that E,, B., and B, are determined entirely by the HALF-WAVE DIPOLE
horizontal part of the antenna. Except for the relatively
small differences between Mo6) as given by Eq. (24) and The components [E,(p,60)]HA and (E,(p,6.0)]HA

MJ,. (0J as giver by Eq. (27), these components arm like those have been calculated [from Eqs. (1a) and (ib) with Eqs. (23),
of the open-ended horizontal dipole. Depending on the (24), and I(O)= 1 A] over the range 0.75<p< 1.5 m,
height d, the contributions to E., E,, and B, by the vertical T<0<90, as indicated schematically in Fig. 4. Here the area
elements may be relatively smap or very significant. of primary interest for the components E(p,.,O) and
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.. p,0,0~) (kj1 ejEp40,0) is shown in Fig. 6. Since the radius p= I m is a surface of
0.754vt~1.2S m.- .2%x-4O.25 m. The corresponding constant phase for the outward traveling waves, the phases
are for th* components EAp.6,O) and B4(p.,#,) 0. and 0# are both constant as 0is varied. The amplitudes of

- (k14co)E,(p,$,0) is O.75<x<1.25 m, - O.2S..y<O.2Sm. the two components are very different in their dependence
.rphoE(p,,0) and E#(p,ir/ZO) in both amplitude on P6 E(1,0,0i) has its mium at ~ 0 and decreases to

and phase ame plotted as fuaictions ofp in Fig. 5(a) for ar, = 2 zero at 0 = 9W" E.,(1,0,0) is zero at# 0 0 end increases to its
S/m,e,=80 and in Fig. 5(b) fora, =O.5 S/rn, el, =80o. maximum at6= 9. Itis seen thiat inthe range from V to
Note that E,(p,T/2,O) and E,(p,O,0) are both zero. The 90Y, IE4((1'4.0iI is almost cunstant, whereas IE,(1,,O)I1 de-
magnitude of E,( p,0,0) is substantially greater than creases almost linearly to a sharp null at ~ 90'. The fields
E,(p,ir/2,0). Both comnents; have amplitudes that de- inthe range from 0 = W0"to 0 = 110' arc readily obtained by
creas with increasing radial distance and pha&s- that are syimmety. Also shown in Fig. 6 are the fields atp = 0.75 mn.
liearly increasing as required for an outward traveling They behave like those at p = I m, but with larger amnpli-
wave. tuxde. Figure 6(b) also shows the fields at p =1.25 m and

Corresponding graphs of E~p(1,0,0) and E,,,0) are p = 1.5 m.

100
6~t palm------------=

r~ Of P*N5 Nptp05
----25--- - - -o~'2t 0

.Ep~lplm at p ap75m
E 4~ot pit075rrn

0~ .75 ---

fz(300 MHz

-0.501- at -2 S/rnN
el -r 8 0  E4, of P0.75r m
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(0) in dere FIG. 6. E, and E, as functions of 6; field of hori.
zontal half-wave dipole. (a) a, 2 S/rn, ,, =80.

2.0 - ~ 0.75r -- IEp(p.4.0)I f:300OMHz (b) a, 0.5S/ui.fl, 80.
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US.
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FIG. 7.4E along radial lines: field of terminated half-wave dipole. (al Mag. -90
nitude. jb) Phase. o" j2 s/m. ftr t00

VI. THE CALCULATED FIELD OF THE TERMINATED i) 0 10 20 30 40 50 150 70 80 56
HORIZONTAL HALF-WAVE DIPOLE 0in degrees

The components [ E2P(p,6,CJ) ]CA and [ E,,(psbOI CA FIG. 8. E,, as afur..aon of6. eld ofterninated half-%ave dipole waMag-
aE given by Eqs. (37) and (38) with E-qs. (31) and (32) have nitude. (b) Phase.
been calculated over the range 0.5p 1.5 m, 0O<6<91Y as
indicated schemnatically in Fig. 4. Graphs of E~ ,6.0' are not exactly circles since the phase %.aries % ith 6 as shown

, E(p,(b,0)jexp(i0,j are shown in Fig. 7 along radial lines in Fig. 8(b). The contributions by the currents in the % ertical
with 6 as the parameter and in Fig. 8 as a function of 6 for v-rriinations can be reduced greatly b) making them much
four radial distances. Since the amplitude of E ( p,6,O) is due shorter.
to contributions from the long horizontal part and the two Since the component E6 (p,S,01 = .E,(p,,0),:xp1,i0,
short vertical terminations which are a half-wavelength
apart and driven 1 80' out of phase, a complicated ppatern 1i' ISO
to be expected. In the specific case under study, 2h = 2/2 I - 300 MHz
and d = 0.025).,. Since the field of a unit vtertical element is g o. a,2 s/rn tC, -80
greater than that of a unit horizontal clement by a factor k 1/ 75.
k2 and since 2k2h.-l, Ikid 1 -0.6r, the contributions from 60'
the two vertical terminatiors are larger in magnitude than X
the contribution from tkt. horizonta! element. It follows that 07' 5

large fluctuations in araplitude are to be expected over the
range or 6, and also over that part of the range of p where 050 30,

f (k2Plk 1) differs significantly from g(k, p,k 1). At large dis-
tances, these functions are essentially equal. Such changes in -'.

amplitude are evident in both Figs. 7(a) and 8(a). On the other 0251
hand, with the approximation involved in the use of Eq. (23), 01
all waves travel outward from the origin so that the phase 08 as 10 11 2 1'3 14 15
varies linearly with radial distance along each radial line as P' inmers
shown in Fig. 7(b). However, the contours of constant phase FIG. 9. E, along radial lines, field of terminated half %'.ave dipole
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11 gential componentsE[,(p4,O) and EO p,0,0) of the electric
Z1 - c S. 4W.-o field. The associated tangential components of lth magnetic

90 field are given by B,4p.#,0)=(k 1IoAE,(p,0,0) and
B (p,0,0) = -(kjoL)E (p,4,0). The verticsl components

-C E2, E(p,0,0) and B2.(p,,O) zre not rcquircd.
.5 , The field of the open-ended dipole is simpler than that
? • of the terminated dipole since the currents in the vertical

"g"90 terminations of the latter generate a significant field consist-
a 1ing of the three components ,,E,, and B,. The combined

field of the horizontal and vertical members of the completeantenna can be quite complicated if the height d, and with it
the length d of the vertical elements, is sufficient to make the

o 2. 3. 4. contributions from them comparable to that from the hori-
in ,nnes -,zontal element.

FIG. 10. E, as a function ofd 6; fie of tertinAted half-wave dipole cE and E, are comparable in magnitude.
At distances for which k2 p > a, E is significantly greater
since it decreases only as I/p whereas E decreases as l1p.

depends only on the current in the horizontal part of the The cylindrical components E and E, are individually
antenna, its properties are much simpler than those of simpler than the related Cartesian components E. and E,.
Ea(p,45,O). The magnitude is shown in Fig. 9 along radial
lines with 6 as parameter. The phase is not shown since it ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
varies linearly with radial distance. E.(p,6,0) as a function The author wishes to thank Ms. B. H. Sandler for carry-
of . with p as the parameter is shown in Fig. 10 in both ing out the numerical calculations and Ms. M. Owens for
amplitude a:)d phase. The phase 0, is independent of6 since correcting the manuscript. This research was supported in
circles are contours of constant phase. These curves are very part by the Joint Services Electronics Program under Con-
similar to those in Figs. 5 and 6 for the open-ended horizon- tract N00014-84-K-0465 with Harvard University
tal dipole. Since the current amplitude in the terminated an.
tenna is greatest at x = 4- h, the effective electric moment is
substantially greater and E, is almost double that for the
open-ended antenna with the same length and maximum
current. 'H. S. Tuan and R. W. P. King. Radio Sci. 1, 1309 (1966).
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Scattering of lateral waves by buried or submerged objects. II. The electric
field on the surface above a buied insulated wire

Ronold W. P. King
Gordon McKay Laborywj7 Hanwd Umwrsiy Cambidge Mar schumse 02138

(Received 5 September 1984; acc epted for publication 18 October 1984)

The electric field on the surface of the earth in an area above a buried insulated conductor is
determined when the active source is a horizontal dipole also on the surface of the earth at some
distance away. This is accomplished by first evaluatinz the current induced in the wire by the
lateral-wave field incident from the transmitter and then calculating the reradiated field just
above the surface. Two orientations are considered. The field at the center ofthe buried conductor
is (I parallel to El, (,Oz) and (2) parallel to E# (ap,-r/2,z. In an area above the conductor, the
incident, scattered and total fl ds are evaluated for the conditions of a laboratory model. It is
concluded that the method is potentially useful for locating buried or submerged regions with
significantly different wave numbers from that of the surrounding earth.

1. INTRODUCTION source and at depth z below the surface are
The problem of interest is to determine the nature of the £ -p,#,z) = - Gg(k.p,kl)cos ¢6 e'k,

interference pattern generated by the superposition of an in-
cident lateral wave with the field scattered by a buried object = (t Mok1W p4,), (1)
or region with different electrical parameters. The incident E" p,0,z) = 2Gh (k2o,k1)sin 6 e$,

lateral-wave field is maintained by a horizontal dipole in the
air (Region 2,z<O, wave number k2)just above the surface of = - (e /k,)B (pzJ, (2)
the earth (Region 1,.0, wave number k1); the total field, i.e., with
the incident plus scattered fields, is to be observed in the air -,, O)M. _
also just above the surface of the earth. G = l"(0 ), (3)

Note that this problem is related to that treated by Tuan

and King, ;-I but the incident field is now a lateral wave gen- g(kzo,k1) = go(kpo,k,)e ,P
erated by a horizontal electric dipole on the surface of the &[/]2  1 k 3

earth and not aplanewavcincident at an arbitrary angle. It is 2 3 2 - -

also related to the problem analyzed by King and Shen,3 but p p k 7 k, 1 kz
in that the scattering antenna is in the air above the surface of X e -k "" , (kaok)leik, 1
the earth and the incident field is a plane wave arriving at an
arbitrary angle. h (kzo,k) = ho(k;p,k1)e'k,,

The scattering object to be studied in this paper is a
horizontal insulated conductor. This provides a scattered ( 1ik 3  r 12

field that is readily calculated and combined with the inci- L + T7 + T1 (k~) 312

dent field to obtain a total field that exhibits interference Vo*ik ./U

phenomena. These are potentially useful in locating a buried Xe i (kp,k.))e , (5)
object from measurements made on the surface of the earth.

where

iI.THE INCIDENT FIELD (kp,k,) = J(l + i - C2(k 3p/2k 2) - iS 2(k 'p/2k ), (6a)

The incident field is that described in Part I.4 It is gener- C2(u ) + iS,(u) 2rt)- / e, dr. (6b)
ated by a horizontal electric dipole parallel to thex axis with +S (
its center at the origin of the xo, Yo coordinates in air just In Eq. (3), I, (0) is the x.directed current at the center of the
above the surface of the earth or-in the laboratory experi- transmitting antenna and
met-just above the surface of salt water. Of particular in- COS(k~h cos k COS kL h
terest are the two areas shown in Fig. 1(a) of which Area I is M2() = 2--- k c (7)
symmetrically located along thex o axis, Area Il is symmetri- M kh k -k cos
cally located along the Yo axis. Since the axis of the driven The last formula applies to an insulated dipole of half-length
dipole is parallel to the x axis, it follows that E 4(o,,z) and h and with open ends. This will be used as the source
B Opz) are the principal components of the incident field
in Area I with near zero, E o(p,,z) and B Op',z) in Area Il. THE CURRENT INDUCED IN A BURIED INSULATED
1I with q0 near i'/2. Note that along the respective axes CONDUCTOR BY THE RADIAL ELECTRIC FIELD

E~4i,, E" (p,a/2,z)-- When an insulated conductor with length 21 is located
expressions for these fields at radial distances p from the at depth d in the earth within the area close to the x0 axis, as
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allel to theboundary surfacz = 0 and liesin the planez = d.
t M The radial incident ele;tiic field at the center of the

o conductor is
. ' (,,o d ) = - g o , ,k~ i k, ' ,d  s

. -of length v 2( YZo.0; 0 C0 The rail field at a distance along the conductor is
CMtered Of zad (in water E (,Od)= -Ggkok,)cos dk'

6
. 9)

The distancep can be expressed in terms ofp, and s'. Thus,
Buried rod (pxozO;CISlz

EP of length 21 Youpc ar;yuyo-1sO p=(p +$o2 + 2p1S';Co 'r')'/'pc + S' cos'. (10).7centered at U ad
entered at x! onduThe component of the radial electric field along the buried

E# conductor is
10 p

nArcoEea ' 4Jo(

~.~-~-,-V ,O,d )cos Y (11)

YI) It is this field that induces the current in the conductor.
1!J An insulated wire in a Region 1 with 1k1 J>3k, (where k,i diol is the wave number of the insulating sheath) behaves like a

of length 2. centered transmission line with the complex wave number kL and
at %os 0. yo =O,zs-dt(in air) characteristic imtedance Z,. Owing to the proximity of the
It (0) I Ampere air-earth boundary at the distance d from the insulated wire,

there is a significant downward reflected wave that interacts
0 t0- - with the current in the conductor. The reflection coefficient

,. "for the electric field-which is perpendicular to the plane of

incidence-is
- k,

Buried Insulated 
k, -

Conductor k, + k 2
:p when k, is large compred to k2,. The reflected field is thus

equivalent to that of an image conductor at z = - d with
i, .0+' currents in the same direction as in the buried conductor.

Hence, k'j and Z; must be approximated by the values for

E,,(p .T/z~z), E(p, .;) " two coupled insulated antennas excited in phase. These are'
7'~~l"kb + H- ( rii..~r3I d..

L P skt =ki 1 + 01K 0((12),

IN kBuried Insulated
(b) Transmitting Conductor Wpok LDipole; -i/2- - ln(b/la). (131

2lrk ,
FIG. 1. T~o locauons of a buned insulated conductor relative to a transmit-
tingdipoleon te surft= eoftheearth. (a) Orientations of scattring antenna In these formulas a is the radius of the conductor and b the
in areas of interest. (b) General orientations of scattering anterna. outer radius of the insulating sheath.

The increment of current at s in the insulated conductor
with open ends due to an incremental voltage E, ds' at s' is

shown in Fig. I(b) on the upper left, the subtended angle ± s-fds' (sin k ;(I + s'}sin k j;(l- s))
and with it sin s are small so that the component dl, = s
E (p,o,d)=E (pOd)sin is small compared to Z sin2kj
E ' (,,d}) = E t (p,0d)cos S. It follows that the current I+s'<1+s<21; (14)
induced in the conductor is due primarily tE (o,,d). For1P E, s-sin k (I - ')sin k ' .(I + s)'
simplicity let the center of the conductor be located on the A = L
planeyo=Oat the distancexo=p =p, from the center of sin2ki )
the driven dipole. The distance along the conductor from its 0<1 + 5<1 + s'. (15)
center is s' which extends from s' = - I to s' = L The con-
ductor subtends the angle S'with the planey o = 0. It is par- The current due to the field along the entire length is

i,= Z-7 ' ikL(t-s) E sink',I(/+sds'+sink'(1+ s) E, sinkI(I-s')ds'). (16)

With Eq, (11),
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Zsin 2k, T

+ sin ki(l+S)fe -'c sin kj1-sls). (17)

With u = I + s' in the first integral and u = I- s' in the second integral, Eq. (17) can be expressed as follows:

Z, ='s ' I sin k (l-s-e -  'f21 e' -'sin kudu

- sink,(+s)e m. e k2 -a *' sin k u du). (18)

These integrals are in the form IV. THE CURRENT INDUCED BY THE TRANSVERSE:e, ELECTRIC FIELD

esin bx dx = e asinbx-bcosbx) (19)

a2 + b When the buried conductor is located at a depth din the

With Eq. (19) and considerable rearrangement, the following earth with its center in the planexo = 0 in the area along the

final formula is obtained for the current induced by the radi- Yo axis as shown in Fig. 1 (b) on the lower right, the transverse

al electric field: incident electric field at the center of the conductor is

ik jE ,(p, ,O,d )cos 6' E' ,(p ,ir/2,d) = 2Ghoko k  e
j k  .  (22)

Z( " - k' cos ') The transverse incident field at a distance s' along the con-
X (sin(k . + k. cos 4 1/elk is ductor is

L sin 2k I E-(p,0,d) = 2Gho(kao,k )sin S ei"? e ,d. (23)

- i k 6 .e ]. (20) The distance p can be expressed in terms of p, and s' as

sn 2follows:
The induced current is seen to consist of three traveling = + s" - p cos(r/2 + V2
waves. Two advance in the positives direction, the one with 2 

+
S , 2 0, )112

the phase velocity (wlk2 cos 0 '), the other with the phase = (p, +S'2 + 2p~s' sin ') 11

velocity (0/fl' ). The third wave travels in the negative s -p, + s' si (241
direction also with the phase velocity (w/fl '). The ampli- Th component of E o,6,dj along the axis of the buried
tudes are so disposed that/I ( 1 I) = 0. Of particular interest unductor is
is the direction 6'= 0 of maximum Ein(p,4,d). For this
orientation, s = x and E, = E lo, ,d )cosr/ - 6 + ')

- ik IE" op,,0,d) [ - sin(k ' + k2)1' ,k, -Es(P isr/2, cosd (251

Z'(k 4L - k 2 L sin 2k' j It is this field that irduces the current in the buried conduc-

sin(k /-ek)l ) e . (21) The curr-nt due to the field along ihe entire ,!gth is
sin 2k 'I j given by Eq. (16) with Eq. (25). It is

- iE'X,,,"rl2,d)cos P Ai k. 41'1, . . . .(sink .l- s e'"" sin k '(Il + s']ds'
Z sin 2k l k- t

I-

+ sin k (I + s., ek'"n""'sink ' (1- s')ds'). 1261

The integrals in Eq. (26 j arc like those in Eq. j17) with 5in ' apiea..ag in place of gos " in the exponents It follows wivh Eq
(20) that

S ik LE'"p,i/2,d)cosfi [iUn (sin(k . + k2 sin ) k

Z(k - k2 si I')I k sin 2A! 'I

(sin(k ' - k2 sin 0')l.) e-s] (271

S sin 2k 1 1
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This is the induced current when the conductor is located V. THE DIRECT SCATTERED FIELD JUST BELOW THE
with its center at depth d below theyo axis. Of primary inter- SURFACE OF THE EAMH
est is the field in the direction = i/2 with €$' = 0. Here
E (p, ,d) has its maximum and the buried conductor is The currents Eqs. (20) or (21) and Eqs. (27) or (28) gen-
oriented to have its axis along that maximum. Here s = x erate the scattered or reradiated field. Of interest is the field
and on the surface (z = - 0) in air in an area above the buried

*=i (P,7r/2'd)( le i ' conductoz, but it is first necessary to calculate the field on the
4 +k"(o e surface (z - + 0) in the earth. This can be evaluated from

the known distribution of current. For simplicity let this be
-- iF. v1e~r2,d) cos k jx -- cos k' ; I done when the buried conductor is or.-.-ted for maximum

cs . (28) induced current, i.e., parallel to the x axis so that the current
Zk. cos kVl Eq. (21) applies to the region along thex 0 axis (Area 1), the

This expression has been derived in an earlier paper.6 It rep- current Eq. (28) tc the region along they, axis tArea II The
resents a pure standing wave. Note that the incident field has scattered field at z = + 0 due to an x-directed dipole with
the same amplitude and phase at all points along the conduc- current 4, dx' at the point (x',0,d) has the following compo-
tor. nents:

dE'~"fx0, = khIo~dx( .r 1 2 e '

dE (xy,0) = iuiJdx' e + - e...

4wr k x r

2 ,xa .- xdx'. , I ( , _ x _ x ( 3 0 )

where
r= x -x') 2 J+y+-d2 ] 2 . (31)

and .xy are coordinates referred to the point o,, € , 0', on the surface directi) above the center of the scattering element In
terms ofxo Y0.x = xo- p, cos4$ andy2=)yo -Pc sin , In Area I, when = O, x 0 x o -Pc and Y=y)'; in Area II, whep

d.' = rr/2, x= xo and of, =o-p 1-

The field reradiated by the entire antenna is E 'x 0-- r  4l(x'+ I 021.dx'))'41 k 2 k,,\

I=, I0,0 f.. +.., ,, jx (32 4 .,_,. k ax'2 }

w -4, ( k kixE M

Xo--. -dx' + c ( 1, (36)

E=-x~,)- ). - ..' (33)" ,

4ik r - x . r--d, 131 whr

wherewere

//r!} exp(Xkr 1 ) _ - I exp(ikr 1 )"  (37)

with ( )-t\" r ~_

-,~k~k) C i=~ k) (34b) with t,t [(I-xJ +y+d 2 ]"2 ,andr 2 1 = [{l+x) 2
sin 2/k are sin 2krfr 1 +th + d2 ] abo. The last form follows with the equation of

for the conductor along th xo as, and continuity, viz., 0,(x')/x' - ianqx') = 0, where q(x)Is the
- iE (pmr24 i: ~ - ~k~Icharge per unit length on the conductor at x'.The fi rai2d by k i- antna The scond derivative ofthe current in Eq. (36) is readi-

Z~kJ.cos i.!ly evaluated using either Eq. 134a) or (35). In both cases the
for the contductor along they0o axis, second term in the integrand in Eq. (36) consists of terms of

If use is made of the fact that Y/id¢' = 02/d 2 in the the form (k2/k2 )21.,,Ax), (4 j/k }2l,,(x)}. Since :k2/k,! 2 ,€l and
second term an Eq. (32,, and it as integrated twice by, par,. tk L/./1 ,1, these terms are negligible and Eq 36; reducesnotingthatI ! = 0,)the resultis to
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V. x +c.1With Eq. (34a) or (35), O. (x'I/ox' includes only terms with
P8I'(xv,0- = (x') ' + c, (1 . (38) the factor k2 or k 1. Thus,. when compared with Ea. (38), Eq.

(39) has the factors k2/kl or k ./k, andy/r. Both of these are
With 0/Ox= - d/ax' in Eq. (33), an integration by small and their product makes E 'c"x y,0) small compared

parts results in with E Wt (x,,0). It follows that E 1'"(x y,0) is the component
YO h ( x') 0 (e 41d, of the scattered field that is of interest in locating the scatter-

Et(x'Y0)-4m ~ -- _ & J-2 ing object. This is true for either location of the buried insu-
lpted wire.

4-p o Cx' ) Y C,'e " S . 39) It remains to evaluate the first term in Eq. (38) with
77 _ J Ox' r r r. (x') given by Eqs. (34a) and (35). These are

r f e k, +ker + k e ekr -k 'e

C, = f r e r k dx" (40)

where B and C are given in Eqs. (34b) and where

D, - o ,uk (41)41rZ,(k " - k')'

and

e= ' , 42,d )D ( ig' e , + e A dxk, (42)-2 n r 2 cos k /

where

D2 = -WiUo (43)

The associated values of c, (l) in Eq. (37), for I, (x') in Eq. (341), are

C I ) = E w(p,O,d)D1C,.(1), (.44a)

C,.(I)= _..ji'f[k2e,,, k ; (Be'kiI. Ce-IkA )] exp(iklr,) - [k 2ek~l k' (Beik ; Cek; )i] exp(ik,r,).1 (44b)
1 rL rl

For I.(x') in Eq. (35), the corresponding formulas are These require the buried wire to be long compared to its

c ,(l) = E pr/2,d)D2 C,. (1), (45a) depth.
k0 kIt is shown in Appendix A that Eq. (47) can be approxi-

C(1)=. - k  exp(ik r,,) eP(ik~r:) tank' . (45b) mated by

It is seen from Eqs. (40).and (42) that there are two types ofir' erk,,+ &,' e' , -- x', x,
integrals to be evaluated. These are J2(k2)J (4dx' - 9)f_ r 1k, e A

JI(k} = :--dx' (46) x rf- r where
and and k12 .)  k,=12 + ia,2 = 4"k2- k. (50)

J2(k) = J dx, (47) In effect, the transformation is equivalent tox'--.x, x'<l, and
fnd r x'--4, x'>I in the exponential (but not inand similar integrals dL with k2 replaced by J- k} .The sec- r = [(x _-X')2 +.$ + d ]12) with a simultaneous change in

ond integral can be reduced to the form of the first subject to 2 S [ 2 < + 12 +hin
the following inequalities: wave number, k1--k 12 = (k I - k )21. Since k <tk,!2, this

e f n i s is a small change that would be negligible in the amplitude
d2,<;2; 2<12; kl>l; k >k 2; k2> k jL . (48) but is sigricant in the phase. Physically this approximation
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is related to the fact that the principal contribution to the J',(k1) = E(,,A,,UI) + (ZF6,,,U2), (51)
fieldatx is dueto the nearest part of the current in theburied J2(k) = iki[E(6 2,, U32) + E (4,2,A4129U22)]. (52i
conductor, niamely, that atx' = x. Since this does not involve Similar integrals occur with k2 replaced by - k . Theyate
onlyaSvertica distance, there must be a simultaneous correc-

tion in the effective wave number. AL( ± k ) = e± 'k[E(6A
4 IL,U L) + ZP(OSL,AIL,UALJ].

The integrals (Eqs. (46) and (49)] are generalized expo- (53)
nmtial integrals as shown in Appendix B. Specifically, In these formulas,

61 a/l/16; 522 a 2/812; '61L aLIPtL; (54)

.,= 1)Td; A 2 =912 +d 2 ; ,-4 1 =PIZ + d; (55)

U, =91,(I- x); U,2 =912(-x); UL =PLV-x); (56)
U2 f,(i + x); U2 = ,1l +x); U2L =,i1L(I+ x); (57)

and

k, = .6 + ia,; k,= = F -k T k,L = TF=, k (58)
612 + 'a 12; =461L +'iaL.

The complete expressions for Eq. (38) are

E (x,O) = E ',P ,O,d )D, elx[E (6,24,2,U,2) + E (,2,A12,PU22)]

- [Beikix + Ce- kz [E(6,.L4A.U,L) + (SP,,AIL,UL)] + CI)), X<I, (59)
for 1, (x') given in Eq. (34a) and

E '(xy,O) = E',#c(p,/2,dir1 [.D2((6,,4 ,, U,) + (6,,A ,,u)]
_ coL [E(SlLA L,UIL) + E(6 ,4,LU2L)] + C2A())X x<l, (60)

cos k jl
for 4 (x'j given in Eq. (35). Formulas for the range xi > /are like Eqs. (59) and (60) with x where it appears explicitly in
the three exponentials in Eq. 159) and in the cosine in Eq. (60) replaced hy 1.

VI. TYE SCATTERED FIELD IN AIR JUST ABOVE THE (k2/k,) 2 is small and r2 - (x' - x)2 +y2, it follows that
SURFACE OF THE EARTH 2d

The direct reradiated field from the buried insulated d + i[(x'-x)2 + y] 1/2 (62)
wire is partly transmitted into the air, partly reflected back Because 12 >d , the direct field at any point (xy = 0) is due
into the earth. Direct comparison with the numerical evalua- prmarily to the part of the buried wire directly below
tion of the exact integrals' has shown that the electric field in (x, = %-that is, the part nearx' = x so long as x'<il. When
the air directly above a buried unit dipole is accurately given x >1, x'-L Thus, extending the approximation in Eq. (49),
by the direct field multiplied by the plane-wave traTgmission
coefficient. It is to be expected that this can be generalized to 2d... x<, (63a)
small angles from the vertical. The plane-wave transmission d+ iy
coefficient when the electric field is perpendicular to the 2d
plane of incidence is f- d + i[( - x)2 + y2] X>. (63b)

f= 2 Cos a (61a) These are constants in the integration with respect to x'.
cos 0 + [ (k2/k sHence, the transmitted fields are given by Eqs. (59) and (60)

or multiplied by 2d/(d + iy) whenx<land by Eqs. (59) and (60)
with x = I in the exponentials and cosine and multiplied by

f= 22d 61b) 2d4(d + i(l-x)2 +92]/2] when x>l. The complfete finald (kl (x" -x) 2 
_ formulas for the direct scavered field just above the surface

since cos O = d /r and sin O = [(x'- x)2 + y2]1 2/r. Since oftheearthare

2d D , E "( , ,O ,d ) ik x
E "(xVy,O) =.dDk E'P. d)1 eai 'E 12A 12, U12) + E (6,121,U2)]

Xd + iyt"1
- (Be* '1+ Ce- *i) (81 tAIL U,,) + E:(1,ALUL, )] + C,((b)}, xj, (64)
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E , ( 2dD E o .,o 4) )E il; (PI ,.,

- (Be"' + C&- kL)[P(6& ,AL,,UL) + Ei1,L,A1,u2L)] + cf.()}, x>I, (65)

when the cuirent is given by Eq. (34a). The corresponding expressions for the cuirent in Eq. (35) are

"(Xj,,o =(2dP2Eo°:rr7,2,d),U,
2. Y10) d + iy X -, U1)+E(,1,U 2)]

Co '"X[k(61L, 4=.-I) + z('6, A=,v )] +C2 c jX<1, (66)
cos kiLl

Esw2dD12E,-,0(p,,,r2,d) ,_

-E*('6L,AIL,U,L)-Z&(6,L,AI,L,U 2,L) + C.(I)], x>l. (67)

V1I. THE TOTAL ELECTRIC FIELD IN THE AIR JUST where Ke---E'mE(xy,O)/Eu(xyO,). Or
ABOVE THE SURFACE OF THE EARTH IE.(xv,0)I = IE f(xy,o)1

The el-etric field incident from the transmitting an- X + K -',d cos(4 +,81d)
tenna in Region 2 (air) is obtained directly from the bound-
ary conditions E,(p,0,0) = E2,(p,5,0) and + K 2e - 2o-d sL- 2( + f13d )}112

E,0(p,0,0) = E.(p.,0) with Eqs. (1) and (2) at z = 0. The x = iE (xy,0)1{ I + 2Ke -"a1 cos(;I + 6d)
component is 2"(.

E ,{(o,6,0) = E (p,0,0)cos 4 + ,O)sin46 + e71)

- Gg(k:,ok 1)COS +2Gh (kao.ktsin2 . (68) Evidently, the total field varies periodically with B6d. Thus,
there are maxima near (€b +,6 1d) = niT with n even, viz.,

In Cartesian coordinates, p = v -oo, os COS IE(xy,0)L.'-E'nixy,0)(I +Ke-aCd), (72)
-xd 0+ , and sin 6. Hence, and minima near (b + 3 d) = nr with r odd, viz.,

-, = [xog(k 2=Io- ,kt) IEz xy,,Okl,- IE(xy,0)l(1 - Ke- .- (73)E u ( Xo0 , 0 1 ) = t2 Z +. (-- - -
01 It is seen that the amplitude of the oscillation decreases ex-

- 2y(h (k2Pxo-+ o,kA)], (69) ponentiallywith depth asexp( - a d) = exp( - d/d)wIhere

where the amplitude G is defined in Eq. (3). Since interest is ds is the skin depth.

in the distribution of the field relative to the scattering ob-
ject, the xy coordinate system with origin at the point 14

(pc, 0, 0) directly above the center of each scattering an- f'300MHz
tenna is used. As shown in Fig. l(a), when the antenna is -ir:80
locatedinAreaIwith , =0, xo =x +p, andyo =y; when 12- (---05 S/-
locatedi Area1 with 0 ir/2,xo = xandyo =y +p,. In , 102 s/M
all of the calculations, p, has been set equal to I m. 10- "

The scattered fields on the surface in Region 2 (air) are
given by Eqs. (64H67). The total fields in the two locations - k '9.4 mel : O.167m, t ''/2

with the associated induced currents Eqs. (34a) and (35) are 8[

,' -(xy)=E,(xy,O)+E (x,O), (70) E kz:2r"

where R(y,0) is given by Eq. (69) and Eft(xdY,O) is ob-
tained from Eqs. (64) and (65) with Eq. (8) for the current Eq. 4--- ,,-- ..
(34a) in &,c buried antenna with center at x. =p, = 1 m, CIL ......

Yo = 0. and from Eqs. (66) and (67) with Eq. (22) for 2he cur-L " .2 r.....
rent Eq. (35) in the buried antenna with center at xo = 0, F[
yo=p, = I M. = II I ...

The propties of the total field at any point (x,C,) as a 0 1 z 3 4 5 6 7

function of the depth d of the buried antenna are readily d (cm)
dtermined, Thus, FIG. 2. Wave number k. = O6 + ial for induced current on insulated

IE',(x,,O) I = E(xv,0) i1 +Ke-amde + 6,d] 1' ttering rod: Ares .
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f-"300MHx o5%--Cs S .a6cmXr)l.0Lcmo used in !ocating buried objecs. Calculations have been made
q, aSo 4: 2JD s/m,,%,zZocm04- of these fields in Area I atf= 300 MHz for the hofizontal

=1 - half.wave transmitting dipole described in S. V of Part V
I\ " and a metal .setcring rod of letigth 21 =33.4 cm, =,Lmn

a -0.159cm, ennsed in a tyrofeam insulatingsheath with
S. , ~ ~--.. oulter radius b = 0.413 cm. The specified length was chomen

2 ko "tld / in ordcr to have a scattering rod of constant length near
resounnc viz.,fi31-r2 for all values of the depth d in the

S range0<d8scm.
/ Grapbs of andal irthe wave number k of the

ScImrtnt in the scatteing rod as a function of the detb d are
..... ,.-.......---- howninFig 2.Sincek varieswithd,thelengthV=33A

0 (Total fild I ',0dont f#*W
C; 1-/ E21 0.O,O)I 1 1 Eo,ooI

. \ _ __ __ _

d~
I I AT t ,~ ~ -- ~c

11ECAry.Q1 irVmn L nV/Am.

301 10 0.2 0 1 30 07
0.5• 20 - t 120 0.75

10- 1',4 -0 o

0 1 3 "4 5E O 0 0.91
d in cm C S

FIG. 3. Eicu field i air over insulated scattering rod at depth d in saWt 0

water: Area 1. -10 1.02

V111. CALCULATED FIELDS FOR THE LABORATORY -20l /0 11
MODEL: AREA I I f .03OOmf

Of interest in the air above a buried scm,.tering object are -0 " 0 3 Rod . 1.32

the incidmt lateral-wave field, the scattered field, and the Ro

total field-which is the only one actually measured and ,_--_
-20 -10 0 10 20

(a) y "' On

25-. o of . " -- 1 I IOoI, I I E2T~T (x,1I in V/Am d,4.5cm
I _______ - IEAI..2

4kAII'40 4.,%*1m. rIO £411 RloC.4I z20

15 20 - .

d15 (tm 4 5 03 j

2.75

to - 225 m.5

a;- , _ 20-
.2 1 0 0 10 0f30 V

n CAIM~ Inslated

030 4(' s Scottaping Rod
o'22 S/in

rot5 , Z., 
E 2,4 

1985
05 3/mc -0 - 0 0 trln 10 o2

_ ,• s, 20 -0 0 10 z 0

,,If cin IG. 5. Contou di&Vrm ofacattere elccswic fidd on su..fwce above insulat.
ed 3catterer of length V = 33.4 =m at depth d in m t water

F=IG. 4. Et.!ct=^ Sld direcly over insulated icattring rod (y= 0); Arat 1. (it,= 66.5. + 05.6 m-'): Area1.(s) d,= .5cm.,(b) d =4.3c=
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cm is chdsenm $0 tbz-,S b~ 11Mits D2 2-U fl, I v12 di&'rs ts iscdigy A 1,/7p the iralu ift %ould b1.v foa
'r-- bi;sg raNun r. s* fitwr w~ib xeaive pemiui'wqty 1aug plmu at set obkac
et -&Dand wIi~h,'W 01 -112 Simr for =ne snt of dzts

v, = Q5 /m Por s- gn w r t z~ i s-oor a, ~2S/m withskr
ComW-ar Em tt &-IS al thc point x~. .= &)Cectly &1 bet]3 = 2.9c C the rigii, co, 0.5 S/ jwt . sin
2baa tr ofe of tb vterbgi rod sms a fj~t= d fits &ei~tJ 61 vi. cm 0:2 the 14 L 71- variab~e is the Lnitttcx

depth d when the tueditz v. talt vater %ith th ciadtv- ftorr, t~e ont dizvctly over te =ete of th* ~~r the
ics O1 =22d 03S/z& Tbit- s Own iaFig- . *ThIciei Pra is th pt .Ao shbon i r ifi eis the

dlent aterei-wavre fI~d ,s indtpendent of d-b-i is gmaer incident fed& the effe~ct of the scaercd field in distorting
whm the titivitthi ik th, w th: iar k 2in the the intMIZn fickd is, Of Oor-e, much greter when the scat-
deactamitr ofthe zwpatude Gzyn by Er,- (31- 7hec WW~i.tr is in thc ro~um a2owcr =oductivity whe: c all depflh~s

W& e zhs. W-nue4 CA Ot dt~ss with &p'kh, but is also are snia~her than 35e s", depth. in the medium with higher
vao&4d by, the coupEis of thz snwi-ded rod t-- Ut kagc con~ictivit - tht effect ofthe scattered field decreases rapid-

eay *- iL- lhow1 r Go d wt y. ! gr a &, of rxe B- lly a -ptlis greater thai the sin depth, bait is stil sipiWfl
:tal field os=Xaes abom ..hx Lnidn Uld. 71b c~ii=c at mwice the skin dnath Actually more important than the
beiwem ;'-,ma~rum md minimum values dqxaed-. m th. sakin dentb is the phase cthe scttered field relativc to that of

-bc. nof Ct scaurin catrnna with its imagc and !beincid ent ldas determained by thee4th ofthe scaterer.

S4. Sbersnq RN' :! d'c a ji catrngRda 4*2c ~ 4.

.1110

2d IN

2 -0.5

10 5 t

of 1-0 6..L.L.. laar fil m si R6Esncicwabove nsu.-30 -20 -10 0 10 2D 30-30 -20 -10 0 10 20atcinrdo 3ghh3
(a) ynmncmcla a depth d in Wat witer (a, - 2 S/mlI:

A=c 1. (t) d 2 cm. (b) d 4.5 cm,
L.5 

- 1.5

(CM) 1.020ll C~

~j1 3 0.5 -0 0.O
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E 10 I I
0

-02-15 10 50 0 0301 0 10 (,O 2 030

(bI yin Scmtein o HeigRz acm 4
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Wn.= tain qz; *1 v t t-'ipe %i' cm) copzred to thehigh "mountain's" at greate depths and
2ei-thx1 ftat of the l d I ", tb i e thedeep ",valejes t smaller depth&.

o-t fphzssc the magnitude the ti~ r.c ,s A mor detailed study ofthe totl field over Area I has
.lu, dbzw .i of the incident field. S k , o j been carried out specifica'ly with d = 2 cm with a deep "val-

2eld ,1 a A1eviv:c wave traveling len gthw.,y" imr t- a4 over the scattrer and with d = 4.5 cm for a, = 2 S/m
wherets the mrxent in the & ttcrng rod is a ...wpEm,-d and d = 4.0 cm for o, = 0.5 S/m, both with a high "moun-
&-erpositon of a tmveling wave with the wave ni ner , taid over the scarterr.
u-.d a standing wave -,ith the wave number k ., the OTer- Contour diagrams of the magnitud. of the scattered
mces b htwea 31 phas . of the incident and sca ttred d edin AreaIwithd= 1.5cmandd -4.5cmfor1 1 =2S/
over the length the od vary. This accounts for ti't a.m,- m are snxiwn in Fig. S. For both depths the scattered field
mctric paturs artd the fact that the transition from a rvwssteeplY directly overthescatteringrod. Thelargest
"mountain" to a "vn.lcy" in the total field is not uniform 4-d LA t hcty over the center of the rod. Simillr diagrams
(w-r the lngth of the wire so at there isa waysa n observ- cam be Aftt' wben a, = 0.5 S/rn.
;! effect although this can be quite small (as with d- 3.25 Th7e ttal Eld with o' 2 S/m is shown in Fig. 6(a) for

j X-Ilyl(cm)I
- I-^120 10

..5 15

E 5.

4101.0o -- 1.0\ i

Zs fr 0  2.

05 -05
f 30OMHZ -10 0"
Ei 80 . .5

1-, "05 S/lrn :' r
Scatetng rod Scatleteu R t d z2cm

-20 -I0 0 10 20 30-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30
{)y in cm x In cm FIG. 7. leccrivfield inairtbove msuhlat.t

10)termg rod of length 21 = 33.4 cm at depth d in
salt watcr (a, = 0.5 Vail: Arta 1. la; d =2 cn,.

2. yl(cm) 2. (b) d = 4.0 cm.

-5,
-5

2.0 -10 -25 -20

-20
E -1

1- 25 10 2 0 1.5

oINC

0 10

IE- E 'ClX,y,o)

1.0 r (cm) a 25 20 15 10 5 2 j1.0

SScattering o at d4O Scattering R d 4.0€m

045 . 1 -0.5
-30 -20 -10 0 to 2.0 30-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30
()y in cm x in cm

(b .
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d= 2 d iFg. 6(b) ford= 4.5cm. Ihcurvmy is HI corresponds to Fig. 3 for Area I 'with a, =2 S/m. The
thevariableandxtheparameteron theeftand vicevemon amiplitudes of all of the fields are %ee to'be substantially
:he igbhL In Fig. 6(s) the magnitude of the held is characfter- smaller. Figure 9 Ullustrates the interference patterns gener-
ized by a deep and very narrow "valley" over the insulate ated by the scattered field on the surface above the scattering
conductor since the incident and scattered fields are nearly rod with the depth d as the paramete. In Fig. 9(a), as in Fig&
out of phase. In Fig. 6(b) the "valfley" is repLaced by a high 4, the field is represetad lengilwise directy above the scat-
narrow " mountain" sinze the incident ind scattored fields tein od. Itmiscymrcin nx.In F 9b), h e field ishown
are almost in phase.- The valley and mountain are symmetric
imy but &-.jmmetric inx because the phase and magnitude of ____________

the incidenfieldvvxy Oomg the length of the scuering rod. f -300 MHz. - tr'~ 80,0' 2 S/rn
Similar curves for a. 0.5 S/ni are in Fig. 7. It is evident- (0)1 i(E,.i
from these diagrAms that measurenients made of 1N,(xyQj PyamjN
wh a reiingdle vdalong ther f .:f the water 0.6-C 0 m ~
should clearly indicate the presence Ad locaton of the .6d (W 2.5

nyamIB, :v0 iLntstantially th e sam e res ultnm This 0.5L /1buied ob*Lct Alternatively, a receiving loop can e used tofollows from Eqs. (1) and (2).

IX. CALCULATED FIELDS FOR ThE LABORATORY 6 Q.4 - -

MODEL~ AREA 11

The field over the insulated conductor when located in 0.3-
Area 11 diff~ers from that in Area I in the following way~s. The
component of tht electric field parallel to thex-directed scat-
terer is primarily E,6 instead of E,. Since -PAdecreases with 0.2
radial distance much more rapidly than E,,, the incident 011.0
field is smaller even at one wavelength from the transmittingI
antenna. The current induced in the scattering rod is due 0.ij-
primarily to E# and this is practically constant in amplitude I Scattering Rod at Depth d
and phase ov'er the entire scatterer. Consequently, th.- in -

duced cwrent consists almiost entirely of a simple standing 0-0 -1 0 10 2
wave with a nearly constant phase along the' entire length of a n M
the rod. As a result, the scattered field aind its interference (a)
pattern with the incident fieWd are simpler. Figure 8 for Area 0 ___________8____

f%300MHz 9(rs8O orjsS/mn
2-1 0,Y.0)I.=--1E21 (0'.O)l

fxWOMW E,,u80 . 01' 2S/rn
0.? ~ 11 2. cm. X, it 9.6 CM 0.6- d (CM)'2

.75
E Or-T~o''o)I1.5

0.6- 1 SCT 10 0 ) 0.5- 1.25

05- E 0.

r 12 E2j00 1 -w- C O)I 
2.0-

>0.3- t75

N. 0.1-
03 - Scattsring Rod at Depth d 1

o -I
- 020 -10 0 10 20

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 n Cr
dm cm (b)

FIG. S. macinc Wita w am owzsaied aatcj rod at dqpth di w Wt FIG. 9. Elccui kWd ovac iasal-td scattering rod., Area 11 (a)i y 0. (b)
Water Ans 11. -0
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alongalinepnpeidiculartond crossingabovethecenterof
the 23cling rod. It rSPOnds to Fig. 6 at x = 0 fora J r

widerange of valu of d. Dtpending on the depth d, the
scauered feld augments or decreases the incident ild to =eakf exp(iJk=, -k.cosh )d8
form sharp "mountain.-:'or deep "valleys." Note tbhat these _J
are asymmetric in y. = vkax=ii)().

It i see that the geni l nat ofthe field in Area -ri1 0'Hg (4 k v k +d-). (A3)

eemblae that in Area L Except quite close to the transmit- It follows formally that with k = 0,
ta, the amplitude of the incident fld is smaller becauseE _
decs as19l/p 2,E as /paftertheinitialngeswith 1/p3  - ' o (k, +). (A4)
dec~retse. In See d B0, is to be preferred. fa,' de wih , s .tu fr ,

deceass.ngeex1,E ~Therefore, with rkT--kT subsituted for k,,

X ONCLUSION y exI-*4f k -%
The application oflater& eletroimgnezic waves gener- r

ated by a dipole lying on the surface of the earth or s,,oa to
locote a buried or submerged object has been ailyzed in =- .0 ( F ). (A5)
detail when tht scattering obstacle is an insulated metal rod With Eq. (A3), it also follows that
nearresonanceat the operating frequency. It is clearly dem" f es'" -f exP-jk- k r)'
oastrated that a significant change in the electric field over -- dx' = ea dx (A6)
the volume occupied by the scattering object is observed and - r . r
that this is sufficiently localized to permit an accurate This transformation applies when k = k2 or k - k .
bounding of the area above the object. It is anticipated that a Subject to the conditics (48) which require I to be large
somewhat smallerresponsewilloccurwhen theburied rodis compared with y and d (which occur in
bare metal. The scattering from objects like a metal disk or r = [(x' - x)2 +y + d 1V2 ), it can be assumed that Eq. (A6)
any region with a wave number that is significantly different is a good approximation when the infinite limits are replaced
from that ofthe ambient medium will be investigated quanti- by the large but finite ones, viz., ± L That is,
tatively since the method W definite promise for discover-
ing and locating .nderground oil fields. Note that the ap- r' e'k,r"" ,  . exp(ijk: k2 r)
proach in this paper is quite different from that of Mabmoud J_. r 1., r"-e' X< AT)
et al. for the inisitely long cylinder.

This approximation is best when Ix'! < I, but should be ac-
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ty. APPENDIX B: EVALUATION OF EXPONENTIAL

APPENDIX A: EVALUATION OF AN INTEGRAL INTEGRALS
The integrals in Eqs. (46) and (49) can be expanded asIn order to evakiate Eq. (40) consider first the integral follows:

Jef~ A*,+ ulf .k,
-- dx', (AI) _- e),. (BI)

where 
where

k=k2ork= k. andr=[(x'-x)2 +y+ d2]12.Lot k=,G+ia stands for k, in Eq. (46) or k12 in Eq.

X, = X + NF T s dx' =- 'd coshO .d d, 149), (B2)

r V+d'snV+)=; --- oh0 and

It follows that r, = V(x' - x);+ y d,

=.f e" ep[ily'+d ( cosh +ksinhh)]d=. (B3)
- Now let the following short-hand notation be introduced:

U =6(x' - x) in the first term in Eq. (B1),
Now lot k, -A osh a, k=Asinha, A k,, - ; U= (x'+x)inthesecondterminEq.(B1),
0+a=.TMk1 co&sh +ksinhO=A(coshacosho
+s7nh ". C)= A coth,and AV =, N ;+d, WM=.JUh 1+ R, 8= = a/, (B4)
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Also le ~E8 U= I -e-ale-W-,f (lO
U0 =,6x, U=f(I-.). U2 =f6 + (B5) -E(,.U I Z(BG

With this notation IA. (BI) becomes The function E (6,A, U) has been tabiaated when a/l = (,

f ,e6ew rts e-~( and whn 6= (a/l)-= 1.10

The generalized exponential integra can now be defined as
follows: HS.Ta n LWP.Kn.Rd d 13(961

E(8,1 U - iu 1H S. Tvan =nd H. W. P. King, U RiSc S, M771966L.

sio7 W 3P . P. Vig n L C. She%. IMTran& Actcnz= Propagal. AP-30,
1165 tl922.

With Eq. (W7), Eq. (B6) becomes: 4
R. W. P. King. 3. AprL Pbr- 37, l3 (1985)

J=:F E(6,A,Uj + EV(, A, U2), 1 R W. P.Y PS aing sd L C. Sb m* J. ,1Ph)-47 5 n6 Itt 97
PB) *R. W. P. King. IME T=Ls Ant.-nnaa Propapal. AP.24, 327 (19761.

sincet (,A, - U0) E E(,A,UQ).Thisisusuallyrnorecon- 'L W. P. Kin&. a L C. Shcii Radio S&d.4, 1049 (1979.
venient in the alternative form: rS F. Mabmoud S. K. AIL and J. P, Wai, Rsdio Sd. 18, 1295119811.

5afof the Coamputuioa Librewq, Tables of GemCe irwe~i an~d Co.
Zv(,A,) snh-UM)- E6,AU),(Bq s~e~nevvFz~cd~(HPanvard Uzu%=ity. Cainbfidgc. MA 194n)

E(5,AU)~f oif'U/ th C(,,) (9 ompuation laborztev. Tabesof f.-!iad ena.
where Intsul Fucdons Muav&.-4 Univcsity. Camhtidge, MA, 1949)1.
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Electromagnetic surface waves: New formulas and their application to
determine the electrical properties of the sea bottom

Ronold W. P. Ki%.
Gad= McKay "brry. Haword Uxvrj, Cauge. Msr == 02138

(Received 24 January 1985 accepted for publication 22 July 1985)

Electromagnetic sudfa waves can propagate along boundaries between electrically different
media like air and earth or sea vater and rock. They have unusual properties that make them
valuable tools in geophysical p,ospecting and diagnostim. They re not -uimd to deep sounding.
Much of the carrent theory for their geophysical applicati.n ha been limited to reages of the
palameern and variables that permit the use of Notton's graphs which were developed for radio
communication over the earth. A recently derived set of accurate, very general, and simple
formulas for the surfac,-wave fMeds of anten.s near a boundary surface has provided an
expanded horizon for understanding and using surface waves as distinct from plane waves that
travel down into the earth. The new formulas are given and used to assist in the interpretation of
available measurements and then applied to the determination of the average conductivity and
permittivity of the part of the lithosphere very close to the sea bottom where the lateral waves
travel.

I. INTRODUCTION distance, so tbt bighly wurate measured data on the decay
Animportant application of classical physics is to gec, rate of the electric field are required.

physical prospecting and diagnostics. Among the electrical Referces toelectromagneticsurfacewaves" are often
methods used for these purpos, electromagnetic surface limited to those generated by vertical antennas in the air
waves have found only Lhimited application. This may be due above the surface of the earth. This is also true of many
in pazr to the complexity of the underlying Sommerfeld izne- experimental investigatiois,"' 9 in which the field in the air
gra.is in which the numerous parameters and variables occur over the earth is evaluated or measured directly orin models.
in physically obscure combinaions, and in part to preoccu- The theoretically determined field is usually separated into a
pation with ranges of parameters and variables of interest in direct wave, a refl ted wave, and a surface wave. Since the
radio communication over the surface of the earth. Simple direct and reflected waves cancel along the-boundary, the
functional relationships, which form the basis of effective entire field there is that maintained by the suriace wave
methods of measurement, are not evident in the rigorous which includes the error-function or Fresnel-integral term
integrak and no general perspective is provided by numer- represented by Norton's curves.
ous approximate formulas for limited, nonoverlapping A systematic study of the properties of the complete
ranges of the variables and parameters. This is illustrated in field generated by vertical and horizontal electric dipoles at
the use of surface waves to measure the electrical properties cd ear the boundary between two electrically different
of the earth." - On the other hand, geophysical studies that half-spaces can lead to the discovery and development of
use natural electromagnetic fields originating in the Earth's more general and sensitive applications of surface waves
magnetosphere and ionosphere do not involve lateral than are contained in Norton's curves. This possibility ap-
waves, pears not to have been recognized heretofore, perhaps be-

When both the transmitting and receiving antennas are cause of the complicated nature of the Sommerfeld-integral
vertical monopoles on the surface of the earth, the entire field
along that surface consists of the ground or surface wave >. 10 00
(with possible contributions from ionospheric reflections). In O 3

the absence of a simple formula for the vertical component30
E, 0,0) of the electric field at the radial distancep from the b*
source, use is made of the well-known curves of Norton5 (see b 10 600

ig. I) which represent the magnitude of the electric field as 1 900

a function of the radial distance contained in the "numerical 1- 1800I
distance"P = [plexp~ib = ik lpl2k', where kis the com.-.

plex wave numter of the earth and k2 the real wave, number 10
of the air. A logarithmic curve-matching procedure is used Z
to determine the electrical properties of the earth from the Z 1.
measured decay rate with radial distance of JE, o,)j. How- 0.1 1 10 100
ever, and this is obvious from Fig. 1, there is very little spread Numerical Distance p
between Norton's curves over the full range of possible val- FIG. 1. Drby of ground wave tnstty with propagption disnm (Nor
uesofk, as contained in the angle b ofthe complex numerical ton's grapbs).
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rep ntadon' and the Iack of continuity in vwous sp- startling intafeacepaettens resulting from the interaction
pmmoiate fom as.3"-' Som e ofeinterstin g properties of the direct fields from the source and its image with the
of eral waves have become evident from mtmezictl evalua- bl=t]wave field. This b~ecme evident from the new analy-
tions of the general integrals for the boundary between air tc fb-m - tobediscussbelowin another application.
andthe eath (sualaW, e - and for theu water-lithos- It i6 hoped that these formulas can add physical insight to
pbere bounda.y. ' Significantly, even these detailed and :he riumerical evaluation of the Sommerfed inte ls in r-
cmpreensive evaluations faed to discover and display the oent audi-s of the ceanic crustY '

IL THE FIELDS OF THE HORIZONTAL AND VERTiCAL ELECTRIC DIPOL., TWO-LAYER PROBLEM
Tbe conlee lectro mgneic feld at any point due to a unitx-directed borizontal ectic dipole at a height din Region 1

lz>0% wave numberk, = 4, + iOw)]' sewater) above Region 2 (zX0, wave number k2 = ou4 + kz2/ u], rock

or deep sediment, is deermined by King and Smith (Ref. 20, pp. 607.-620) directly from Maxwel's equaions. At the point
.p,.%) in cy'indrical coordinates in Reon 1, a typical component in integral form is

~~ #~ ~(yl Q/2)[J4Ap) _I (p)] (k~ p/2y)[4( J 2(p]jeU~ ~ dA

+ k 4.J&) -( V212)[J0(A) -jp))y'e' 1 Ad)(I

Stmdar mtegrals for the other five components in Region I and the six components of the field in Region 2 are in Re," 20 [Chap
11, Eqs. (5.10H.20)1. When /I =12 Po,

= (7-r,(, + rJ, Q = (k 2r 2 - k;yVl(k2 r2 +k ,); (2)
r,=(kA 2)3"2 , r2 =(k2 A2)"/2  13)

The time dependence is e - i and # is measured from the ed fittd2-2-"z--which cannot be represented by plane
positivex axis. wavms-includes not only the reflected wave but also the

In recent applications to the lithosphere all six formulas ou.xd-traveling surface wave. Subject only to the follow-
were rederived' in a form specialized to low frequencies so ing u niditions:
that the condition a_<o" with k 2--. W14oa is applicable to ;,I3k:I; IkspI>3; p>5z1, p)Sd, (4)
both Regions 1 and 2. When applied to homogeneous half-

spaces, the "'response functions" of the sea-lithosphere and wi the notationi
boundaryareRm = -P, R ., = - Q, wherePandQare f(k 2p,k,)----j
given in Eq. (2). In the discussion of the integral formulas for kao
the six components, the following statement was made23: gkp,k,)
"The mathematical complexity...masks their conceptual ik2  I i
simplicity. In each case the first terms, involving the coefi. p 02 kZ03
dentsRrE andR A-,represent the electromagnetic field due V p /2 ,
to an image current induced in the conducting earth, while e - ' m 2ki .7 (kp,k,), (5)
the second terms represent the primary field in the oean." k P Yk,-S- - k 

2p I

This statement is not quite complete. The first terms also and
include the very important surface wave that propagates ra- .9- (k2p,k) = (1 + - C2(k I p2k 2) - iS2(k I p/2k ),
dially outward and actually dominates the field along the

bound-y. The field associated with the surface wave is quite (6)
complicated. It is perhaps well to add that while the coeffi- where
dents R and Ram are indeed analogs of the reflection C(u) + i 2(Ul= (2v:)-) 12 edt, (7)
coefficients ofelectromagnetic theory, this is only in a formal
sense tht applies to the elementary generalized plane waves the six components of the integratzd field in Region 1 (z>O
in the integrands and involves complex angles. The integrat- sea water) are

I

E 1,(p,z}=- 2 ' cs 4 kifko p'ki eLP ea' + d) i)-- + et& ] , (8)

Ef,(p,0,z}=. .Tsi [ea k"  , +3+ e-2 , k (k2p,k,))

+ e" l,  , z I (eIar, + ea,',) k (9)
1 J, y p2op3).4 , ,1oP 1  p3W.6
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2 k , U1

E1(,3~[_ 2~, ~2 \pp p p2, (O

Pa., k, -p2 22 p -- 2Z p Srok2 p,&i)I

B~p~p, ,,.)= -- ",| p2  p3  k~p "k2p/
21r

B16(4~,) 2~~5[g[ 2p* +& jk r~ +7 2 '! 's (zd .ak ~ e i~ k 1 (2
Po 1n L 3ip3kj

_ k.o 2  \_ k 3ik 1 ki, k ~
P pPp 2 , p p"I

(13)

The distances r, and r2 from the source dipole and its image from the !cus of the Po jitng vec;or in Region 2 beginning

to the point of observation, respectively, are nearu ne dipole and pro4i . ; thc radial cistance P0

where i crosse s the stf ac frotu Regi-o 2 L' Region ;. At

r= [ p2 + (z - d )2] 112; q2 = [ p2 + {z + d )2] / (14) the relhtively low frcquende, useful in mnea5urCW't 2 , r
the sea floor, for ehich k - {i o1)"2; k.-({02p o')" / , the

The formulas {8H-(13) ac accurate equivalents of the locus is definedin term oifz' = - z, z'0, by

general integrals thraoughout the indicated range which ex- =-(2/'il L{pPo 15

ludes only a small region close to the source. They have =-('/r)
2 Pl(PP)(5

been extensively checked numerically and experimentally with a maximum penetration z4, = (or2/ou2 )2po/e. where

over wide ranges of the paramneters and variables. Even in the e = 2.718. Also determined is the fraction of the total power

very sensitive ranges where the interaction of the primary P2. in Region 2 that continues on in Region 2 beyond a radius

and image fields with the lateral-wave field produces sharp r0 as a spherical wave and the fraction that is diverted as a

interference maxima and minimza, the representation is lateral wave that reaches the boundary surface between the

quantitatively accurate, radii p = re and p = 2.715ro. With PL the power in the la-

The formulas (8H-{13), unlike the integrals they repro- teral wave and Ps the power in the spherical wave, the ratios

sent, explicitly show that the field consists of three parts. ae

Theeare(1)thedirect feld from 2thesurcedipoleat (,0,d) PL/PT = {o2/a1 "n2; P5 /Pr = 1 - (0"2 /ad)"2
• (16)

given by all terms with the exponential factor eik '?; (2) the
reflected field or field from an image dipole at (0,0, - d ) giv- Gencral integrals for E {(p,z), E:{ p,z), and B (paz) in

en by the sum of terms with the exponential factor eiklr:; and both regions due to a vertical electric dipole at z = d in Re-

(3) the lateral-wave field with the exponential factors gion 1 are in Ref. 28 together with integrated formulas. The

eL , t*+dD) (/k2 which represents a wave that travels down Iateral-wave parts of the field in Region 1! are given by

from the source a distance d in sea water (Region 1) to the Et,(.p z) = - Et: (p,O,z), (17)

ocan fleer,then proceeds radially outwrd adistacePP a- E,=( p~z} = - (k2, /k t)EA ( p,0,z}, (18)
allel to that floor in the lithosphere (Region 2), and finally

propagates upward from the sea floor a distance z into the where the subscripts v and h refer to vertical and horizontal

ocean to the point of observation at (p, b,z). The amplitude of dipoles.

the lateral wave is determined by the exponential attenu-

ation e_- ,, dl for the vertical up-and-down paths in the se Il1. LATERAL WAVES AND VERTICALLY LAYERED

water, and by e - ,P "for the horizontal path in the lithos- MEDIA

phere. In addition, it decreases by functions of the type Studies of the oceanic crust2 3 '24 ' 9 are not limited to a

g(k2 p,k1 ), given in Eql. (5), which involve inverse powers of lithosphere modeled as ahomogeneous half-space. They also

the radial distance p and a Fresnel-integral term. When Re- treat the more general problem of a lithosphere (Region 2,

gion i is sea water, the direct and reflected fields are much z'<0) with a conductivity that is a function of the vertical

more rapidly attenuated with radial distance than the lateral coordinate, a2 = o2(z), that varies discontinuously from lay-

wave since they experience the exponential attenuations er to layer. The sea boundary of the horizontally layered

e- h,, and 6- °'" with a1e.tx2. It follows that at all distances region is characterized by generalized reflection coefficients

fowih-~~-,,tefedi ofutdb h s~l or response functions R~s and RTrM obtained with a one-

ly outward-traveling surfac wave. dimensional recurrence formula similar to that derived and

Of particular interact is the depth of penetration into used for downward-traveling plane waves.4 Noic that in

Region 2 of the lateral wave. This has been determined transmission from the air (wave number k2) into the earth

3814 J. Appi. Ptiy5., Vol. 58, No. 9.1 November 1985 Ronold W. P. King 3814
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(wvenumberk,)thertio Ik,/kfislagesothat theelectro- = -" / cos
magneic field is a locally plane wave propagating nonlly 2irk,
to the surface. Also the plane-wave inpedance is determined × 1 ,
only by the conductivity and frequency and does not depend - (231
on the incident wave strumr The situation is very differ- ro o k,7.
ent when the primary field is generated by a horizontl di- B2(p,4,,z) aq. 2 eae sin 0
pole in the sea water above the surface of the lithosphere. 2trk3
Transmission isnow from a region with large wave numbtr I ik, 3 M
into one with a much smaller wave number so that tbe field I ,. 2s"~w. (24)

ansmittd into the lithosphere, even when reptesented by r0 r- k /
elementary plane wave, bends tway from and not towards
the normal. Furthermore, the field in the sea water now in- Formulas (19H24) are gocd approximations of the field in
eludes a surface wave in addition to any partially reflected the lithosphere (z < 0) when Ik~rj I and tzl is no- ,oo mall.
wave. However, the field alc: ae boundary (z = 0) in the lithos-

A study of the Poynting vector in both regions' shows phcrt i curtmely known from the boundary conditions
that the field from the horizontal dipole in the sem at z = d IEqs. (5(13). Thus,
enters the adjacent lithosphere only in a n&rrow oaedirect-
ly below the dipole. Tis suggest thi Wet 5ld in the fitb-. Ejf pO), , = E, , 6.0),
phere can be determined a. points Qat are not 2o0 close by Fp,0} = E (p4,0}; (25)
ev 1 uatth' iu taggental electric field on the bound-

ary sivfute =d ucing this, in the form of an equivalent mat. E2,(p,0,0) (k I A 2) El, ( p,0,0,
netic surface current Km = fiXE, as the new source for the B2(p,6,0) = B,(p,AO). (26
4tctiromanetic field in the lithosphere. The components
K , = ZE and . =: - E, at : = 0 due to the x-directed It is the field given by Eqs. (9H24) that is incident on the
unit dipole at z = d are readily evaluated from well.known first honizontal layer in the lithosphere provided this is not
formulas. The contribution by an image at z - - d with an too close to the sea floor. If it is quite close, the field is given
equal unit electric moment in phase must, of curse, be in by Eqs. 19H24 wfth added terms that contain the surface
cluded since the large value of jk,/k,1, yields a reflection wave. 2' The partial reflection and transmission of the spheri-coefficient corresponding approximately to thai when cal wave representcd by Eqs. (19H24) at successive horizon-
Bg - 0 at z = 0. For calculating the field at sufficiently tal surfaces of discontinuity for o2(z) are, of court;, different
large distances, the magnetic moment of the entire magnetic from those of a downward-traveling plane wave. Calculation
surface current K, can be evaluated and lumped at the ori- of the upward reflected field can be made using Eqs. (I 9H24)
gin as the moment of a magnetic dipole. Thus with and a perfectly reflecting surface at the optim.nm depth."

X dy =_These show that the reflected spherical wave contributes less
f Edx dy ( - than 40% to the total field in the sea with at least 60% con-

f ftributed by the lateral wave. For other than optimum depth
E dx dy = 0, the lateral wave contributes as much as 90% or more to the

total field.
it follow that the equivalent magnetic dipole at z = 0 is Y The simple solution (H 10) for the electric field in sea

water above a lithosphere modeled as a homogeneous iso-
approximate effective source of the sufficiently distant field tropic half-space has no direct application to a horizontally
in the lithosphere. Th,. well-known field of such a magnetic layered lithosphere. However, it does permit useftl insights
dipole for the specified orientation and magnetic moment into important aspects of the numerically evaluated layered
and ith ro = (p2 + z) t 1 is models in their relation to both the half-space model and

E2 ,40- --- 9 ei° d cos '\ ( -1(.
k 2  l~ko measured results. In order to illustrate this, consider the

21rk -t o r ro . measured data of Young and Cox24 that were obtained with
(19) the arrangement shown in the upper part of Fig. 2 (which

corresponds to a part of their Fig. 2). The insulated transmit-
Ep,,)-- eik,,sin0- _ik._) e) ",, (20) ting dipole Tis at a distancep = 18.9 km along the sea floor

21rk, \to) ro r / from the crossed-dipole receiving antenna R. The angle
= p 6}- WO~p J.d COS 0(yr) (ik2 .. I elk', (21) between the transmilting antenna and the radial liep is 0in

21rkf, ro To ' the notation of Eqs. (8H13). Vectors to represent the compo-

nents E I p (p.,O) and E , (p, ,O) at R are shown in the fig-
.B, a(p4,z) = - ek,d sin $ ure. The two arms of the crossed-dipole receiving antenna

2ik, used by Young and Cox were not aligned to measure EtI

and E ,,, respectively, but rather the componentsEx andEy
x ( +. along the arbitraryXand Y directions shown in the diagram.

o +  k k=ioJ The angle between Yandp is 0. The angles 0 and b are not
(22) specified by Young and Cox 2

1 except as indicated in the dia-
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E, Ep sin Z#cot 10'£y-Epcos + gE*in *1

t -o : i' 4urJco

6. U6 )

. % 8 k ,rg 04 /
4 - ,; • . .- -.ce- -- ,•oozs

,PeIE.9 km ,u

:pP ".. O w 0 1 2 3
10 223IE2

HERT X 2 = 0.00 =/ is 1ear~ f = I HzIhtfrt e etfi"i

8 n wua d t loa
6 6 y-ga ol

n Ciietof.04Sec
l ~*0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3

an2 FIG. 3. E1 4p as.Of and IE.(pfor c alculatedfrom Eq. (Bland (9y iE
and lEm with m esured data cfYotg and Cox pRef. 24).

1 23 12 3
HERTZ q2= 0.004 S/rn is nearf = 0.5 Hz; that for the "best fit" is

FIG. 2. Tryod from Fip. 2 aed 3 of Young and Coxy (. 24!. anyrf= 1 Hzt
The comparison of the numerically calculated fields for

thc four models with the measured data and the selection of a
"best-fit model" raise interesting questions. First, why is the

gram in Fig 2 Et and Ey can be expressed in terms of the frequency dependence ofE different from that of E? Sec-
basic horizontal components E,, (p,0~,0) = E, ,, ( p,0,0)cos 6 ond, how cart Er be sensitive to all eight layers whereas Ex is
and E,(p,6,i) = E., (pir/2,o)sin as follows: not? sEh as calculated for the half-space model is in good

Ex= Eth fr ( ,,0)sin + E,, ( tpO ,S)cos 4, (27) agreement with the measurements and the presence of the
thEn dcre=ases. TpO~o s w +e mea,( sre da. (28 hypothetical eight layers with any one of thre different

= - , ~p,~,~co b E,4,~,~sinb. 28) combinations of conductivity has virtually no effect on the
When is small, Ex is dominated by E aphs). Er by field. If only wExI had been measured, the obvious conclu-
E,, p, o) The measured data of Young and Cox" are sion would have been that the lithosphere is a homogeneous
shown by the boxes in their Fig. 3 which is reproduced here isotropic half-space with a2 = 0.004 S/i. For a y1 the situ-
spartof Fig 2 E is seen to decrase rapidly and smooth- ation is very different. The field of the half-space model with

ly as the frequency is increased fron 025 to 2.25 Hz. On the a2 = 0.004 S/i is in poor agreement with measurements, its
other hand. JE r increases to a maximum nex f= I Hz and mrtximum is clearly at the wrong frequency, and the three
then decreases. Together with their measured data, Young different layered models all lead to different fleids-all L
and eox2 also showed numerically calculated graphs of better agreement with the measurements than the half-space
wllA I and easu for a lithosphere represented successively by mcdel. It is from Ee that the "best-fit" layered model was
(a) a homogeneous isotropic half-space with a2 = 0.004 S/i selected. But how can Ex be almost totally transmitted
,dotted fines), and (b) a stack of eight horizontal layers in a through, while Ey is significantly reflected from some or all
total depth of33 ki (dashed and solid-line curves), as depict- of the latemrfly homogeneous layers?
ed in their Fig 4. All four graphs of tE h I are reproduced in The Antire problem is illuminated with the help of the
Fig 2, Although they are calculated for four very different integrated formulas (8) and (9). For the range 0.25 3 Hz,
models, they differ negligibly from one another and al agree a, = 3.2 S/i, the specified distance p = 18.9 km between
well with the measured values. Ile corresponding graphs of transmitting and receiving antennas, and z = d = 1 mn, all

j~!differ significantly fiom one another and only the one contributions from direct and reflected fields are negligible,
"best-fit"' curve (in solid lines) agrees reasonably well with the same is true of the Fresnel-integral term of the lateral-
the measured data. All ha-e maxima but these occur at dif- wave field. Also, e-ks - 1. It follows that the complete accu~-
ferent frequencies: that for the half-space model with rate expressions for the components (8) and (9) are

27701p 2  ) -2ra , 3 [a2 + 2a P + i + a2p)], (29)

3616 ) =. .si VoI 5e,4 No 9,1 November e85 [a2P+o(1 +aW. (29
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.. FIG. 4. E2.p,O) of vertical unit dipole in air
% 10MH 10 (Region 21 on the surface of sea water (Region-I00 ¢q , / 20l);f= 10 MHz.
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where k2 = ( + iJa2; k2 = 2ia2; a2 =(ao/2)" 2 . any of the eight boundaries. Iis i6 difcult to visualize for

E I p(p,0,0)1 has a maximum at a2P = (1 + ,J)/2 = 1.618. all three models at all frequencies.
With/p = 18.9 kn, this gives f,, a2 = 1.84x 10- , so that A possible alternative model is suggested by the obser-

with a 2 = 0.004 S/m, fA = 0.46 Hz in precise agreement vation that E,y is in good agreement with measurements

with the calculated graph of Young and Cox shown in Fig. 2 when a. = 0.002 S/m and simultaneously E,, is in good

in dotted line. The maximizing frequincy for a 2 = 0.002 5/ agreement with measurements when a2 = 0.004 S/r. (Re-

in isf,, = 0.92 Hz. gion 1 is sea water, Region 2 is rock.) Note that with the angle

The angles # and b are not given by Young and Cox. , small, x -E, and Er - - E,,; also, E , E,, and B, are a
With the choice 0 = 50 and -- 10, graphs calculated from field of electric type; E,, B,,, and B, a field of magnetic type

Eqs. (29a) and (29b) with Eqs. (27) and (28j of jE I p j j,5r,O) Furthermore, the two parts of the field, while not indepen-

and 1Ey J, and of jE1, (p,50,O) and JEx j, are shown in Fig. 3 dent, are not closely coupled, so that the componen:s

for both oi = 0.004 S/m and a2 = 0.002 S/r. It is evident E,, - - E, y and E, could be determined by the large com-
from these graphs that in order to have a maximum of ;ErI ponent E. = J2./% while E10 -Ex is determined by
nearf= 1 Hz to agree with the measured data of Young and E. - Ezx = 12x/a'x. These considerations and the mena-
Cox, it is necessary to choose a2 = 0.002 S/r. On the other surements of Young and Cox 24 suggest that o% might actual°
hand, in order to have jEx i agree with the measured data, it ly have somewhat different valt.es for the z-directed currents
is necessary that a2 = 0.004 S/r. If measurements had been in the lithosphere J2, = o2E., which determine E,, and
restricted to Ey (or better to E I P (p,0,0) as in the work of E, P - - E, r than for the O-directed currents J,, = 0.,E,,
Chave and Cx 23], the good agreement with the measured which determine E,, - E1x. It seems quite r3ssible that all
data would suggest that the half.space model with measured data would be well satisfied by a half-space model
02 = 0.002 S/m is correct. On the other hand, if only E. [or of the lithosphere that is homogeneous but one-dimensional
better E,*(p7/2,0)] had been measured, the equally good ly anisotropi. with a2x = r2 y = 0.004 S/m and o, = 0.002
agreement with the measured data would indicate a half S/m. This model actually fits into the assumption of purel)
swce model with a 2 = 0.004 S/r. No reflectng layers are horizontal layering but the layers consist of a stack of rela-
indcated in either case. If both Ex and Er are measured as tively thin horizontal slabs with conductivities that alternate
by Young and Cox,2' the two conclusions are inconsistent between ax = oar = 3.004 S/m and a lower value such that
and the choice o2 = 0.004 S/m is made to agree with the the effective conductivity a, = 0.002 S/r. Such a model re
half-space model for Ex and a particular eight-layered re- quires no reflections from deeper, widely spaced horizontAl
gion in a depth of 33 km is designed to agree vnth Ey. This layers to explain the observed data.
leaves unresolved the fact that none of the three eight. An analytical study of the one-dimensionally anitc:.p-
layered models has any significant effect on 1Et 1. Since ic half-space beginning with Maxwell's equations and paral
EX .- E, and Ey - - E,, with 0 small, the essential differ- leling the analysis 22" 2' 6 for the isotropic half-spaces has
ence between Ex and Ey is that the former (of magnetic type been completed and will be published. It confirmb the v ,!id
with B., B)is perpendicular, the latter (of electric type with ity of the l: af-space model with a2x = a2r = 0.004 S/m and
E,, B) is pa,-allel to the plane of incidence with respect to o,, = 0.002 S/re. It also provides answers to previously
partial reflection from any horizontal surface. Since the re- raibed questions regarding the different behavior of E., and
flection coefficients for the two polarizations have opposite Ey.
signs but almost equal magnitudes for small angles of inci. Anisotropy in conductivity is found in various stratified
dence, it is necessary that the electric-type reflections reach, media including alternating layers of" dense rock with !:w
ing the point of observation from the several layers effective- conductivity and less dense rock with higher conductivity
ly cancel or that there be no reflections of electric type from In such media the conductivity transverst to the bedding
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surfaces is always smaller than that along the b-dding sur- anct is independent ofkj in each of the three ranges. Only in
faces.3 For horizontal bedding surfaces this means that q, a transition range from the intermediate to the asymptotic
i5 smaller than a~x = o'~., e.g., au = 0.002 S/rn, e~z = . ficd where the amplitude factor changes ia a manner that
= 0.004 S/r. Anisotropy in conductivity is also found in involves kj, is the decay rate with radial distance dependent

only slightly stratified hard clay (for which a conductivity on k,. 6s shovn in Fig. 4, the rsdiql range characterized by
ratio of 2 is appropriate) and in rocls with different conduc- 0. 1l<10, where [pi is the magnitude of the "numerical
tivities along the principal crystallographic axes. It may be distance" p = lk I pl2k 1, encompasses the transition region
added that an inclined stratification must also exhibit differ- that is desctibed by Norton's graphs (Fig. 1). In this relative.
ent conductivities to the horizontal components of current ly small range the decay rate is complicatedin that it changes
parallel to the bedding surfaces and the vertical component from i/p to I/p2 in a manner that involves kj. Over all parts
J,. of the entire range exczpt in this region of transition,

E,.(p,0) behaves very simply; E2,(pg -.. e'P/ p3, e", P1ip,
IV. USEFUL CHARACTERISTICS OF TH2 NEW ekP/p2, respectively, "n the near, intermediate, and asymp-
FORMULAS FOR rHE TWO-LAYER PROBLEM totic zones. As shown in Fig. 5, such ranges exist at all fre-

The dominant lateral-wave parts of the electromagnetic quencies with differences that involve a shifting of the trans-
fi,!d of a vertical or horizontal lectric dipole near the sea tion regions and an expansion or contraction of the ranges
floor have properties that are useful for studying the earth's between and beyond them. It is in terms of the simple and
crust near the sea bottom. Some of these are described in the quite accurate relations:
following. g~k~p,kt) ik2. 1 Ik2/kk<, Ip 2lk]/k 2,

A. Vertical tipole 
p p2  k2 p3 '

Consider first the vertical electric dipole with unit elec- k 2

tric moment (Ih, = 1 A m)located at d = 0in Region 2 (air; g(k2p,kj)- . .. 8Ik /k~I<k~p< -2, (36)
z<O) on the boundary of Region 1 (earth, sea; x;0). The rota- k2  p 8'

tionahy symmetric electromagnetic field on the boundary that new tools can be found for geophysical prospectirg
(z = 0) in air consists of the following three components in Moreover, since the decay rate with radial distance of
cylindrical coordinates: E2 (p,O) is independent of kI except in the transition range

rip knear k2 p = 81k /k 2, this region is severely restricted in itsE2,(p,0) 1l- ° f (k~p,kil e ' p 
" B2# (p,O) , (30) 1 2

2 1rk,' k usefulness for the determination of k,. Its use even in the
transition range is hampered by the lack of spread of Nor-

E , o) g k t. pk,) e"., (31 ton's curves (Fig. 1).
21rk2  An insulated vertical antenna that extends all the way

wheref (k2 p,k,) and g(k2p,ki) are defined in Eq. (5). Since from the floor to the surface of the ocean has been pro.
the ratio E2,(p,0)/E,(p,0) = - k2f(k2 pkj)/kjgjk 2p,k,), Msed"2- 14 for generating a magnetic field along the sea floor
it follows that-except very close to the source-Eb,(p,O) is which can be measured to determina the conductivity o of
the dominant component of the elliptically polarized electric the suboceanic crust. The method is designed for very low
field. Note that when Region 2 is air, o/po/2 rrk 2 = 60 fl. This frequencies (j < 1/32 Hz) for which the depth D - 2 km of the
includes the factor Ih, = I A m. ocean satisfies the inequality IkD 1<2. With k2-0. 1k , the

When k p>g8k2/k I, the function 97(k 2p,ki) in measurements are in the range p<20 km or k2p<2. The
f(k2 p,k,) and g(k2 p,k,) cancels both the exponential and the
square root preceding it in Eq. (5) and the resulting expres- p, in mters
sion includes the term - ii 2/p. The simple result is o.1 o ioo .oo

I I

f (k2p,kj)~g(k~p,kj) (k + 1~ IL (32) 2o0 IE2 (POI - 6019(k2pk1)1V/rn

P; k2 ~ p ali
3 5 S/rn , i' 0 0

so that, for k2 p> 8k /k' , 100

wp kl LA,1 P
2,r'k e-' (33) - -

F.,{p,0)- - (k2/l,)Ez.(p,G,. (34) -o

A graph of 20 logolE2.(p,0)j as calculated from Eq. (31) at R ftH,0.

f= 10 MHz is shown in Fig. 4 for an air-sea boundary. In -200 103

general, there are three distinct ranges in terms of the radial 102 10

distancep. These are the nearfield, defined by k2p< 1, where - _co_ I____________.....
E2,(p,O)-l1/p; the intermediate field, defined by -01 1 10 0Z 103 o4

l<k2p<j8k1k 2 [ where L ,.(p,O)- lip; and the asympto- p in kdomletrs

tic field, defined by k p,81k =/k j, whe re E,( p,0)- lip2. FIG. 5. Magntude of E25(p.0) due to a vertical unit electric dipole in air
Note that the rate of decrease in amplitude with radial dis- abode the surface ofsca waterf= 10-10 1 z.
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f4ds alorig the boundaie betweea tht sea and !he air wnd tc E, "(PM4 aiad equAy usefu for purposes zif measure.
between C-,- seca &a..i the =a floor are dlue eitirely to siurace raet Hcwever, since rone of the components in the second
wavte. since tkl a di.icct. and reflected ficids cancel. In pa~tizu- gro-p tasm in lte med'atc range in which the field decreases
lar, the matic fel n thesea florgeneraed by thveri* aa e'4/,p, E,(p,oz) &creases %ith diWa'ce much more
,,al atev=n when carrying a current L such that 13D =! rapidly than E, I#,) lbercfore, the ]alter is to be pre--
Am= is given by fmt when lavRcer electrical distances sremivolved.

The expression (38a) f'or Ef(p#) reveals in impor-
t ~i ~tant prpper-ty of latera! waves: 7he radal decrease in ampli-

2 2tude along the suraf2<tgion I 1sea water) is insensitive to
'~'~ ' ~k, =k 1  4i L-3 ~r= fel + 1gil61 but potentially very

r. k I~D 02o ,2 q [u0 !c + 1q 2/&a)] 1. This is of
P (37) no intewet when Region 2 is air with a2 =0. But when Re-

ojoa 2 i3 rock or sediment on the bottom of the sea, the
possbilltes are very~ interestig. With e6 = 0 and z + d kept

(Note tl"aft multiple reflections between the two bounding small and constant [(z + d)-0],
-udfa- arc neglible since e -1- = 0.06.) The first teri ic)~
Eq. (37) is thc lateral wave in the lithosphere Aong die sea E'~ (p,0,0)- - g~~pk~c1e1 (391,
P~oor with k. =fi62+ ia . = ( + 'J(rdy g 2/2)112; the second '#k
termn is thelateral wave in air along the surface of the sea with -W1Ien 1k, ol <1 1~~~1)' /k2 p

3), eA, p -1 so that the
ko= o/c. This latter 's negligible since e - 2- = 0.24 and qtiasi-sali field is

k041k21. The condtiivity o . is readily determlned from LOj (0
mrasured value* of 1B as a function ofp in the simple form En 2i-kI 3

give bythe irs ter in~ ~Since it is independent of k., it is useless for the detenmina-
tion of k2. This range is indicated in Fig. 6 which is a rerre-
sentatioxi of Eq. (39) for three values d1 o,2. Thle location of
jk 2 Pi = 1 is shown for each. The quasi-static formn (401 cor-

S. Horizontal dipole responds to the straight line well to the left of'the points
For applications on the sea bottom where Re~gion I is 1k2 pt = 1.

salt water (z',-0) and Region 2 is rock or sediment iz.<0) the When 'Ik2pA becomes grcater than 1, gjk2 pc,kj)-ik,1p
source and the points of observation of the field are advanta. so that
g.eously kept in the se-a water if only for practical reasons of2
deployment and mobility. Since the field of a unit horizontal £ L icoAo k2~ e - ew(41
electric dipole in sea water at the ocean bottom is an order of P' -P00 2-k 11 P 41
magnitude greater than the field of a unit vertical dipole at I <IkapI8jk 2/k 21.
the same location, it is -'- -ble to examine its propetrties. 2

The electromagnetic field of an x-directed horizontal dipole The radial decrease in amplitude is governed by e a,*/p
located in Region 1 (sea water) at a small d:fltance d from the The behavior of the quantity 20 logioEtl (p,O,O)j as afune-
boundary with Region 2 (rock, sediment) has the six compo- tIo of thaildsac tsletdfxdfeunisi
nents given in Eqs. (8H 13). These can be separated into two thon in Fhadigs.ane 7, aselfucton ofte frequencye at
groups of three. Except close to the source, the dominant shwinFg.6ad7asafctoofherqucyt
group is that of electric type with E, (po) E1,(p,,zj1, end selected radial distances in Fig. 8. The rapid exponential de-

B1,j The ateal-wve artsof hesearecrease is seen to be critically dependent on a2 when this is not
B,~ ~o~4 Te laera-wae prts f tesearetoo small. Clearly, the observation of the range of p and f

where the decrease occurs is a promising means for the deter-
E t,, (p.~z) - (ok2~~ g(k2 p,k)e"12P e',("~ , d) Cos 0 mination of a2 or a2.

B,.- ( p,OSz), (38a) V. THE DETERMINATION OF THE CONDUCTIVITY AND
k,1 PERMM~IVITY OF AN IDEALIZED TWO-LAYERED SEA

E L(pZ)WIJ 2(k 2 pkekP etk, d~ 1o q, (38b) sro
Ix 2-k 3 f p~klekP CosFor initial simplicity it is advantageous to consider an

idealized sea bottom that consists of a smooth plane bound-
where f(k2p,k,) and g(k2p~kjl are givcn in Eq. (5) mnd ap. ary between, sea water and rock or se:diment, the effect of a
proximated in Eq. (321' for large k2 p.. Note that the "atio boundary surface that is not smooth is considered in Sec.
EL,,(pq$z)E'j (p,0,z) = -- kjg(kp,kj/k 2f(k2p,k1 ) so V11. The depth of the sea water and of the rock or sediment
that E f (p,oz) dominates except very clos:. to the source. are required to be suffiient so that each is well app, oximat
The second group 31f compor ents of magiuetic :ype includes ed by a half-space. This excludes very shallow water and
E,,(p,0',z), B.,,(p,oz), and B,,,' q,,z). In the electrical neai- applies only to a layer of sediment that is either electrically so
field and a short distance beyond, E,, (p,oz) is comparable thin that it can be ignored or is so thick that reflectionz, from
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the rock beyond it axe negligible. The intermediate thr- When ty,> as at low frequencies and high ccnductivities,
layer problem-which applies specifically to a layer of sedi- .82--a,,, c2 is irrelevant, and
ment with arbitrary thickness between sea water and rock- = (.3)
has been analyzed by Dunn. -" Formulas corresponding to
Eqs. (8H 13) have been obtained and will be applied in later ThegraphsinFigs.6and7show IE (pOzf!lasafunc-
work to develop methods for measuring the conductivity tion ofp atfz- 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 1kz. They include rangm
and permittivity of rock when this is covered by a layer of with a significant expnential decay given by
sediment with elecrical properties intermediate to those of = e -RP. An alternative, shown in Fig. 8. is IE,
rock and sea water. Methods to detemune the thickness and (p,0,zI as a function of thc frequency at selected radial dis-
conductivity of the sediment will also be sought. Only the tances, but with (z + d sufficiently small so that
liming cases of the three-layerproblem when the inte.,-edi, Lk 4"d31 - 1. In both cases 02 is the puaramcer At the lower
ate layer is either very thick or very thin are treated in this frequencies and higher conductivities, the graphs in Fig 8
paper. They provide an essential background for under- are similar to those in Fig. 7. Sin,e a2 is not linear in the
standing the significantly more complicated general case. frequency and decreases to small values when o'z is reduced,
Earlier analyses of the three-layer problem" ' axe con- e-':8  with p fixed has a rapid decrease only when
cerned prinmarily with a waveguideike structure consisting a2-(W#o0 12/2)1 and approaches unity when a2<Wo2. is
of a low-conductivity layer bounded above and below by behavior is illusirated in Fig. 9 which shows a2/ as a func-
half-spaces with high conductivity. tion of the frequency. A rapid exponential decay occurs only

The formula (38a) for the radial electric field of a hori- in ranges where a2/92 is not much smaller than one Wl-n
zontal electric dipole at a height d in sea water (Region 1, v2:kae 2 , the factor k 2 1k ' which occurs in the expression
z.4) above a half-space of rock or se.diment (Region 2, z,,0) (41) for Ef (p,0,0) in the intermediate zone reduces to o,2.'
represents a lateral wave that proreeds downward from the a,, which is independent of the frequency, so that when
source in the sea water (e",'), then horizontally along the a(z + d).4l,
bounda ry in the rock orsediraent [8 ikip,k)e P], and finally
upward in the sea water to the point of observation (elA-). EL (p,O,O) 1 Woae - ep V . (44)
The total phase change isfl,(z + d) +#62,p. The decrease in I, p

amplitude is e- d e - :Pjg(k2pki)J. The significant o- 1This is essentially what is represmnted in Fig. 8 when 2 is not
servation regarding these simple relations is that they pro- too small andfnot too high so that a rpid exponential decay
vide the means for determining t2 and n2 fr the rock or with frequency occurs. Where this is true, the graphs of Fig.
sediment from measurements made only in the adjacent 8 are as useful as those of Figs. 6 and 7 for determining a.
accessible sea water. From a2 and P2, e2, and 2 are readily T
calculated since (62 + ia 2)

2 
= -j2-oc2 + i.j0 02 so that the graphs orE , in Fig. 8(d) are an expanded forn-

on a dB scale-of the numerically calculated results shown
2 , -a. c o . 2 J2B/aPo. (42) by Chave and Crx'- in their Fig. 2. The data forp = 1,2, and

• -1o0Lf-]kHi z ,16 -- 100 i
0 0kr16 -,i I f'100kHz 1

W -200 - -.,,Old S/n -i.410 S.,49 '-00-s

o 4_00. L* 2-4 0-0
.1 Cr- 300- 15-3O0 in seawater (a, = 4 S1/w,. el, t 80) above

E 5 0  164 16 101 2.0 4 i4z4 400 rock or deep sdimert ( 2 e2, - 16) as a

_ .J
160 41 4 501416 4z1410 fucto of raiaisace trom wit hon-1 10 0 1, -50 10 '6 16 V So L", 6' 1 4x*zoxtal electric dipole at heigh d s 15 cm0.102051 2 5102050100 0J102051 2 5102050100 01 02051 2 51020 50100 abovesm botto.(a)= I-kHz,(b)f= 10

p p in 15 p in Pin kHz, (c)f=w 00 kHz.
(a) (b) (c)
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5km awe in antitative 4gratment. Cas pondinj sets of Youang anzl Co L2' hi that it consists cf atransmitting antenna
ctxes for the othr five c-. poncfs of the field w'ere also in the form of an insulated conductor iying on the bottom of
alculated from the 5inwp| for.nulas (g)-(13) but are no.- the cca w h its gxis in Uh direction = A --- long which
shown. Note that thereisno eo tocakuhtethhasice oserations are to ba made. Power to the antenna is sup-
in the =,cgc of i.,iternt wheve t7e latersl-wav part of the pEd y a able to the surface wher a boat or float is located.
field doinu.at s it 6 contained in the simple term e - in The antv'm generates an electromagnetic field that is com-
ess I = e- QP eA , .  plicated near the antenna, but is limited to a suiface wave

beyond a short distance, Its dominant compon-nts are
E ,,(p,,z) as given by Eq. (38a) and B jp,,z).These have

~. The in*aur~tmeni o a2  their maxima in the direction 0 = 0 ?ung the axis of the
A schematic dizgram of an apparatus for carrying out antenna. In order to determine a2 in k2 = 02 + ia,, nzeasure-

measurements from which a2 ofthe sea bottom can be deter- ments are needed that permit the construction of graphs like
mined is includo in Fig. 10. It is similar to that used by those in Figs. 6 and 7 or like those in Fig. 8. This canbe

a 7 4x10S S/rn 4XI5,'8 0.4- XFIG. 9. Ratio of attenuation to pb= con-
stat in k2 = 0 + i% for F1 in a water
bounded by rock or sediment.

04F
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Rero t 1:va water Receiving dipole
itrmrttno - 0l4i/m, Eu-0 -O io, iented vz moasure . 1o. CeO. udc &d;z, of di-

Gntta Vaw zze~ad reiv.r WX
-r . .. . .. . . 'r -- - ---- ti fz

Nth of l teral wave
Rtgims ?.: mckot bnos-n

a mcouplsb-dby lowegingareceving dipoleto thebottom of B. Thi datonnlrttlon of l
the oce= at a succession of known radial distances (or by At the higher frequencies and over materials with suffi-
ciragn- s suitabl prottaed antenna rong thebottom) and ctly low conductivity so that a is rtgnifimtly nmoller
obwvig JE p(,Oz1} at e=h location at selected freque.- pjIAZ (spe fiCalY, 2<0. 1,2), the phase constant fl. along
cies. From tese. data, Srphs can be constructed ofhe mea- the ocean bottom can be determined in a manner similar to
sured al mve values of 20 logzoj 2 zp (p,0,riJ both as i that sed for a 2, but with measurements carried out on a
tions of the radial distance at each frequency and as standing wave instead of a traveling wave. Two identical
funcions c-f the frequency at each radial distance. The patti, transmitting antennas are located at the bottom of the ocean
cumr varve that includes a rap.d exponential decrease with separated by the distance 2 Po- They point toward each other
mcrmas=g radial distance or increasing frequency can then and are driven 180" out of phase with equal amplitudes The
be used to determine a2. The calculation of a 2 from curves lateral waves that travel outward from the two antennas
like Fis. 6 and 7in cjunction with Eq. (39 is simplersinc combine to form a lateral standing wave When referred to
whenp is the variable at a fixed frequency, k, is a constant the midpoint bctween the two transmitting antennas, the
On the other band, whenfis the variable, k, also varis but it resultant field in the intermediate zone is
is known quite accurately for salt water at each frequency.
Notc that in Eq. (44), which is adequate in the useful range of El (p,0,7)
the frequency, the frequency dependence on k, disappears _ / ok2  e + e i"- ' - 't + (4
when (z + d) is sufficiently small. Tr - k o -0- X- J(45

Alternaively, nd es pecially in the ranges 0.1<f < P X0
kHz,4X 10-5<qO2 <.4 S/m, the graphs in Figs. 6 and 7 can where x is the distance from the poit p = po halfway

be combined and extended into the single set shown in Fig. between the two transmitters with positive values toward

11. Here each curve can represent up to six combinations of antenna 2. When x is kept sufficiently small so that a2x. 1

frequency and conductivity and a2 can be determined by ande-8 ' -e3-l,

interpolation between adjacent measured curves. .eP-
It is interesting to note that the numerically calculated £d I(P,O),l P

graph of E I, in Fig. 4 of tha paper by Chave and Cox2 Po - /
agreesexactlywiththepieceofthecurveginFig. I1 between X [sinfl2x + (ix/po) cosj2x]e e ' i '1i, (4-6
p = 0.8 undp = 15 km. Fu'thermore, their numerically cal- and
culated graph for the phase of E ,, agrees with P2 p in the IE1 (p,O Jj
exponentiaJ factor eA - fx ^P.

Cos4tllmlj Qz to $/a ,0OU -X'/ POD,,4 -4I.LV 0 oltm 100 10 I X [sin 2X + (X21.p) Cos 2 X 1/2e- ,'d (47)
is'. 0. c1$ 4:106 - - - -~l (47)
z.2do 4814,10 - -- T tis has the following maxima

0 411-6' 4,10 - - -
4 -1 - -- ao a , , Ii ,q 4tIl, I, II E~l,,lJu1

-aa I'10 4,541 -.o" Pc( (48P,

a. 4 :Ile :)
9 ' ' a a ~ 4t)65 4th tr at

0 #2 " a a x=(2r+l)r/2; n=0,l,2,...,
-4o0 : ,,,and deep miimaa ,i _3

-5'' , 50, , t \] I. ./pP,mm,. 21xea'e-a"+d (4
21xle-a3P e* 

c 
- alt + ) 49

at
FIG. 11. R.didetd iddte(fXC utlQbb1.,n, oft.eaalc, 4 S/ ,. 2 2

me, -60bo]vrod 'dmpsadimmt u2,cj., - l6t6oicmoatnt S = flniti ' - '"
3Ai. WPlpo -N
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The last Step is Vali when p 2 p02 l . ViI. PROPAGATION OF LATERAL WAVES IN THE
71e procedure for measuring P, is first to locate the PR~ESENCE O~F IRREGULARMES AND

point p -p. halfway boteeci the tntm=n where 1Et, DISCONMIUMTES IN THE SOUN RU1IPACF,
Ipas0 .:1 = i tad wher th dver atthe mboto bd The fonmulas for tim oinpete elecwunagnetic fied
rwcod a ulL. This is now moved toward transmitter 2 utntilt Senited by horizottl and vertical dipoles near the bound-

minmu i ted at Ax-v Fr=I th mesue di- y between Regk~ms I and 2 (14,/A 21>3) apply specifcally
tZ~tce~ between the null and the fl-5t mimum8i~s 15 dtar to smooth plane boundary surf&=es The nature of propaga-
11ined fra tion along other types cf stirfame has been treted by Ba-

A = /X.(5O) huar -Bckmzn." and CraoWbe " But these studies amc con-
A ceckan hisvaue an e omind tm ht ocaionat cenied primarily with the mse of obsevations of the

- x of the corresponditg mitnmi dward transmitter I 1 etmtrci il ud i h i bv h at rs

7hi gvesA.- -r&to determine the natur of nmruniformiti in the suxface or
From the measured values or a,~ azd,8,. a,2 and s2 are the properties of the embt. The latter is possible for smooth
eyl~tdfrmE.(2 surfaces only in the range of parameters &Wd variables wbere

the decay rate of the Med with distace depends on the eec-
trical prop,_.tie: of bott the bounding media-a range nwa
Ik pI -Ik I k 2I-and even here it is not very sensitive to

V1. THE RANGE OF CONDUCTIV MY OF THE SEA the Properties of Region 1. In t"i range the electromagnetic
BOTTOM field depends on the variables and paranzeters in a very comn-

The graphs in Figs. 6.,7, ad 8 represent 20 loglo ,E I plicated manner so that it is not well suited to a study of the
for vzlues of the conductivity o,2 that extend from 0.4 to less electrical properties of the sea bottom. Specifically. if the
than 4 x 10- 3 S/m. This widc range is considered in order to wide range over which the- clectric field depends on the radial
provide-a conplete picture of alposibzhtes to winch awo- distance in the form e"/p is selected, a study of the scat-
layer theory aught have application. These include only sim tering or reflection from and the propagation across discon-
pie situations in wich the sea water is separated fi om a dloor tinuities and irregularities can be carried out in a straightfor-
ofbasaltic rock by a layer of sediment that is either electne:al- ward manner. Extensive experimental invcstigations"'"
ly suf~cently thin to bt inmble, or thick enough to make have been carried out in this range in a mx;&4 tank on the
teflection~t fromn *he rock negligible. The rnerwndiate rhree. transiissionl across and reflection from ia variety of irregu-

&Krprokirin is io ineluded here. The range of coiauuctiv- laritdes and discontinuities along an air-salt water boundary
itlesfom a= 4X 10-1t ru=4,X 10-'S. is sug~ested by ThetvretiWa tudies" on the reffection of lateral waves from

selcte o ~rtbo ~ Nc-ic tbit the condition tkil and thcirtrarzittssion acrossvertical discontinuities and ob-
kii>3 cabe.-atisied in tli~eatire range when thebounda.y stacles have also bee-n made. These all indicate that vertical
is with =e water wher4 a o 4, S/in, projections and deprcssions of height L do not significantly

In ardier to determine o: of the sea bottom when this is in affect the propagation of surfr=c waves provided L is elect-i-
the range of .<r~, x 10 -IS/m, the graph in pig. 7(a) for cally small in tenis of the wave number k2, that as, !k2L ! 1.
.f I klilz is useful. It shows that the field at p = k has and their radial distance from the source satisfies
Curematxsmum value 20 log 10 E 10 ,0,0) - - 2O060dueto kpl , 1l,/k21.TheviluesofL forwhich 1k2L I= I arelist-
a vource w6ith tht: electric momnent if. tO)h, = I A tn. The ed ini Table I lor a range of frequencies and conductivities It
kwcton ofthe exponential decrease--which occur,, be-tween is seen thit these are relatively large so that lateral-wave
p = I km and p = M km-can be determined if measure- moaurements along a fairly rough and irregular sea bottom
inents can he made down to 20 iog10 IEj,*(p,O.,) = - 2W sbould be possible.
dB per unit electric momaenm. With a tranismitting zntenna
that iq designed to provide an effecive electric moment VIII. CONCLUSION
14 (O)h,~ 1-3 A 1W A in, the minimum level of - 250 dB3 vi New simple formuhls that scacurately represent surface
raised to - 140 dB. The corresponding minimurn electraL wave propagation along a smooin boundar) bet~vcen tu,
field that must be measured as 1E tp,0,01, - 0.1 luVa. If homoageneous and isotropic half-spaces with s~gificantl)
the receiving antenna has an cffective length of 10 in, the different wave numbers in the. range ),1 dsful rrequrnmies,
reqtired sensitivity of the receiver is I yV.

If the receiving antenna is located on the sea bottom at
successive radial distances betweenp = I kin and p = 50 km TABLE 1. Height L fr which th~elcia hctht WSW i-ktL wI

from the source, the radial eloctrnc field can be measured at
each location. A measured curve with an expom-tntial decay f k Ii
like those in Fig. 7(a) suffices to determine a2 i~fit is in the (kHz) a2lSfmas4xIO'1 4x10? 4xd0~ 'x 4x10 WO-
specified range. __________

Thc effect of noise on lateral-wave propagation is treat- 0.01 178 560 1780 .. ..
ed by deBettencourt." The design of efficient and practical 0.1 56 178 560 1730

1 17.8 56 178 560 18antennas for use on the sea floor is an important and theore- 10 ... 17.8 56 178 560
ticully involved problem. It will be treated in a separate pa- 100 - ... 17.8 56 110
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have been applied to the detmina=tion of the cionductivity 2'. IN. P. King =d 0. S. Smiith. Antennat In Matter (MI.T. Ctmbridlge,
and pernittivity of the sea bottom. Since the lateral waves X# 198!). Chap. &I.

~'. l P Kn, T e~ttnoutad . .Sandiel E TmasSeaerated by one horizontal electric dipole in the sea and R .P mJ .d~temt n .H r M s

recei-.ed by another at a rAdia distsce pdo not penetrate uT TWu R.w. P.in, Raio S&i 17,521 (1982.
deeply into the ocnoor, thya eusu primaily in de- 21A. D.av d C. S. C bx1Geopbys R. 7,327(982.
termnining the average conductivity and pesmittivity of the 34P. D. Yount AMd C. S. C02. Gtophys. Res. Letm 8, 1043 (1981).

material fairly cdose to the bounday. For tis, a tw-ae l'.,We4LWPKn. jai d.1,52192RdoSc 912
theory may be adequate. Since the field of a horizontal eleCC ui W. P. Kitg and T. T. Wu.,J. App!. Phys. K4 507 (1983L J. Appl. Phys.
tic dipole at a given radial distance along the sea floor in- 54,3365 (198$).

cluds a ateal wve aongthe oundry ~jff~ ~ 21 FL W. P. King, M. Owens, and T. T. Wu, Radio Sri. (to be published).
blues e teosoa tel pia wavealnth thunat stae =d poW ,. W. P. Kin&. 3. App!. Phys. 53, 9476 (19n2k). App!. Phys. 56, 3366

the eaurth from horizotal layers with differenit conductiv- "C. & Ccaand A. D. Chvr"Controlled souceelecromapet eploa.
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study. The interesting possibi~ity of an anisotropy in conduc- 1"S3 InwAtnk IEEE/AP-S Synsposiurn, Houston Texas (ay 1983)

in te sallw dpthsamled y te srfae wve, (unpubtidsedj,
tiivity intesalwdpt ape yte ufc ae R. W.P. ag, L C Shm~nd T. T. W,Eecronzgntics1 1(198 )
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Surface-wave propagation along the boundary between sea water and one-
dimensionally anisotroplc rack

Wei-Yan Pan
Goridon McKgy Labra q,_ Binid Unaivt. Cmbridge. Ma M s= 02138

(Received 10 May 1985; accepted for ptblication 22 August 1995)

New formulas for .he components of the electromagnetic surface wave propagating along the
boundary between sea water (Region i) and a onedimensionally anisotropic rock (Region 2) have
be= obtained. The conductivity ofthe rok is taken to be a., = oy = aT , a, = aL, where z is
perpendicular to the boundary. Both aL and ar are constat. Whn a,. = or, the new formulas
coincide with those of Wu and King [Radio ScL 17,521,532 (1982);J. Appl. Phys. 54, 507 (1983)]
for an, isotropic medium. When 'L #rT, the lateral-wave part of the field is separted into two
terms of which the first. is of electric type with the wave number k2 = kL, and the second is of
magnetic type with k2 = kr.The new formulas can be used to interprzt recent measurements of
the oceanic crust.

1. INTRODUCTION eated by a horizontal electric dipole on the sea floor above a
Electromagnetic surface waves propagate along boun- homogeneous but one-dimensionally anisotropic half-space

daries between electrically different media like air and earth of rock, and to compare this with the available measure
or rock and sea water. They constitute a major part of the m" ts.3 It is the purpose of this paper to carry out such a
field near the boundary when this is generated by antennas study as an interesting and useful alternative for interpreting
located on or close to the boundary. This means that they the measured data.
play an important role in geophysical prospecting and diag-
nostics when both the source and the receiver are located on I!. THE INTEGRAL SOLUTION
the sea floor. Recently, numerical evaluations of the general The coordinate system is that shown in Fig. 1. The half-
integrals for the complete electromagnetic field which in- space z > 0 (Region I) is filled with sea water charactenzed
cludes the lateral wave) have been used to investigate the by the permeability ;3 = Po, permittivity c, and conductv-
electrical conductivity structure of the oceanic crust under ity a, The rest of space, z < 0 (Region 21, is occupied by.rock
the assurption that it is horizontally layered."- The source with 2 = Po; C =e, = T, e = rL; and o, = rt, =Or, o,
used in these inv,stigations was a horizontal electric dipole = a,. The unit horizontal electric dipole is .x directed at
near the sea bottom. Two arbitrarily oriented horizontal (0,0d).
components E and E, of the electromagnetic field were Maxwelrs equations, with the time dependence e
measured with a crossed-dipole receiving antenna at a dis- are
tance of 18.9 km from the source for a range of frequencics VXE = i, B (I)
between 0.25 and 2.25 Hz. From a comarison of the mea-
sured data with the numerically calculated curves for mod- VXBj = pj( - ij Ej + J, (2)
els of the crust consisting of eight layers with different con- J = 8(x)6(y8(z - d)i, (3)
ductivities and thickneses io a depth of over 30 kin, the where i is the unit vector in thex direction and the subscript
"best fit" model was determined. The models investigated
did not include a horizontal stratification of the rock in the
form of relatively thin layers that alternate ith higher and R"I -. #,.

lower conductivities. Such a model is we!! approximated by a two water)

half-space that is homogeneous but anisotropic in conduc-
tivity with the conductivity o = aL perpendicular to the E IP,#.Z ,
bedding surfaces different from the conductivity o = o ', I --- "
= o'r parallel to these surfae.' An anisotropic model of I ...-- .. ',

this type has been suggeted.. 6 Since the maximum depth of \ 90.--" k
penetration of lateral waves reaching a point 18.9 km distant J., - -

in an isotropic rock with o,2 -0.004 S/m under sea water \--
with a, -4 S/m is only about 220 m,7 such a stratification

does not have to extend far into the crust. R,'. 2 ,, ,
In order to confirm the suggested anisotropic model,- it (Ro~k) C, r, , ,

is necessary to carry out a complete analysis of the field gen-

FIG. 1. Components of electric fied at (p,o.x) due to an x-directed trit
dipole (i -= I A m) located at (0,0.d) in sea water (Region 1) ever one.'"Visiting cholar from the People's Republic of China. dimensionally aniotropic rock (Region 2.
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j= 1,2dtig-&b z>Oand-<Orespetivy.InEq. (2, = k _2 (24)

o +
itE,,+,IM 0 (4) -Bd21 -(24itoEus. (8 )

0 1 2 (k 92a B 1  E (26)

0 Er + , . 0) 
-/W 

0
L 0-CL + il, B2= - - £(-L -) (27)

-The integral solutions of the field may be dcsivcd in aI
manner sila to that usedbyKngand Smith.' Let E2. (4T?-+i 28)

E(x, y, z) fi2  dgj f 0 j (6) where

I == -(9

Siilar tmrasforms; apply to B and J. Thus with Eq. (3) k= O1oj ,,.(9

- -ir -d)iI (7) The substitution of Eqs. (21 H24) into Eqs. (8 and (11)
From Maxwell's equations, the Fourier transforms o & leads to the following ordinar) differential equation-, for I=,
field components in Region I satisfy the following equations: and k:

kZ,. - [c 7_ Ln t 1, dz (30)

- Z (84) &'- s.

ri1  - fal =II (8) +2 _ ji 0, (30)-

Ej.z + ?El. b- ),P1

= (101 where /

1-2- 2  = iwjoE, , +p 8 zz-.d), 0 ) (k 2 2 _ (32)
- - - ~(12) The imaginary part of the square root is positive.

Tit.- 41, - wyclzrjl 12) Because of the'radiation condition as z-az, the solu-
-Z -(3 tions in Region 1 may be expressed as

In Region 2, the coanductivity and permiittivity of the Er, = Cze" - e sin y~:, 0~z~d, (33)
rock have two different values in the horizontal and vertical igr
directions so that the field components in the rock satisfy = (2. -k~l _ sin rd) E d~z, (34)

8] - - 3 1 =poCe'r"z, O<z. (35)P1 (15)

In Region 2, equations for B2 and E, can be obtained
if'2, - i' = io:,,z (16) with the substitution of Eqs. (25H28) into Eqs. (14) and (17).

" a - . (17) The results are

&. 1 302 ____2

I (18) k _.k--B, - , = - i1Uo/JET, ,19+ i ( l1 a

02, ~ ~ ~ -- -,.2. i'1J (19) +=L7)0, (36)
where Z

jj +i j, j=14LT. (20) Lk(,

Equations(8H19) maybe used to solve forE,, ,, , k

and B. in terns of E and Bk. The results are ( 1 2 (37)

7- 1 3- . L 2
i~t k2 22 xI If the solutions cfB and E are assumed to have the forms

I k ". 0 - = (2l 2 =Ae-I'?1 (38)
E. -Be- (39)

A_ (_g.B 2,-_iaPoE 1,, (23) and these are substituted in Eqs. (36) and (37), the fcllowing

k 1 49algebraic equations are obtained:
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(7 2__Z_2_0_A -'p~ t (521
k- 4 . 2 k, g2)A+ I' B=O (40 " W Ae(

(. _ On the boundary z=0, with the conditions ,1,
kE,.--kLF2.,iand k the coeficients A0

+(k~-k~' ~2 a~) 4) nd A, may be expressed in terms of.c, and C2 as follows:&T B 0.~g ro
L= A 2(k2+1,1 (54)

The nonzero solution should satisfy the following equation: I

2 _p2 . +V2)-,-k4,C.k! L T (55)

+ k 2
1k : - - j{k 2- 2 - ) =0. 42)k

The solutions for are From thec onditions = Ely - and B2 = Bl- , the

y= (k - - 2)112 (43) following equations may be obtained:

y( [kT (44) CoY, P7

where 
k

2==:+ +. (45) WAo A.-~py A. =0, (56)

The imaginary parts ofr, a;:d y, should be positive when A is kr

real. The A and B coefficients in Eqs. (38) and (39) should ____ -, +WEt, C

satisfy 2 k

A0  iYo (46) - -M A. (57)

B -ry 
7,

A, k 2 (47) The coefficients C, and C2 are derived from Eqs. (54H57).r77 They are
From Eqs. (25H28) all of the components in Region 2 can be Irld

obtained. They are C, ie,

.Vu =p(Ae co+ A~e (48) I Mt % k 1  
58)),

.- ""q . ?A V.-r + A- A , e (49) _ M ¥ id
2,= /1 Ae2 A,e , (50) (59) 2oN

.Pr0  k's.,; A2M°Or'. N1  'U IIY r{oro k) , e,

71 where( 'A  - A ,) r, e (51) Mo 71y + ro, (60)
k2, = W11,Uo k 21

.4 =kryt+k'r. (61)

In Region 1, when 0 <z<d, the components of the electromagnetic field are

EfM0N f, + 2 f[r(yory -k -, 2 r,

iMii ,k (k - r -
: 

s in 
sZ 

) ,(62

Ely f d7~' ) - ( si , (63)(27r)2 _- ft. V T MoIt, " ,,

El.~~~~~ ~~~ = .d f djellt7) (woe r( + d I 'i

127) - N a, WEI dfl c Z, (64)

B1. = .rid .dr7eW'x+ a e""' z + dM (k 2 ro - k 2r,), (65)
(21r)2 A 2M0NV, I y

B, 'fo df drle '  [,( r,N1 + g(k ror, - k 2r)] -e" os Y , (66)

(2 5)2. . 1 e m ,r 198 ,P6,
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Bl= o sin (671, ., [i +'. +

(217)2 . r- : . Zi ~)"!

It is now convenient to introduce the cylindrical coordinates p,O, z with

x=pcos#, y=psin , (68)

t= A cos 0', 71 = sin q5, (69)
and the integral representation of the Bessel functions, viz.,

J. (Ap) = = &o e wd. (70)

With Eqs. (68H,70) the components of the field in Region I may be rewritten as follows:
'.lJo f k - J dI -dA

41rk 2 2/

+f- k21PsW1 [7 (kJOV -J - -° [(Ap) + J ,Ip) ) e" (d7

+ s ( -k Jo( V+ - V OR A + J AM,) - -, - d 7 )

4irk. Jo2

,= - -E-- + [_. J(-.,o e+. , 1- + fo" (-2 -+ J.,(Ap),)eh,,f A dA dAB16,= --E-- Co 6[- j"+,P+'1.-+, d A + f; Q, +,- ,, - A,+ +-+ , -d+. .]
( 0 \ Jo(Ap) - J2()p)j - o[Jo( p) + (75)))ey~

1r 2 2 IA ; 15

B1, = sinl - p oeet +j J l(Ap) 2- dA .

47 0 Y(7

Where two signs appear, the upper one is for the range d<z, the lower one for O<z<d. Also
k ,o -k r,

2 ky, + k 2, 
(77)

PO = Yo- Y (78)

Expressions 7 H76, are very similar to the corresponding formulas with Region 2 isotropic." The only differences are
contained in the factors P and Q which have been changed here to Po and Q,.

I
i1. SIMPLIFICATION OF THE FORMULAS where

The integral expressions (71H76) are not convenient to f(2
evaluate or to obtain useful cOysc insirbs. Fo" e fphysi- Fop, z - d2) = [Jo(2p) - J2(2p)]
cal applications, accurate, gener + ":.npler forralas for k 2 d
the surface-wave fiel are- needeeff Witth isotropic medis, + - [Jo(Ap) er I-IdA dA,(80)
such a set of formuDaL has been obtained." I With the same 2,/
procedure, a set of similAr formulas may be derived for the C"z (Y_
one-diniensionally tmisoti'opic case. F0(pz+d)= Jo,, [o(,p) -- J(/p)]

k 21t [l(p +y(p e d + d 1A d),
,6 Formulaifon for E, + 2 [J(Ap) +1 2(2)) I ) e

Expression (71) may be rewritten in the form (81)

=--. -- cos [F°(p, z- d) and
2 F,(p, z + d) = F,(p, z + d) + F3(p, z + d), (82)

+FA(p,z-+d)+F,(p,z+d)] (79) with
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F2(p,-z+d) j k , +ky, ,(k) = f 1k,-,)'[Jo(p)- A )],t d

I-(, y, + 'l'j

X [JA~p) - .J'2(Ao)1 e '' + L c, (83) = - 21,(k) + k 2.4(k), (92)

F3(pz+d)= -kI, f" ro 1t2(k) =or (k2 -A )' 2[o(,) +JAp)]A,.
Jo YINY + 71)

X(J4!p)+J2(Xp) er'TP +dJ,,AdA. (84) 2k (93)

The functions Fo p, z - d), F (p, z + d), and F(p, z + d) r p
stand for the direct wave, the reflected wave, and the lateral 13(k) = [' (k- A 2l-11 [J(Ap) -J 2(Ap)]A dA

wave, respectively. The direct-wave and reflected-wave .0

terms are exactly the same as with an isotropic medium.' _ -___ 14(k), (94)
They have been simplified in Ref. 9 as follows: p

Fo(p,z-d) - 2e' -(i + 4 (85) I 4(k) = (k2 -A 2 )-t 2 [Jo(Ap)+J 2 (Ap)]Ad,
p3

F;(p, z + d)=F;(p,) eAlt d) = 2(1 - e'o) (95)

SDkp +7' (86) The function G(p) in Eq. (90) is the following integral:

where G(p)2= -k (212 -- -4---'t
r= [p2 + (z - d)2]"2. (87) .0" ~ ~ ky ~ 1

For the lateral-wave terms F2 and F3, the only differ- X [Jo(AP) - J2(Ap)]). dA
ences between Eqs. (83) and (84) and the corresponding for- 7, (________
mules for an itropic medium are that the factor y2 has = - kLkT +kLkry,
beer replaced, respectively, by y, and yo. With the same 0 k k y +)
approxL-.,tion as in the isotropic case, they may be simpli- X [Jo(Ap) - J2 (Ap)]J dA, (96)
fied as where

,ip, z + dc= F2(p,u) ek' . (88) 2=(k - 2.. (97)

F3(p, z + d) =F3(p,O) eikz - d, (89) G (p) is evaluated in the Appendix with the result

where 2k2k2r f .
r]G(p)= 1 ,2k ) e'kpe -ikiki2k , (98)

,k~ ye +kr, where

- -kj2 [1,(kL.}+(kI - kL)13 (k)] + G(p), TI=(l +,-c 2 [kp(k/2k)] -I [Ip(k/2k:)1.k (99)

" (9o0@ +# )l The Fresnel intcgral is defined as follows:

F(p,o) = -kI -,J 0(AP)o++J2(AP) dAlT - [, k ' YI 1N ""
+ Jo (2fft),1 2 dt. (100)

kI - k' kc 2 -0kThe substitution of Eqs. (85), (86), (90), and (91) into Eq.

(91) (79) with Eqs. (82), (88H95), and (98), with the omission of

The four functionsl Ak are integrals that satisfy the following small terms of the order kL k Tik 2 compared with 1, leads to
simple formulas 9: . the following formula for EP:

WM (zd ikp r kLkT IcT k 2Lk /2 -Ipknk) k
E =- Cos 6 eil( 'e' I ( e 7 _L ek'ke7  - el' +

27fk 2 L 
2  k, K -pI /,

(101)

B. Formulation for E,, E,, = ;_2.sin [G(p, z - d)

The integral expression (72) may be rewritten in the 4ffk 1
form +G (p,z+d)+G(p,z+d)], (102)
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whereGOp,z d),G(p,z +d),andGl(p,z+d)arethe G6(pz+d)- -k2 J: rd-o{r]
direct wave, reflected wave, and lateral wave, respectivelY. +

The functions Go and G' coincide with the corresponding Xehrl#+d di. (108)

formulas for an isotropic Region 2.0 They With the same procedure as used in Ref. 10, the following

G, p, z - d) C (YJ'(aP) + J"(Ap)] expressions can be obtained:

G2(p,z + d ZGj(pO)e ' . (109)

+ iG(p, z + d) G3(pf)-  d' " o d "' d (

k~ i~k here
=, _e'kp i - (103) &-- ((pzzdld)J, ' 

(111)(/3 l I  (to') [2(L +(k
kkr 2 k. + k - k AI4(k,) + H (p),

G'(p~~=( ,o + -j = Y-VOT-+ A

+k._. [io(Ap) - ! eirl( A dA G,(p,0) = - k jI3(k,) + 11(k,) - 11kr). (112)

zr, In Eq. (I 11) the function H(p) is the integral

~eskI2 lik k Hp (104 k.f ~ ( ?A( r., 2.1 (TC, 4~)~ k krrk ,.k r W

where r, is given in Eq. (87) and X (o(AP) + J(Ap] A dA . (113)

;r2= [p2 + (z + d)2 1 2  105)

The latera-wave term isIt is evaluated in the Appendix with the result
The lateral-wave term is 2ik2 k_2 .1/2 k e.k, 2] " (14

G(p, z+d) G(p, z+d)+ G3(p1z +d), (10) )= ekLP e - (114)

with 
.P) k, (kLp)3'2

The factor Y is defined in Eq. (99).

Z +d)= -- .-- [J(AP) + JAP)l The substitution of Eqs. (103), (104), (111), and (112) into

Jod k =,+ k~r ~Eq. (102) with Eqs. (106), (109), (110), and (114) leads to the

Xe lr?+ d A dA, (107) following final approximate formula for E ,i:

4,, ikl+,ir + . "k ik kT irT
1 2  - ik 'k ,k + \ k

E# =- sin e e + -2k + e'k M +

ii A, k ,
+ klr k, 72 3 

(115

C. Formulation for E, Ho(p, z - d) + H(p, z + d)

With a similar procedure, expression (73) can be rewrit- +k

ten as jz-a- _ , X_

Ej. = j-/o cos (Eo(p, z-d) 
(119)

41rk I The lateral-wave term,

+H(p,z+ d)+H(p,z+(d)]. (116) HJ(pz+d)

The direct-wave term Ho and the reflected-wave term H; f e - l)J,(AP) 2 dA

afe identical to those in Ref. 10, viz., 
r

,f(p,z-d) e oirtl-dJtP)A
2 dA, (117) 1 1

may be approximated as

H -(p,z +d)= f 'Jj(;(p$ 2 dA. (118) 1 (pz + d)=H,(p,O) ekzd (121)

They reduce to the simple formula with
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N-,pO) .3,# - - A' co ¢I [F( 1p, z - d)

=-2kr f rl f& kfy.+kr,i 7r) +F(p,z+d)+ F(p,z+d)]. (129)

XJ(X4pl 2 dA The direct-w %ve term Fo and the reflectd-wave term FO are
2kLk? r ,( like those in the corresponding formula in Ref. 11. They are- - JrtPv d +Kp} I2)f

---. 2d(12)eit p,z-d)- Gpd.

w here 
( i,

=e4 -r_3 ( -) 4 - d), (130)
A'(p) p2k3tfr ,

2k Jo7 r k'?+kLkry, kI?)

Xj(Ap)g 2 dA. (123) F (p, z + d) = f* e+ d /Ap)A dA

With Ik 2I >k 2 i and,= - Ik,, the following approxima-
tion can be obtained'0: e a.t)(z+d). (131)

f(k,,k,- (k = V, 2)112 + The lateral-wave term F is

(124) Fl(p,z+d) =F2(p,z+d)+F 3(p,z+d (132)

so that where

2k, [e kL ±4) k ikL] F2(p,z+d) kLkTfkk 7 L.. [J VA))
HI~p,1)= ' L- +-)e a  + K (p). f~ro ktkrj +A 17, J (p  )

(1251 X erYII -d Ad)
The function K(p) may be evaluated with a method similar . . A& + d(

to that used for G (pi and H (p). The result is =zF. p,v e (133)

2ik,.3 ( 7r )1ee _ ,2 ( . ( 2 F,(p,z+d)= - [jolaP) + Jm')]
- - k--F (126) f 0 o + 7,

The final formula for E,, is XetI+ dl . dA

2Eo _ kkr {) uk'p [ Lit + =F (1341

2rk, k [Pp "  The integral F3(p,Ol is the same as in Ref. 11, viz.,
,_P ~ L / -p3J (p,Ol T [e' ko 2 +r i.-'

k I, kLp) / 2 k, 7 p3 kj
-i & + z--i- + 2 2 1-T __ . (135)

2 p k P -3
2 The integral F2(p,O) may be rewritten as follows:

p 1 (127) 2(. kLkT 7 [.rA)J(A) dktk("7 Ap)- J2(,Ip}]2 dA-
F2(po0= --- ro

D. Formulation for B,0
The integral expression (76) is identical to the corre- -kLkr 2 ktk re(

sponding formula for an isotropic medium" except that the f \kLkr,+ k I
factor y (in P) has been changed to yo (in Po). It follows that X (JO(Ap) - J(Ap)] .dA. (136)
the final formula is

B_ l(=+ di [ ( ik -T  3kr 3\ With the same procedure used in Ref. 11, the function
B_. - irjsin ~ je k'I7 - 7  -; F2(p,O) is derived to be

i 2 It(p,O)= ML kpLJ-
', ,' -,, 3 2ik k r /1 i a

+( ikrI k ikk1 2 1 ) e
2 pp 2  (128) kI p2~ 2k 3p

+ 2kr + 2ikLkrT+G( (137)
E. Formultion for 8,, kp k jp3  k,

The integral expression (75) may be rewritten as folows: The final formula for Bl is
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Poe' - 'd~~kP LT - -c

Maxwel equation d formula for B1p is

217 k, le [_ - k, (zd e P 3

+3i,=(L \, ++ a ep,, A (138)
+ e"P" 3 p3I. 2 2p~(1

IV. D1SCUSSION AND CALCULATION B~ ,m sin ek,,=+ a k .eA, (147)
From the formulas for the components of the electro- 2rk, p

magnetic field near the surface of the one-dimensionaly an-
sotrop c roel , it is seen that the electromagnetic field in From E s. 142H147) it may be seen that t. horizontal

Region 1 stil! consists of three kinds of waves, iz., the direct electrc-fieid components E and E , are proportional tc'

wave, reflected wave, and lateral wave. The first two are the horizontal magnetic-field components B ,L and B tp re-

exactly the same as when Region 2 is isotropic This is not spectively. They include terms of both electric an~d magnletic

true, however, of the lateral-wa~e term which now appears type. The vertical components E: ad B,= are much smaller

separated into two groups. The first group includes terms than the corresponding horizontal components, and include

from the five components Et,, E,.,, E,,, Bt 6, and B1o with only terms of either electric or magnetic type.

the wave number A2= =/L. The second group includes terms In Region 2, on the ' ther hand, due to the boundar)
from the five components B,, Bt , B , E1 , and E1 with condition k , = k E~2 ,-, the vertical component E,

the wav e number A-2 = k r They correspond, respectively, to is much larger than the hoizontal electric-field components.

waves of the electric type (TM type) and of the magnetic type Therefore, the Poynting vector is ssentil!y vertically up

(TE type) propagating along the surface in the rock into the sea water, and radially outward in the rock. The

At large distances, when (l'%p(k :r/2k 2, t >' the Fres- electromagnetic energy travels down into the rock first.

nel-integral term may be approxi ated by Since the rock is anisotropic, it generati~s waves of both elec-1tric and magnetic type that propagate in the rock along the
- ./l - i'(l 2(  k (141) surface, then leak verticallyupwardintotheseawater. e-

2kT kifki (~ l

e2'r 2-P '.
1  kT"-'LP) cause the magnetic-type wave has only horizontal electric-

With this and~k :,,,.' ,. i olw ht the components of field components, the wave number kr depends only on ar.

the lateral-wave part of the electromagnetic far field may be For the electmc-type wave in the rock, the vertical electric.

simplified as follows: field component is much larger than the horizontal compo-

,: . ~ o e ,: a( k ,oo i ,kr\ nents.'Forit,'the wave number kL depends only on a

22

cos----- eik +1~e ) 142) In the near and intermediate distances with
EL - rk sntI6 ~d k " ek/+!eu \, Iktp(k ~.l2k )jl<l, th' Fresnel'integral term is small com-

a t -. k,-l( i ek +kekr pared with the other terms, and the formulas for the lateral-
2I r k k , p p2  )wave part of the electromagnetic field can be approximated

(143) as

PD .o coe,kIz+,i( kl ,ki,k\' 15 (148)

B ,d-cos (e k kik~~eW) 15

k, d kr,, z 3
BL -n4ek _ kTIk') EL -- sin elk''z' dI[kr eik w + kr+ "

2Irk, K krk~p3  p / )2k p p p(146) (149)
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cpos _ ek,+d kLkL(L £ ,15 for =u = 0.004 S/m. a' = 0.002 S/m. The doited and
E'cs dot-dashed ines are for the isotropic rock with a2= 0.002I2P k 9/m and 2 0.004 S/m, respectively. The corresponding

, ._. .cs e A +d [(kkr _ )er, 0 "- curves for 1E2,, at = ;r/2 are shown in Fig. 3.
2rk, L p 2  3  In Fig. 2(a), with f 1 Hz, it may . =n that the solid

(151) lineis very close to the dot-dashW lint, and the dashed lineis

OL AOj, Sin kZ'd1 !kr Lp(k-r &Y2I\ very close to the dotted line. Thi±.means that in this frequen-
2rk, -,te 7 ej' cy and distance range, the magnetic-type wa-vterm ofE,, is

(152) not important, and the lateral wave propagates basically as
2- 3in the isotropic rock with the conductivity q, = qL. When

UL_- i1o in0,c +:d!ik r 3k7 3i) the frequency is increased to I kHz, the dashed line in Fig.
2k' p3 " 2(b) is still very close to the dotted line, but the solid line is

(153) separated from the dot-dased line at large, distances. This

In Fig. 2 IEP I is shown as a function of the radial dis- is because, when o, > a = ay, the exponential factor c' of
tancep when d = z = I n, = 0, and a, = 3.6 S/rn, for the the electric-type wave term attenuates faster than the corre-

frequencies f = 1 HTz and f = I kHz. Thesolid lines are for sponding factor e' of the magnetic-type wave. Therefore,

a, = a =0.002 S/m, a, = 0.004 S/m; the dashed lines are

"200 t -220002/
_____________0__000 S_,200 \ [-% O',0.004 S/r, -220 1. . o- 0002 S/m

-260 -
0

-220  . 0002 S/M -240 --- o'e-yiOOD0 S/m,

-240 ?1&,0.00 Srn -260- o 0 00 S /rn

-260O- -- - 0004S/IM -280- .. -Co'qov=-Z/:04 S2n.
.0

.......... ~ ~ ~ -300j-i-00 SI 'K oa.-z00 iE- -3"'-. -6 Ir30 ,3 I -320
S-320" -340 -
-340 -" .. -360 ,. .

-360

-0--400 - f -I Hz.

400-f=IHz___ _ -420 10 20 30 40 50 60 10 80 90 10020 20 30 40 50 60 10 80 90 100 (0) p in km
(a) p in km

-140 -140

-180 118
-220 -220

-260- -260

-300- 30

-340- 30

" -380 o -380

-420 420
! -460-% " . -4601

-500 -500

-540 -540

-580 I-580
-62 0  1 , I ' ' ' I '

0 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 -620 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 0l QI 1
Wb p in km b) p in k mn

FIG 2. JE,,! at p,.1I m) due to unit horizontal electri dipoheat (0.0,l 1M) i FIG. 3. ;E,j at j p,-r/2,1 ml due to unit horizontal electric dipole at (0.0.,1

s3 wter 'Region 1, = 3.6 S,'mJ over one-dimensional]y anotropic r1k m85in = eter jRgion 1, o = 3.6 Sim) ova one-dhmenssonally ansoirop-(Region 2, a. - Or, = Or, o', = 17L)' (8) f == 1 Hr- Nb f - 1 kHz' ic rock (Region 2. a, = 0, O r, 0, - = aj . (a) f = I Hz. (b) f = I kHz.
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0.a,- OMS
rX U - If.tol OM

6:

tl 2 f %.*Its 02

1 2 3 1 2 3dimmv~sonaly anisotropic rock (Regioni 2, 0. - , - airoa',= 90) wii
HERTZ sea-door measureents by Young sad Cox (Ref. 3). (a) E, = Et, sin 0

FIG. 4. Trad o p.2ad YourgandCox(Ref. 3). + E,#cm0 CI'b) E, = - E,, Cos + E,, si. e

at. large distarces, the rragneti :-type ia ve is dominant, and The angle between the transmitting antenna and the radial
the solid Eint beccmes separated froin the dot-dashed line line is . The height of each Puntenna above the sea floor is
and bent to be parallel with the dotted line, zero. Vectors to represent the components E,,(p,0,O) and

In Fig. 3 for ?E,,:, in contrast with :E,,, , the solid lines E,.,4p,,O) at R are shown in the figare- The two arms of the
and dashed lities almost coincide and are located between the crossed-dipole receiving antenna used by Young and Cox
dotted and the dot-ashed lines. This is because the coeffi- were aligned to measure the components E, and E, along
cients of the electric- and magnetic-typc w~ave terms of the the arbitrary x andy directions shown in the diagram, rather
E,~ componelit are nearly equal and in phase. Therefore, an than E,, and E1, The angle between they and p axes Is &,.
interchange of orL and o,,. has almost no effiect on E,.,. The angles 0 and b are not specified by Young and Cox.

In order to compare the theoretical formulas with the However, based on the figure, a reasonable range for 0 ap-
measurements of Young and Cox,' their Figs. 2 and 3 are pears to be from 45* to 60%, an estimated range for eL is from 5'
reproduced here in Fig. 4. In their experiment the insulated to 15'.
transmitting dipole Tis located adistancep = 18.9 km along The components E., and E, can be expressed in terms
the sea floor from the crossed-dipole receiving antenna R. of the basic horizontal components E,,,1p,6,0l

*- 1-
#:W0. *5 - 005S'.-

p 189 km. I 002 S/"..~*10 c~OC5 i
7, cry 1 0 04 S/M 4 10,o a, -000 iS-.

q,- 36 S/m d--1-0 ...........aI/a- coj'oE S/rn
.M 7- -(00 5S/ Gc,3 /

(al:OO4 0 00 S/.
a, 0 '0025 S/rno.U *02 h

to ot ofq a cr'0 Co.
.~~~~~Maue ~ 'l fo~Soaut0 a0

515 Yongad o

%%U

%%.~

(a) ucmns3. a , i te~fo) meszeei by Yout ind Co HR.3z(a
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-*, wave number . - kr. Since the new formulas are obtainled
,.,,- .. , by the sam method and under the same cesditions as those

.,o J - - .S.eo,- of Wu and King. it is assured that they aregood approxima-
. -. 6 s, .S 6 - . '.e. tio n s su b jec t o t h sa m e co d i i o n s s b efo re , T h ar e

Salk,>3k , Ik I 31k!, p;4z, p>Sd, !k1pI>3.

% " Their applicatioa to the measured data cf Young and Co;O
%% provides a simple alternative to their -est fit" model basd

•I" on the numerical evaluation of in-dpth reflections.
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APPENDIX: THE EVALUATION OF G(p) and Hjp)

The function G(p) is defined in Eq. (96) as follows:
= E,(p,oo)cos 6 and E,,,(p, ,O= .= E. ,(r/2,13isin 0 as1

follows: f k + k .n

E, = . i + E1 p,6.0)cos t, (154) X [4p) - 2 VpP;V. dA

E, = - E ,p(p,,0)cos 0 + E1,(p,0,0)sin 0. (155) kLkT . ; (________

With the choice 6 = 60, Of from Y to 10', and T,C.L from A- t1
0.0025 to 0.005 S/m, E and are plotted and compared I. + kLkTYI
with the measured data of Young and Coxz3 in Figs. 5.8. In X [H ,(Aa) - H m" (A)] dA. (Al)
these figures the solid lines and dot-dashed lines represent The intgrand of Eq. tAll has two pairs of branch points at
the one-dimensionally anisotropic rock, the solid lines are A = t k, and ) = t kL., so that the integral contour may
for aL < c r , the dot-dashed lmnes for cri > a, The dotted be changed to be along the branch cut in the upper A plane-
lines and dashed lines stand for the isotropic rock. From Becaus 1n k,>Im kL, only one branch cut from kL to in-
these figures it is seen that for E, only the solid lines agree finity is necessary. When ;k, o;> 1, the Hankel function may
well with the measured data. In contrast, for E, the solid be approximated as Loliows:
lines and dot-dashed lines are nearly coincident and both of

( /2

them agree well with the measured data. The reason why E,, H -p 2 . i,/,-_,(A2)

is not sensitive to the two different anisotropic models is that r'dT ] "
E, is nearly equal to E,,, and forF,1, the coefficients of both Now let
the electric- and magnetic-tylx, waves are approximately A = k(l + iT), dA = ikLdr.
equal. Hence, the interchange of 5 L and o7 has almost no
effect on the total field. From a combination of the figures for The most important contribution to the integral is from the
E and E,, it may be concluded that the conductivity of the neighborhood of the branch point A = kL, so that
rock where the measurements were made is one-dimension- r, nki, (A3)
ally anisotropic, with o, smaller than ., = o. Reasonable e - "e"4kLP . (A4)
values of the conductivities are a, =0.002 5 S/m, a, = a,
=0.004-0.005 S/m. The plus sign is for the left side of he branch cut, the minus

sign for the right side. With Eqs. (A2HA4, Eq. (A l) may be
V. CONCLUSION rewritten as

A set of simple and accurate formulas for the surface G(p)= -2ikrk' 2J/2.-. Ap
wave in a one-dimensionally anisotropic rock along the \mkLP
boundary with sea water has been obtained. When q, = CT, .f I ethe new formulas coincide exactly with the formulas of Wu 4", e- APrdr0 2(- - r/ T2k 1)and King' for the isotropic Region 2. Whe~n or.0 a,., the 4 2 ( " I Ik:

lateral-wave part of the electromagnetic field in Regon 2 is 2k L kjp e- k/pt
2

separated into two terms, the one of electric type with the -e d.
wavenumberk 2 = kL, the other of magnetic type with the k ktp o - ik 2/2k I
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2 M 44 4 2  I/f 2~ and with a simnilar procedur4 H(p) may bpi rwwrittn as

ki k-.j H(p). - G (p)

.... 3fi. ...'-~ ~ ~ ~ k1  Lp )'e e

k, kp
(AS)

wereisdenedinEq.99)inmiSftheF.-celitegra
C(z) + iS'2(f) given in Eq. (100).

Thefnction H1(p) is defied in Eq. (113) as Molows:

I lye( 'A. D. Clave zad C S. Cox. 1. GeWqs.R-es. 37.5327 (1982).
H(p)= - kzkT r S.v+~kY Co and A. DChave ContUoed suc jo-&~-ep

X [VA+ ~plkdA1933 Inzerudoad IEEEA-P-S SynmposiaMz Houston, TX (1983).
X [J4') J2R)P~ L~3P. D. Yoimg and C S. Cu. Geopbp R=s Leu.L 3, 1043 (1981).

k~~lCT ~ ~~E. L 1,axk1omko, EtaecaIPx'p~lnieof Rxk IPtenu.Nw Yoek
_______1 1967j pp. 87. 134-136.

= 2 jk-y* lkyi
5R. W. P. King. 1. Appl. Phys. 58,3612 1195%)I 'EL N. Edwards, D.C Nobes, and E. G6amez-Treii0,~ Geopbys. 49, 566

X H '~aVp) + H WA) ]A1 d.tI (AM) (11924 M.OesadT.Ti RdoS.(obpulhd.
?R. W. P. King. KOm n .T u zi c.(ob utse)

Because 'R. W. P. King 3nd G. S. Siit, Antenna; in Matter (M.I.T.. C~nrdg
%M. 1981). Chap. 11.

H V-) + f 1V~p H 1 '(,,o)'L T. Wit Pnd R. W. P. King. Radio Sc. 17.52 1 '11982).
H~(Ap) 2 1" Ap I " 'A)'T. T. Wu and R. W. P. King. Radio Sc 17. 32 (1982Y correction 19. 1422

Ap (19841.

2 ( 2.i "'. (A7) "R. W. *,- Kin& and T.T. Wu J. Appi. Piiys $4,507 (1983); erraturn 56.
=Ap -3365(1984).
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Electromagnetic Surface Waves:, New Formulas
and Applications

RONOLD W. P. KING, u-r naaw, riFzi:

Abn-mae-110tattvty simlie ad accsrxte forsinlsa are now available the dipole to infinity. Because of the simplicity and onerahity
for tbe compt letedronagoetie field teiaumtd by Vties 25d borlZa of these eXpresions itasbnposb oue them inth
ta dipoles WIoezed an or Gar 1hik 1 ndrybeweetwo el ctical ly to of new poblem be os al to se ihem inthoe
differet lialf-spaces such as ai.r and wate or rock andI me water. T&h ouinoee rolm n ogi ewisgt;it l
Principal part of the rield Is a butwad-travellng latteral wave with awu ones. It is perhaps well to point out that this paper is corncerned
proptrtits. The formulas are given end tbeis, 2pplicutloo to t variety of only with antennas on or below the surface of the earth.
problems re'ntwed bil)l. Thms Indude; radio commnunication over it,* Elevated antennas that generate fields nciden't on the earth at
Surface of the earth or sea, the Irate Antenna, communication with arbitrary angles are not treated.
submarines using verical dipoles in air sad horizontal dipoles Its the set It is the purpose of this paper to review the Pew formulas
the toca~fon of buried objects using horizontal dipolts on The suirface ofansu arz thiaplcio toheouinadne
the earth, and the measurement of the conductivity of the sea floor. ansumrzthiaplcio toheouinadnw

evaluation of problems of current interest.

1. INTRoDucTioN HI. THE ELECTROMAGNETric FiELD

T H E ELECTROMAGNETIC field generated by a vertical The rigorous general integrals for the three componcrnts of
or horizcntai electric dipole on or near the boundary the field of a ye uical electric dipole located on or near the

between electrically different regions, such as the air o,.er tht plane boundary t(z = 0) between region 1 (z ?_ 0) and region '
surface of the earth (soil, lake, ocean) or sea water over the (z _- Q) (see Fig. 1) are given by (14)-(16) in Appendix 1. The
ocean floor, is important ;n radio communication and geo- co~responding integrals for the six ccmpozients of the elc,tro-
physical exploration. The presence of the boundary makes the magnetic field of an t-directed, similarly located horizontal
field Yery diffetent from that of the samte dipole in an infinite electric dipole are given by (35).-(40) in Appendix 11. The
homogeneous region or of a monopole on a perfectly% con- rotationaly symmetric field of the vfertical dipole is repre-
ducting plane. This h~as recogni~ed more that, 50 years ago by sented at a point (p, z), the field of the horizontal dipole at (P,
Sommerfeld [1], 121 %ho derived general complex integrals 0, z) in region 1. The cylindrical coordinates p, 0, z have their
for the associated Hertz potentials from vWhiLh the components origin or. the bouidary and the a..gle 0 is measured from the
of the electromagnetic field could be dete.-mined by differenti. positi~e .v-axis in the Cartesian system.%, Y, zz. n.. dipole in
ation. Since that time the problem has been treate. by a great each case is located at (0, 0, d) in region 1. The formulas
many investigators who have sought in varous ways to obtain involve the complex wavenumbers
more explicit and useful expressions for the field [3]-[5].kJ=f +ij=[Wy +WW]1/; =1,2 ()
Important comprehensive contributions are by Wait [61 and =i,+ir wpc ~]12 ,2 1
Bafios [7) who obtained sets of quite simple approximate where e, is the real effective permittivity, o, the real effective
formulas valid in restricted and generally nonoverlapping conductivity of region i. The time dependence is e - "'.

ranges of the parameters and variables. These are known as The integrals have been evaluated subject to the following
the quasistatic or near field, the intermediate field, and the far conditions on the wavenuinbers and the distances p, z, and d.
or asymptotic field. Recently, explicit integrals for the several They are
components of the electromagnetic field have been derived by
King [8) for :he vertical and by King and Smith 191 for the lk,12t31k 21; jklpa3; pa:51zI; p2-5d. (2)
horizontal electric dipole. These have been evaltiated with The accuracy of the representation increases with increasing
relatively unimportant restrictions to obtain new, relatively values of 1ki/k 21. If region I is the earth and region 2 the air
simple and comprehensive formulas for all of the components above it, this first condition is satisfied for soil, lake or sea
of the electro'magnetic field [ 8], [10]-[121. Each of these water, but possibly not for the very dry sand of a desert at
formulas contains all of the previously derived discrete ranges higher frequencies when Iki/k2 l - ec ,3. If region I is sea
in a single continuous range that extends from points very near water and region 2 the sediment and rock of the sea floor,

useful frequencies are usually quite low so that JIA2I 2 3
Manuscript received October 19, 1984, revised March 22.1i9a5. This k reduces to (all/cO a 9. Since a, for sea water is of the order of

was supprted in pan by the Joint Services Electronics Program under 4 S/in, this conditiun limits the representation to sediment or
Contract N00014-94-K-0465 and in parn by the Office of Nnval Research rock with q2 :5 0.44 S/in. The second condition in (2)
under Contrac NOO14-79C.0419, both with Harard University.

The authoi is with the Gordon McKay LAborasory, Harvard Umaversity, excludes a small range very close to the dipole. The third and
Cambridge, MA 02138. fourth conditions require the radial distance p to be considera-
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V br.cal t R2&)n 2 k2) field in region 1 and along the boundary surface in region 2
___".____ when the dipole is on the surface in region 2.T- " III. THE VETicL. DIPOLE IX AIR ON -nE SURFACE OF THE

7 ~EARTH OR SEA
" I The electromagnetic field on the surface (z = 0) of theI -- - /

Region I N,) lp, earth (region 1) due to a unit (the = I A-m) verticz! antenna
erected in the air (rgion 2) above the earth at radial distancesp > cz i1 is given by (32)-(34). The largest component of the

electric field is (33):
Fit. 1. Venic dipole or boundary surf=; horizontl dipole below

boundzry) g( ,  (4)

bly greater than both the depth of the dipole in region I and the
depth of the point of observation. None of these formulas is where, with k2 = o(eo)1', (wc4i/2 rk2) = 60 .Q. In Fig. 2

valid on the surface of an antenna for evaluating its admit- graphs of 201ogo tEz(p, 0)1 of the field over sea water are
tance-this has been carried out directly from the integral shown as a function of the radial distance p ranging from less

equations obtained from an applicaition of the boundary than a meter to over 1000 km. The parameter is the frequency

conditions [9, chs. 7 and 81. from 10 Hz to 1 GHz. A typical curve that exhibits all of the
The complete set of formulas for the components of the essential characteristics is that at f = 10 MHz. It includes a

electric and magnetic fields at an arbitrary point (p, 0, z) in near-field range from close to the antenna to k2o - I in which
region I due to a dipole at (0, G, d) also in region I are given the field decreases very rapidly as p -3, then an intermediate
by (20)-(22) for the vertical dipole, by (45)-(50) for the range between kp - I and kp - Ik-/k31 where the field
horizontal dipole. The fields are expressed as the sum of two decreases slowly as p -1, and finally an asymptotic range with
parts in the form: k2p > Iki/k]i where the field decreases as p -1. Atf = 10 Hz

the field in Fig. 2 is entirely in the range IE2.(p, 0)1 - p -3; at
9 = +V; A, =Bf +B . (3) f = I GHz the asymptotic range begins at p - 1 m. The best

Here the first term with the superscript L represents the frequency for p = 100 km isf - 10 MHz. As demonstrated in

surface or lateral wave, the second term with the superscript D a recent paper [13], the formula (4) and the graphs in Fig. 2

the sum of the direct and reflected fields. The lateral wave is contain the Norton surface wave over the range where thethe um f te diectandreflcte filds.Thelatrallatter is an adequate approximation.
identified by !he exponential factors eI2oeikj(.+d) which la r es pent oxima ti.

represent a plane wave traveling (1) vertically upward from The largest component of the electric field at a depth z in the

the dipole in region 1 to the boundary a distance d with a sea due to the same unit vertical electric dipole in air wth d -

exponential decrease in amplitude e -a I d and phase shift Old in

e ' t jd , (2) radially outward in region 2 a distance p with an E (, z)=E',(p, 0)e-aizesi, (5)
exponential decrease in amplitude e - 0"2 and a phase shift 02p where
in e0 8 , and (3) vertically downward a distance z to the p6int
of observation with an exponential attenuation e-"i € and EI.(p, 0)= -_ f(p)ei2P. (6)
phase shift Piz in eta 1z. If region 2 is air, o. = 0, and the -xk

lateral wave is unattenuated along its radial path. If region 2 is In the useful range I n k2o < 81k/lA J, f(p) = ik.2.'p. The
the sea floor, the upward and downward directions are application of this formula to tonmnunication w i:h submtrine.
interchanged, a2 * 0, and there is significant attenuation in the frequency range 10 to 30 kHz used by the top-loaded
along the radial path. vertical monopoles of the Cutler, ME, antenna is discussed in

The terms forming the direct field are identified by the [131. 't is shown that, because of the factor e-* :, this
exponential factor e'k. *, = e-*i'le 8 IrI wherer, = [p- + (z frequency range is useful for submarine depths up to about .
- d)2] " which represents a spherical wave expanding from = 10 m with maximum possible output from the very large
the soure v ith the exponential attenuation e - a , ' and phase antennas. For depths up to z = 50 m, a frequency of the order
shift 0,r in c'8 ". The terms forming the reflected field [er off -- I kHz is optimum, but it would be difficult to construct
field from an image dipole at (0, 0. - d) in region 2] are an efficient vertical antenna for so low a frequency.
identified by the exponential factor elI'2 = e-0,2eiair2
where r2 = [p2 + (z + d)21"2 is the distance from an image IV. THE HORIZONTAL ELECTRIC DIPOLE NEAR AN AIR-SE A OR
source at (0, 0, - d) or the distance traveled by a once- AIR-EARTH BOUNDARY
reflected wave. The sum of the direct and reflected waves The field in region I (Sea water) of a unit horizontal electn,
includes the factors e-'01 and e-'2. In most praccal dipole located at the air-sea water surface with d - 0 is given
cases, a 1 . ca2 and since r2 > r, > p, it follows that e-,IrI by (45a) to be
and e- a'2 are very small compared to e- 02 when p > at"
where, then, only the lateral wave is significant. E ,(p, 4', z)= 2r g(p)eikIcs (7)

Also given in Appendices I end II are the components of the 2ik
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p ,. E.s simple half-wave dipole is placed horizontally just above the
oj I 0 lo0 surace of the earth. It is center-driven by a suitable emf at a

200 iE2 ztpO!t 6OIOk,p.K1iIVim properly selected frequency. In effect, it constitutes an air-
200 E2Z(10! a 6I9(*P.NIWM insulated horizontal electric dipole lyinig on the surface of the

a, "3 5 S/n. :'"I0 earth. A point on a buried object at a depth z and radial
tOO distance p from the transmitting antenna experiences the field

0 given by (45)-(50). If the radial distance satisfies the condition
C p > ai"', only the lateral-wave pan of the field is significant.

40 It will have traveled radially outward a distance p and then

0vertically downward a distance z to where i: encounters the
100' buried object. This scatters a field upwar which interacts with

WtHZI tO' "-- the incident field in the air above the surface to generate an

-200 103  interference pattern. A horizontal dipole receiving antenna (or
-o102 0 a vertical loop) moved about on the surface can deter this

_300 Ipattern and with it the area under which the obstacle is located.

-300 0 1 , 10 102 1o W A complete analysis of the scattering of lateral ele tromagnet:c
P in kdoS.eter$ waves by a buried insulated conductor is in [15). [16]. Typical

Fig. 2. Magnitude of E..(p. 0) due to a vcnical unit eletr dipole i air interference patterns are shown. A sample is shown in Fig. 3
abowe the surface of sca water.f = 10 to t0 Hz. for a submerged insulated wire. Measured interference pat-

terns have been reporned by Bansal [17).
It is smaller than the field (5) of a comparable vertical dipole irk
air in the directioii 0 = 0 by a factof k:!ki. However, it is V. THE Ho0RIz ,AL ELEcritc DIPOLE ON THE SEA FLOOR

possible to construct large horizontal antennas just below the AP insulated horizontal electric dipole laid on the aca foor
surface of the sea for use at low frequencies. A properly is used as a source by geophysicists for measunng the
designed long insulated traveling-wave antenna can have a electrical conductivity beneath the oceans. Th~s app ,aeoia bs
large effective length so that with large currents the field of called a controlled or active electromagnetic souri.e method to
such an antenna. viz.. distinguish it from these that make use of natural electromag-

[EL (ot 00) Z)l3 =l (O)h,(do)EIo{po, Io, z), (8) netic fields generated by sources in the earth's magnetosphere
I,, % and ionosphere. In recent work by Chave and Cox [18] the

can be very great compared to that of the unit dipole. This field general integrals (35)-(40) were rederived and applicd to a
can be f rther enhanced by a faL tor N if N such antennas are horizontaly layered region by replacing the functions P and Q
arranged ide by side in an upward-directed broadside arra). in (41) ith generalized response functions and using numer.
A subsurfaLe array for generating lateral waves atf = I kHz cal methods to e%aluate the integrals. Their formulation is
for propagation in the air above sea water and then down into limited to very low frequencies for which (1) reduLCes to A,
the sea is described in [13]. (iwpoT,)' ,J = i, 2, "-, n, where region I is the ocean and

A horizontal Insulated travehng-wave antenna can be laid in the remaining n - 1 regions are horizontal layers i, the
the air directly on the surface of the earth or sea. If the lithosphere. Measurements with an insulated horizontal wire
insulation is air. such an antenna consists simpl3 of a on the sea floor have been reported by Young and Cox [19] but
horizontal %ire located at a height d .bove the s'irfacc. i.e.. it no adequate description of the construction and propenics of
is a horizontal-wire antenna that generates lateral waves. If the their antenna is provided ncr is the mehod of ,.alulation of
terminating resistance at each end is connected to grounded the field given. In their discussion. Chave and Cox [18] st.i
vertical conductors, the familiar Beverage antenna is obtained, that 'the mathematical complexity' of the general integr..
A complete analysis of the wave antenna for both the expressions for the electromagnetic field 'masks their con,.ep
transmission and reception of lateral electromagnetic wa,.es Is tual simplicit..'" since each component can be interprecd .,
in [14]. The optimum effective length for low-frequency the sum of two sets of terms. the one as the "primar field in
operation requires a physically very long structure. On the the "ean,'" the other as the -field due to an Image current
other hand, at higher frequencies, and zn combination with inducad in the earth." Significantly. no ref.:ren.e is mad, -,,
other identical elements, it provides a highly directive tra.s the lateral wave that contributes the cntire field along the be.
mitting and receiving array, for example, for an over-the- floor (z = 0) when the lithosphere is treated as a homegc!1C
horizon radar. The analysis [14] shows thai the contributions ous, isotropu. half-space. and a dominant -.in %.hen there afc
-o the field from the currents in the sho.t vertical terminations reflected fields from horizontal layers at Increasing depths ,n
contribute negatively but also negl;gibl) to the field generated th. lithosphere. As seen from k45a). %hen bo 1 re.c.iing and
by the currents in the long horizontal conductor. transmitting antennas are on the sea floor (z = d = 0), ;he

A quite different application of the horizontal electric dipole lateral wave involves only the radial distan.e p between the
and the lateral-wave electromagnetic field it generates is the two antennas in
discovery and bounding of a buried or submerged object or a
localized region with electrical propenies that depart signifi- Et(p, 0, 0)= - g(p)eAs " (9)
cantly from those of the surroundings. For this purpose a
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F1Sa. 4. Radial eleciii field of 2neira ont.1te bouom ofth sea (a,= =4 Sim.
.IcI. Ihtc2*km.- c~eZ ej.i, 16). Electrc rooient is I

0~ 0

f x 10 Sim. N I Ito 5.atd the frequency in the range from
1C 5 0,,c "lam Z Hz to 100 kP~z are the parameters. It would appear that with

a mmnmittdng antenna or. the sea floor, the receiving antenna
~. I~0ou~ -i could be -roved radially outward in steps. and jiE1(p, 0, 0)1
~*z1".~'I measured at each location. A measured graph of 20 loglo

Q I~_________ ~ E,(p, 0, 0)1 as a function of p should yield a curve like one of
.50 30 -0 0 0 2030-0 *ZO 430 0 * 05 those inFig. 4from which a-could be determined.

,At. M 4Actual measurements of the conductivity of the sea floor
(b) have been reported by Young and Cox [19) who located an

Fig 3 Efric field in air above insulated scattering rod of' ienrth 21 =insulated dipole transmitrting antenna denoted by T (see Fig. 5)
33.4 cm at depth d cm in salt vzaer 0I = 2 SIM. (a)id = 2 cm. Mb d =on the sea floor and a crossed-dipole receiving antenna R at p
4.5 cm = 18.9 km. There was no significant sediment on the sea floor

between the two antennas. The crossed dipoles measured Ex
Calculations of the Poynting vector [20j show that the and Ey along arbitrarily oriented X and Y axes as a function of
maximum depth of penetration of the lateral wave into region the frequency in the very low rdnge from! = 0.25 to! = 2.25
2 is zm, = Re (Ak2/k,)p/2.7IS [ - (o:/ct)1 2 ,/2.718 at low Hz. As shown on the upper left in Fig. 5, the Xand Y axes are
frequencies] Therefore, the field observed at the radial inclined, respectively, with respect to the directions of p and o
distance p must be interpreted with great care when reflections by the small angle .. The ranges of the measured values of Ex
from layers more or less deep in the lithosphere are superirn. and Ey are shown by the rect angular boxes in the lower parts
posed on the lateral wave, of Fig. 5. Also shown are theoretical curves obtained by

The formula (9) has interesting properties that make it Young and Cox presumnably by numerical integration of the
useful in the measurement of the conductivity of the litho- general integrals. The dotted curves are for a lithosphere
sphere below the sea floor when this can be approximated by a consisting of a homogeneous. isotropic half-space with 0o, =
homogeneous half-space. The two raniges of interest are 0,004 S/rn. The three dashed and solid-linie curves are for

three horizontally layered models with eight different condue-
I lW,'0E ,,(p, 0, 0) - y-, Ik2pM <1, (10a) tivity distributions to a depth of 33 km, as shown on the upper

2rk p~ right in Fig. 5, It is seen :hat the half-space model agrees quite

L 0 0) ~ ewell with the measured values of A. (lower left) but not with
(:00)- - - L~s k~pt <_8Ik'1/k~ those of Er (lower right), while the "best fit" eight-layered

27rk2, P model in solid lines agrees moderately well with the measured

lOob) values of both Ex and E.
On the basis of this agreement Young and Cox concluded

The very low frequency near-field formula (10a) does not that the lithosphere is laterally isotropic and horizontal))
involve k2 so that it is useless in the determination of q2 from stratified with a layer of low conductivity between z = 2 and:Z
k2 - (iww~2)"2. On the other hand. (l0b) involves k2 = #2  = 8 km. They do not explain why the layers reflect Ey
+ ict2 ini the exponentia.1 and this suggests interesting strongly and differently in the three layered models whereas
possibilities for measuring at2. Graphs of 20 loglo 1Ef,(p, 0, Ex is not appreciably reflected by any of them since all three
0)1 are shown in Fig 4 as a function of the radial distance from agree quite well with the half-space model. They also do not

*p = 10 nm to p = 100 km, The conductivity in the form q'2 =4 explain why Ex and Er behave so differently with increasing
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rCox in Fig. 5. On the other hand, when 02 = 0.002 Srn. the
_ ,graphs shown in dashed lins in Fig. 6 are obtained. For this

o 0 2 3 conductivty, the maximum of E1 (p, , O)1 is af = 0.92 Hz
HERTZ HERTZ and the rate of decrease of IE,,(p, 4,~ 0) is reduced. When,

Fig. F. Measu6err.emns and simple of Y = 50, and 1h=,

frequency: Ex decreases steadily and rapidly. Er increases to E=i i kE 0 cs4- 1  o ml
ris calculated for o = 0.004 Sr as shown on the left in Fig. 6

Tenewly deie eaieysml om~sfrte and
electromagnetic field of a horizontal electric dipole cannot, of r= -E u cos +E i, sin 0-)- E,i for small
course, be used to obtain the field at the boundary of a
muliayered region since they apply specficall to two is calculated for o = 0.002 S!m as shown on the right in Fig

homogeneous. isotropic half-spaces. However, they car be 6. the resulting curves are seen to be in goo.I agreement v.ith
used to explain the graphs obtained by Young and Cox. show n the respective measured values This suggests that a possible
in dotted lines in Fig. 5. for the half-space model of the model of the lithosphere as seen by the lateral waves maN be a
lithosphere. In the very low-frequency rangef = 0.25 to 2.25 half-space which is two-dimensionally anistropic in the con-
Hz. the simple integrated formulas for Ef,(p, 0, z) and Ef0(p, ductivity with the volume density of current 7 given by
4, z) given in (45a) and (46a) are well approximated at p = 0 0" /Exen
18.9 km and z + d = 2 m by J2( 0 X 0 E2r), (13)

Et,(p, 0, z)-E 0 (p, .6, 0) \Ji/ 0 0 a/ \E/

WPo 1 [ik2  1 2 i elcos ,, (11) where u, = 0.004 S/m and cb, = 0.002 S/m. This possibility

2Tk 2 p k 1 could have been tested by Young and Cox if they had oriented
their antennas successively so that 1) 0 = 0, 0 = 0, and 2)

Eie(p, 0, z)-E,(p, 4. 0) = 0, 0 = -r12. With orientation 1), the electric field at the
wA/ok2 r 2 2i receiving antenna is El y = - E,(p, 0, 0), ELx = E10(p, 0, 0)

- r 2 L i I l' sin 0, (12) = 0. The field in the lithosphere below the receiving antenna
has the components E7, = Elo, E2. = (ki/ki)EI., and B2, =

where k2 = (icioz)1 2 = (1 + i)C12. It is readily shown that B2,. It is dominated by the large component E2. = A:l/ob.
E1,(p, 0, 0) has a maximum at a2p = 1.62 while E1 (p, lr/2, This suggests that E2y must depend primarily on ,2b = 0.002
0) decreases continuously and rapidly with increasing p. S/m. Similarly with orientation 2), the electric field at the
Specifically, when p = 18.9 an and 02 = 0.004 S/m, the receiving antenna is Ely = -E,i p, X/2, 0) = 0, Elx =
graphs for Ej,(p, 0, 0) and E1,(p, 0, 0) as calculated from E1,(p, 7/2, 0). The associated field in the litho-phere below
(11) and (12) are shown in solid lines in Fig. 6. The calculated the receiving antenna has the components E2, = El,, B, =
maximum for IEI,(p, 4,, 0)1 is f = 0.46 Hz in complete Ba, and B2, = Bi:. Since E2. - J10/au, it is to be expected
agreement with the numerically evaluated graph of Young and that Ex depends primarily on au = 0.004 S/m By
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determining the conductivity r.. from El, with the orientation where
1) and the conductivity q2, from E1x with the orientation 2), 2
the validity of the anisotropic possiblity could have been t(p, z)= °k 2
determined. It is sup orted by the above discussion and by a I2kl -d,, d
complete analytical stutdy carried out by Fan [2 t]. ED( )ca [ke 'i2 1(-d dek~

CONCLUSION /

Complete, relatively sirple integrated formulas for the (i kk3i)] (2Ob)
electromagnetic fields of vertical and horizontal electric p2  p3 J'
dipoles near the boundary between two electrically different
half-spaces have been summarized. Unlike earlier approxi- E(p, z)= k 2

mate formulas, thtse provide F single continuous range over P , rka

all distances from quite cose to infinity at all useful ik1  I 1
frequencies. The near, intermediate, and asymptotic parts of Elz(p, z)= w11 (e.iii 1-elkiP2, (21b)
this range join smoothly and continuously. Because of their 4rkl p p k1p / )
simplicity, these formulas are readily applied and interpreted. L )( )EL (p, Z),
These important properties have been ilustrated by a variety B10 (p, z)=(ki zP (22a)

of interesting and usefil applications in communication and D' , ik, I
remote sensing. B, 0(p, Z) - (ekjl - el (22b

APENDIX I In these formulas

THE VERTCAL ELECTFRC DIPOLE

The general integrals for the three components of the ri=[ 1 +(z-d)2]"2; r2=[pz+(z+d)11!:, (23)

rotationally symmetric electromagnetic field at a point (p, z) in and
region 1 due to a veytical electric dipole with unit electric
moment (1he = 1 A .. ) located at (0, d) in region I are 181: f(p)_. =g(p)

2Wk O I lk 2 I1 k 1/2
Z) =-, - 2 2 e-05(p), (24)

p p2  k2p3  k1  k2P)

+ k 27 e (" ° ,\2 f z>d (14) where

El( ,z = - w o1 0*[" e#)pz d l eiii ' 0 ' k2P 2k (25)
E2k(p, -'- 2o I 2 is the "numerical distance,"

+ 2 , Jo(p)X' dX, (15) '(P)=(I +i)-C(p)-iS2 (P) (26)
k z12 + k271 J2

i1( p I - r e hi i tl -, e h i :+ d ) a n d
B z 2y C2(p) + iS2(p)= (2rt) "el d (27)

2 1
k~et'litedt

+ k + J J,(Xp)X2 A, (16) is the Fresnel integral. For large values of Jk2Pi

where f(p)-g(p)-k 2 /k p2,; Ikpl>k 81k/k l. (28)

,=(k - X2)/; y2 =(k - 2),/2. (17) i When thi vertical dipole is located just across the boundary
in region 2 with d - 0 and r, = r2 = r0 = (p2 + z2)1 -, the

Subject to the conditions components of the field in region 1 are:

I k l > 3 l k 2 l ; I k , # l > 3 ; p _> S l z l ; p 2 : 5 d , ( 1 8 ) E , p z ) - o V p ek/e A oe 1 0 p 2 , ( 9E (p, z)= -- fpe ':i',op] (29)

the above integrals lead to 2wk,
o oiptok 2E,(p, Z)=E" (p, z)+ED(p, Z), ( = - (30)

Bl(p,, -)=E,f,(p, 

z)+E,((31)
Bt,( L )= (p, DB (p, Z). (1)Bt#(p, Z)= -- t0_f(p)eiA2Peik*,. (31)
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The field in region 2 close to the boundary surface is obtained BI,(p, 4,, z)

from (29)-(31) with z - 0 and the use of the boundary
coditions for the electromagnetic vectors. Thus =-- cos 6( "(Q2)[J(Xp) - J2(Xp)J

E2,(p, 0)=E ,(p, 0)= - [(p)ek2P-ie*Io'/p2], (32) -(P/2)[Jo(M)+ J20 p)]e ('-d)X dX
2xk1

Ez(p, 0)=(k/1'ki)E:(p, 0)= - g(p)e2D, (33) (
27k2

Bz(p, 0)=,31 (p, 0)= - f(p)ek2D. (34) T, sin 4,

2-r

APPENDIX II X ! [Peui(tld)-eif-,dil.)'Ji(P)XI dX. (40)

THE HORIZONTAL ELEc ric DiPoLE

The electromagnetic field at a point (p, 4), z) in region I due Where two signs appear, the upper one is for the range d < z,

to a unit horizontal electric dipole located at (0, 0. d) in region the lower sign for0 - z - d.Whenp# = p = P.
I is much more complicated than that of the corresponding P=('y2-.)/('I+7,), Q= (k 2-'.- 1)/(k;j 2+k_,),
vertical dipole located at the same point. Rotational symmetry

does not obtain and all six components of the field are (41)

generated. Let the dipole be located at the depth d below the 2

origin (0, 0. 0) of the cylindrical coordinates p, 4, z with its y=(k 1 \), y2=(k2 XT (42)

axis along the x-axis from which the cylindrical coordinate 6 The time dependence is e-"wl. Note that E 9, E,., Bi,
is measured. The eiectric moment of the dipole is I1,: = I constitute a field of electric type that vanishes v, hen 0 = X.:
A m. The general integrals of the field as derived in King and and is the entire field ,hen , = 0. Similarl). the ,omponent
Smith [9] are: B, BI., El. are a field of magnetic type that vanishes when o

E,(p, .6, z) = 0 and is the entire field when 4 = z12. These two parts of
the field are not independent.

0 - Cos 4 ( (y1 Q/2)Jo(Xp) - 1() Subject to the conditions:

I Ik,I->3k 2l; lkipl>3; p251zl; pz5d, (43)
the above integrals lead to

+ {k1J (Xp)-(X2/2)[Jo(Xp) f(p, 4, Z)=RL(p, 4, z)+ED(p, (b, z).

- .,Xp])-yI Iel,1.-XdX), (35) §(p, 0, Z)=§,'(p, 0, Z)+§DCp, 0, Z), (4

E10(p, 4, Z) where

4'k sin 6(10 {('YQI2)[Jo(Xp)+J 2 (XP)] Eto(p, 4), z)= g(p)et2e'4 ' 4 cos o

2
- (kP/2-1 )[JO(Xp) -J2(Mo)]} e"i( -OX dX L o ,=-[ E=(p, z)]lqk21/k2.) cos o, (45a)

+ 4k~lJo(Xp) - (X2/2)[Jo(Xp) D3 Apo L, k1
0 oo) /)() E 0(p, 4) Z)= - lk" ' cos o, 05b)

+ J2(Xp)] I -yeI - Il d d X. , ) (36) L 2rk Li, Z)

E,.(p, 0, Z)= -j cos 4) k2 Z 3

X oQe'i(-+d)--e'rli-lJ'J(Xp)X2 dX, (37)Ia. [2pi +k1'2 e
Xe'A20e lA 1Z- 1 sin 4, (46a)

Bip(p, 4, z) ED.p, 4), z)

=-t- sin ,( (Q/2)[Jo(Xp) + J2(M\)] Wp0A kiO 1 I41r 0 =-~ [ek2 - (l l 2
4 ,fo *rk 2 L 2  p -4- (P/2)lJo(Xp)- J2(Xp)]} ei'll,+dll d.\52

±" Jo(Xp)e'71 1iX dX), (38) X [ kikk ] sin 4), (46b)
0 P P2 P
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2 conditions. Thus
EL !1Awok2f~)i2ilZd OEE,(p, 4i, (A, cos 4

.[fe,(p, z)] cO 4,, (47a) ..,r

4 /(, 0, Z) ") kE g (p) e k2P -  " + Mk C _ (51)++I I
;2 p3

+" p2  p p-\ p(p e/k°

,u k22 k' 12+ il sin +,(52)

P. T2 elp:(pP2

) sin i' (48a) E2,(p, 4, O)=(kI1/k)E.(p, , 0)

D -AO f ekz20 .ie o ',

,+ f ek v t. (-+ d ) r i 1 , 2k , 2 11

2;ks VT/ LPp 2  p 3 B2(p, 4, 0)=Btp, 4, 0)=- -

I (+ elkt,+5 elk fr2k. .2i ik.3  1 2 1
2kp p 2 TI F) (P k2 ,, × p3- + k'-"\ J,

x L -- sin 4. (48b) x + [±.k , 2 1
p ; p4x eIA21;+ _L _ -]p3e,411 sin 4

L LBL ,tp, 0,. =/''/),,(,+ Z). (49a) (54)

8D1 (p, g, z)=e-- elki't2 I + Y &,:(. 4, 0)=B1(p, 4, 0)B 10',, 0, Z) 41rk,..{_Ik
2 g(p)e,,21+ i elk, COS 1(-d e:1,+d [ l]VCO 2,, ¢ e,, o+

(49b)

B P 04 3Zk2 31(p , '. 0)=B .(p, 4', 0)3ik *3 3ik

2rk 2 3 - --

x eliei"(t sin ', (50a) 2

o k,, , + [p.+3 J etki sin 4'. (56)
Bk(p p. Z) - e, 2 33 REFERENCES
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A specific physical interpretation of the effect of relative permittivities t, and conductivities a upon
the amplitude and phase of propagating electromagnetic surface waves is given, where t, and a
characterize the layered matenal regions of a planetary lithosphere. The interpretation is made possible
by the availability of simple formulas for the fields of vertical and horizontal unit electric dipoles near
interfaces between regions of matter, the earth's lithosphere at its interface with salt water is used as an
example. The ranges of c,. a. frequency f, and radial distance p over which the formulas apply are
shown to be quite broad. The E,, component (the radial electric field in region 1. characterized by
complex wave number k, and adjoined at a planar interface to region 2. characterized by k2, where
IkI-'>> Ikl') is disdZissed in detail. The attenuation of 20 logo IE1 J as a function of p and p162,
where 6 is the skin depth, is illustrated for conductivity ratios a,/a, = 10- 1 to 10- 3, over a range off
from I Hz to l01 Hz. IEj,I is shown to be significant for determining perraittivities t, al the higher
frequencies in this range. The use of IEi,l to infer conductivities a2 at lower frequencies in shallow
sounding of the earth's sea floor is discussed in terms of specific lithological and sediment-related
parameters. The technology required to transmit and receive 20 logo I E1,I at freshwater and saltwater
interfaces with the earth's crust is addressed. A specific experiment is proposed for testing a specialized
insulated antenna for seafloor use in shallow coastal waters at I kHz.

I. INTRODUCTION points P near the interface; underlying basement

The electromagnetic field which exists near an layers are sampled.

interface of the type depicted between regions 1 and The aforementioned theory and experiments at
2 of Figure I includes a surface wave component. Harvard University have been concerned with the2 o ure 1 i s a surfa wave omponn overall electromagnetic attnbutes (simple analytical
The surface wave is termed a "lateral wave"; regions frua n esrddcyrts elcin n
I and 2 may consist of a diverse range of planetary formulas and measured decay rates, reflection, and

constituents. Region 1 is typified by a hydrospheric scattering from obstacles) of lateral waves. A special-
liquid, for example, salt water, while region 2 may be ization to geoelectromagnetics of equations which
a poorly conducting or nonconducting atmospheric have been experimentally verified and are perfectly
gas or a range of lithospheric materials such as rock, general, excepting the precise constraints lk[ > 31k 2 1,
soil, oil, or ice. P > 5d, p > 5:, and IkIpI > 3, is the objective of the

Although the surface wave does not penetrate present paper. Here- and d are indicated in Figure 1,
deeply into region 2 [King et al., 1981; King et al., k, and k2 are complex wave numbers describing
1986] for small radial distances p from the source propagation in regions I and 2, respectively, and p is
dipole, its utility in shallow crustal sounding is the radial distance from the radiation source.
strongly indicated by recent theory [Wu and King, Related theoretical work all derives from the prob-
1982a, b; King and Wu, 1983; King and Brown, 1984] lem described by the original Sommerfeld integrals
and experiments (Brown et al., 1982, 1984]. At large [Sornmerfeld, 1926]. This includes (1) approximations
p the effects of penetration of electrically thin layers for Sommerfeld equations primarily concerned with
by the surface wave are evidenced at observation fields in air [Norton, 1936], (2) field formulas parti-tioned into nonoverlapping domains of frequency

and distance [Baios. 1966], and (3) purely numerical
Copyright 1986 by the American Geophysical Union evaluations of Sommerfeld integrals [Chave and Cox,

Paper number 6S0196. 1982].
0048-6604/861006S-0196S08.00 Related experimental work includes (1) physical

831
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air

Trovling-'e u, Regicn I o setatr wae Recei4ing dipohe
tronmatng C', v 14 S/m, ev ,O /ited to enoure p
antenna J ,,,,,,,,,,1

d 41---------------------- --

Path of laterol VOv9
Region 2: rock(sto bcttom)

Fig I. Schematic diagram of directional transmitter and receivez near the bottom of thes=

modeling of wave propagation by King and Maley solution of the Maxwell equations shown on the
[1965] and (2) source-receiver measurements at 21°N right in the figure using boundary conditions attend-
near the East Pacific Rise by Young and Cox [198,]. ant to the material layers (which may be referred to
The first of these investigations is concerned pri- as "half-spaces") may be made using potential func-
manly with fields in air. the analysis of the present tions of polarization or magnetization (Hertz poten-
paper is distinguished from it b) including explicit tials). Legions of such solutions have been obtained
treatment of measured fields in a liquid c.nduct;ng and expanded in dither (1) bundles of inhomogeneous
medium (salt water) as a means of determining the plane waves or (2) cylindrical waves, building upon
properties of an adjacent lithosphere. The second in- the original Sommerfeld integrals [Sommerfeld, 1909,
vestigation describes an interesting experiment in- 1926]; see the list in the bibliography of the mono-
volving fields at the sea floor in which frequencies of graph by BaGios [1966]. Alternatively, a direct solu-
0.25-2.25 Hz are used with antenna separationb of tion may be found for which no potentials are intro-
18.9 km. At such low frequencies the electromagnetic duced; in this way, expressions for all of the field
signal is intended for deep sounding and may be components in both types of coordinates are given
ciharactenzed b) a "diffusion" process. Even at the by King and Smith [1981, chap. 1!] for a unit hori-
frequencies of the Young and Cox experiment, the zontal electric dipole source. When one half-space is
authors describe a signal tra,,eling "... from the highly conducting, for example, the sea at the earth's
transmitter to the receiver in a down-under-up path, sea floor, the radial (E,,) component is the most im-
thereby usefully sampling the electrical conductivity portant in that half-spac.- (strongest in relation to the
properties of the crustal and upper mantle rocks in other cylindrical components). This component is
the region between." The formulas of the present dominant in magnitude along the radial line 0 = 0
paper allow a precise physical interpretation to be parallel to the antenna except very near the source
given for the "down-under-up" signal. [King et al., 1980]. It is given by

2. DERIVATION OF CYLINDRICAL FIELD 2j

COMPONENTS El,(p. 4. :) = - cos 4) A dA [k Jo(Ap,

The barest description of the problem to be treated -(A2/2XJo(Ap) - J2(Ap))]r" te rI - 'Il
is illustrated in Figure 2. The adjacent layers of
matter adjoining at a plane : = 0 may be excited by + A dA f(k -A)t! 2 (4r,- , )
a source dipole specified by a depth distance d. The 0  L 2 (_rF +t 2 r,)(J°(AP)-J 2 (AP))

half-spoce 2

zO %"{q half-SPOCe I

. e a

Fig. 2. Adjoining half-spaces with associated Maxwell equations.
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p in meters (upper graphs)
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Fig. 3. Theoretical I EJI I for a lateral wave along sea water-air boundary.

__k' ,- " p) ly been derived by working directly with the general
k2r (r., + r, Ap) '  (1) exact integral (equation (1)). It is difficult to ascribe
2F, IF: + F )

any geophysical meaning to the strange admixture of
He , and E2 are the complex of re- integrals over Bessel functions, as is written in (1).

Here I and 2 retely;mplex per-mittivittes o re The problem is improved by choosing a sum of three
gions I and 2, respectively; F,= (k, - A2)' 2, where integrals in the most judicious way. Therefore one
j = 1, 2; ki = a@xpie)' 2 is the complex wave number may write E,, - const x cos b[li) + i(21 + f(3i],
of region j. where j = 1, 2; A is an integration vari- with
able, p, is usually taken to be po, the permeability of
free space. for nonmagnetic regions; a time depen- i0 = I dA Ae'ro:'"l[I'djo- J2) + k -Fr" 1(do + 21]
dence of e -"' has been assumed. 2" d eh~Ir(o J)+kr 0 +J)

An unpartitioned, highly accurate formula which is
characterized by minimal approximations has recent- (2a)

-l00 f'lkHZ fU '16 0 1 - ]D (1kHz 4e~r.16 0 /n ~w f-10kHi Cw%6 - Sr
Q.-100 C 14164 Sm _.-100 -.. 2_ o'410 S/0 ,410
o-200 - t'200" J -200 --
C300 0 5000 -4t1

~ 400 4t0 4y34 41 -400 41 41 41 41 -0 400 ,1 41 4u16'1-500 - 5-o C44 -500 1610410 10 16 -500 4 0d 1 If ~ N. 0  0 6 6 ,0
1 5 I 2 5 5 102050100 12 .5 1 2 5 102050100 .12. 1 2 5 102050100

p inkm p inkn pinkin

0) f, IkHz b) f,10kHz 0l 1,100kHz

Fig. 4. Radial electric field at = 15 cm in sea water (o, = 4 S/m and c, = 80) above rock or deep sediment ta
l,= 16) as a function of the radial distance from a unit horizontal dipole at height d = 15 cm above sea bottom.
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San _.[ 32 .'32 W, 32

...... ...............'.

a,,o V1 nt seke 0 f e
H Por51i0~Pkm ft alvis cu ooRmRf

then"O "dirnt'i 1f~eOWVy oftv dinti

Fig 6. Tho profiles ofrstratificatioa in the occanic !ithosphere.

0o practice), becomes

E"(P. . :) C- os Of
2,rk 2 L 3 p2 p3

,,, z5 -5 0p0 ptkm) k(-" " -, k k a) xp [- iA. p(k;. 2 k )][1 -C 1( ,p~k .10 ))

+ it - S(k p(k 2k2))j]1

- exp [ik,(p2 + 1: - d) 2)' + (3)

-,-2 Here C, and S, are Fresnel integral terms as defined

by Jah ke and Enide [1945]. The full derivation of
t 'J..20 1S0I005 pikm) this component is discussed elsewhere [Wu and King.
,- 1982a]. The simplicity of the component may be

Fig.5. Attenuation levels for YE- 20 log10 I 8 E(p. 0.0)1 for
three ratios of conducti.ity. The value a, parameterizes deep sedi- 0
ment or rock. and or = 4 S m: r., = 16 and t= 80 The electric 0

moment is I A m. The origin is di (f. p. 'l= (I Hz. 0.01 km. 0,0, 4 S/M
-0 dB)fir 80

M2 x440t* S/rn

P21 r,,= -ifJA A(ro - J.) + k ,' (o + Ja)]

Jo0 l I I '.

= oI 0,1.0"- 1 P-

11= -42 dA A[F2'(4 r, + er@)](J - l,)eir 'l:,di I

- k2 dA ^/7-77-(Jo + J ri+ (20)
Fig. 7. Attenuation leels for Er a 20 log 0 1E'(P. 0. 0)1

vermus ratio of antrnna separation to skin depth of region 2 and
which, upon evaluation sublect to the constraints frequenc.: a. a, 10'. The origin is at if. p :. () ti Hz.

Iki 12 >> k2 12, p2 >>: . and p2 ,> d2 (easily satisfied in 0.01. - 500 dB).
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noted by writing the dependence of the field upon p
and z.along a radial direction 4=0. irs the form

E2,M. :) - const x k7-2Iell 41""" (P) q~ -j4S/rn

* - "ip (iko(p + (_ _ 41)a)t 2]; pf i4

where the p-dependent te.rms within the large brack- I

ets in (3) have beer, collected into and C'. ClUs- (r, '
tering tcrms in this way allows a physical interpreta-
tion to be given to the exponential functions of wave ~
numbers and lengths. One may trace the wave as-
sociated with (4) from the source to the point atto

It or A IM 1 0which it is received, as it would propagate near a pair ,

of infinite regions described by k, and k2 which
adjoin in a plane. The first exponentials of (4) may be
written in terms of the real and imaginary parts of ki
and k2 as,:::p {-[~:+ d) + 22 p]) exp llif(r( + d)
+ fl p]l: three phase changes and three attenu -_

ations with distance arc implicit in this part of the Ii.9 teuto eesfrE~~2 o ,,(~~. .0
field expor~ssion. This exponential factor describes a -,crsus ratio of antenna separation to skin depthi of region 2 and

frequency: or v, = 0'. The origin is 3t (f. p 1,. ETI = (I Nz.
traveling wave that proceeds vertically from the 0.01. - SW dEI.
source in the region of higher wave number (1, i ) for
a distance d. suffers a phase change eP'4 and an am- o " h xoeta otetgto h iuplitude charigze-11 and continues along the inter- ofg in- The depoeial tov tht taghtsof the mein
face in the medium of lov er wave number (I k2 1) for a ofsige wan (4)decrbe aI wav t1a) tirels ino the region
radial distance p with a phase change e'O-' and an to hegheraeo onume in a dietly frteo hsouc
amplitude change e - ". The wave t hen proceeds ver- tontheibsevtion ointliil aeawaptery erego ths
tically for a distance zto the observation point with conrcbtoe eoe.ngiil xep eyna h
a decrease in amplitude of e-"-' and a phase change sourccuayoeh.E opnntgvnb 3

has been verified by numerical evaluation of the gen-
eral exact integral (equation (1)) [Wu and King.
19822]. Equation (3) is compared with the numerical

0 evaluation and with Bafios' [1966] field regions in
(7 x4 S/m Figure 3, where (3) is designated as Wu's formula.

-to-41t0 The symmetry vhich obtains when (3) is compared
o~sZt arnwith other recently derived field components is

r%.~ ~\ ~plainly evident in radial distance behavior. Compo-
10 nents for vertical dipoles have been derived [King.

I 1 0019823 from general exact integrals which accompany
4 (1). The components for both vertical and horizontal

dipoles [1!u and King, 1982a. b; King and 14'u, 1983)

0 14 'i- may be written in a form which distinguishes lateral-
-- - ~wave terms, Ej.E. and BL,, from the r.minn

terms in the equations for E,~,, E,.. and B,,. Except
Oki very near the source the vertical-dipole components

-denoted by ELP. EL':. and B,,,.. share with those of

the horizontal dipole denoted by El',, EL),, and
Bhan almost pure symmetry in radial and azi-Fig. 8. Attenuation levels for r. m20 1og,0 I E'(p. 0, 0) 10

versus ratio of antenna separation to skin depth of region 2 and muhldpnec.Ol cskk/ 2) dis-
frequency: 02 at 10,2. The origin is at (f. p.2 =E,, (I Hz. tinguishes the two types of three lateral-wave compo-
0.01, - 500 dB). nents. Thus except near the source, along a radial
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Fig. 10. (a) Attenuation levels in decibels of y- -20 logo iE,,l for three frequencies with v2 ranging from
10-1 to i0 - 3 Sm. where c., = 16 and electric moment is I Am. (b) Level in decibels of lowest inflection in range of

o, to be explored.

direction 4i = 0. the fields Elt,, E., and B1, corre- the Wu formula, referred to the midpoint Po between
sponding to vertical and horizontal dipoles differ the antennas, may be written in the region of the
only by a factor (k1,'k,). For a given pair of half- standing wave as [King, 1985]
spaces (i.e., for a particular pair of materia! regions
satisfying Ik1 12 >> k2 12 and well approximated by a E1p(p, 0, = const) = - till' -di

planar interface), measurements of electromagnetic 2nk'

field quantities along a direction 4, 0 at a particu- .2:P2 e<:<pN1 high frequency: ,.2 2 (7
lar frequency satisfy the following simple linear rela- \ - -) h << (7)
tions:

where po Po + x. with x measured along a Car-
Ef ,1p. :) = cEi(p:) tesian axis zeroed at Po. With x small, el"' - I and
E'.(p. ) = cEL(p:) lA 2 PI ! 10 (5) 2
B ,(p.I - = cB't,_(p, :) I Eto(p. 0, = const),, o (XPo)2) (8a)

where the factor c is given by (k2/k1 ). f#2x = (n + J)n

21x1
3. DETERMINATION OF f#2 AND 22 FROM E1 ,I lE1 (p. 0. const) 1,,, 2 1 x(8b)

PIE[I - (X, P0)11
From the complex wave number k2 = /12 + iU' =

[pto(C0 2jc2 + iCT2)] V12 the constitutive parameters C2 #X= nnP 2"P°)2  ,nr (I3,Po), > I
and a2 are given by (po) - I

S_ (2 o -  I 2-' ( where n = 0, 1, 2, . The parameter fl2 is then
2  6 found by locating po. moving a distance x to a

When f#2 differs appreciably from 2, as at high fre- second minimum near fP2 = n,'x, and checking the
quencies with region 2 a poor conductor, a specific value at fP, = -n,'x. The determination of fP2 from
example illustrates how fP2 may be obtained using phase changes which occur over a distance p.
two transmitting antennas driven out of phase by a namely, fl,(: + d) + f#, p. discussed formerly as argu-
factor of n, at equal amplitudes. The antennas gener- ments in the exponential terms of the Wu formula of
ate a useful standing wave when pointed at each section 2. is unnecessary under the conditions of low
other along a direction 4 = 0. The relevant terms of frequency and high conductivity. Under such con-
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ditions relevant to seafloor studies, c2 >> w 2 and TABLE I. Source and Receiver Parameters
P2 ", 2 so that a2 is given by 2al/w o. The value of
: may be determined graphically from the fact that -
the measured quantity 20 logic IEt,(p, 0, z = const)I Decibel leveL unit dipole -300 -265 -235
is described along p by e-If/p. The fact that I El, I is (M0 - I A m)
quite sensitive to frequency changes and increments ,W. - llj. A m 3 x I0W 3 x IGW 3 x 106

of conductivity is indicated by the curves in Figure 4. 20 log,, ll0bjIM0 dB 89.6 109.6 129.6
Augmented decibel level -210 -- 155 -- I0s

Two aspects of the resolution of the IElP[ method Electric field strength -.0 ";0 -o0 -10 -

may be noted, one for each of the variables p and fi IE,, o. o . V/m
The resolving power is R,, = i5Ap, where # is the Receiver sensitivity. pV -. 10"  -. 10"  

-102

average separation between two of a collection of (leeiver ffecttie
measured exponential decays of 20 lOgo I El, I which Renth is 0 m)

Receiver =,ttvity, pV ~ 10"a- - 1 ~ !01
can barely be recognized as discrete, and where Ap is (receiver effective
the actual separation diP.erence between them. Simi- length is 100 m)
larly. R. =f/Af may be defined. Thus the smaller Ap
or Af can be made while the other is held constant.
the closer the decays associated with distinct values sentially unaltered. For obstacle dimensions much
of r, may be. and still be resolved. For example, at less than A2, for example, shallow surface roughness.
10 kHz it will be easy to resolve a measured 02 value the perturbation in the I EgI decay rate is quite
between 0.4 and 0,04 by fitting to the curves of small. Thus along a distance 300 m withf= 10 kHz.
Figure 4b: in order to resolve a conductivity as cited in the above example, localized dis-
measurement between 0.3 and 0.4, the range in p will continuities in the sea floor will not impede the deter-
need to be measured to an accuracy of -0.3 of the mination of afrom IE1e.
interval from 0.4 to 1.4 km. or 300 m. The effective
length of receiving antennas for use even at I kHz 4. EL, COMPONENT AND CRUSTAL PARAMETERS
may be - 10 m (see section 5 and the appendix), and
displacement of such an antenna over 300 m is quite The quasi-static range for Ea dipole fields where

feaibl. Te qeston f rsoltio isessntillyoneI/2p I << 1, as defined by Kraichinan (1970, p. 3-18.
feasible. The question of resolution is essentially one Table 3.9], is readily obtained as a special case of theof accurately marking the endpoints of radially de- Wu formula. In particular,

ployed transmitting and receiving antennas. In this
example the frequency is assumed to be held con- Ill I , (9)
stant: if p is held constant. the resolution depends on kE2ID w32'jkJC
the drift in frequency of the generating instrument
about a central value fo. Indoor measurements IkCpI.0.1 UP -ip 3  e' p - I
[Brotin er al, 1984] have been made with a fre- Since this is independent of k2 , it is useless for deter-
quenc) stability of less than + 1% variation about mining the properties of the lithosphere (region 2).
fo = 600 MHz and fo = I GHz, lower frequencies the wave is totally reflected at the sea floor. Hoe~er.
needed for seafloor work may be generated with the for Ik2 p > 1,
same order of stability.

The effects of deviations from "flatness" of the I-I ( wpo(2n) - ke "1 I e e 110)
plane surface near which I E,,I is measured are indi- [EI i P
cated by indoor experiments with discontinuities in
the form of rectangular and wedge-shaped objects 1 < Ik2p1 < 8 2k /k~l 2; -

[Brown et aL, 1982]. These studies performed at 600 It is the exponential decrease e-1'P/p which is criti-
MHz show that the I ElI field is perturbed only lo- cally sensitive to a2. The quantity 20 log1o I Etp(p. 0.
cally in both magnitude and phase by irregularities 0)1 is shown in Figure 4 for various conductivities.
whose dimensions may be comparable to the wave- Since the lateral-wave terms in E,, dominate except
length A2 associated with region 2. The effect is pri- very close to the source, the notation El will be used
marily one of increase in I E ,I directly in front of the hereinafter.
obstacle, owing to backscattering from the obstacle. The attenuation of E ,(p, 0, 0) over a range of
A concurrent decrease in IE ,J occurs behind (down- frequencies from 1 Hz to 10 Hz is shown diagram-
field from) the obstacle; the overall decay rate is es- matically in Figure 5. The attenuation for given con-
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ductivity ratios (02, de-p sediment or rock; a, = 4 layer is significantly greater than 100 m. ranging up
S,rm) is descrbed by a family of umbrellalike surfaces to 0.5 km. frequencies may be chosen which allow the

The utility of Ej,(p, 0, z) in seafloor studies must El, component to sample sediment only. Varying the
be assessed in terms of two types of parameters. Te freqaency will allow sampling of the. average proper-
specific rock- and sediment-related parameters ties of the sediment at different depths. sediment (Z
exemplary of the region of interest in the absence of uniform resitivity at a given sampling depth will
source or receiving antennas compose one type (see allow effective use of calculate Ed,, to compare with
,his section). These crustal parameters must first be a measured exponential field decay. Where the resis-
specified. A second type is associated with the tech- tivity is mildly inhomogeneous with sampling depth.
nology ;equired to transmit and receive EL, in a the calculated Ef, values are expected to be a good
region so specified (see section 5). Before detailing the approximation to actual average properties. The res-
two types it is useful to note a few general aspects of olution of EL theoretical values (based upon two
Figure 5. The usual qualities of dipole fields in ad- half-spaces) for such cases and for a,, a.. and a-
joined half-spaces are obser~ed. The decay of E', M anisotropies has been studied recently [Pan, 1985)
20 log,, la,[ in decibels falls off increasingly fast and found to have important geologic implications.
with frequency. E;, decays less rapidly with fre- As a precednt to discussion of specific frequencies
quency as the lower la..er (described b) a,) becomes and technolrigy needed to measure Ef,(p. 0. 0) ef.
less conducting. Actual measurements of such decays fectively in typical stratifications, it is instructie to
in salt water at its interface with the earth's crust plot the quantity p,2, the ratio of antenna-rece|ner
may be made as a function of the two variablesf and separation to skin depth of the lower layer, versus 20
p. The measured curvature may be fitted to the ap- log3 o IE', at various orlers of magnitude in fre-
propriate f. p. 1 surface for a particular conduc- quency. These parameters are shown for 3 orders of
tivity. For measurements at a particular frequency magnitude in a2 in Figures 7-9. The parameter p.6,
such a procedure for inferring a2 corresponds to in- is similar to the sea induction number 0 defined by
terpolation between the famil of curves which cross- Coggon and .Aorrison [1970], but with a2 replacing
cut the type of surfaces illustrated in Figure 5. the sea contivity a, in the skin depth of their

Two important types of stratifications based upon definition. 1t is noted that for a minimal decibel level
independently reported studies are constructed in of - 300 associated with a unit dipole of moment I A
Figure 6. The aspects of the layered profiles may m (effective moments may be made to be significantl!
each be discussed in terms of its compatibility with greater, as will be shown later in this paper). useful
the E', measurements. P16 2 values are - 5 or less. The magnitude of TE is

One important type of configuration for which El' seen to decrease, for a given P,62, with orders of
is expected to be particularly useful is that of a quite magnitude in a2 /a,.
thin sedimentary layer or region of deep exposed
rock at the sea floor. The seismic disturbance studies
of Ewing et al. [1967] indicate extensions of clay in . E, COMP'OCNT AND TECHNICAL ASPECTS
old Cretaceous crust where sedimentation is docu-
mented to be < i00 in. A typical sedimentary con- The attenuad~om levels in decibels of E,, for three
ductivity reported b) Shur ei al. [1970] of 1-2 S m is distinct combinations of frequency and conductivity
associated with a skin :'pth 6, of 0.40.5 km at 1.0 a2 are shown in Figure 10a. The range in p over
Hz. it is plain that at frequencies for which the sedi- which the exponential decrease used to obtain ;t,
ment layer is electricall) thin. the E', component will and.'or #2 occurs is indicated in Figure 10b.
effectively sample an underlying basement layer of The ability to receive usable E signal strength
lower conductivity, depends on specialized insulated antenna design. The

The in situ resistivities reported by the collabor- results of a wide array of indoor and outdoor experi-
ation of Becker et al. [1982] are shown as equivalent ments obtained over many years may be brought to
conductivities at depths of about 0.3, 1, and 1.5 km bear upon this problem [see King and Smith, 1981.
on the right in Figure 6. The mapping of hole 504B chap. 8]. What is important here is the electric
if the Costa Rica Rift provides an insightful view of moment M of the transmitting element. Af may be
the conductivities to be expected underlying sedi- related to both input current I and effective length
ment. The sediment layer is moderately deep in rela- heft; hff depends on k2 = /2 + 10C, and kL (see the
tion to the previous example. In such cases where the appendix).
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In order ,o determine the exponential decay as- rnents needed to produce signal levels for a, studies
sociated with a given range in a,, the decibel level at the sea floor have been shown to be realizable.
identified with the lowest onset of inflection (devi- Specialized antenna designs feasible for full-scale use
ation from a straight line) in the corresponding 20 at the sea floor are outlined in the appendix.
logto l.E,,l curves must be measured. For the range
of 10- 1-10 ' S'm in Figure 10 this will occur for the APPENDIX. SPECIALIZED ANTENNA DESIGNS
10- S, m curve at each of the frequencies indicated; The use of insulated anteainas in salt water results
in the wider ranges of a2 charted in Figure 4, it like- in increased directivity in relation tc bare wires. It is
wise occurs for the lowest conductivity. In the latter well known that the current flowing along bare metal
curves it is clear that the slope of these inflection wires attenuates rapidly in highly conducting earth
points decreases with increasing frequency. The or salt water [Shen and Kig, 1979]. Thus propaga-
points along the 10- 1 Sim curve at which the inflec- tion experiments with both short bare dipoles and
tion is located are indicated in Figure 10.Tion isdlocated aleindict in Figure 10 .arelonger insulated wires have been undertaken. A plas-

The decay levels in Figure 10 are based on the unit tic enclosure must be used in the latter type to pre-
moment Mo = I A m: finite antennas with sizeable vent infiltration of salt wa;r. A traveling wave is
input currents will have an associated shift in the generated by placing a carbon resistor at alproxi-

decay upward in relation to I A m by a constant gatey plain f theben of t ata where

factor in decibels. This upward shift is shown for mtely ,..'.4 from the end of the antena, where

different effective moments Miff in Table 1. Table I .-- 21L for the curren, of complex wave number
also lists the increment in decibels over the unit -L. The use of resilient materials to overcome thealsolists the ncrmentti decibel over d the ugnat problems cf thermal disruption of water-tight seals
dipole. the net shifted decibel level, and the signal by the Joule heating which occurs in such antennas
strength of the electric field at the maximal source- has been quite involved. An effective insulated an-
receiver separation. along with the requisite receiver tenna continuously sheathed with plastic is shown in

sensitioity. Electric moments sb of magnitude Figure Alb. The number and type of antenna ele-
needed to produce signal levels suitable for the ments have been altered on a short time scale in the
receiver sensitivities of Table I are indeed realizable, laboratory. Linear broadside arrays of insulated an-
This is shown for specialized antenna designs that tennas have been studied by the present authors;

are quite feasible for full-scale seafloor use and relat- these increase the directivity of the field pattern as

ed to input currents (see the appendix). the number of radiating broadside elements in-

The subject of atmospheric noise has been investi- creases. The measured field patterns of a monopole

gated [dBettencourt. 1984] specifically in regard to and a two-element arra i a dissipative saltoater

lateral waves. This study has shown that useful medium are shown in Figure A2.

signal-to-noise ratios are attainable for effective mo- The design criteria for a large-scale seafloor an-

ments of v0e A m at frequencies as high as 1 MHz tenna may be discussed concurrently with those for
an antenna useful in fresh water. The attributes of

6. CONCLUSIONS seafloor and lakefloor antennas to be utilized at

The general integral expressions which implicitly lower frequencies may be regarded as specializationsThe eneal nteralexpessins hic imlictly of an insulated antenna designed for generating later-
contain the effects of electromagnetic surface waves al waves at the interface eted gakeneran ar-

al ave atth inerfcebetween lake water and air.have recently been reduced to a set of geophysically The dependence of the dimensions of subsurface an-
useful equations. The lateral-wave component El of tennas upon the complex wave number ,L = PL + iL
the electric field of a horizontal dipole has been may in this way be shown for a wide range of fre-
shown, under the geophysically relevant conditions quencms. An insulated antenna for use in the mega-
1 1 k2 p1< 8 10101, to decay as e- 2101p for a hertz range in fresh water may be discussed conciselyregion described by k2 = #2 + i2 (with I >I in terms of a parameter which contains its important
31 k2 I). The sensitivity of E'p to the conductiviy U, dimensions, namely,
of rock or sediment underlying salt water, its decay
as a function of p, f, and p16 2, and the technical F(r,.2z.3 .I,.. s,. 2)
aspects of its transmission and reception indicate that Z,[kL(rI, r2 r3)).fo(kL, I, 12. s1, s2) (AI)
t2 may be determined at high frequencies and low
conductivities, while a 2 may be determined at low The brackets on the right side of the equation indi-
frequencies and high conductivities. Electric mo- cate that the quantity Z, is a function of k., where kL
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Fig. Al. (a) Glass prototype traveIing.wave antenna for salt water. (b) Continuously enclosed plastic version.

depends upon the radii r,, r2 , and r3 of three cylin- measure the relative positions of the axes of the cyl-
ders associated with the insulated antenna. The three inders and hence the eccentricity of the inner conduc-
cylinders associated with (Al) and the antenna length tor. The point of common eccentricity of the cylin-
quantities s and I are shown in Figure A3. The figure ders is spaced at length 6 from the axis r; = 0 of the
caption defines three difference equations A,, which outermost cylinder. The complex wave numbers kt

through k describe the dielectric or conducting
media in regions ' through 3' associated with cylin-
ders of radii r,, r,. and r3. rcspectively, while k

-30" -20' -109. 0 " 10 20 -0 (=k) describes the ambient medium external to the
antenna. A specific choice of insulators may be made
which, at a given operating frequency, satisfies the

0.8 conditions I k I/I k' I >> I and I k' I(r3 - A 3) << I.
0 Figure A3 details the side view of an antenna- 40' 2-el40n

baroy 10 much like the laboratory prototypes of Figure Al,
monopole 50.6 although generalized somewhat by the displacement

0 of the inner conductor. The antenna of Figure A3 is
- 5d, Z:, further generalized by the presence of two lumped

0 cil 01 impedances Zr, and ZT, analogous to the 5142 re-
*sistor of the prototype. The two generalizations

-700 - 0.2 70' permit the design of a transmitting element which is
81 highly directive. The directivity is optimized by the

-8°'o 8o proper choice of parameters which occur as argu-
-90' 190' ments in F of (A1). Thus it is useful to write Z, and fo

Fig A2. Measured lateral-wave field patterns ef a short bare entirely in terms of constant quantities and antenna
monopole and a two-element array of insulated traveling-wave dimensions. The complex wave number kL for the
antennas: p = 0.8 m,: = d = 0.5 cm, andf= 600 MHz. antenna may be written explicitly as
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H11% r3) ' +r)2 r

k~~~k' ~ ~ ~ H .1 Hkr 3 +2 (kr3)H'1?,rr) 41) - ( rkLk l + 2i - 2 -

kr cos- (\ +cr3osh'I)

t r, (A2)

cosh- ( 2r .r ( - 4 +-23\ - /

• _'U "2r2 " r3 2 "

The quantityfo is given explicitly by gahertz range become increasingly thin electrically as

fo= Z, sinh {ikL(- IX, + 1,) operating frequencies of 1 Hz and below are ap-
proached. Such layers may be included in the design.

+ coth- I [(Zr, Z,) + coth (ikL(l, - s1))] although they will provide little improvement in di-
+ o-[Zr, Z.,) + coth (ikL, - s2)))} rectionality. The directionality and efficiency enjoyed

o at higher frequencies in fresh water is difficult 'o

• {sinh [ikL(- 1M,. + coth- [(Zr,:Z,) achieve in a seafloor version of the insulated antenna.

+ coth (ikL( 12 - s,))]] sinh [ik(- 11 pictured in the lower part of Figure A3, without
having S - s, + s2 be inordinately long (S is in kilo-

+ coth -' [(Z, Z,) + coth (I0Ll, - s1))]]}-' (A3) meter range). What is required is a length-shrinking
where the characteristic impedance Z, is simply factor for S such that S'. the length of a specialized

lo%%-frequency antenna, will be associated with an ac-

z = [ - ( + r, - A12' ceptable gain level.
\-nwt)L 2rlr2  ) For effective moments Mf1 of the magnitude char-

2 2ted in Table 1. an antiresonant antenna may be de-
rcosh 2r + ' - 3 2  (A4) signed which is essentially that pictured in the lower

_2rr IJ L'3)part of Figure A3. but with the lumped impedances
A detailed derivation of the ctrrent distribution ZTr and Z., removed and the metal conductor ex-

along the lossy transmission line associated with the tended without insulation (bare) into the water.
above quantities as we!l as electric fields in regions 2' These modifications, which compose only part of the
and 4' are included in recent works by Shen and King required design. are shown in the Upper part of
[1979] and King et at. [1981]. The use of a charac- Figure A3. In addition, a tubular metal sheath (which
teristic impedance for the freshwater antenna whose may be a metal braid) of length Io may be folded
current is parameterized by kL = PL + ioL shows that back upon the coaxial feedline and be insulated from
conventional transmission-line theory may be gener- its walls except at the driving point. Such a sheath
alized to describa the antenna. An impedance per essentially constitutes a folded-back ground plane for
unit length, ,:L, may be associated with the insulated the resulting monopole.
metal conductor. In this way the radiation may be The important quantities associated with insulated
regarded as partitioned into units; Z-L includes two antennas are developed in King and Smith [1981]:
effects-ohmic heat losses as well as power radiated antiresonant bare antennas are treated by King
to the ambient lake water. [1956]. The relevant formulas for an insulated anti-

In regions of the earth's crust beneath the sea resonant antenna for use at the sea floor are listed
water, useful frequencies extend to orders of mag- below.
nitude lower than the megahertz range for which the The radial component of the electric field is given
antennas of Figures Al and A3 (lower diagram) have by
been designed. The layers of insulation whick im- E (p. . E (p. . )l it lhe AS)
prove the directionality of antennas used in the me- l0),*ph,
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trani wirer; wtlt water
t ='.06-3.42 S/rn Z X cor'O

11- kHz rot gt tw Metal
0 <O 0'2, a extension ZT lithosphere (Re.e, 2)

inner G 4 tf

conductor,iiffgla-wire I
coaxial line .... ,-.'r ,

fresh witer

a, 'f .06 S/rn r

'Elf =80
f-MHz range ZIT,
0 0'2" at

air (Region 2)

* i
two -wire ___ t K 1

coaxial line

ZT2

S2

const

Fig. A3 Insulated antennas for freshwater and saltwater use. The lower diagram shows the direction&I fresh-
water antenna of dielectric cylinders of radii r1. r,. and r,. Cylindrical axes are relatcd spatially by d, - ri - r. - t.
%here i < 11 : 3) The upper diagram shows extension of the bare inner conductor to form the lerminauon of
impedance ZT. Zr. ZrT. ani eccentricity are removed.

where I is the input current and hf is given by which the outer metal sheath is folded back by a

k, euI + ikL costs 2L s, + k2 sinh :ej s, distance 1) and the bare metal termination. The anti-
h ,, = , , . (A6) resonant antenna has an electrical length Ls'1 - n 2(kJ.-klsinh 20Ls with termination impedance ZA = Rr - iX) << Z,

with sl being the length of the insulated section of the characteristic impedance. The current along the
the antenna between the driving point x = 0 (at antenna is
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The formulas for the complete electromagnetic field in region I (z 0, k,) due to a horizontal electric
dipole also Iccated in region I near its plane boundary with region 2 (: < 0, k2; I k2 

2 << I k1 I2) are
reviewed and applied to determine the moment of a magnetic dipole that effectively generates the field
in region 2. Use is made of this fieid to determine the locus of the Poynting vector, the maximum depth
of penetration into region 2 of the lateral wave part of the field, and the fraction of power associated
with the lateral wave in a specified range. Application is made to the use of horizontal antennas on the
seafloor for geophysical exploration of the lithosphere.

I. INTRODUCTION Formulas for the components E1,(p, 4), :). Bl,(p, 4,

Lateral electromagnetic waves are excited along-a z), and B.(p, 4, z) are given by King and Wu (1983].

boundary between two electrically different media by In (1-3),
vertical or horizontal electric dipoles located near or i ik,
on that boundary. Specifically, when a unit (I. h, = I f(k 2 p. k,) - p g(k:p k) = --'

Am) horizontal x-directed electric dipole is located in
region 1 (:>_0, wave number k, = I + ial= e ,- k( k%' zF2,(k 2p. k) (4)
w[/0o(t + ioj/)] 12) at a distance d from the bound- P' k2po k ,)4
ary with region 2 (z < 0, wave number k2 =0 2 with
+ i: 2 = w[41)(6 2 + ia 2 w) 211 ) (Figure 1), the electro-

magnetic field in region I at the point p, 4), z in .F(k2 p, k,) = (l + i CA- p,2k') - iS2(kp,'2k) (
cylindrical coordinates consists of six components. and
The following three are of interest here:

WEo { C2(u) + iS2(u) = J (2nt)-1 2e" dt (6)El,(p. il, :)=- COS 4p k2 g(k2 p. kl)el"Pelk-11"

rk .The distances r, from the source dipole and r2 from
- [ + le"'"t (1) its image to the poin't of observation are

,2  +pf 12 r2 d2(: + + P2
11 2 (7)

EnCO. 2, p-, ., ike"A + -_21 The formulas are accurate, subject to the conditions

1 e-d z+d e ik, 3k, 3i-] ikl> 31k 2 , lkpl-3 p _>:51l p _ 5d (8)
Sp /L P p 2 3 They include three types of terms, namely, direct field

1, csterms with the factor elk"l. image field terms with the
Bl#(p, 0, z) - 2-k- COS 2 k2 p, ki)ealPe hl( factor e"It2, and lateral wave terms with the factor2.r3i e'k2Petl:+d1. When region I is the sea or earth and

-- + 1 ,,,, region 2 is air or the lithosphere at the seafloor, a >>
2 Lp kp1 22, SO that e-11 << e- " , the direct and image field

z - d , + d k2  k} terms decay rapidly, and only the lateral wave fieldp  + ] - (3) remains. Its amplitude is greatest when : + d is small,
2( P so that e- "I(+d I. The exponentials in the lateral

wave terms all indicate that the wave travels verti-
Copyright 1986 by the American Geophysical Union. cally a distance d from the dipole to the boundary

Paper number SS0654. surface in region 1, then horizontally along the
0048.6604/86/005S.0654S08.00 boundary a distance p in region 2, and finally verti-

13
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#(P4) 6,p. zI p,(p . .) The plane wave reflection coefficient R for norma!
o,,non, ....... 14,) Z •(.0) incidence, as seen from region i (where the dipole is

Efcrc Dne.. Y located), is defined by the components of the field
.,,,..... ,,.... tangent to the bcundary, that is,

, -B. 1,1w.--'{e + Re-')
Regon 2 (k2) 1 k, 1 =Efe*at; Rt Q1) (14)-l V.(e - Re-

Fig. 1. Horizontal lectric dipole near the boundary.

at z = 0. In (14),

cally in region 1 to the point of observation at (p, ,k2 - k,
:). The questions to be answered are: (1) What is the k2 + k (15)
actual path of the latera! wave field along the bound-
ary in region 2? (2) W.ha- is the maximum depth of Since Ik2.12 << 1k2, it follows that
penetration into region 2? (3) What fraction of the R- -I + 2k,/Jkt (16)
total power trarferred to region 2 from the source is
associated with the lateral wave? Answers to these On the boundary z = 0,
questions require formulas for the electromagnetic B.- 2(k 2/k1)B Ejn - 2E (- 31k 1) 117)
field in region 2. These formulas are known along the
boundary from t)H3) and the following boundary As a first appnoximaton, let , .- 0, E,-2E,.
conditions: This is equivalent to an unbounded region I with the

source dipole at : = -d and an image dipole with
E2,(p. 0, 0) = E ,,po. 0) codirectional current at z = d. Thus the tangential

E2:(p. 4,. 0) = (k1/k2)E23(p, 0. ~(9) electric field on the boundary at : = 0 is effectively
double that of the source dipole alohe: the magnetic

B2 (p, 4,, 0) = BBj 4, 0) field is near zero. It follows that the tangential elec-
tric field in region I on the boundary plane = =0is

2. THE FIELD IN REG!ON 2 (AIR. OCEANIC CRUST) wpo , /k, ik1  I
In order to determine th.- depth of penetration of 2nk? Lkro ro -g

the latera" wave field into region 2 it is necessary to

obtain explicit formulas for the complete field in that x (k1  3ik, 3)]
region. These can be derived from the incident field - r r 2  (1
on the boundary z = 0 due to the horizontal elec:ric
dipole in region 1. The components of the field of an Iwp 'C (k-31k 3) \ 19
x-directed dipole in an infinite region with the wave - - 6 ro  rg

number k, are well known. They are

This primary field is equivalent to a sheet of Tnag-

E, "P e' ,'o ( 4.- - r3 netic surface current Km in generating a field in
L ro - region 2. It is defined by

x- 2 (I0) K, = 6 x E,,,, = i x (E,, + E,,) = .E, - iE,, (20)

r r 0  Since this current is large primarily on the pdrts of
E - O xy (k 3k, 3 ( the surface near the dipole. its magnetic moment can

r- r + r" - be lumped at the origin for calculating the field in
region 2 not too close to the origin and not too close

= - eo x 'k 3-1  (12) to the boundary surface. The integrated moment is
4 k r ,ro" ro r obtained from

B-tO -'y 'O - (13) = E_. dx d= e (21

4noro rol ~~Jxd d =F
wher ro = (p

2 + 22)1 ! 2. The field on the plane f= !
boundary with region 2 is given by (I0)-13), with I= ir dx dy= 0 (22)
z = d. However, this is not the complete field because
of reflection at the boundary. Hence the equivalent magnetic moment of a mag-
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netic dipole located at the origin is m = Sm., as y.D,,-cle' z

given by (21). HoonRegion 1Megnen¢)ise f 1 y

To a first approximation the field in region 2 MoneAisc Oi /

(z < 0) not too close to the origin and not too close ______, _ ,,,,,_,,,_,,_,_,,,,,___
to the boundary surface is simply the field of a y-
directed magnetic dipole at the origin (Figure 2). It is Region 2 ( 3 Eu(p..Z)
given by (AIHA6) in the appendix. It assumes that
the tangential electric field vanishes at the boundary,
This is adequate for points in region 2 not too close Fig. 2. Equialent magnetic dipole on the boundary for deter-

to the boundary. It can be improved to include the mining field in region 2.

boundary by calculating higher-order approxi.
mations with E1,,, = E2, = -(Pik 2 )(i x B2). This with R = Id p/2k2 and Z kz/2k, 0; C2(u) and
fairly long calculation is outlined in the appendix. It 2,(u) are def2ned in (6).
leads to the following improved formulas for the field

in region 2 (: < 0) including the boundary with A more precise formulation of the condition
region 1: 1 k ,r, >> I can be obtained from a comparison of(29)

E2,p. . - - -- o e ld' dCos elk2  
at = 0 with (I) at: =0. Wh n: =0, ro-. p and

k +] (23)0-)-- 5 2 ed:9 2'P2k.(k. p, k,) (30)

24 ! - sin 4 ro r ei:rQ (24) So that (23) becomes

r r
2,o k , (Lik I 10),

(P "2 ~ E2,(P- " , 0) =fl Co Lk e)e cosP

E2 (p. , 0.:) 2 e"' Csi 4r) ((r ( ', ) 21k P -

(25) pik2P/ 2) 
" 

]

-1-~ [I ++ ±2 "P) e-r +2.Jl 2Ak~ (26)k p,~k kjlePcs

Bz,;(P. °0. ei sd sin k

")"-2nk'

r3 o rk2  'k r 2W

B 2 (p. 4) to - e li'd Cos 4) ik2  I k 3 (T e.23P2 l9
2rk", k 2p e- F i p, ,) (31)

L(12 . I - 2r 
p 2 kA I

-o r- 0-l'~l+5~) (27)isrtiein[kp
'Q ! ro k2 ro "( where, as in (1), only ik2IP is retained in ((ik2 'p)

- (lip')] where this is a factor of the Fresnel inte-

B2 p. 0). o k e,," sin 4 gral, since this term is negligible when Ik, pl is not
2nkB large. A comparison of (31) and (1) shows that the

two are in agreement when r, = ro = (p2 + d 2)12 is

Ir-ill °  r A- k2r o (28) sufficiently great to make the direct field negligible
\rro r02 k2 r (i.e., exp (-a 1 ro) : 0.04 or 21ro > 3), and p is sd-

These formulas are good approximations vrywhre ficiently large to make the term i/k2
p p negligible

in region 2 except near the source, that is, kIro whe compared with [(ik/p) - (l,'pl)] or Ik2 p' I large

In these formulas, compared with 1. Calculations from (23) show that
actually, E 1,(p, 0, :) is proportional to l/p when

=iR)' 
2 eu11RZlR (0 + 0- C2[(R - Z) 2R I k2 p I : I. It Js reasonable to assume that the general

expressions (23H29) are good approximations when
-iS 2[(R - Z)2/R]) (29) aIro ': 3 and Ik 2 re >
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D;-,nc* / In kM rth4n tvMIstner &W rcivW

945 1". 28.3 37.8 4725

% sip - 4 S/m
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_--r-

5 1. - - - 0-0 /
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Fig 3. Locu~s of Poynting vector in half-space model of lithosphere;/ k, (iwp/o tr)' ". k, - (iwpo cr)'-". At z =0,
$, - (a2,al)S-,, and S,, -S2,.

3. LOCUS OF THE POYNTING VECTOR IN where

REGION 2 (AIR. OCEANIC CRUST):
DEPTH OF PENETRATION OF LATERAL WAVE A =Ajt + iA, = nl, 2e-" ?'="

-~~8 I k, 12~o~4~r

byThe complex Poynting vector in region 2 is given t2Iti2

-r -rL5 - -- -2 0.0 S/rn 3(7

S2 ro ro

1, E2 x B* CM B21, - OE.-, B,) (32) The real parts are

P0Re82 , =Ajtp cos20 Re 82=,-At(z +6ro) cos 2 0 (38)
In the range I :2 P I 41ki,,tk2 2 the contributions from where, with k = + i,
the Fresnel integral terms are negligible. In this

range, with z _< 0, 6 = Re (k2/kt =/ t/2 + U1 22(9

Fig. 3Lco Pu er) The two cass of intr e st ar e the air-arth or sea

boundary, where a2 = 0, and the ocean-safloor

/q \ ,boundary at low frequencies at which k = (i"V.Uo a)1,2
3 LO)e Oo T33) in bo h regions. In these cases, 2 and

6= (T2/a ~ , respectively. With (8), 6 is small, and
R2 is negligible

E,(p, cp e) - oyntg COS e oi n gipe 2O (34) Since z is negative in region 2, it is convenient to

2:rk 70 O) let z' = -z. The slope of the locus of the Poynting
0io kI veckorIis

B2*(p, 0, Z) =- COS 0, ell°"2nk1yI I -z' + bo

k2* -P e SP =2 4 Re S2, - A P: + 60  o 2 4 (38)

Lk e_,A2.,o (35),ro  ro +h * ro 3) Th e equation for the locus of the Poynting vector in

t fose tra l region 2 (z re 0) with z' -z, is

. . . . .d z 216 + : '2/p 2)112 (4 1 )S, A z + 0k,/klro] co S2,= A( cos39) (36) 7p p

E2 ~,4,) -- cs_-- h w asso neetaetearerho e
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Since 6 is small and z'/p is small on all parts of the or
locus except near the origin where none of the formru-
las is accurate, a proper approximation over the
range p 2t 5:' is The total power radiated by the magnetic dipole into

d-' z' region 2 across a hemisphere of radius re is given by
- . -6 (42) the integral of Re S2, over the surface of that hemi-
dp p sphere, as shown in Figure 4. Thus with S2, = Re

This is readily solved with the substitution z' = sp, S2, as given in (49),
(dz'/dp) = s + p(ds!dp), which gives 2 l d f O9

ds= - dp(4a Pr = jo r J $2, re~ sin (3' d(6

ds=-6-L (43a) 40
P nA_ ro(I - 6/2) (50)

or
The large fraction of this power that crosses the sec-

s '- -, In (PiPo) (43b) tion of the hemisphere bounded by the circle through
Hencc the equation of the locus of the Poynting the points P(p,., z,) is
v e c t o r is r S , n

:' = -6p In (Pipo) (44) P = J r0 dO"JS 2 , re sin E' dk

where :'= 0 at p = 0 and p = po. Typical loci are ( 6 2
shown in Figure 3 for the lateral wave in the litho- = (A r3 I - cos O - 2 sin e /(51)

sphere below the seafloor under physical conditions
characteristic of the measurements made by Young Since the Poynting vector is always tangent to the
and Co. [1981] on the seafloor. Note that the scale logarithmic surfaces OQ and OR in Figure 4, the
of z' is enlarged 10 times over that of p. The depth of power between them is transmitted to the section of
penetration of the lateral wave into region 2 depends the boundary surface between Q and R where it
on the radial distance Po where the field is observed, enters region 1. If region 2 is dissipative, a part of
The maximum depth is at this power appears as heat in the shaded volume.

The fraction of the total power that crosses the sec-
:'=, =6oo:e = 6po,2.718 = 6p. (45) tion of the hemisphere between P and Q is readily

%here e = 2.718 is the base of the natural logarithm evaluated. It is the power PL in the lateral wave that
,and reaches the surface between Q and R.

p. = pole = po/2.7,8 (,6) P2L = J r o dO' 2 S2, ro sitn 0' do
On the conical surface defined by (45) the Poynt- fw,_

ing vector is purely radial, that is, = A 3 cos - sin 2 0

S2 = AS 2U S2, = 0 :' = 4- 6pole (47) = RA - - (52)

This cone has the apex half-angle E,, defined by If use is uow made of (48) and (45), it follows that

0,' = n - tan-' t - tan- it - 6 (48) cosO' = "6. 6 "
SP 2 (P.,p(+6 2 )- ( +6'

4. DIVISION OF POWER BETWEEN LATERAL WAVE sin O9, - "p +PM)_ _ P 2

AND SPACE WAVE IN REGION 2 +

The real part of the radial spherical component S, With 'hese values and neglecting 62 <<
of the Poynting vector is given by (53)

Ps- -Ar -T) Pu. - nAsr 3 6 (3
Re S, = Re E-S, cos 9' + S, sin 9'2

,N , 2:' + and-AR , brOo) + Cos,
9-o 0 Ps5 1 - 36/2 P2L1-6 --- - b (54)SAR(ro - bz') cos 2 P21 1-6/2 P2T 1 -6 /2
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Region 1

R sz 0 Pm 0 R

Region 2 /00 ..

P(mzrn)  P(pmzn) !coe with SzO

Sr

Z
i

2'o

Magnetic -

b) eDipole-
'a\

Fig. 4. Hemisphere and logarithmic surfaces for interpretation of the Poynting vector S, of } directed magnetic
dipole at 0. (a) Side view. (b) Top view.

• '.re the fractions of the total power in region 2 5. APPLICATION TO STUDIES OF THE
.t continue ot in region 2 as a spherical wave LITHOSPHERE WITH ANTENNAS ON THE SEAFLOOR

beyond a radius rt, and the fraction that is diverted
into the lateral wave that reaches the boundary sur- A complete quantitative understanding of the
face between the radii p = ro and p = 2.718ro. If properties )f lateral waves is essential in geophysical
region 2 is nondissipative, like air, all of the lateral investigations of the lithosphere by means of the elec-
wave fraction of power is transferred to region I tromagnetic field generated by antennas in the ocean
across the boundary between p=ro and p=2.718r o . on or near the seafloor. For example, in the work of
If region 2 is dissipative, a part of the power is dissi- Young and Cox [1981] and Chave and Cox [1982]
pated in region 2 in the volume PQR, shown in the lithosphere is represented by a stack of horizontal
Figure 4. slabs with different thicknesses and conductivities.

Since 6 is small, it is clear that only a small frac- The field of a horizontal electric dipole near the sea-
tion of the power entering region 2 is diverted into floor is assumed to travel cown in the lithosphere to
the lateral wave between p = ro and p = 2.718r o . At be successively reflected by the discontinuities in con-
any radius, most of the power continues as a sphen- ductivity. The reflected field is observed with the help
cal wave that continuously generates the lateral wave of a i,.ceiving antenna located on the seafloor at a
beyond p = 2.718ro as it travels deeper and deeper fixed distance from the source. Actually, the field at
into region 2. Note, however, that when region 2 is a p, 4, z in the sea consists of two parts: the lateral
homogeneous half-space, the entire field along the wave which travels in the lithosphere close to the
boundary surface is due to the lateral wave. In this seafloor and the space wave that travels down into
discussion, use has been made of the conical surface the lithosphere where it can be reflected from bound-
on which S = 0, defined by 09, =(n/2) - tan-' aries characterized by abrupt changes in the conduc-
(z'/p,) - (7r/2) - 6. Any other .ne can be used with tivity. The lateral wave samples only a relatively thin
angle 0' = (ir/2) - tan (z'/p), where z'/p is ob- layer with maximum thickness z, = (6 /2 .7 18)po,
tained from (44). where 6 = (a2/al)"2 and Po is the radial distance
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from the source to the point of observation in the placed by 2ro = (4D2 + p2)1 2. When Ik2 ro[ > 1, this
useful intermediate zone where the magnitude of the is
radial component of the lateral wave field is iw 0 k2 & 6

Tepae - -- ea 
-- (62)I E~jp. 0. o~l O e-91' e -_--" -Icos 0 1 (55) 2 k

The plane wave transmission coefficient for the elec-
This is the entire field if there are no reflections of the tric field at the surface of region 1 is
space wave which is given by (23H28) with the later- 2 c
al terms omitted. In the spherical coordinates r, 9, 4 T =
the space wave has the following components: cos E' + [(kl/k 2)2 - sin' 9'1

E2,r, 0 . 4) = 0 (56) 2k2 COS 0' 2kC (63)
k I k2 cos '+ k k,

E29(ro, 0. ) - ei COS (57) The approximations on the right-hand side of (63)
21 ro T depend on Ik, l' >> Ik2.1. The field across the bound-

1 . ary in region 1 is approximated by
213 E.,(po. .. )) --"Es = ko k2 e ,,,De O S

(58)

E20(ro . 9, ) = e ikei ei~;oz - si. 4 cos 0 (59) With k = (iwp o a)112 the magnitude is

r k2  [r 2i I ES,(po, 4, 0)1 - ! 2 L e DBr...es e - e 21='°cos 41 (65)-- 2  3 2nc' ro

(60) The ratio of the reflected space wave to the lateral
wave (55) at Po, 4, 0 is

B2o(ro. 0. 4) = - ok.2 ePAoe Do
poD e"r 2 '° - p°  (66)

kr I .k sin 4 cos 0 (61) where 2 = (wpo a2/2) '2. Calculations of this ratio as
F k zrb a function of 2Dip o for o = 4 S,'rm and a 2 = 0.004.

Note that 0' in the previous discussion is 0.01. 0.04, and 0.1 S'm are represented graphically in
0' = 7r - . Figure 5 for f= 1 and 2 Hz. The curves show that

When I k2 r I > 1, the 1/ro term dominates, and the the field due to the reflected space wave first rises to
highly attenuated outward traveling spherical wave a maximum as the depth D of the reflecting layer is
has the form eiz'o°/ro = e-d?'0ei"/ro. This wave is increased and then decays. The initial rise is due to
partly of the electric type (E2, = 0, E2 0, and B2,) and the increase in E2P -. E2e cos 0' = E20(D/ro) as D
partly of the magnetic type (B2, - small, B20, and becomes larger; the final decay is caused by the ex-
E2,). It is this field that is partly reflected, partly ponential factor.
transmitted when incident on a surface of disconti- Even at its gredtest value, with a, = 0.004 S m.
nuity in a2. However, since the field is not a plane D - 0.25Po = 5 km, and f= 1 Hz, the contribution
wave, is not normally incident on such surfaces, and by the reflected space wave to the total field observed
is not independent of the transverse coordinates p on the seafloor is less than 40%, with the lateral
and 4, it follows that it is not readily determined wave contributing over 60%. For other depths and
except when the reflection coefficient for plane waves conductivities the lateral wave may contribute as
is ± i. When this is true, and there are boundaries much as 90% or more to the total field observed at
that approximate it quite we 1, the reflected field is Po = 20 km on the seafloor. Since the lateral wave
the field of an image magnetic dipole with equal and penetrates only a short distance into the lithosphere,
codirectional or equal and opposite magnetic as shown in the inset in Figure 5, great care must be
moment. If the reflecting boundary is at z' = D, the used in interpreting measured values of the total
image is at z' = 2D, and the field at p = Po just below field. If no consideration is given to the lateral wave
the surface in region 2 is given by (57) with ro re- and the entire observed field is treated as a space
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06- .2k 10 B2(P 0 k2 e fpA en P-ik2  3 N3! "1, -( 4- Sh FIT -T --- jeo '-t'Izo

.% -- I 2kt ,r(A6)

_o4 , where ro= (p2 + ;2)1I2. This field is consistent with
%.o " the boundary condition E2,,, -0, which is an ap-

0. ,\ proximation of the actual boundary condition,

.-- 02 - % namely,

V'2(tj4 EIJp - -- ,' 0) E2.. (p, 4', 0) 4,() (7
O -. . = -(w/ki)i x B,.(P, 0. 0) (A7)

00 OZ 04 06 08 tO 12 14 16 8 20 where: < 0 in region 2. Use can then be made of this
2Oleo accurate boundary condition and the assumed in-

Fig. S. Ratio of refiected rpace wave field to lateral wave field on equality
sea.oor: depth of penetration of lateral wave (inset).

n' = kilklc< I (AS)

%a~e into the lithosphere that has been partiall) re- to extend the range of (Al)-(A6) to include the region
fiected from the boundaries of a succession of hypo- near the boundary. This is accomplished with Max-
thetical horizontal layers, each with its own conduc- wells equations in cylindrical coordinates, namely,
tivity. large erro;s in interpretation are inevitable. Ik 2

The 60-90% of the observed field that has sampled ! = - -p(
only a thin layer of the lithosphere cannot be ig- p P, C: w
nored. eB, cB. ik2

= - E, (A10)

APPENDIX: THE FIELD IN REGION 2 F ( Bc-- kA

-ee (pB#) -~ e; LE (All1)

The complete field in region 2 is obtained as a
refinement of the field due to a 3,-directed magnetic I E: - E, iwB, (A12)
dipole with the magnetic moment (-2wuoo/k)e t , p P A

located on the boundary surface at the origin of the
cylindrical coordinates p, 4), z, where 4) is measured e eE.= (A 13)
from the positive x axis. The components of the field e: cp
are t[r _ E1

a p(pE,) - iwB: (A14)
C000  /'\jf2  1 P LE2,(p,4,:)= 2- e' cos 1 - 2- eo (Al)

2nk- I-o V ,ro d) applied to the leading terms of the field in (A I HA6).
after the variables p and : have been changed ac-

E,(p. :)=- e sin - (k2 41 Ie ro (A2) cording to
r0 R = pk'12k' = n2k 2 p12 Z = :k22k = nk2:!2

E2 2(, 4) :) - e&Id Cos 0) - 72--i e '~(A3) o
2nk, \ro/\ ro r0  or

B(pk, k2 e'ki sin k2 p = 2R/n2  k2: = 2Z/n (AIh)
2nk i Note that the newly defined variable R is Sommer-

k2  (2p - z2 feld's "numerical distance." The correction to (Al)-
I :+(-- . e ,,o (A4) (A6) is to apply specifically to a region near the

o r kr 2 r)j] boundary where p2 >> :2 or ro = (p2 + :2) -- p. In

BJP, 01, Z) !L -k2 e'lke Cos 0(ik2  1 _ order to simplify the calculation the correction term
2 o r- - k2?r] will be evaluated only for the leading terms; the
2k, ro 0  T2 T0 , other terms can be replaced after the correction

(AS) terms have been added.
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In terms of the new variables R and Z the leading and from (A17)
terms in (AHI)-(A6) are £3, = (Z/R2)lvlR (A31)

2 -A Cos 4 el" 2 , 9, - (ZR 2)ez ' (A 16) far from the boundary.

E2# - A sin 4 e 2 "n£,, £2, - (Z/R-)eWIR (AI7) The solution of(A26) is carried out with the substi-

E2, - A cos 4 eRAT £, - (l/R)e"Ift (A18) tution

(,,- I4c eR ,F - F(R, Z) = R1 2A2, (A32)
B2, - A(k2/w) sin 4' eIZ n9 2, f ,R2 L so that

(A19) I f£., i 1 2
£3, - -=-R" (A33)

B20 - A(k2lW) cos 4' e12 a £2, 2.= -(IIR)ez 1R (A20) 2 Z 2 Z

B1. - A(k2'ow) sin 4' gi2R :n 2, '2z= (Z/R2)ezZR (A21) With this substitution in (A24), (A24) becomes

where A - iwpook2 n2/4nk3 . If these formulas are in- a2F F2 -+ 4Q T- 0 (A34)serted in Maxwell's equations (A9HA14) and the -ZA

terms are arranged in order of the powers of the and with (A27), (A33) gives
small quantity n, the following first-order relations
are obtained. (Note that e/p-- ik2 + Up = ik2  Fa- 2i1 0.
+ (n2k,12)e/cR.) L zI 0.o (A35)

"-2 =2 'f2p £2: = f2,  (A22) With (A28),
F-4 _R- 1 2e Z2 IR (A36)

e + 2" = -2iA2p 't2, = - A', (A23) far from the boundary. The solution of (A34), subject7Z R
to (A35) and (A36), is required.

With appropriate combination the following second- Since far from the boundary F- -R-I'2 eZ 2 R, the
order equations are obtained: solution near the boundary can be obtained in the

/1 c £2, form
11 -L R + -L 92 - - (A24)

\R eR FR)z F0 = F + R (A37)

( R +l) ,, +R - c-o e92. " 1A25 where F0 - 0 at sufficient distance from the bound-

M _R eR t R ary where -R-1/e z:I A is the solution. Since

If (A22) and (A23) are combined with these last two [(t 2/az2) + 4i( /aR)]R-I 2ez2I = 0, it follows that
equations, the two equations (A26) and (A29) remain a2Fo aFo
to be solved: a- + 4 6= 0 (A38)

+ 2 ff- 2 = 0 (A26) Also, with (A35) it follows that

subject to the boundary condition L- 2iF = -2iR" 2  (A39)
I z 1Iz0

£,t = LT, Z=0 (A27)
and from (A 16) and (A20), A solution of (A38) with (A39) can be obtained with

the Fourier transform
£, = -(Z/R 2 )eWzI A3, = -(1/R)ezI tR (A28)r

far from the boundary, and F', Z) = JFo(R, dR (A40)

+ 2 a - -- + - = - - (A29) When (A38) and (A39) are Fourier-transformed, theyRZ a R R give

subject to the boundary condition 0e2o

£3,-0 Z=0 (A30) eZ
" 4 '°= 0 Fo = A(4)e2' 1Z (A41)
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4?,F°- 2iro] =-2( m/1 2 -1 2  (A42) where
Z 1- 0f oil

C24u) + iS2Mu t d (A53)
With (A41) in (A42), fo n7 dt (A

-(ml ." (A43) is the Fresnel integral. Thus

so that 4 2' e-l + i) - C2(u) - iS2(] (A54)

1-A4)
(nOuV'e 2 .z and

F ( . Z ) = (A 44)

When the inverse transform of (A44) is substituted in R (A55)
(A37), the solution for F = F(R. Z) is where
F(R. Z) = -R -eIV i(2R) 2e-R-z R (A56)

(1 2- f " 21 2 -  eI" d (A45) and

With (A45), (A32) gives = 4(0 + i) - C2C(R - Z)2,'R)

-
z

" ( 1 12 - iS2[(R - Z)2/R] -: <0. (A57)
S= - R - !(R, Z) (A46) When (A55) is substituted in (A20), this becomes

where B2, - -A(k2 'W) COS e '2R  + ) (A58)

I I(R, Z) e 21 e2 4 l Zebra d (A47) R

f = ,Z= ,2 ,1 2 _ 0 With (A23) and (A55),
This integral can be expressed in terms of the Fresnel eiZzR,
integral. As a first step, note that -R (I + 5) (A59)

- -(e- 2 Z - e so that with (A 18),
2CZZ

2 Z 1 e2 ,p Z £2. - A cos 0 e'2 R m: e e( + ) (A60)

= 2( 12 C 2 11eIZ R With (A33) and (A55),
2( ) e A4) 2p e=- 2T  +11+5) <0 (A61)

Since 1() = 0, it follows that for< 0, R Z I
I = 4 - e

21 I e- 2
1Zeiz

'2 dZ' (A49) Substituting this in (A16) gives

R i 
Er7 =1ACs0 e2 -'l2 z +0 + 5 A 2

With the change in variable ' R - Z", R) (A6)

YI 11 e21Ze " ix  e1z '21X dZ" (ASO) :5< 0

R E -Z When the variables in (A62), (A60), and (A58) are
Finally, let t - Z"/R. Then changed and the terms that were omitted in these

112 / l 1/nRV' 2 d e equations are reinserted, (Al), (A3), and (AS) become
4(7i) e Ze -  j- I (A51) (23), (25), and (27), respectively.

- JU(2I)' The second equation to be solved is (A29). With

where u = (R - Z)2/R. Also, (A22) it becomes

dt= (I + -C 2(u) - S2(u) (A52) (-- R + F- f,. - Z - LR fA63)
f, (2wn)" 2 MRC cRR
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When the two equations in (A23) are combined, the so that with (A19),
result is B2, - A(k21w) sin 0 e~aR'Ae(z:;Rn 2

so tha with (A71),
so that with (A22), When the variables in (A68), (A69), and (A?1) are
a", O.

E 2
. e9. i 2 _ 1 changed and the terms omitted in the determination

2 L Z 2 R- Z i J =2 + RA of the field along the boundary are included to form
(A2), (A4), tand (A6), the complete formulas given in

W hen this is substituted in (A63), it reduces to (2), (2), and (2 ) are oti es
(24), (26), and (28) are obtained.

E2=0 (A66) Acknowledgments. This research was supported in part by the

RR 2c) Joint Services Electronics Program under contract N00014-84-K-
which has the solution 0465 with Harvard University. In addition, R.W.P.K. received

support as an IBM Visiting Scholar at Northeastern University.
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Properties of the Lateral Eltectromagnetic Field of a
Vertical Dipole and Their Applications

RONOLD W. P. KING. LIFE FELLOW. IEEE

Abstrzir-The formula~s for the e ntroagetic field In Region I t ranges of permittivity. conductivity, and frequency are in
S0. 41) dut toa vertical electric dipole simi In Region I iesr Its plane King and Smith ( 15].

boundar) with Regipn 21 (z:5 0. 4..; Ik..I* << 1L,) s1* reid. The Because ideither the general integrals for the Hertz po-
correitiondinit formuia% for the field In Region 2 zre then cletermitd.
Use I% made of thk ield to aetermine the locus of the Po.%ntng vector t-ntials nor te numerically evaluated tables and graphs
and the maximum depth of penetration intto Region 2 or the interal, for the electromagnetic field calculated from them pro-
ias part ot the field. Application Is made to the uwe of the vertkas vided adequate physical insight into the nature of the elec-

antenna In the its for the wieaiurtment of the conductiity of the tvoragnetic lateral waves-which dominate the field along
oceanic crust. bounda,,es-and the associated fields in the adjacent re-

gions, exact integrals specifically for all of the compo-
1. INTRODUCTION nents of the electric and magnetic fields were derived for

E LECTROMAGNETIC surface waves of a typ.e known the field of the horizontal dipole by King and Smith 1 151
.Las late'ral waves are excited along a boundlary be,~ and for thc vertical dipole by King 11 61.'Similar integrals

tvween two electrically different half-spaces by both ver- but sprcialized by the condition wae << a for geophy~.ical
tical and horizontal electric dlipokes located near or onl that appications were derived for the horizontal dipole on .i
boundary. The firs'. complete analysis -if the field gener- sea floor by Chave and Cox [(17] and for the vertical di-
ated by a vertical dipole was given by Sommerfeld II]. pole by Edwards et al. f 18]. [191. Beginning in the papers

121 in terms of general integrals of the Hertz potential from by Wu and King J20], 1211) and King and Wu (22] for the
which expressions for the components of the electromag- horizontal dipole and by King 1161 for the vertical dipole.
netic field could be obtained by differentiation. The ap- the genera! integrals for the components of the electric
proximate evaluation of these integrals occupied many in- and magnetic fields were integrated to obtain simple. ac-
vestigators over a wide span of years. Notable in its curate. and continuous formulas valid over radial dis-
aipplication to radio propagation between vertical anten- tances from very close to the source to infinity. These
nas on the earth or sea was the work of Norton 13]. which apply specifically to the field in Region I and along the
provided extensi-ve tables and graphs. A comprehensive boundary in Region 2 (when the dipole is in Region I or
sunimary and reanalysis of the problem are contained in on the boundary in Region 2), subject to the inequality
the important book by Baiiob [41 and in a paper by Wait 1k, 1 2 3 JkJ where k, and k, are the wavenumbers of the
and Campbell [51 who obtain approximate simple for- two half-spaces. Applications of these formulas were
mulas in three nonoverlapping ranges known as the near made to communication with submarines by King and
or quisi-static field, the interntediate field. and the far or Brown (23], to the detection of buried objects b) King
asymptotic field. A summary and an extensive listing ot 1241. [25]. and to measurements )n the sea floor b) King
formulas in these ranges are in the monograph by Kraich- [26] for an isotropic oceanic crust and by Pan 1271 for an
man 16 1. Beginning with the work of Siegel and King 171- anisoitropic crast. The determination of integrated for-
191. numerical methods and high-speed computers were mulas for the field throughout Region 2 including a de
used to e~aluate the general Sommerfeld integrals and de- tailed study of the lateral waves is carried out in King.
terminc the electromagnetic field of horizontal electric di- Owens. and Wu [28] for the horizontal dipole. The cor-
poles in sea water near the air surface. This was continued responding investigation of the fields of a vertical electric
in more general terms by King and Sandier 1101. Bubenik dipole is the subjfect of ihis paper.
[Ill). Kirg. deBettencourt. and Sandler 1 121, King. Sand-
ler, and Shen 1131. and Rahmat-Samli. Mittra. and Par- 11. ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
hami [14]. A comprehensive tabulation and graphical rep- Consider a unit (4-h, I A - m) vertical z-directed
resentation of numerically evaluated fields over wide electric dipole located in Region I (z 2t 0. wavenumber

Manuscript rL'ccivCI Junuary 9. 1986. rev'ised June 8. 1986. This work ki = 01 + icil =, w[pAo(el + iliW)11) at a distance d
waZ% %upponcd in putt boy ihc Joint ScrvioceN Etectrunits liprmund;..n Con- front the boundary with Region 2 (z _- 0, wavenumber k2
trict N00014-4.K-0465 with Hivard University. l+ a=w(oe+iaI)])(igI.Thrt-

The author is with the Gordon McKay Labimittwy. Harvand Univicmiiy. tiona+lMy symt= WGOelctromagnetic Fid in. Reoat
Can'bridge, MA 02138. inlysmerceetoantcfldnRgonIt

iE2E Log; Number 8610357. the point po. z in cylindrical coordinates consists of the

0196-2892/86/1100-0813$01.00 @ 1986 IEEE
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Cut(r, ) i sft"_=
B'.(p Z) - I , (Xp)X dX

R4w,.. k, 4o e  I, N (8)

I~ ~ za eo2.1,
E' WI. f1,d'J (Xp) X2 A. .P(P. = 4 e"'k + )

Fig. I. Vertical dipole at (0. d) in Region 1. k

three components E;,. ,:. ,and B,. Each of these is con- .I.-. rr /
veniently expressed as i ;um of three parts, viz., the di- /p + d
rect field, the perfect.image (reflected) field, and the lat- (9)
eral-wave field. They are given by [161 . \ (Zr 2 /

81(p. :) = Bl(p. z) 4- B'(p, z) + B'(p, ). (1) E(p, Z) = -- do(Xp)X" dX

E1(p. z) = E'('(p. z) + E'(p. z) + El'(p. z). (2) Fi~k
where, with ()k= KA re "r2 k ) +d;

r, p2 + (z - d)2  Ilk 3k\ 3
=p2 + (z + d)21"2 (3) \r2 r(

and BL(p, z) = i ccei-rif+d)J(Xp)X2 A

N = k2y7 + k .',y 27 J0  N
XI)II-1, - pkk2 etLtt + d) e1A' 'f(k2p, k)01

, = (k - X2)"2  j = 1,2: (4) 2wke k,) (11)

B,10(p, z) = X , A(Xp)X: X EL (p, z) J ( NX2 A

- 0 itio (~ik1  I -~-~w~ok-2 [ e~(d eA'"p, k -ie
4o ,r (5) r2

(12)

E (P. Z) = 2 + e1 l 1(J(Xp)X dX, E"( . _ oc+k e i; ': 'h  A
- t -(,)

=  2wk J N J,1(Wp)o dN

= Z>. d 21  e( 3":d )peik"g(k"p" k,). (13)

1 In these formulas
=-T- ea i ik, I i

4xk r rt -1 g(k. kj) = f(k,p, kj) - =
il = p p- k,.p'

-) (6) k ei t", (P) (14)

ed Z 0I
-'  where p - k~pl2kj and

= 41 0 J(p)X" dX p

9(p) 1 0 + i) - C,(p) - iS'(p) = e dt

-4 a1 1rlik'I k, i z-d22
= i\ L\r,, rf ! \r, (15)

is the Fresnel integral. The last term in (12) with the

(LI- -(7) wavenumber k, in the exponent is actually not a part of
\ r, r1 the lateral wave but a correction term for the image field
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given in (9). For large arguments to formulate for subsequent practical applications. The
fkpk , ,. principal restriction is the requirement Ikil >> Ik'l as

f(k, ) I g (/,',p. k -0 2~p'. specified on the left in (18). With this condition it is ev-
Ik2pi a 8l0,/k i. (16) ident that the first !erm in N is the larger one. This permits

the separation of each of the integrals into two parts by

The integrated formulas for the direct and reflected writing
fields in (5)-.(10) are exact. Those for the lateral-wave
field in (I 1)-(13) were evaluated with the approximation 1 (25)

_ ee"' 1) = e'I+ eda'€ (17) N = \N N2

under the conditions where

Ikl z> 31k21 No =k, = k(k - X2)"2. (26)

P a 5: The first part of the integrals is given by (22)-(24) with
No substituted for N. In these it is clear that the major

p _ 5d. (18) contributions must come from the range X - 0(k,).

The first of these is essential to the integration of (11)- Therefore. YI = (k - X) I'- - kard the integrals re-
(13) in which 1k21k,1 2 is treated as a small quantity. The duce to
specific ratio Iki a: 31kJ is verified by the comparison ,, e i' L I
o. the integrated formulas with the numerical evaluation B 20(P. z) - 27rk X: j.

of the integrals i. critical ranges. The requirement that p
be large compared to z and d is needed only for the lateral -_uk (ik2 _ p (27)
wave terms because of the approximation (17). Since the = - A e T e. (2
depth of penetrztion of the lateral waves is only a fraction
of the radial distance, this is generally not an important - e' ' i',o eX, X 'IX
restriction. 27k

The lateral-wave electromagnetic field in Region 2
along the boundary z 0 where r, = r2, is readily ob- = 1k2 42i41dlk n ikz _ 1.2 NI 1p:
tained from the field in Region I with the help of the 2Irk r r kz-4)) "r5
boundary conditions. Note that direct and reflected field (28)
terms in E,,(p. 0) are omitted. Thus

k E2.o(. zo ett /-I((p),\3 dX_ ,lk.___ D~e,!,(,..ko EP.. (p. :) - - e" o 3'e
B.(p. 0) = B10(p. 0) = 2 _ k 27rk 2

(19 ) = - 1  e't 1t _ d i ,,n ,
k2 ~d'1\to~~p "i; k,'r

E,=p. 0) E,(p. 0) = 2/rkk e'AeIL:"f(kp k,) 2ik_ k () (29)
E~~0 2pr 0)kj- (ik2 3 3i ' I

(20) r0  r .r i r

k w±tk: 14 e) where r0 = (p + ")i . The integrals in (27)-(29) are
E""(p. 0) -' El:(p. 0) = (" k,,P ). like those in (5)-(10). but with d = 0 and the change 3y,

"2 rk' f. As in (5)-(10). the integrated exact formulas are

(21) obtained from the field of the vertical electric dipole in a
homogeneous infinite medium given in King 1291.

The field in Region 2 in gereral is given by the follow In the second pa of each integral the factor I/N is re-
exact integrals which are derived in 1161: placed by

B,0  = el e J,(lXp) X2 dX (22) 1 1 1 1
2r JO N No k 2 + k 2' yI. 1 , (30)

(p,) - 2"-" to N J,(\p)\ A (23) Specifically
, t~i, ) Ridk;

__e.B, 0(P. = ei aG, (p. z)
E,(p, z) = - - - Jo(Xp)X dX (24) 2x

whr i21r. N CilJ j\) 2 X
where N = kb), + k2"y, andy, (k2 - X2 )"2 J = 1,2. G20(p.) e ((d
The evaluation of these integrals can be carried out di-
rectly subject to certain restrictions, which it is important S 0 (31)
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..jO), .-(I),

E,1p. z) -i- e&WI G"p(p z) E2,(p, z) = 2 z + E ) (p, z)

G(p. z) =to ei:J(XP) dX, (. z P

Zs- (32) + 2) - )

E zp ) = ---f eIad ),.. 4. i- e( 2  - Z)YIR]j
G2 (P. z) = y2 eJo(Xp)X dXp,0 <0 (39a)

z 5 0. (332) K e" -

The three functions G2,, G2. and G,: are: evaluated in #.k *L.KditooL,. iea:
Appendix I. The results are 2wk ,I .m ' k,- r I.

B1),. Z) = kWA e,,dGZP Zei'(,,

aP )- = k L~~ z =0 (39b)

am k", 2P)I -

2irk 1 E2-(p,za) --".(p, z) + Et2(p; a)
x (2: e-(- 2 mIVI(R- Z)R, k2-°k2  l e ikR2 Zg\ro-  r , \

z < 0 (34) 2ir z < 0 39a)

(I i. 0 (N d No i 2  .~'
W( m j"A 3 k 3i z

Ez2 p,z) = 0. (33) , \ rd kr d

2 r;

+ E2: (, Z-a) -EZ):(R - Z)2 ZR) + (,P Z

e-0 (35) •e-'{-f(R - Z)22R], z < 0.

E(I). z)o= T et d e, L2 (40)
2: )= 2irk1  In (39b). rd = (p2 + d2),2 and f(k2p, k1) is defined ink 12(14). These formulas are good approxima.ions throughout

.X e-(- 2 Z[(R - Z)2/R], Region 2 except near the source. They correspond for Re-
gion 2 to ( I)-(13) for Region 1. The components B2(p,

0( ) and E,=(p, z) satsfy the boundary conditions: B0(3(p,
(3 0 ) = B(p, 0) and E2 (p, 0) = (kilk2) E1.(p, 0). To

with R=k~p/2i.t, Z = khIz2k1 and satisfy the boun~dary condition E2 (p, 0) = Eo(p, 0). a

e" 1 separate formula (39b) for E2 ,(p. 0) is required. This is
(P) = p (' t - r= ( + i) - C2(P} - iS(P), derived and discussed in Appendix II. Note that in (39a)

" the term in lip2 has been added in the square bracket. Th
(37) evaluation ofE-'(p, z), z < 0, in Appendix I was carred

out for k2p not small. This restriction was not made in theThe complete field is the sum of (27)-(29) and (34) evaluation of E19(p, a) so th ',is is a better approxi-
(36). The final formulas for the field in Region 2 due to a maTion when k2p is kept small.
vertical electric dipole at z = d in Region 1 are
wh 0p Z) = k2 z nd. ) III. THE Locus OF THE POYNTING VECTOR IN

1B0p 2) saif th2ep bondr codto E22,(P, 0)=7.), )

REG~toN 2= k ei . eit (ik2  1eara The formulas (38)-(40) forthe field in Region 2 include

2 , \Tro r a spherical wave that travels outward from the equivalet

_ e k ... 37 source at (0, 0) in Region 2 and a lateral wave that pro-
-e c l ceeds along the boundary. It is of iterest-especially in

(36 \k2pT measurements made on the sea floor-to know how deep
v cinto Regio 2 the lateral wave proceeds before returning

Se-i-zI(R -Z ], z 0 (38j to the fboundary at the point of measurement. This can be
determined by following the locus of the Poynting vector.
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This is defined as follows: -ZSTANC & 0 METRS
200 5OM 00

$.(p, Z) = E,(p, z) X B*(p. z)1

= i i (p. z) B.*(p. z) 'r -.z 2 ,3 Sim"
"o o -3 " , %

-E.,(p, z) Bz*(p, z)]. (41) %

The asterisk indicates the complex conjugate. Since z is 20 400 2O0 0

negative in Region 2. it is convenient to intoduce z' = o n eot h oceanic criiCMt:

-z. The slope of the locus of the Poynting vector is F ,g -2.. = (i o)to" : in i ,- p . 0) - (ovg o Sv( a . 0).

dz' S:(p. Z) S:(P. 0) S:a. 0).
-7 = e w w= Re -~(a (42)

dp S,(p. Z) -E2 :(p. Z) DISTANCE p. I XILMoETERS

Evidently the locus of the Poynting vector is perpendic- 0 1 2 3 4

ular to the lines of the electric field. In the range p ; 5z'.
the second term in (40). which is muiplied by z2lr2. can
be neglected compared to the first term. It follows that 1, ,o

pz k 3, 3i + k, (k ,,. 5 s,

Eko(p, Z) r\ro rh 2c 8,.o, s,-0.2
-E20 (p Z) p j 2r )ik ) I i 25- 5S/

• . I L l L
30 1 2 3 45 6

RADIAL DISTANCE p IN XILOMETERS

(43) Fip .3. Ltwu% of Poyntins vector in hulf-.pc nodcl of the oceanic crust:
41 ( /Wp41o) '. 4! (/awoo.0)' 2: Sl,(Pit. 0) = (o:Iu)S.,t(p,. 0)

where the Fresnel integral terms have been omitted since si:,..(, 0) = s.:(P,,, 0).
they are negligible when k2p is not large. In the near and
intermediate fields-which are the only ones of interest in so that
low-frequency measurements on the sea floor-the fol- In (s - 6.2) = In Cp (50)
lowing condition is valid:

where C is a constant of integration. The solution with s
Ik;rIl - 1k;p' << 3 or Ikpl <- 0.6. (44) = z'1p 2 and C = -6023 ,p0 is

With (44) the h/r - lip terms in (43) are negligible and Z' = 60/ 2p( - P/po). (51)

E2,(p. z) 3zp kro ( k2 ro This equation defines the locus of the Poynting vector be-
-E 2:(p. :) r +Ip ' + i/" (45) tween the source at p = 0. z' = 0 and the point of obser-

vation at p = po. z' = 0. The maximum depth of pene-
At low frequencies k, - (I + i)#, where 0, = (w1p,a,I tration is determined by d:z/dp = 0. With (51). the
2) '" Also. ki1k, = (0i/o )12. It follows that. with ri1 = coordinates of the point of deepest penetration into Re-
(p2 + 2),.2 -_ gion 2 are

Re E ,(p. z) 3: + 692p 2  -3:' + 602p2_ (46) P P,, 2p,
(e-E.(, z) p p 46P P,, = 3

where Z, Z,, ; , 4

6 = (02/1)12. (47)

When (46) is substituted in (42). this becomes Note that

dz' 3, =

= - - R48) (wtL021)"2. (53)

This equation is readily solved with the substitution z' = Here R, is the surface resistance.
2sp , (dz'ldp) 2p.; + p2(dsldp). Thus Graphs of the loci defined by (51) are shown in Figs. 2

and 3 for parameters that apply to actual measurements
ds = dp (49) made on the sea floor. Fig. 2 applies to the sea-sediment

s - 602 p boundary with a, = 2.85 S/m, q2 = 0.3 S/m, and f =
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0.125 Hz. For a radial range of I kin, the maximum depth A

of penetration is about 18 m. Fig. 3 applies to a sea-rock
boundary with a, = 2.85 S/m, o2 = 0.01 Sim, and f= 7 A

0.125 Hz. For a radial range of 5 kin, the maximum depth - - -
of penetration of the lateral wave into the rock is only two

IV. THE MEASUREMENT OF THE CONDUCivrTY OF Tim

OCEANIC CRUST on.

An interesting set of measurements has been reported oZ
by Edwards er aL [30] for determining the conductivity Fig. 4. Location of measurernents by Edwards et al. 130).

of the oceanic crust below the Bute Inlet, British Colum-
bia. Canada. It provides a useful vehicle for the applica- inverted image of the lower half-space containing the sea
tion and discussion of the theory developed in the preced- and oceanic crust. The antenna thus has an image with
ing sections. The site of the measurementi has the cioss reversed current so that the effective length becomes
section sketched on the right in Fig. 4. The sea water (Re- h Z

§

gion 1, al = 2.85 Sim) has a depth D I = 640 m in a he= ie: d-, - Iel* dz = iki'(1 - ekah)2.
channel that is almost 4 km -wide at the surface and 2 km oh
wide on the floor. Below the water is a layer of sediment (55)
(Region 2. o, ) that fills a trough that is estimated to have
a central depth near D2 = 600 m. The conductivity of the With k, 1.68 x 10' e' ,'4 m - and h = 640 m, this
sediment was estimated from measurements of the mois- gives h, = 321e 0 12 m. h. %rder to maintain the zero
ture content of sample cores to be between 1/11 to 115 value of the magnetic field it z = h-now the midpoint in
that of the salt water, so tl'at 72 - 0.26 Sin to 0.57 S/ the ocean with image which has a combined depth of 2h-
m. The country rock (Region 3, a3) below the sedirient the lateral wave traveling in the oceanic crust at z < 0
has a conductivity of the order of a3 - 0.01 S/r. Alive must also have an image that travels along the image of
the sea water is, of course, the air (Region 0). the crust at z > 2h The contribution of the image wave

The antenna used by Edwards et al. was an ins,1lated to the field at (p, 0) on the sea floor is identical with that
conductor that extended from the sea floor to the air sur- of the actual wave but with opposite sign and with an ad-
face so that h = DI = 640 In. At each end the antenna ditional distance 2h of travel down in the sea water from
was conductively connected to the ,alt water by bare metal the plane z = 2h to the plane z = 0. The total magnetic
rods. Its consecutive locations in the Bute Inlet are indi- field observed in the sea on the sea floor, that is, at (p, 0)
cated by the numbered circles in Fig. 4. At the very low in Region 1, includes the lateral wave traveling vertically
frequency of f = 0.125 Hz, the wavenumber of the salt upward into the sea from the sediment, the image wave
water was k, = (igou1)"' = 1.68 x 10-' e"'4 in- and traveling vertically down, and multiple reflections of
the electrical length of the antenna was 0 1 h = 0,76, which these. The magnetic field at any point Z is given by
is short enough so that a current with the uniform ampli- FeiLI: - ei,(2h )i
tude I was maintained over its entire length. The electric Bo(p, z) - B"(p, 0) ' (56)
moment is Ih,, where he is the effective length of the an- L i + r
tenna. For an antenna of length h in an ocean with a depth where
DI that is much greater than both the skin depth and the k, - k2

length of the antenna, the effective length is k,-kk + kU+ (57)

he = elk: dz = ik -'(1 - e'I). (54) is the reflection coefficient of magnetic type at the sea-
- -sediment boundary. Note that B1 (p, h) = 0 as required.

With kj = 1.68 x 10- e'' 4 in' and h = 640 in, he = With a2 = 0.4 S/m and al = 2.85 S/m, rm= -0.45.
438ei ' 335 In. Since the antenna extends from the sea floor The field on the sea floor at z = 0 is given by
to the surface with h = DI = 640 m and this is actually - ei2 ;A ]
less than the skin depth d, = o" = 847 m, the presence Bl,(, , 0) ' + r' (58)
of the sea-air boundary must be taken into account. This I
is readily done since, at the very low frequency used, the The complete effective length as modified by the effect of
reflection coefficient at the air-sea boundary for the mag- the. air-.ea boundary is
netic field of a wave incident from the sea is extremely
close to -1. It follows that the boundary surface can be i (a -,?"o)2(l - "

')
approximated by a magnetic wall on which the tangential he =  u I + rle 1' i2'  (59)
magnetic field vanishes. That is, Bl4(p, h) = 0. This
means that the entire air half-space can be replaced by an With r. = -0.45, k, = 1.68 X 10-' e"'T4 m- ', and h =
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640 m

h, = 326e- '24' m. (60)"\I Ev,,, ,, of

'3
With r,, 0. h, - 329e-' 3 m. Clearly. only the first
reflection is significant. V - -

It is to be noted that while all of the multiple reflections "2
of the lateral waves reaching the point of observation at 1

(p. 0) in the sea are included, the antenna generating these
waves includes only the section of length 2h in the sea 162

with image and images of equal length in the oceanic crust -I
and its image. This gives a total length of 6h with a uni-
form current that alternates in sign in successive lengths
h. The effect of multiple reflections on the waves leaving * 4,
the antenna are not included and cannot be provided by I '
image antennas unless the reflection coefficient of the crust I ,\
is close to ± !-which it is not. When a, lies between
0.26 and 0.57 S/m. and a, = 2.85 S/m. the reflection - e"w 1 -

coefficient, -(4&r. - */o2)1(.4U/ + vo,). ranges from t, feid I ,lfwd %

-0.53 to -0.38. The formula (59) is evidently accurate
so long as contributions from image antennas beyond 4k, h.
are negligible. That is. it is necessary that le"" s 01 02 05 1 2 5 30
e-' ih << 1. With a, = 1.188 x 10- m- and h = 640 p inkK

m, e- ''h = 0.02. It follows that the magnitude of the Fi. 5. M-,Lgneii hdd ancjsured b) Ed%-,rd% cc it. 1301 and ncid .,ku

lateral wave and its image should be correct within 2 per- laicd f m 62) and 170).f = 0.125 Hz. o, - 2.85 rni. o. - 0 4 S rn

cent when (59) is used. Note, however, that (59) is not o,0.01 S nl : D, = 640 m. D: - 600 n.

useful in the limit of zero frequency. An alternative for-
mula that has application in this limit is given and dis- the verical antenna cancel so that the entire magnetl( field
cussed in Appendix III. on the boundary is the lateral-wave field. However. the-

Measurements of the horizontal magnetic field on the ory also shows that for the radial distance. inolbed in the
sea floor were made by Edwards et al. with the transmit- mea.,urementb the maximum depth of penetration of the
ting antenna at the numbered locations relative to the sta- lateal wave into the sediment i, a ,,mall fraction of the
tionary receiving antenna (magnetometer). as shown on d&pth D, of that sediment. This means that the lateral-
!hr I 't in Fig. 4. The measured field is shown by the wave field B1 0(p. 0) is the same when D, >> :,,, as %hen
nui,.red crosses in Fig. 5 as a function of the radial dis- D, = co. But it may not be the entire field. There ma) be
tance from the base of the transmitting antenna. a significant reflected field from the sediment-rock

The values of the wavenumbers kj. j = 0. 1. 2. 3. for boundary that travels upward in the sediment to the point
the air (ao = 0). sea water (o = 2.85 S/m), sediment (a, of observation in the sea. Furthermore, since the vertical

- 0.26. 0.3. 0.4. and 0.57 S/m). and rock (o. = 0.01 S1 antenna extends to the air-sea surface. its currents also
m) are listed in Table 'l together with the ratio 6 = (of generate a lateral wave that propagates along that bound
a,)' ', the range of electrical distance Ik,pi that corre- ary and down in the sea to the point of measurement on
spond to the actual range 0.1 -5 p s 2 km. the maximum the sea floor. Thus
allowable range of p to satisfy the condition for the ne-
glect of the far-field terms. and the associated maximum Bj.(p. 0) = B' (p. 0) + B' (p. 0) + BEo(p. 0) (61)

depths of penetration of the Poynting vector, where
In general, the electromagnetic field in a four-layered , ik2

region cannot be determined from formulas for the field B1 Ii,.ew - (62)
in a two-layered region. In the case at hand, the properties B , 2ik1 P p
of the layers at the very low frequency and the locations
of the transmitting antenna and the magnetometer provide is the lateral wave along the sediment-sea boundary, as
a special situation which makes the two-layer theory use- given by (l1). The Fresre! integral term is negligible over
ful for determining the conductivity of the layer of sedi- the distances involved. The second term in (61)
ment from measurements of the magnetic field on the sea k ,io1e ik I \
floor. However, the idealization that all boundaries are 2I0) - - (63)
parallel plane surfaces is required.
Th. measured field is in the sea water (Region 1) at its is the lateral wave that travels along the air-sea boundary

boundary with tht sediment (Region 2). Theory shows a radial distance p and then proceeds vertically down the
that, if the sea were unbounded upward and the sediment depth DI of the sea to the point of meastrement on the
unbounded downward, the direct and reflected fields of sea floor. Brto(p, 0) is the field that propagates down in
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TABLE I
NtImFP:C'AL VALtUF.SOF PARtAMI.fRS

u0.125 JIU. ko - 0.25 x 10-1 zn-; as - 0.01 S/ea. k3 0.9 10-.'4'1Wm'

a%-2.8 5/rn. k, = 1A8 x 103et14 m-1; A = 640 rz, A, = 320c-0.241 m

2 In S/rn 1 .6 0.4 O.57

k3 la rn1- 5.06 X 16-44IA 5.44 x 10-'cei 1 4 6.44 X 10-4,,1/4 7.50 x 1-e1

(2/0uj"1  0.30 0.34 0.375 0.45

0.1 2 km 1 0.05 S!kaP ICl U5lkp15L OM: lk2p' <_ 1.28. 0.073 : 'k2P <51,5

Nez field I
r: 0.Glk;'l 1.10 kin 1.10 km 0.93 km 0.80 km

4 ."s, 22.7 M 22.6 mn 22.5Sni 22.0 =

Insulated Relc 1:Sok that, except for very small angles. sin2 e is significantly
onfoho RegI. S"greater than aoj/a, and ji. - - I. This value is indepen-

anl thaa no - - - -- -at~ dent of the precise value of ao3Io, so long as this is small.
2 1 obsetvot~oai (P,03 With f,, - - 1, the reflected field is the same as the field

O)WO Region 2: $4ali m entI of an image of the source dipole and located at (0 -2 D,)
aawe.t for 0 but with reversed electric mment. i.e.. with the moment

1 ' 0, -1h,. The magnetic field of this image dipole incident onRegon 2 10 1
~the sea floor from below. i.e.. from the sediment, is

moe -where r = OND + p')'~ is the distance from the imrage
dipole with*

#4"faed curentdipole at (0. - 2D,) to the point (p. 0) on the boundary

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram locating the equivalent fource dipole for the but in the sediment. The point of cibserv3tion is at (p. 0)
field in Reg-on 2 at (0.0). its image with reversed current at (0. -?D..). in the sea. The field at this point is given in (66) multi-ani the point of obseryation in Region I at (P. 0) plied by the transmission coefficient. That is

the sediment as a spherical wave given by (27). is par- B T(p. 0) = B" (p. 0)f,., (67)
tally reflected at the rock boundary, and then travels up- where fi., is the transmission coefficient for BR20(p. 0)
ward to the sediment-sea boundary where it is partly re- which is transverse to the plane of incklence. It is given

flcepartly transmitted to the point of observation in by
the sea. This is shown schematically in Fig. 6.

pared to 8j6O(p, 0). The ratio B" (p. O)IB'*(p. 0) is dom- k' cos 0 + kv s n
inated by the ratioQVA; = oeol0 iwpoo2 = -i 1.74 x o/a csE
10t' when f= 0.125 Hz and ai, = 0.4 S/rn. This is5 so_____ (68)
small that B' A (p, 0) can be neglected. It follows that (/2 o v~~)-sn

Blo(p, 0) = B~~p )[ ~p 0(.O Since 010k1 = o ,/a1 = 0.4/2.85 0. 14 is quite small and
s6) ignificant reflections occur only when p > 2 D, and pir

T is not a small fraction, a satisfactory approximation is
The field BIO(p, 0) can be determined in a step-by-step .1co_ 4D,

manner. Consider first the spherical wave traveling down- J,- ________ - - (69)
ward in the sediment froin the enuivalent vertical dipole cos 8 + (0/112- 2D, + r(c,1o )112
at (0, 0) in the sediment. This is iident on the sediment- since cos 0 = 2D,,r. The Brewster angle at which the
rock boundary. If on this surface it is treated as a locally entire field is transmitted into the sea occurs with p =3 !
plane wave, the reflection coefficient is km when A1 = 600 mn. It follows with (64). (66), and

(03/2)_os__- Ac3Iz) si2 e(67) that
fr (03/92) CO (,3/,,) - si' 65n) ir I O

(v/2 o )+-601D sin () B1,(p. 0) =BIO(i,, 0)(rD 1 1 - '-r0

where the angle of incidence is e and cos ID = \kp-1 r
D2ID +(p2).With 03 = 0.01 S/rn and a2 = 0.4S/ 4D, (70....

mn, the quniya/2- 0.024 is very small. It follows D+
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where r = (4D2 + p2)1". This is the total magnetic field and
at the point of observation (p. 0) on the sea floor due to
the lateral wave traveling in the sediment along a locus I _ - , -
like those shown in Fig. 2 and the reflection from the rock N N - X2)"2 + k (kT -

layer at the depth D.
The magnitude of the lateral-wave magnetic field given - k 2 (AS)

by (62) has been calculated with a, = 2.85 S/r, DI = k
640 m, o, = 0.4 S/m, D, = 600 m, and a. = 0.01 S/m Exc-pt forsmall arguments. the Bessel functions in (AI)-
over a radial rnnge from p = 0. 1 to p = 10 km. !t is (A3) are well approximated by
shown in Fig. 5. The complete magnetic field including 1
the reflection from the rock layer as calculated from (70) MA)P) [ex P -IA) + e -iv: (M )
is shown in broken line in Fig. 5. The reflected field is (2iXp)' " A
seen to produce a significant decrease in the field due to i
the lateral wave in a range centered around p = 3.5 kn. J(Xp) - (2 ,,'e7" )+ e (A7)
At this distance. the angle of incidence on the sediment-
sea boundary of the diagonally upward-traveling reflected so that (AI)-(A3) e "h becomes the sum of two integrals.
field from the rock-sediment boundary is the Brewster an- With
gle of E = 71 *(see Fig. 6). /1 --

When compared with the magnetic field measured by F(\2) = -A e(A8)
Edwards er al. in the Bute Inlet at the numbered ;ocazions N NA8
shown in Fig. 4, the theoretical curve is seen to be in
excellent agreement over the entire range. This indicates G20(p, z) o F(X2) J(\p) dX
that the conductivity of the sediment must have an aver-
age value very near a, = 0.4 S/m. This value differs from e iO p- ir/4)
a, = 0.52 S/m calculated by Edwards er al. from the same = F(X2 ) dX
data by a meihod that is not given in detail. However,
with we = 0 and k, = (iw° )'the formula in Ed- e -"pa-'ir/4
wards et al. 119. eq. (20)) is essentially the same as (62). + F(X2) (2 ;,p) -/2 dX (A9)

V. CONCLUSIONd

The complete field in Region 2 has been derived to sup- G(p. z) - F(,\2 ) Jo(Xc)X d X
plement the already available field in Region I due to a 0
vertical electric dipole at a distance d in Region I from I X ei  X d
the boundary between the two regions for which jk, I - = F(X2) 2 Xp) d
31kj. The new formulas are applied to determine the
properties of the field in Region 2, including the locus of + X e-ii. p- r/ 4 X
the Poynting vector of the lateral-wave part of the field +1 0  (2 2)p) Xd. (A0)
and its maximum depth of penetration. Direct application
to measurements on the sea floor show excellent agree- With F('X2) = V, F( X2) substituted for F(X2) in (A9), this
ment with measurements when appropriate values of con- gives G,,(p, z).
ductivity and depth are selected. Let the variable in the second integral in (A9) and (A 10)

be changed to X' = - X. dX' = - dX, X = .X' =
APPENDIX I - oo. Thus, the second integral in (A9) becomes

EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRALS G2(p. ,--0 ei(' + 3r14)

The integrals to be evaluated are F(X') i(2XXp)12 dX'

G.(p. z) = - ') e-i:J(,p)X dX (A1) = F(,\' 2 ) =2 )p, dX'. (Al l)

e) -_,: ,zyjJ(Xp)X2 dX (A2) The second integral in (A10) becomes
-o z N 0, N.-m e "(\' + I14) ) X 'd X '

0 Z)F(,) i(2 X' p) 11

G,:(p, Z) 1 _ 1 e- dX (A3)N N e -/4) ' d J
where = F(X'2) (2 p)"p X'dX'. (A 12)

(k - X2)"2 (A4) Thus, the integrals in (AI)-(A3) are
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(C 0  r\(1I\where(I: -RIO
I eiR" dr (A22)

e - i,, e X2 dX (A!3)
(2 2,p)'-: and

Z = kl=+2k-
I.)\N ) R = k pI2k. (A23)

e 2 Xp3)", W- dX (A14) The integral / can be expressed in terms of the Fresnel
integral. As a first step, note that.. t I a (e-_. 11:7 - - of~7 4

ee- 'A.: 2(A 15 ) (1- e 21

(2 iAp) 12  \2 aZ

cnrbiostthinerlmutcmonyweAisJ I - '(;-)It is evident from the formp of (AS) that the principal =e - ZiZ e 2%e'p' dT
contributions to the integrals must come only when X is = - i.f(7- -i

near k,. This means that X2 can be neglected compared
with kT since 1k,1 2 >> (k,2-. It is readily shown that the = e-2iz d (A24a)
zero of N in (AS) occur% at A .= kjk,1(k2 + k.) "2 - k, E d(2

-',A2A . This suggests a change o; variabic of the form This integral can be evaluated with the substitution .x =

X = kW(l + 117) 7, 2x dx = d7. Also, iRT + 2Z, = iRT2 + 2Zx =
(A-) r + Z/ iR)2 _ Z 2/iR, so thatdA = k,mdi (AI16) P

where e - tZ - e 2Z%7eiRr di

in = kil2ki. Inil << 1. (A17)
In (A16), T is the dimensionless variable of integration. -2 e 2 Zez 'R eflR'I ' z/ '7  dx. (A24b)
It follows that With the substitutions

A 2 - k(l + 2.) V = (,/r + Z/IV)

"V, = (k; - A:)' 2 - k:(-2, :)"2  iAi"N'2 k,. (A18) _y2 = (, 4 r + ZIi)2

In amplitudes i dy = dr (A25a)

A - k, the integral becomes

X2 - 0 2i

A' - k . (A19)--=
r Wi'h these values = 2 e - 21#ZeR (A25b)

N No I iIt follows that

SI (A20) -(e21 = 2 e'Ze Z7e (A26)

This gives for Z <: 0
The lower limit, A = 0, in the integrals (A13)-(A15) be- , gives fz
comes = -I/in = -2k Ik where 12k2lk . >> I. It I,"- e I e-z' ad. (A27)
follows that the very large lower limit can be approxi- !R
mated by - c. This means that the second integrals in The evaluation of (A27) is carried out with the change of
(AI3)-(A15) become vanishingly small. When (A16)- variable Z' R - Z", dZ' -dZ". Thus, with 14(oc)
(A20) are used in (A13), this becomes

ik 2 I1/2 12 -. ,,:
G2.(P. Z) = k - kp ei(& 1/4l (A2 1) 104 ee- iR Z'R Z , (A28)
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Finally, let t = Z"2IR, dZ" = ! , t dr, so that The variable is changed to
2 iy = Z4?x + zi4R7

./1¢i' n \  f.R InI2 ' we"

= 4 )11 ee - j)R  a2  itdt (A29) i dy = ZiR dx
with

where P m (R - Z)2 R with Z < 0. The integral can be x = iy Z

expanded as follows: f_ iRft so that
5: (P) 1 2 ) t1 (e ,) 2ie e , iI -"d

(I + i) -C 2(P) -iS(P) (A30) _ z f d
- ,e - :  . (A36a)

where iR

P' e1  Here the first integral vanishes: the second is like that in
Cz(P) + iS2(P) = (2 X), 12 (A31) (A25b) and equal to 4-r. Thus

18a - 2iZ f a Zi\l
is the well-known Fresnel integral. In this notation 2 -e = (C,- 2 e . (A36b)

1# = 4 -x(2) e2"e - '9(P), Z --S0. (A32) The integration of both sides with Z :5 0 gives

With (A21) and (A32) IP = 4 eb7 e-2'Z'eVI'RZ ' dZ'. (A37)
ik3 \ 112

G2 (k , = ,k-i eOJ°e 2 eiRf(R - Z)2/R' This can be integrated with the substitution Z' = R - Z"
to obtain

Z < 0. (A33) / eeiRsy(P) i etR/. (A3I8)
The second integral (A14) for G2,,(p, z) differs from I=4i( + 2(i e (A38)

the integral for G2.0(P. z) only in the additional factor '2
= (k - )J)" 2 - ik2r"2/k. Hence, with (A21) and (A22) When (A38) is substituted in (A34), this becomes

G2a(p, z) = _2I - _ I e- P I, (A34) = kG z kp + k2p)

where e2iZe- i5[(R - Z)2/R]3. Z < 0.

= - i The integral for G2.(p, z) in (A15) differs from the in-

This integral can be evaluated in the manner used for tegral for G2,(p, z) in the factor Xe' 12 - ik,. Thus, with

(A22). Thus (A33)

22 i kpZi18 -G 2J(P, Z) = 3k r e e -R I( )II
i TZ(e -4z,) k I \k2 P) e ~ ( )1

Z < 0. (A40)

5Z APPENDIX II
-Ifr- * - ei)THE RADIAL ELECTRIC FIELD ALONG THE BOUNDARY

=e-2 I1 1 r I e2ZfeR d7 When the source dipole is in Region I (1kI' >> 1k2!I),
LV - i Li -- the field in Region 2 is transmitted vertically in a narrow

- 0cone across the boundary. This cone is bounded by the
= e e2"z e 'RT dr. (A35b) critical angle for total internal reflection. When the dipole

is horizontal, this cone is in the direction of maximum
This integral can be evaluated with 7 = X2, d7 = 21 dx. radiation; when the dipoie is vertical, the radiation along
The integral is the axis of the cone is zero. This leads to special compli-

cations with the approximation (17) in determining the
2ee - 2 2 R • (4 1, +z)2 x dx. radial electric field near the boundary close to a vertical

-• .dipole when this is at a distance d from the surface, and
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makes (39a) invalid at the surface z = 0. The formulas the sea-air boundary. That is
(6), (9), and (12) in (2) with the boundary condition hi 1 2h .i 4h

E,(p, 0) = E1p(p. 0) give the correct value at z 0. h, =dz
The appropriate formula (39b) can be derived directly 0. 1- J .+ +

from the integral (23) with z = 0. Thus i

=o - h- el e + e '
- et' +jitn ______,

E o(p. 0) = 5 (Xp)o A
2 wkin Nor

=~ [ 0d"3 (Xp)X" 2 x he = e, i '  (A45)

rk2--te"'X)X This is exactly (A44). Thle field generated by this array
- 0J Nht(p)A dX3  violates the boundary condition that Bt,1 (p, z) = 0 when

z = h, 3h, 5h, • • •, i.e.. on the sea-air boundary and its
-/.!tL ei ( _ 3i\ images, yet assumes the reflection coefficient for each of- 2 r r2" these boundaries to be -1. The lateral wave along the

itopok i ' y, 3'~"t actual sea crust boundary is preserved because the reflec-
+ I J(Xp)X2 dA. (A41) tion coefficient for it ha. its true value and is not set equal

2-?k j Nto - I as for all images of the same boundary. However.

The final integral in (A41) can be separated into two in- the lateral waves along the image boundaries are all can-
tegrls with (25) and (26). These are celled. If the contribution from the image ;ateral wave in

it/ 2(59) is set equal to zero (the term e '2"" in the numerator)
S J p.dand r,,, is set equal to -1. (59) is identically (A44).

N) So long as e-4'' << I. the formula (59) should be
1 reig" more accurate thaai (A44). However, in the limit wo - 0.

d + ,kteGA+ , p,,,, 0) (59) has no application and (A44) reduces to h/2. With ki

72 = 1.68 X 10-' elit4 m -' and If = 640 m. (A44) gives
(A42) h,. = 318 ei'". (A46)

where G20(p. 0) is obtained from (A33) with Z = 0. Thefirst integral is evaluated in the manner of 116. Appendix This differs from h = 326 given by (59) by 2.5 percent.

A. eq. (A) . The result is Since the first reflection from the sea-air boundary makesA. eq. 3]ert ithe only really significant contribution, the treatment of
J( Xp) X" dhigher order reflections is largely irrelevant.
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floor carefully designed for different frequencies or distances, these
formulas may be used to diagnose the electrical properties of the
rock. When the rock is made up of many layers or there is a layer of
sediment above the rock, the problem is more complicated. The work
of Dunn [51-[7] provides generalized formulas for lateral waves
generated by a horizontal electric dipole with unit moment in sea
water near its boundary with a medium of arbitrary thickness and
electrical properties intermediate to those of the sea water and the
rock (the three-layer problem). Experiments corresponding to this
configuration have been performed in the laboratory using a water
tnk.

11. THEOPTICAL FORMtLA

The assumed model of the earth's crust consists of a layer of
sediment (region 2) over a half-space of rock (region 3) and beneath a
half-space of sea water (region 1). The source antennas are in the sea
water near the sea floor. The geometry is shown in Fig. 1. When the
wavenumbers of the three regions satisfy 1k,12 is 1k212 20 1k312

(which is adequately satisfied when Ik, 1I: 31k 21 > 31k 31), and the
horizontal distance p betwe'- the horizontal transmitting and
receiving antennas is sufficiently large, the field at the receiving
antenna is that of a lateral wave. This is generated by the transmitting
antenna and travels first down through the sediment (when this is not
too thick) into the rock and then radially outward in the rock, and
finally proceeds back through the sediment into the sea water and to
the receiving antenna. The most useful components of the field are
E, and El,. They are expressed approximately as [5]:

Ej, = iFo cos 0 (e+ik#_-L)(l + F.), (1)

E#=i4o sin 0( 21k 3  2 ik3  (

where

Measurement of Lateral Waves Along a Three-Layered 2 (cos k21-ic sin k2f) exp [ik,(z+d) + kp, (3)

Medium

WEI-YAN PAN F, =exp (i3r/4) -/k3 oV'2

Abstract-An indoor experiment to simulate lateral waves propagating - erfc (,1- ik3py 212) cxp (-ikpy/2), (4)
along the sea floor when this consists of a liyer of sediment over rock has where I is the thickness of the intermediate layer of sediment (region
been carried out. The mesuremntts are compared with thoy. 2) and v is the equivalent normalized surface impedance in region 3,

1. INTRoDUcTIoN given by

Lateral waves propagaing along the sea floor may te used to a=6.ia cos k2l+sin k2l (5)
explore the electrical properties of the continental shelves and oean~c t cos k2l+ a sin k21
lithosphere [], [2]. When the sea floor is uniform rock, a set of
accurate, very general and simple formulas for the surface-wave field
of horizontal antennas near a boundary surface (the two-layer 6=k /k2; a=k2/kt. (6)
problem) has been derived [3], [4]. With measurements on de se-

A comparison of (1) and (2) with the corresponding formulas for
Manuscript received August 22. 1985. revised September 25. 1985. This the two-layer problem [3], [4] shows the following differences.

work was supported in pan by the Joint Services Electronics Program under I) For all of the components, there is an extra factor G = (cos k2 l
Contract N00014-84-K-0465 with Harvard University. - id sin kz02 -  that depends on the thickness and electrical

The author was a Visiting Scholar from the People's Republic of China at properties of the middle layer, but does not involve the horizontal
the Gordon McKay Laboratory, Harvard University, Cambridge. MA 02138.
He is now with the China Research Institute of Radio Wave Propagation, Xin distance p.
Xiang. Henan Province. People's Republic of China. 2) The equivalert normalized surface impedance a of the two-layer

IEEE Log Number 8406399. problem is replaced by i, in the three-layer case.
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rP I r i 8.5 feet ....

r / Woer Tank: Homozote S!ab Removed
legion2 'el. ediment

region 3 C314% rock

Fig. 1. Ceometry of the problem.

3) Th wavenumber k2 in the two-layer problem is replaced by k3. Track With Antennas
When I = 0. (1) and (2) are identical to the corresponding formulas
for the two-layer problem except that k2 is replaced byk. .x .

III. APPARATUS AND MEMENMS Cable at Bottom of Tank sIng

The experiment was conducted in the laboratory. The apparatus Tomitte
included a model tank, generator, vector voltmeter, transmitting

antenna, and automated movable receiving antenna. The octagonal
tank measures 8.5 ft in diameter, 2.5 ft in height. Schematic diagrams
of the experimental setup are in Figs. 2 and 3. 1he transmitting
antenna is located at the center of the tank; the receiving antenna can
move radially outward from the transmitter on a track. Both of the Absorbing Wall
antennas are horizontal insulated linear dipoles, oriented in the radial
direction. The depths of the dipoles from the water surface are d = 2
cm for the transmitter and z = 1.7 cm for the receiver. In order to
have the radial range extend a few wavelengths, the frequency was Reference Signal Received Signal
chosen to be 1.503 GHz. The tank is filled with distilled water. Due Fig. 2. Schematic of laboratory setup.
to relaxation, the effective conductivity of distilled water at a
frequency of 1.5 GHz is approximately 0.49 S/r. The relative
dielectric constant e, is 80.0, virtually the same as the static value. Coiling

Because the decay length in the water at this frequency is only 9.6

cm, the depth of the water, viz., 46 cm. is about five decay lengths. It
follows that the bottom of the tank will not affect the field patterns.

On the water surface there is a slab supported by four plastic 33n
columns. This slab is also octagonal and a little smaller than the tank
in size. It consists of one or more sheets of homosote adhered to a slab
of styrofoam, 16 cm thick. The layers are held together by plastic s, q Homos ite Slb , ca, s k
bolts and nuts to assure flatness. Initially the composite slab was Wi m CaX b

wrapped with very thin plastic film to keep the homosote dry. After Support . Tube

the field had been measured with the dry homosote, the plastic film Pulley for Reciving Puys
was removed and the hoinosote was lowered into the water for three Ccbl!J - Cable Carriage~yii wall Gear Box
days to absorb water. In the process, the thickness of each sheet of Ab.sorber
homosote increased from 1.35 cm to 1.6 cm. By weighing a small Troarigttter Bose 'P:eiglais" Sheet
sample of the homosote, it was estimated that the completely wet Turning Wheel
homosote slab included 18 percent water. Since the conductivity and o Pepilass Sheet.7
relative dielectric constant of the styrofoam are nearly the same as 6M Ba Track Tramnitter Bose at S u.o"t

those of air, it is unnecessary to distinguish the styrofoam from the BaeTrack a
air. The electrical properties of the homosote were not measured A- al el Bo
directly. Since the homosote material is made of paper, its relative Receiving Carriage ,
dielectric constant q, and the loss tangent p2 = a2/w2^o when dry at Wall and Absotrber
1.5 GHz may be estimated as 181: e1 - 2.7, pd'Y , 0.06 and G = Fig. 3. Schematic of trk in tank.
0.01352 S/m. For the wet homosote, the corresponding parameters
are estimated to be

IV. DiscussioN

= 2.7 x 0.82 + 80 x 0.18 = 16.61, (7) In Fig. 4 the amplitude and phase of Eta, as measured with the dry
homosote on the water surface, are plotted. The dotted lies, dashed

20*=.01352xO.82+0.49x0.8=0.0993 S/r. (8) lines, and dot-dashed lines represent, respectively, measurements
with one, two, and four sheets of dry homosote (I = 1.35, 2.7 and

When the homosote is wet, the electrical properties in the three 5.4 cm). The solid lines apply with the homosote absent From Fig
regions approximately satisfy the condtion 1kt I a 31k 2l a 31k1, as 4(a) it may be seen that when the horizontal distance p is smaller than
required by the real problem shown in Fig. 1. 0.25 m, the amplitude curves are oscillatory. The distance between

The radial electric-field component El, was measured with one, two adjacent minima is 2 to 3 cm. On the other hand, the wavelength
two, and four sheets of homosote in both the dry and wet states. The in the water forf= 1.5 GHz is X = 2.2 cm, and in the distance
measurements are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. range lm (ktp) s 2.5, the direct wave in the water is not small. It
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interferes with the lateral wave so that the total field is oscillatory
.... Ome &Weg(?/. 2 .O0.11) with an1 interference distance of 2.2 cm. When p 2: 0.25 mn, the

-20 --- TWO Sheets 0"p ).±2a) aml-d u vesdmrase smoothly with an interference distance of
- No Pcoo S/lab044 about 20 cmn. This is caused by reflections from the ceiling which is

m 3.1 mn above the wmtr surfalce. The effects of the ceiling were axted
-40- and analyzed previously in conjunction with the experiment by

Brown et at. 19]. All four amplitude cures are very close. When p <
(a) ~ -*~:; 0.45 in, t dashed line is about 5 dB higher than the dotted line, and

-~~~ the solid and dot-ashe line are in between. When p 2t 0.45 mn,
these four curves have different interference: patterns but arm not
significantly different fi terms of an average field. The corresponding
phase cum~ are plotted in Fig. 4(V). The), show that when p Z: 0.2

-Sc - m, all four phase curves are essentially straight lines and so represent
IM, , outward traveling waves with a wavelength of 20 cm. Therefore, the

t with the direct wave causes the phase curves to vaty rapidly and in a
woave raae rouhtear hnp<02iteitreec

go.Themeasred fields with the wet homosue slab are plotted in Fig.

5. Froirathe curves in Fig. 5(a), it may be en that when p 50.2 mn,
(b) ., the Amplitudes of the fields with the wet homosote slab are much

~ larger than with it absent. The interference: with the direct wave is
alotinvisible with one and two sheets of homosote, and not

\~ \ '~ significant with four sheets. This meanis that, for the three-layer
"~ problem with the wet homosote layer, the lateral wave has increased

significantly in this distance range, while the direct wave in the water

.4. ~amplitude curves of the total field are higher than the corresponding
01 is5 abou the5 saea o h.tolyrpolm.Teeoe0h

P inrn crve forthetwo-layer problem and have smaller oscillation.
Fg4.Mered TW cleectlwcfi-d Elin water(region 1)nerboidary In the range from p =22 cm to32cm, the amplitude curve for the

with dry bomosxe slab (region 2) beneath air (rgo 3), d - 2.0 =, z four-sheet casw has a deep minimum with an interference distance of
1.7 cmf 1.503 GHz, X2 12.2 cm. (a) Amplitude. (b) Phase, about 5 cm. In this case the wavelength in the middle layer is X2 =

4.9 cm. The combined thicknes of the four sheets of wet homosote is
6.4 cm, which is more than a wavelength in the medium. Since the

.... Or. Shut (t/Nao.33) loss tangent of the middle medium is only 0.067, Im (k~ji) is snialler
~ .'.Two Shuts U/ X2- 0.65) than 1.4 in this distance rage. Hence, the deep minimum reveals that
-~ -.-. Four Shus Ct/). 2 1.31) there is a wave propagating in the middle layer that interferes with the

-06 oost Sa lateral wave propagating in the air. Corresponding deep minima do
-40- -'tlnot appear in the curves for the one- and two-sheet c3ses. The reason

W for this is probably that the thickness of one and two sheets of wet
- 50- homosote is less than the cutoff wavelength in the waveguide of the

(a) La/~ middle layer. Therefore, there is no propagating wave in the middle

-70 . ~ ~:When p a 0.4 m,. the amplitude curves with wet homosote are
oscilator) with an interference distiace of about 20 cm. For the one-

-80 and two-sheet cases, the difference in magnitude between each
leo*- adjacenlt maximum and minimiumis more thani 10 dB-much larger

' ' than the corresponding value for dry homosote. On the other hand,

the associated phase curves for this distanze range are not straight
__ lines. This means that the reflected waves from the ceiling have

\~ jI~ \: a * inreased to be comparable with the lateral wave propagating along
the surface of the wet homosote. The total field is characterized by

o* standing waves. The reflected wave from the ceiling should be about
the sam for both the two- and three-layer problems. For the former,

~y~'L ~ ~ "~ ( -'* the lateral wave is larger than the reflected wave so that the lateral
1~ ~, ~ . \' i~ : & wave will decrease with distance faster along the wet homosote than

in\ : * ithsabsence, i.e., in the two-layer problem.In the range p > 0.4mi,
\:~' the dot-dashed line of Fig. 5(a) is also oscillatory, but the variation of

itus amplitude is smaller than for the dotted and dashed lines. The dot-

OL25 0.5 0.75 1.0 dashed line in Fig. 5(b) shows that the phase of the total field for four
pIn Mn sheets of wet homosote has no significant variation in the range p --

Fig. 5. Measurd radial electric field E, in wawi (reion 1) ambtidr 0.5 m. This means that tie reflected wave from the ceiling is larger
with wethomosote slab (reloa2) beneath w (regloa3); d - 2.0Ocin, z than the lateral wave propagating along the layer of feur wet sheets.
1.7 cm,! f - .503 0Hz. X, 4.9 cma. (a) Anqpliw&d. (b) Film~. Therefore, the lateral w ave along this four-sheet layer decreases
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faster with distance than tt along the ore- And two-sheet layers. The 237
oscillation of d curves in Fig. 3(a) notwithsandin, in the range ofp G
> 0.4 m the dashed line is bo ut S dB higher than the dowed line And IV. @ 01135 Sto

the Woid line is in betwee.50)z"-Z2C
The curves of de field Ej, calculated from (1) are plotted in Fig. 6. "

Fig. 6(a) is for the dry homosoe case, Fig. 6(b) for the wet case. The 4, .

electri3a S/rrneer andemiemdimae nt be e~
Z7, al" = 0.0135 Slm ad e*1 - 16.61, o" - 0.0993 S/r. ithe 3. '
thickness of each homosote Sheet in the cornpositr slabs is 1.35 cm -
for dry bamosote and 1.6cm for wet. From Fig. 6(b) it my be seen
ftin nthe rangep 2 0.4 m, the dlind lm is from abou 3 o 5 dB ; "0
higher Oha the dotted line, wi tde solid line in between. This agrees
with the mteasured curves of Fig. 5(z). The oscillation cased by the 025 Q5 0.T5 10
interference of the reflections from the ceiling are, of course, not P in m
pesen in the theoretical curves. The dot- d tie in Fig. 6(o) is (a)

the lowest among all the four curves. Considering the fact that in this ..
range of distance the reflected wave Ls larger than the lateral wave ..... Tw* st:
along the slab of four sheets of wet homosote, the calculated curves of 1.." -- ShuIts

-No Mtiethe lateral waves are reasonable. In the near range p S 0.2 m, the , 4 ; ob
theoretical formula (I) shows tha the lateral wave of the three-layer -
problem may be approximated by 30

aUP 0 -Cos 2 020 .0.0993 S/rn
2rkf (cos k,2I-ia sin 4. 2t.2

" - exp [ikt(z+d)+ikp)]. (9) ON ,
p p p025 05 0.75 10

p inm
A comparison of(9) with the corresponding formula for the two-layer (b)
problem shows that the only difference is the extra factor G = (cos Fig. 6. C4culaud amplitude curves of the latca-wave part of E,, for a
k2l - icr sin ks) -2. The factor G is plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of three-layered m irmhnwith region 2 a layer of(a) dry homosote, and (b) wet
the thickness I of the middle layer. From this figure it may be seen bornoso; d = 2.0 cm,. = 1.7 cm, f 1.5 GHz.
that IG1 is usuplly larger than one. Therefore, in the near range, the
lateral wave akong the wet homosote slab should be larger than the
corresponding value for the two-layer case. The measured curves in
Fig. 5(a) show that th fields with the slab of wet homosote are 180 - I
significantly larger than the field with no homosote slab. But the I / ,

differences among the four curves in Fig. 5(a) are larger than those in I I
Fig. 6(b). The calculated curves do not quantitatively agree well with I I

the meazured data. The probable reason for this is the effect of the 0 t i /
wave propagating in the middle layer. os Ol/

Fig. 6(a) shows that the amplitude differences of the field for the /

different thicknesses of dry homosote ate expected to be from about / / I
10 to 15 dB. However, the corresponding measured curves in Fig. - 9/
4(a) show relatively little difference. The reason why the calculated / K Icurves for the dry case do not agree with the measurements is that theI I
expression (1) is a good approximation only when I ki12 . I [k212 >, 180

jk3 12 and all three parameters a, 6, and P are small. The equivalent 30 Dry/Horosote
normalized surface impedance P of the slab is plotted in Fig. 8 as a Wet Homosote
function of the thickness of the middle layer. From this figure it may 20-
.be seen that the factor P, will be larger than one in the dry case. M
Therefore, formula (1) is not a good approximation. Since the 10
electrical properties of the dry homosote are near those of air, the -s
measured field with dry homosote is similar to the case of no middle 10
layer. / '

V. CONCLUSION 
0 

% -

In summary, the following conclusions mfy be drawn.
i) The measurements for the wet slab agree quite well with the

results calculated from (I). -he field at the receiving antenna is a 0 2 4 6 a 10
lateral wave which is generated by the transmitting antenna, travels
up through the middle layer of homosote, then radially forward in the in cm
air, and finally down through the middle layer into the water and to Fig. 7. Magnitude and phase of fctor G - (cos k2l - k sin k~l)-2 as a
the receiving antenna. function of/,f - 1.5 GHz.
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0l_ -[7] - . "LateW wve propagtice in a threeatyered medium," in

18] A. R. Von Hippel, Ed.. DkkedrL Mafeda*/ end Appictors.
Camridge, MA: M.I.T. Pr=.r. 1984.

9) M. F. Brown. R. W. P. King, and T. T. Wu, "Expetuents on the
refloctio eflateral electromagnetic Waves," . Appi. Ph)., vol. 55,
pp. 3927-3933. J= 1984.

-Dry lHomo~t
-- Wet Homoote

I -

0 I I I I- 10O0 2 4 6 a 10

I in cm

Fig. 8. Magnitude ad phAse of r. the equivalent normalized surface
impedance in region 3. as a function of i; f - 1.5 GHz.

2) In the near range, the field with the wet homosote slab will be
larger than the corresponding value without the middle layer.

3) If the thickness of the middle layer is greater than one
wavelergth in the medium, the ampliiude of the wave propagaiing in
the middle layer is not small and the wave will interfere with the
lateral wave propagating in the air in a range of distance.

4) When the electrical properties of the middle layer are not very
different from those of air (as is the case for dry homosote), the fir!d
is similar to that of the two-layer problem.
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Antennas in Material Media Near Boundaries with
Application to Communication and Geophysical

Exploration, Part I: The Bare Metal Dipole
RONOLD W. P. KING. uFE Fm-.ow. ;F.Fr

AbsPcr-Tk" properties of he bare mea dipole embedded ia a pose are usually made at very low frequencies at which the
dlV*tlve medium am a boamd1y awe e miaed. The Include the properties of insulated antennas are very different from those
disributiaon of cermr. the drigit-poixt ahdtitzace and Impeds.m. and at higher frequencies.
the efftec vthie ko wito p W niarretnce toaxtea ahs in the trTeoprti of antennas
the air saWace it frequencies i the r firm 30 to 30 kHz and
antas on the sesa floor at freitec in the mapr from 0.3 a 3 Hz. embedded in a medium like .oil. wad. icc. fresh or salt water
The effects of tk Isteml impedamce of tie copper coad-ctor are near its boundary with air and with similar antennas located in
i.esded at the low freqvinc wh= tky ame fmp.xaast. the-salt water near the oceanic crust under the sea floor. In all

cases and as shown in Fig. 1. the transmitting and receiving
1. INTRODUCOON antennas under study are .ocated in region 1. z a: 0. with the

ANTENNAS ARE LOCATED on or near the boundary complex wavenumber ki = 1 + ir1 = w[M/.el + iao) '12

A between two electrically different media for many where #I is the phase constant and a, the attenuation constant.Theb~we twonube incrial dthe~ adjacin regio 2.zmanyisk =
purposes including communication, remote sensing. and The wavenumber in the adjacent region 2. z < 0. is re =geophysical exploration. Their properties and e+ i = p + i/)' The two regions are
geophyscaltexrtion. Tin roerie s nd the i f the characterized by their respective permittivities e.,. conduct~vt-
generate are strongly influenced by the proximity of the ties .. and permeabilities p. i = 1, 2. For all media
boundary. Some of the effects of a boundary are conveniently considered here it is assumed that ul = P2 = A for air. In
represented in terms of a suitable image. Others, like the either region the wavelength is X. = 2-x/P. the skin depth dj
lateral-wave fields, are in addition to image effects. Notably. eiergo The wave i s rj = sk n the
the reflected field attributed to the.inmagi cancels the direct = l/c. The wave impedance is , = .ikwke and the
field along the boundary. so that the lateral-wave field is the normalizing factor ei = is i, /r. =0 where o = k2
only and entire field. This is well understood for vertical 12 = os . When go 2 is arf0iend ly
antennas erected over the earth or sea [I]. and for horizontal flo s that 1/2; a2 = 0. W the fqn i s cet
wave antennas 2n which are actually eccentically air- and 0s = aj. Numerical values for many of these quantities are
insulated antennas on the surface of the earth. Completely lis:ed in Table I for two sets of frequencies. viz., f = 0.3, 1insulated and and 3 Hz when region I is sea water with o = 4 Sim. e , =
receiving antennas on the surface of'the earth are also useful in 80: andf = 0.3 x 10, 105 and 3 x 10- Hz when region Iis
the discovery and location of buried or submerged objects 131, moist earth with -I = 10- 3 S/m, c, = 8.
[4] or electrically different regions in the earth, e.g., reser- Also listed in Table I is the electrical radius Ikal of the
voirs of oil or deposits of ore. The primary agents of remote copper conductor forming the antenna with I k, ~ (wpoa,.)
sensing in this case are lateral waves. The properties of a o nd fm t anen w 107 -

buried insulated scattering antenna have been determined 141. and o. = 5.65 x 10' Sin.
Antennas located on, in or below the surface of the arctic ice I1. THE BARE CYLINDRICAL ANTENNA IN A DissiPATivE MEDIUM
are prospective tools in the study of the properties of surface
layers of ice and of the ocean below. On a much smaller scale, For some applications and as terminations for insulatedthe properties of transponder antennas embedded under the antennas in the earth or ocean, the bare metal cylinder is
skin of livng organisms depend on te location in the layered useful. Complete general formulas for the current distributionregion of skin, at, and muscle 151- Finally, antennas are used in and the admittance of such an antenna are available 110) as aregon f sinfat an mucle(5] Fiall, atenas re sed function of the half-length h and the radius a when located in
on the sea floor for geophysical studies of the oceanic crust. fncinfte halfengths and theiradiu wh atdrinotaly ts ondctiity161191 Mesurmens fr tis ur- an infinite homogeneous and isotropic medium with arbitrary

values of permittivity and conductivity. The formulas assume
r rthat the very large but finite conductivity of copper (a,. = 5.65Manuscript received August 28, 1985. This work wa. wpponed in pur by o,

the Joint S:rvices Electronics Program under Contract N00014-84-K-0465 X 10 Sim) or other metals is well approximated by a, - oo.
with Harvard University. This is true at all but the very lowest frequencies. The

R. W. P. King is with the Cordon McKay Laboratory. Harvard Univemity. normalized admittance Y141 = (G - iB)/4 1 and impedance
Cambridge, MA 02138. During the preparation of this manusc ip he served
as IBM Visizing Distinguished Scholar at Northeastern University. ZAI = (R - iX)41 as computed with thes formulas for

IEEE Log Number 8407358. antennas in the two frequency ranges and in the two media

0018-926X/86/0400-0483$01.00 0 1986 IEEE
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f•0.3%1t0-300
5 Hi h

-2h-tin1 - 2 3"
RPon 2 (oir,.kr 2 k) a 6 IW

30,70 f(HI) SCO) ift
L'IsE., ,2 Regiop 1 03Eip 5\ J , 2 4

* hortA f0.35h, lc Ei c1.04 711 1%00

( ) t. 4

40
I t 1.04 10"S 1400

3 5.2 4z C UKt~ 1.4 0"

Region I E2 1.2- R I _________

Region 2 (OMcnic crust, kjaPzsi*X).

-h fa. 3-3Hz 0

(b) . C
C

Fig. I. Bare owantrm. (a) In earth rnwar unface. Mb In set wiar sea O0 -1 'a-.Z-
floor. ,j G

TABLE I
QUANTITI2S USEFUL FOR ANTENNAS IN A DISSIPATIVE MGION X,

PL4 ( X& 400

f l QL- 3 1~ 30- 1L~ a Ol {.lX1":01O1 0

a("") 8 x &W x 0-3 .,MC x 10-3

As W 2W IU3 913 0 0.1 (12 G3 4 0.5

*(=m) 5.2 5.2 li 2k

*/A, a a x 10-6 L x "10-4 ' X 10"4 Fig. 2. Norrmalized ad.miince V/a, - (G - iB)/A, a rd impedace Z

lk~4l (R - X)AI, of bare. perfectly conducting anetm".

r' (01w/) 2M x 10-4 2A0 x 10 " M x 10-4

2r',jIwo 3 S. 15. 52 the resistance decreases from large values to a minimum near
Al 3AS x IV to x 10 1J x Io h/X, - 0.25 or 01h - w/2. beyond which it remains sensibly

_ EL4 W -3constant. These values suggest that when a1/a10 - 1. the
5, (u Eh ,, - e,5 '= o- S/rn maximum useful length of a bare antenna is h - X,/4 or 01h

I (Hz) 3 x 24' IDS 3 x 10 - WI2 .This is a consequence ofthe fact that te current in the
,t (M-1)  1.0n X 10-1 2 x 10- 3 SAT X 10- t  antenna decays to virtually zero beyond x - X,/4 when h >

W (n t ) 1.7 x 10"  1.94 .10"  3.2 x 1o' i/4. Similar graphs for a range of values of or1/f31 are shown
5Z (i) 9.7' *a.in Fig. 3 for the admittance and in Fig. 4 for the impedance. It

At (W} " 311 171.2 is seen that as ,I/ft, is reduced, the useful length of the
* (m) 1.04 1.04 1.04 antenna increases.
s/Al, 1 x 10-  3. x 10-  .1 x 10" In order to investigate the effect of the finite conductivity of
lkra1 2A 6.94 1 12M0
i1 (/=) 0.73 x 10- M X 10-2 Xra0 the metal conductor. it is necessary to reformulate and resolve

the integral equation for the current with the actual internal
AW/,P j 1. .0G 0.0 impedance per unit length of the conductor. This is

k2) J(k.a)

At _ 201/woowPpo; 8 =; r k,,( o))()
2 JAG~)'[ ~,o- t~ / w:, al- .,i_8 / , l _' " .Important lim iting form s are

t~~~~~~ ~ ~ jAa:5:r-rx,.itA'(a

listed in Table I are shown in Fig. 2 as functions of h/% where Rk.ai < 2: r' - r0: x' = an" (2a)
X, = 2,/01. These graphs apply speciically to bare antennas
with radius a = 1.04 mm (5.2 mm) in moist earth (sea water)
atf= 0.3 x 10" to3 x I0W Hz (0.3 to3Hz). They chow that 4,.a5: r'-x'-- I -20 . (2b)
the conductance rises from zero to a maximum near h/X. -21r 2a,
0.15 or gJl - I and then decrease. to an approxinmtely
con:4ant ,.aluc beyond hA, - 0.25 or 4,h - i/2. Similarly. This ha., neen carried out I I II and the follo% ing expression for
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P tcurr=t obbined:

0 ix 7I(x)= 2kd? Si [ k~h- XI)

La 05
to j + T(cs kjx-cos klh)+ TD cos klx-cos k ,h)]

-- (3)
--

I$ ;", ..,. -_

a4 ;/ D is tei complex wavenumber of the current in the antenna.
.1'P7--W Fornwlas for Tu 2nd TD am given in 11]. Note that the

.2 waven ber appuring in the coefficient of TD is k, and not
k,. When Ikil is signmfifcatly g ter than 1k,1 , the contribu-
tion to the curret by the third term in (3) will de.y more

0 .';'' slowly than the contributions by the other two. This can have
f(') only a negligible effect on the current near the driving point.
3.2- 4 5L2 Its contrbution to the current elsewhere is also relatively small

.o.2 .- " t04 when 01 - a,. In this ca the leading first term in (3) is a
o al 0.2 0. 0.4 (5 geaemlly adequate approximation. Tha is,

Ft. 3. Nolizt admk AI- (0 -W ,, of re,ect X_ ys k1(hI ; i2rk tan kh
cducting satcau with a/$a p m vi . sin k~h Oi0o , k:

OPwher

I I 31oo In (h/a)-2. (6)

--- x~xi It is seen frow (5) tat J,(x) and Y depend only on k, and not

1l00 o awdirq Tu~m Ory 60on k, when kjhj2 493. Note tha.t kthI jkjhI.
'h fo'mula (4) for k, permits the definition of the low-

Iwo0 16M frequency range in which the internal impedance is significant
as dM from higher frequencies for which the copper

POX?" conductor can be approximatod by a perfect conductor.
1400 -. $ 400 Specifically, let the higher frequencies be defined by

" , (,_Tr'\2

1200CL -1 1 '.00200 (WAp) 2  
- or w~4rr' (7)

OO since - 20.With - I 1raaand = 5.65 x 10'S/m,

rX 10x ' 107 10- 2

0: eoo O oo-i2Wo X fa 2 2r 2a2a. a'

60o- 1 L40o ' 400 Hz, a=5.2 mm (8)
a" 10 Hz, e=1.04 mm.

400 I 40 .ooThus, the dividing line is between f = 400 Hz and 10 kHz
f(HZ) ",(S/) o dqeeding on the cross-sectioral size of the copper conductor.

200-3 4 5.2 In the following analys, aennas in the earth will be
0 0 consideredwithf - 105 Hz and a - mn so that the

cd o can be trered as if perfect. Also considered are
o.0 --1 o.n oenn nt heasourb es floorwitha = 5.2mmwheinf l Hzand0 0. 2 0. .4 0 f - I kHz (in Par 1 of this paper). For the latter the internal

HS. 4. NomaldR _ A- of bam. LI1 m - c i negligibly small, for the former it is dominant.
catat a,/a#u w. For earh with o,- 7 10- 3S/, ,,-8andf! -O0Hzand for
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sea water withc 1 - 4 Stm, el. - 80 andf S 10 Hz, c*,/al is- 41riallk; and
sufficietly =dl! to permit the approximttion k2 - lh cPO*h

ThM simplifes (5) Sic no _3v t(0

Y=G: iB= 2rl t Z' (9) where t Las step Mbliows from (11) which gives 2m3t -
(Mow?. Also, from (16) snd (17),

'be driving-.poimn impedan.e is

Z=R-iX 2F.- k, cot k1h. (10)
The r sim es R R't, nd Re am shown in Fig. 5 asa

In (9) and (10), -tiou of h)t for a copper conductor with radius a = 5.2
min in sea wa'ter(cr = 4 S/m) atf = 3 Hz. A scaleis also

kt=P,+iqr1=[c.-4zzoul/]i'. (11) given for the normlized resistances RAI, RA 1, and RIA, to

Explicit formulas for 01 and a, can be written down, but they permit direct comarison Yith Fig. 4 (curve with a,/#, = 1)

are quite log and ro acztlly required since all desired which applies when ? = 0. In ts case, R = R since Ri =

umerical Vlue are easily computed from (11). With (10) 0. Now tha t.cmve forR = R9in Fig. 4issinilar tothat

and the relation for RE in Fig. 5 bi not the same. This is because the current
distriutio g from tin k,(h - lx) when r' is

sin 2,1h-i sih 2h significant to sin k(h - I) when r= 0. It is en from
cot k cosh 2hh 20W (12) Fig. 5 that the contribution to the total resistance by the

internal re istance is insignificant for sufficiently short anten-

it follows that nas and becomes comparable and somewhat greater when h >

r s 0.1 X1. The constanmy of all resistances and the reactance when
Ri , (13) h a 0.25 X, indicates that the current on the conductor is

2r cosh 2ajh--cos 20th reduce to near zero for x 2: 0.25 Xfor all lengths h > 0.25

P F #, sinh 2o,h-a, sin(14) . oF

2,,L cosh 2ctth-cos 2., (" ANEMrA

The resistance R in (13) consists of two parts in the form R = The purpose of a transmitting antenna is to generate a useful
Ri + Re where RI is associated with the power dissipated in electromagnetic field at a distance. The magnitude of such a

heating the conductor and Re with the power transferred to the field is determined by the electric moment of the antennna.
ambient medium. The former is readily evaluated as follows. When the antenna is in region 1 (with wavenumber k, = 01 +

ial) neara boundary with region 2 (k2 = 02 + ic) and Ik112

rA d I k212, the only significant field along the boundary surface
J.(O)I;*(O)Ri= r ji (x)J*(x) dx. (15) in either region is due to the lateral wave which travels along

the boundary in region 2 with thewavenumber k2. Thus, the
where 42(x) is given by (5). The result is effective half-length for a dipole of length 2h as obtained from

the first term in (5) is

, [P sinh 2ah-cr, sin 20h 1  kI(h - (2
;--- cosh 2 jh -Cos 206) h,(0 = -()= sin kodr (22)o sin kth

It follows that where 0 is the angle between the antenna and the direction of

R'=R-R'. (17) observation. The direction of maximum field is , = 0 and the
associated maximum effective length is

The corresponding formulas for the electrically short

antenna are of particular interest and clarity. Subject to t s h,= e-a2z dx. (23a)
= o sin kth

flih<ath< 1, (18)
This integrates into

the expansion in series of the trigonometric and hyperbolic

functions leads to h k, cos k2h-cos kh (23b)
1" 2 2 k ikh

R----- 1+1h 2(Ct-8 l- h', (19)

21ralh I i 1 1 = a h 3 For the electrically short antenna with 01h < ath < 1,

where the last step follows from (11) which gives a2 -- 82= 1]h, =h/2. (24)
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Since Jk2l2 4 1k,12 : 1k,12, it is usually adequate to Fig.6. Rstoofc effeceve ttowmizedraistzc ,, o
approximate cos k2h - I so that of ffecdye kng to acua lngth for be v== in diipat it rrnd .

I
Ih-- tan (k~h/2) where A] aWwp o/ = /O/o. It is

Ui l -- ,.i This quantity is also shown in Fig. 6 (in solid lines)

When k, - k $1(1 + i), the useful range is when I k~h I s specifically for antennas in s= water atf = 0.3 and 3 Hz for
When so that k h12 Al(+trntiely, at eryg low freenc kah which the internal inpedace is important and for antennas in
2. sothat ahe) - h/2. Alternatively, at very low frequencies, earth atf = 0.3 x 105 andf = 3 X 10 Hz where the internal0, 4 a and [h,[ - (I/cr,) tanh (crth/2).

Thc quantity [he/h is shown graphically in Fig. 6 (dashed mpeda contrlutes negligibly and the antennas behave like

lines) for the bare dipole in the two ranges of interest. These perfect conductors. It is seen that in this last case the ratio has
aref - 10 Hz with a, = I0- 3 SIm, a = 1.04 n, where thn u maximum nea h1X1 -0.3 where I hI1 - 0.42. Atf = 3

internal impedance is of no significance, andf - 1 Hz with a, Hz, the maximum of Fis at h/ -1 - 0.2 where 1heI/h - 0.23;
= 4 S/M, a = 5.2 mm, where the internal impedance is af = 0.3 Hz, F. is at h/X1 - 0.075 where 1h,1/h - 0.2.

dominant. It is seen that when the internal impedance is
negligible, Ih,1/h remains close to 0.5 up to h/X, - 0.25, but IV. THE BARE CYLINDjcIAL ANTENNA IN A DzsiPAT Ev

decreases very rapidly from 0.5 when, at sufficiertly low MEDIuM NAR A BOUNDARY

frequencies, rl is dominant. In the applications to be studied, the antenna is located in a
In order to generate a large electric moment, it is possible to dissipative medium region I (z > 0, ki; earth, sea water) at a

increase the current to compensate fc.r & small effective length, small distance d from its boundary (z = 0) with a region 2 (z
but only up to the current-cariying capacity of the conductor :5 0, k2; air, sea floor); 1k,J2 * Jk212. Since Ik,d 4 1, the
and the available power. It is evidenly desirable to have as antenna in region 1 is strongly affected by the adjacent, quite
large an effective length as possible and use a minimum of different region 2. Since 1k,12 P, 1k212, the reflection
power. Accordingly the ratio [2IhJ,(0)I/iI](0)IR] is to be as coefficient seen by the antenna is (k, - k2)/(ki + k2) - 1.
large as possible. A related useful figre of Merit is defined for This means that the reflected electric field is almost equal to
unit current in terms of the eleancal effective length in the and in phase with the incident electric field, the reflected
ambient medium, 011he, and the marmalized resistance, tAI, magnetic field almost equal to and in phase opposition to the
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ircident magnetic field. This condition is pproxinmated by an V? Ix)
imageamennm atz = - dwithcunmennd voltagein phase +

wfith those in the actual antenna, as shown in Fig. 7. Since d

12kdi .4 1, thetwoantennasbehavelikeasingleone atz = 0 F.,

with effective radius a, - (2ad)I,. Hence, (6) becomes ,rX=®.= Q, k2

*,. In (h/a)-2. (27) 2 I (z)
Fig. 7. Hwuoil =t= m r bommcy with ine:; V1 - V1. I4Cr)

Since only half the current is in the antenna, this is obtained I,00.

from (5) with (9) and (27). Thus

13X=VY, sin k,(h - Jxi) 21rert tan k~h su) rfatce and those near the sea floor are a consequance or the
2 sin kh ;( large difference in frequency. At the very low frequencies

used on the sea floor the internal impedance, of the copper
where Y, is obtained from (9). The driving-point Winiuance conductor is important, whereas it is negligible at the higher
Y, and impedance Z, a frequencies used near the air surface: This rmeans that whereas

the bare metal antenna is highly efficient in transferring power

, jY 2Z , (29) from te antenna to the exterior media (regions I and 2) at the
2 , ; ,=2Z,=- gher frequencies, it is subject to an unavoidable large

internal power loss in heating the antenna at the low
wh-re Yand Z are the quantities for the antenna when far from frequencies.
the boundary. The properties of bare copper antennas in the two applica-

The internal resistance R' = R' is unaffected by the tions are summarized in Table I where columns 2 and 3 apply
boundary if this is not so close as to cause a proximity effect. to a region I of sea water over rock, columns 4 and .5 to moist
The external resistance R' is approximately double R'. earth under air. The corresponding frequencies are f = 0.3
Graphs of Ri, R' and Ri are shown in Fig. 8 as functions of h/ and 3 Hz, andf = 0.3 x 10 and 3 x 105 Hz, with copper
)\ for bothf = 3 Hz andf = 0.3 Hz with d = 10.4 cm. For antennas respectively with radii a = 5.2 mm and 1.04 nun.
;he higher frequencies at which the internal impedance is The maximum figure of merit occurs with antennas of half
negligible, the admittance or impedance of an antenna at a length h. obtained from Fig. 6. Also obtained from this figure
small distance d from a boundary is readily obtained from Fig. is the effective length ;h,: corresponding to this length. The
3 or Fig. 4 with (29), (6) and (27). In Table II of the next associated driving-point impedances Z for the antenna far
section, d = 50 cm forf = 30 and 300 kHz. from the boundary and ZI at the distance d from the boundary

are obtained from Figs. 2, 4, 5 and 8 or the formulas from
V. SUMMAtY AND CoNct.USioN; which these were calculated.

The theory of the bare metal dipole antenna has been The maximum currents for the copper conductors are those
developed in terms of two specific applications. These are the suggested for insulated wire with the specified radii. Bare
subsurface aiitenna for zonmunication between two points conductors in contact with an ambient medium like the earth or
below the surface of the earth and the sea-floor antenna for use sea can handle considerably more current wzthout overheatir.g.
in studies of the conductivity of the oceanic crust. For the The dipole moments for the specified maximum currents and
former the frequency range from 30 to 300 kHz is useful, for effective lengths are seen to be quite large at the low
the later very low frequencies in the range from 0.3 to 3 Hz frequencies because the conductor is much thicker and can
am needed to penetratc sufficiently deeply into the lithosphere, handle much more current. This is necessary in salt water and
In both locations the transmitting antenna is in a region uf for the transmission in the crustal rock or sediment which a-
large wavenumber (region 1), adjacent to a region with a much these low frequencies behaves like a conductor with an
smaller wavenumber (region 2). Furthermore, since the exponential attenuation with distance. The total power sup-
receiving antenna is in a similar location at a more or less plied with the specified maximum currents is also listed.
distant point along the boundary, the received electromagnetic Because of the extremely low resistances of :he thick low
field is a surface or lateral wave that travels along the frequency antennas in the highly conducting salt water, the
boundary in the region of smaller wavenumber-air for power supplied at the low frequencies is much less than at the
antennas near the surface of the cartl, the crustal rock for higher frequencies and about half of this is actually dissipated
antennas near the sa floor. Since t&n lateral wave must travel by the axial current in heating the conductor. The antennas in
approximately vertically in rmgion 1 from the trdnsmitting the relatively poorly a.onducting earth at the higher frequencies
antenna to the boundary, then radially in region 2 along the transfer all of the inAjt power to the ambient earth, partly by
boundary, and finally vertically in region I to the receiving means of the radia. current, partly in radiation by the axial
antenna, horizontal antennas parallel to the boundary are current.
superior to vertical ones. The use of the bare antenna as a termination for an insulated

The principal differences between the antennas near the air antenna is consideied in Part II of this paper.
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TABLE Hl
EnWEc LeMMHS IMPWANCE, A"D ELWCM.C MOMENT

f WiU)032 I " )k&a 3 X V)

A.42 a03 U.x5  x0

A. (1:12,21) 234 91* 1"A 171.
0.07 0.2 0. O
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X.R ixfl ( A. - X O (L aOI vaO 17.34 9A
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Antennas in Material Media Near Boundaries with
Appication to Communication and Geophysical
E:ploration, Part II: The Terminated Insulated

Antenna
RONOLD W. P. KING, unE Fmow,

Abjvw-The proptaks 0 tLe .,.ted utn ! a dkolpative dihecmic coanductom
mediza ear a boxadary are reyvewW. Te L,%pwa~d et'ects asteanas . . . - - ,-.

of bdn embede In ra*dla wfth dIfferest propeties ~ a wide rawg of 2_ 20
freq adem tad spedflcny fS terms of tk enEVIa. MMu uet j-L ~ '' T
I) a traveag-wv saistmit Is the ear& bew &r t f - 0.1 X&z for 9 - 2h - 4
ntabmtmae k ; 2) sa aa*ewmoaaa aztean n the in floow at
f- I kHzr s3) ia dKctrllyaboa'ante= nthe s eRaloo af- I
Hz-both "wr gtophydal , eawseeats. In eah em the =m'TW IborO moqols bar* moriOpolo

dizulbutlon. Impedance, lnput power, effective lengh, fad aictic Wil ~ * ~-~
In the range of fateres: are deterva "d. ., ..

I. CiRcWrr PRoPERTms OF biwt..An ANTEN A (b)W EN THE AMBIENT medium in which a bare metal Fig. I. Insilated atw==u. (a) Completely rnsulated dipole. (b) Teminrated
antenna is embedded is conducting, radial currents from inflauti- a1t2am. Ambient nwtnm: earth. sea water.

the antenna into the medium decrease the uial current. This
means that often only electrically relatively short antennas are is the series inductance per unit length;
useful with correspondingly small effective lengths. Radial r -b
currents can obviously be eliminae by enclosing the _ imra2 r/L k -H"(kjb)1 (4)
cylinder (radius a, conductivity c, internal impedance per unit (
length z') in a dielectric sheath (oter radius b, wavenumberkd =~4P(Ed ia/w)'~, d -0), s sownin Fg. . T is 1 the series exte rnal impedance per unit length; andkdt = w[Poed + icrd/w)] "n, ad - 0), as shown in Fig. 1. This
greatly changes the properties of the antena. In perdcular, the iW roH (2kzd) -
wavenumber of the current is no longer the wavenumber k, = Z = r12 - X 2 = - (5)
kj[l + (i41rzi/ 'o*)]'n as given by (4) in Part I-which 2 L bH)kb)(
reduces simply to the wavenumber k, = c[pe(e, + i010)] " is the sries mutua impedace per unit length due to an image
of the ambient medium except at very low frequencies. with codirectional currents (to take account of the effect of the

The insulated antenna behaves like a generalized trma is- boundary with region 2 at the distance d). When the internal
sion line with the wavenumber kL and characteristic impe- impedance is negligible, z' - 0; when the antenna is far from
dance Z, given by the conventional formulas [1]: the boundary, Z12 = 0. The shunt adittance YL is defined as

kL=(-ZLyL)11
2; Zc=(ZL/yL)

!/ 2, (1) follows: 2
()i2rk 2 2 rad 27(d

with YL=  gL iWcL.
ZL=z-iW +z'+zll; yL=gL-iwcL. (2) wo In (b/a) n (b/a) n (bla) = (6)(6)

Here z is the internal impedance per unit length defined in (1) The current in the insulated conductor is distributed like that
of Part ; in a asission lne[2) but with kL and Z the generalized

= -In (3) quantities defined in (I) with (2)-(6). The general formula for
2 a a center-driven, end-loaded, insulaed antenna with half-length

h is
Mauscript received August 28, 19M. Th wad was supported i pt by iV sin [kL(hj-IxI)+ im
th nt er Electronics Progra UVAde COMMac N00014-4.K-0463 ,x _______

w t Harvard University. 1(X) 2- Cos ( h+iO,)
R. W. P. Kin is wMs the (lordoa McKay L~bruM.y Hamrtd Umverssty, Z.o kh+1hCainbidge, MA 02138. During the prepbwofsis m auxtewvcd Anz [kAh- ixI)+i9k

as IBM Vsting Distniguislied Schola&I Nowa Uivrisity. ' Y (7)khi)
IEEE Log Number UM07. 0 sin (kh7+i)7.

0018-926X/86/0400-0490$01.00 © 1986EEE
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where the admittance Yand impedance Z = Y are With a good dielectric, ad - 0 and

Y=G-iB=--tn (kLh+iek), (8a) YL--IcL with CL=, (hi)" (15)

Z-'R-i.=i2Z, cot (kLh+iok). (8b) In (14), ro is the internal resist&nc per unit length of the
conductor associated with the heat dissipated in the conductor,

The antenna is terminated at each end in an arbitrary impedance wW/4 is he external resistanmce per unit ler.gth associated with
Zb which is contained in the trminal function 9 h as follows: energy trnsfe red to the ambient medium (when the antenna is

O, =Ph-iM), = codh(Z/Z'). (9) far from the boundary this reduces to wR/8). With (14) end
(15) the explicit expressions for the wavenumber kL and

Note that characteriWc impedance Z, are

coth (p -i 4, ,) - r -ix = =Re (Zk,)/Z )-i Im (Z /Z ,), = [ I i+
(10a) Fn= -(b/la) L -po 2

with21 122sinh 2P ; -sin 2,% +In - +ln -0.90 , (16)

r , cosh 2p,-cos 
2 t4 ' cosh 2p -cos 24,h,

(10b) Z,= pokL In bZ -In-. (17)
2irk2or d

2r1 - 2x,, At very low frequencies the leading terms reduce to
ph=- tanh- O=- tan 2 2

2 2 2 2,A+ xA-AIkL ZLYL)" 2 - (iOL O)"' =(I + L XecLro/ 2 ) I ,  (18)
(lOc)

For a low-impedance termination, IZ,/ZI - I and p, - r ,

Oh - it/2 + x,; for an insulated end. IZ,/ZcI - c and P, = These ar- [klentically the frmulas for a so-cal!e ocean cable
0, 4 ', = 0 or r; for a matched load defined by Z,,/Zc = 1, rh which is defined in conventional coaml-line theo by r,w
= I and Ph = oo. For the end-driven insulated antenna with 10-, 1. s/wc - 1. All of the power zJzpli d to the insulated

the terminating impedance Zo at the generator end and Z, at conductor is transferrid to the load at tLh ends or dissipatw a
the load end, the formulas (7) and (Sa), (8b) apply when 2Z, is heat in the coWductor itself. The =t=iti-re acts like a lossy
replaced by 7o + Z,. transmission line for transferring power to a load, not like an

For applications at frequencies that are not too high and antenna that transfers power diretly as raidatjou.
when the cross-sectional size of the antenna is electrically The impedance of the insulated conductor at very low
small in the ambient region I so that Ikibi < 1, the small- frequencies is given by (8b) with (16) and (17). Wih a low-
argument approximations of the Hankel functions can be used. impedance termination, Oh = P - i(:r/2 + xh) ard
That is, H(O(z) - I + (2i/r)[0.5772 + In (z/2)] and
zHlq'z) - -2i/r. also, ki - (iwa,) 1 2 = (Wp0o) "e-. Z=i2Z,. cot (kLh+ir,§+2r/2+xh)
With these approximations, - 2Z, e.ul (k L h + ir, + x). (20)

Z'=r'-iw'-ro - ; ro=(xa 2o)- , (1 ) With IkLh + ir, + xhI < I, the imp-nce of the insulated
r dipole with half-length h and identical law-impedance tcrmr-

wt' - (I n 2 nations at both ends is
Ir k i n i -0.5772 (12)

Z=-- i k , (Z= i2Z,(klh+i*+x,)=2(roh+RA,-iX). (21)

- O i P I Note that low-impedance terminations frmst b wed if signfi-
z r1-iX- 8 21r (In k-d-0.5772), (13) cant curients are =:rod. 1f t ends are .n d{Z* = r-).

M (0) and, hence, 4.1 - - Thc w termitonst sdefir in

so that (1Oa) are expmrese in the following wva;iizd form:

ZL = rL - k = ro + --- r, - R .

4 . -ix,
iWOv b 2 _ 1RR, + XhX, Xh,.- X,.R4In -+in ,*-.. +ln - 0.9- (14) -""22

21r b 2 1k90) ( 14) R,,R+X,9 - .'R+ X
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U. Tim EF-ECriV LEa N' The maximum magnitude of the effective lengths with
The insu..ed antenna has nurn.rous parameters that can be respect to the actual lengths h occurs in (26) near the minimum

2djustod to change its properties. These include the len h, Of the denominator, cos kLh. This is near

the terminating impedance Z,, the ratio bla of the radius of AOh=/2 o h=r/20L, (29)
the insulation to the radius of the conductor, and the electrical
radius of the insulation flb in kib. When IkbI is no too for which cos kLh = -sisnh lth, sin kLh = cosh cr h, so
mall, the conductor can be located eccentrically in the that
insulating sleeve to provide a significant transverse directional . k2e-2 +ik2 sinh aLh+ikl cosh aLh
effect. Insulatod antennas with parameters suitably adjusted 1h.l s (30)

for many special applications have been described I], [3]. In I (-- si ai'/ '
thispaperaentionisdirectedparticularlytoapplicationsthat where k2 = f02 + ia2, kL = OL + iaL, and h is given by (29).
require frequencies that are in the range from a fraction of a
Hertz to near a megaHertz. These have not been treated
before. (13L-fz)h=T or h=T/AL-l2), (31)

One of the mm important qualities of the insulated antenna
is its electric moment. This depends on the effective length h, where
which, in turn, is determined by the current distribution and i[I +e-(*L--2M
the actual length h. For the applications to be discussed, aI., = 

l  (32)
maximum current is maintained along %.c insulated antenna k2
when it is terminated either in a low impedance or in its and h is given by (31).
characteristic impedance. The relevant current distributions When the insulated antenna is terinated either in a low
arm, for the antiresonant antenna, impedance or its characteristic impedance, the terminations

cos [kL(h-x)+9] often consist of bare monopoles of length 1. The effective
1.(x) = I.(0) , (23) length of these has been determined in Part I, but the effective

length of the terminated antenna is not just the sum of the

where Oh = rA - i(xh + i/2) with r, < 1 and [x,1 4 1. In effective lengths of the parts since the relative phases make a
determining the effecuve length. it is adequate to neglect the significant difference. It is possible to evaluate the complete
effect of the low-impedance termination on the current For effective length. It has the form:
the antenna with matched load (r, = ) with 0, = o, tan (k,1l2) i

1.(x) = 1l(O)edALx. (24) h k ( + [1 -- t(A k1-A]. (33)

Since the waven-mber for these currents is different from k, At all but the very low frequencies, the iniernal ampedarc of
for the lateral electromagnetic waves they generate along the the bare seton is negligible and, over the lengths of interest.
boundary in region 2. the phase relations among the successive *I ' tan (kl, 2) - 1/2. At the low frequencies where the
elements of current and the outward traveling field are internal impedance dominates, k, 'tan (k/2) - a' tanh
important in ,e definition of the effe-tive electric moment tall, 2). Even with these simplifications, the magnitude ;h,; is
J,(O)h(0o). Note that the effective length h,(¢) involves the not a simple formula. For most applications the contribution tu
angle 00 between the direction of propagation along the the effective length by the relatively shun terminations is
antenna and die poin. of observation The effective length relatively small and can be ignored. For an) particular .ase, t
as3cimted w-th the current (23) is can be evaluated from (33)

Cos k (h- e d' (25) IW ANTENNAS R)R SPECIAL PURpOSL

cos kLh Three potentially useful antr snas are treated in the follow-
in These include.

In the directon 00 - 0 of maixmum field, this gives ig

SI) a terminated traveling-wave antenna in the earth parallel
h'(0) = - +,k2 cos Lh+kA si k h (26) to its surface with air in a frequency range centered near

(k2-k2 cos kLh 0.1 MHz;

Surularly, wah the current (24), 2) an anuresonant insulated antenna on the sea floor in a

frequency range cenwred near I kHz; and' 3) an electrically %hort insulated anteina on the sea floor in
= e'*L"e d2' " f dr'. (27) a frequency ranae near I Hz.

and, for oo = O, A. An Unde, ground Antenna

A useful subsurface antenna for cerimumcating from a

h-O) h A - l* *ll (28) point at a depth d below the surface of the earth to a point
kL-k below, on, or above the surfice at radial distance P is the
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insulated traveling-wave antenna. As shown in Fig. 2, this R&go, ?,Air Ct
consists of a conductor (radius a, resstance per unit length r') .r" ,,, ......... .. .II IR:oen I, * arth (k1) d ,
enclosed in an insulating sheath (radias b, permittivity t) of 2 .ii• I - ',

lengthh. It is terminated at x =hinalumpedimpedanceZin "w4G -- z tal

series with a bare metal antenna (length I, input inipedaric
Z); the generator (emf VP is connectid in series with the
insulated conductor at x = 0 and a second bar metal antenna o h

(length I, input impedance Zt).
The current in the antenna Fig. 2. Tismred i sazeaxed aniena a depth d j car'&.

l,(x) =Jx(O)e Lx= earL; Z.= Zi+ Z,, (34) increasing b/a.) The input power per unit current is obtained
from (36). It is

where Ze is given by (17) and kL by (16). It is required that, at P/J1,(0)J2=R+R1=325+63.9=389 0. (42a)
x = h, Z is adjusted so that

Z =Z+ Z= Z, (35) With IJ/(O)I = 25 A,

The input power to the antenna is P. = 243 kW. (42b)

The radial electric field at the surface at a distance of 500
P= [Ih(O)I(R,+Rt). (36) km is readily evaluated. At this distance, p > 4 k 1k --

The bare metal terminations are monopoles with length 1. 41(4.88)2 x i0-4/(2) 3 x I0- = 38.4 kmn so that the
The normalized input impedance is half the impedance of a point of observation is in the far field where (4]
dipole, as given in Fig. 4 of Part I. For moist earth (a, - l0- 3  We.
S/m, el, = 8) atf = 3 x 105 Hz, the normalizing factor is A, IE,,(p, 0, -0)J= I,(O)hI ---- = 14(0)1 x0.48x 10-'.

5.84 so that the impedance of a bare monopole with radius
a = 1.04 nm and length I = Xj/4 - 42 m, as obtained from (43)
Table II of Part I, is Z, = Z1/2 = 63.9 - i5O.0 0. This value
assumes the antenna is at a depth d = 50 cm. With II1.(0)l = 25 A, the field is

The insulated conductor consists of the copper wire with
radius a = 1.04 mm. in order to have the wavenumber kL for IE,(9, 0, 0)1-1.2 V/rm,
the current close to that for the lateraI waves in air, the which is easily measurable.
insulation should be styrofoam. Also, as seen from (16), b/a
should be large. Accordingly, the choice b = 1.04 cm is B. An Antenna for the Sea Floor atf = I kHz
made. With data obtained from Tables I and II in Part I forf Terminated insulated antennas can be used on the sea floor
3 x 101 Hz. it follows from (16) and (17) that to measure the conductivity of the oceanic crust. In one

kL = kd(2 .36 + iO.14 1) arrangement the antenna is laid horizontally in the sea water
(region 1, a, = 4 S/m, k, = (iwpooI) II) at a small height d

=(1.48+i.088)x 10-2 m-'= L+icUL. (37) over the crust (Region 2, a2 = 10- 4 to 10-1 S/m, k2 =

With styrofoam insulation, kd = = woc = 2r x 10- 3 (iww I)). The field generated by the antenna is measured at

m . Also, successive radial distances p in the sea water just above the
crust. Except very close to the antenna, this field is entirely a

Ze= 325 + i19.3 0. (38) lateral-wave field if there are no reflecting layers at moderate
distances in the crust. But even if such layers are present, the

The terminating impedance is ZA = Z, + Z, where Z is to be lateral-wave fie!d which samples only a relatively shallow
adjusted to make Z1 = Z. Therefore, depth is from 60 to 90 percent of the observed field 15]. In the

Z=Zc-Z,=325+il9.3-63.9+i50=261.1+i69.3 0. most useful range of measurement, 2 Ik~u < 4Ik:/k z'

the magnitude of the dominant radial component has the
(39) following simple fonn in the direction along the axis of the

antenna [6], [7J:
The optimum length of the insulated antenna is obtained

from (31) to be IE,,(p, 0, o) =IA(0)h, I

h = -/(L- k2)- 369 m. (40) 2wki p

The associated effective length given by (32) is iJ(O)h,I , e-o (44)
2r a p

hI-201 m(41) where 2 = (wpoa 2/2)' n . The behavior of this field as a

(Note that h and jh, can be increased by reducing & by function of the radial distance is shovn in Fig 3 for o2 ranging
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0 r to ship or flowi" 10f-lkHz cZr'16
w -200  G2 4 S/m

67-300 - rrn ;n

S-400 - ", 414-500 - d# I :
I 10 1 fo' hy h4

.1 2 .5 1 2 5 10 20 50100 litho'phere. k2I/I

p in km
FiS.3. Radialeiccc field a z - 15cmisea war(a, - 4S/m, e, - A Bore mtoi monopole of lengtl I -;i2m

80) above rock or deep sediment (o,,;, = 16) as a function of the radia :nstIoted ontanne of "n tho - 381 m
distance p from a unit horizontal dipole at height d = 15 cm above sea
bottom;ff - Ik ,. C Slb moCoole folded ock on cotimal line: length J-12m

D. ConrOl line to lhip. preferobly insulated to ovoid -o.ro"mn

Fig. 4. Temunated insulated aiu.nma for use on the sea floor af = I kHz.
Transverse dimensions are not to scale.

from 4 x 10-1 to 4 x 10- 7 S/r. By measuring the radial

field at successive distances, an observed graph of 20 logi0
IEIop, 0, 0)1 can be compared with theoretical ones and a2 associated effective length by (30). They are
obtained by interpolation. The rapid exponential decrease at
locations that depend on a2 assures retsonable accuracy. h = x/2,L = 381 m; I h, = 9.66 kin. (47)

Let the transmitting antenna be designed for use at f = 1 The effctive length is greaer than the actual lergth because it
kHz (Fig. 4). It consists of an insulated main section B withth is referre ta the c ual lenghh s t
the conductor radius a and insulation radius b that extends i rf rreto the current ase hic is thc
from x = 0 to x = h. The conductor with the insulation = h. tohus,
removed continues from x = n to x = h + I as a bare
monopole A terminaing the insulated section. At the driving Ix(h) = (0) (48)
poi,t (x = 0), the insulated conductor is connected to the inner sinh (aL h + rh) (
conductor of the feeding coaxial line D from the ship or float.
Since this is quite long, efficient power transmission requires The driving-point impedance of the antenna when OLh =

the characteristic resistance of the line to be equal to the input r/2 + xA - ir/2 is:

resistance of the antenna. As shown in Fig. 2, the insulated Z,,=R,n=R, coth (eth+r )=27.45 0. (49)
terminated monopole is driven against a bare monopole that
consists of a metal sleeve C that extends from x = 0 to x = The power input to th. antenna is Z(O)I 2R,,. The power in the
- I. The sleeve is insulated from the metal walls of the coaxial two bare terinnation is insignificant &s is their contribution to
line except at = 0 where it is conductively connected. the effective length. The fraction of the power dissipated in the

The lengths I of the tw o bare sections are chosen so that 0, 1 internal resistance of the insulated copper conductor is
> v/2 or I - 12 m atf = I kHz. The input impedance of proportional to the contribution to aCL by the internal impe-
each monooole is of the order Z, - 0.0135 - iO.0065 0. The dance. It is seen from (44) .Aat this is 0.166(0.166 + Ir/2)
dimensions of the main insulated section are a = 0.52 cm, b 0.096-a relatively small amount.
= 0.521 cm. The insulation is chosen very thin so that kL i' The field to be generated is given by k44) and represented in
not too different from k2.It may be neoprene with Cd, = 6.6 Fig. 3 for unit electric moment. It is seen that measurements
(or any other dielectrc including enamel). Atf 1 kHz, k,, over a useful range of a2 are possible if they can be made down
= (Aotd) ' 2 = 5.38 x 10- 3 m- 1. With the antenna ai a to 20 log 0 IEI,(p, 0, 0)1 = -250 dB per unit electric
mean height d 5 cm above the sea bottom, (16) gives moment. With a transmitting antenna that provides an effe

five electric moment I1.,(O)hI - 3 x 10 A'm, the minimum
kL=kd{l + 52 0 .5[i(.166+T -/2 )+ 11.25]) i2 level of -250 dB_ is raised to -140 dB. The corresponding

smallest electric field that must be measured is IEitCo, 0, 0)1
=kd(76. 7 +iS.88)=(4.12+ iO.32)x l0-3 m-

1 - 0.1 sVim. If the receiving antema has an effective length of
only 10 m, the required sensitivity is I pV/m.

=L + itL, (45) With the effective length given in (47), the required input
current is IIA(O)l = 31.1 A. With (49), the input power is P.

Ze=3.44+iO.267 U. (46) = (31.1)2 x 27.45 - 26.5 kW.

The normalized resistance and reactance of the terminations C. An Antenna for the Sea Floor at Very Low
are obtained from (22) to be r = 3.9 x 10- a 3, Xh = 2.2 x Frequencies
10- ' -very small quantities. The length h of the insulated Geophysicists use antennas on the sea floor at frequencic., so
section when this is antiresonant is givzn by (29), the low that the internal resistance of the copper conductor-
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which plays a aegligible role whenf > 100 Hz-becomes a The input power is
domia nt farter. This is maie of both bare and insulated
anennais. In the frequency range from 0.3 to 3 Hz, the P.==14(0)1'R.=24.3 kW. (57)
magnitude of the complete radial electric field in the am water The insulated terminated antrnna described above is quite
near the oceanic cmut at a radial distarce p from R unit similar to an anaallyd by gandCox[9for
horizontal dipole is given by [8 ms ts on the sea floor in the frequency range! = 0.25

IEi1(a, 0, 0)' to 2.25 Hz. The insulated part was 800 m long with a
conductor radius of a = 3.5 mm. It had a resistance roh =

eY(1 i/c2 _k, N 5.13 xSW~x 0 = 0.41 0. Each of the two bare
S2s p2 _ terminations had lengths 1 = 15 m dnd input resistances of

0.07 0 when at a height d - 10.4 cm above the sea floor.
(I-2ap+2 2 + 4a; 3 +44 )1 2 . (5t) Thus, the total resistamce was R. = roh + 2R, = 0.55 0 and,

with 14(0)1 = 70 A, P,, = 2.7 Since the bare
terminations were short and oriented so that their currents

This formula assumes the oceanic crust to be a homogeneous were oppositely directed, their contributions to the field and
isotropic half-space with wavenumber ka = 02 + icq and 02  the effective length cancelled. The effective length of the
= a2 = ( /2) 7. At f = 3 Hz and wit~ia2 = 4 x 10- 3  insulated section was h, = 800 m and, with a current of 70 A,
S/m, a, = 4 S/m, and p = 18.9 km, the electric moment was 5.6 x 10' A'm so that the field at p

20 logw0 jE,(p, 0, 0)1=-288 dB. (51) = 18.9 km was raised by 95 dB from -288dB fortheunit
dipole to - 193 dB or IE,(p, 0, 0)1 - 2.2 x 10-o V/m. The

t it is assumed that a receiver is sensitive to 01MV/rn id is bare receiving dipole had a length of 9 m and an effective
:onnected tc a receiving antenna with an effective length of the length of 4.5 m, so that the voltage across the load was VL -
order of 80 m, the transmitting antenna must raise the signal 10- 9 V. This is so low that noise was a serious problem and
level 'y 110 dB to - 178 dB. This requires an electric moment required a receiver with a sensitivity higher than 0.001 AV.

ji,(0)hj-3.25x lO5 A-m. (52)
IV. CONCLUSION

It is seen from Fig. 6 in Part I that a bare termination should beof te oder f 015 X inlengh o, at = ~, -0.5 ~ The insulated conductor with its various possible termina-
of1 t o 37 of whin e = 3 H -0. 15i. tions (including especially bare monopoles) is a highly913 = m37i for which 4, = 0.295 x 137 =40 mn. From Fig. effectie antenna when embedded in a general dielectric or
8 in Part I the impedance of a bare monopol'- at a height d = ef ve
10.4 cm from the sea floor is conductiag region with a wavenumber that is much larger in

magnitude than the wavenumber of the insulating sleeve.
Z=0.013-iO.0011 0. (53) Depending on the ratio b/a of the radius of the insulating

sleeve to that of the conductor, the insulated conductor acts
The wavenumber of an insulated section of length h, termi- more like an antenna for transferring power to the ambient
nated in Z is obtained from (18). For a conductor with radius medium (b/a - 1) or a transmission line for supplying power
a = 5.2 mm and an insulator with radius b = 8 im and to the terminations (b/a a 10). At frequencies of 1 kHz and
relative permittivity e, = 6.6 (for neoprene), (18) gives kL = higher, the power loss in the internal resistance of the
1.29 x 10-6(l + i) m -

'. For an electrically short antenna conductor is negligible arid all power is either radiated or
with IkLh I S 1, transferred to the terminations without ioss. At frequencies

Z.--iZkLh=roh+2Z. (54) below .100 Hz, the power loss in the internal resistance
becomes dominant and the radiated power transferred directly

The effective length of an electrically short insulated to the ambient medium negligibly small. In this case, the
antenna terminated in a very ,ow impedance is tie actual insulated conductor is a higrly intsfficient transrission line
length since 1.(x) - 1,(0) for all values of x. The uaximurn feeding the terminations.
current for the insulated conductor is 325 A, so that the When located in region I (k1) near a boundary with a half
electric moment is 3251h A-m. For the required value of opace (region2, k)with 1kl a 31k 2 j, the insulated conductor
11(0)hI = 3.25 x 10 1A,I, it is necessary that Ih,j = h = is effective as a genentor of eletromagnetic surfaice waves
1 kIn. With the two bare terminations, the total length is thui travel close to the boundary isi region 2. They are

responsible for the entire field in region 1 at even moderate
h + 21= 1274 m. (55) distances from the source. If region 2 is not a homogeneous

The contribution to the effective length by the terminations is half-space but is horizonually layered, there may be reflections
small and has not been included, from these layers. When this is true, the reflected field

With this length the impedance of the antenna is reaching a receiver in region I is necessarily much smaller
than the surface-wave field [5). The latter penetwes region 2

Z, =2.08x 10-4x i000+0.026-_0.002=0.23-i0.002 0. only to a depth that is a smAl fraction of the radial distance
from the source to the point of obserion in region 1 r=ar the

(56) boundary [5].
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Lateral electromagnelic qlses generated by a vertical dipole on the
boundary between two 1ii:. trics
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An exact solution in terms of elementary functions is obtained in the time domain for the
vertical electric field E, (pj) and the trar.-verse magnetic field B, (pJ) of a dipole located on
the plane boundary z = 0 between air (region 2, z <0) and a perfect dielectric (region 1, z> 0)
when the dipole is excited by a single deltx-ftunction current pulse. The vertical elecric field on
the boundary consists of a delta-function p.ds .that. travels in the air with the velocity c, an
oppositely directed delta-fimction pulse that tra% es in the dielectric with the smaller Yeiocity
c/f. 2, an amplitude structure that varies in time between the two pulses, and a final static
electric field due to the charges left on the dipole- The horizontal ma6netic field is similar. For
comparison, the vertical electric field in the equatorial plane of the same dipole in a
homogeneous dielectric is also derived. The compari3on indicates that the field along ;he
boundary is a surface-wave or lateral pulse.

I. INTRODUCTION: THE FIELD OF THE ISOLATED I(t)h, = I(0)h,6(t), (2)
DIPOLE where the delta function is defined by the Fourier ntegral

The properties in the freqiency domain of lateral elec-
tromagnetic waves generated by horizontal and vertca! elec- 6(t) =-- - e - " da . (3)
tre dipoles located on or near the plane boundary between 2" J
tVo electrically different m dia like the air and earth or air Before pulse excitation is studied for a dipole on the
and ocean have been summarized in a recent paper' and plane boundary between two electrically different half-
related to several applicavons.' Also of interest are the spaces, it is useful for the later interpretation of the transient
properties and possible applications of lateral pulses genera- field to consider the isolated dipole ,n an nfinite homogen-
ted by dipoles in the time domain. An important introduc- eous dielectric with the relative permituvit) c, = c that is
tion to the transient field generated b) a vertical electric di- independent of the frequenc). Although this problem is

pole on the plane boundary between half-spaces of air and a most easily solved by treating direct!) the time-dependent
perfect diclectrc was giaen by Van der PoP who determined Maxwell's equations, this approach is difficult to generalize
the Hertz potential when the dipole is excited by a step func- to appl) to a planar boundary between electricall) different
tion in charge (or a delta-function current). He used a La- half-spaces. Therefore, the dipole in an infinite homogen-
place transformation of Sommerfelds solution in he fre- eous dielectric is treated by applying the Fourier transform
quency domain. At an) radial distancep from the source the to the frequency-dependent field. For E: in the equatorial
observed potential was shown to have the temporal behavior plane. z = 0,
typical of a surface wave. The electromagnetic field associat- J(Ap)A dA
ed with the Hertz potential was not evaluated. The same E. (p, ) = k ('

problem was studied in greater detail entirely in the time 0

domain by Bremmer.6 It was hlso investigated by Haddad = tUo ed, ( i I t__ , 4)
and Chang' in the more difficult generalization of a vertical 4i p P -7- kp - -3 '
dipole over a dissipative earth rather than a perfect dielec- wherek 2 = k 'e = wre/c. WithA '= c).p' = o/c, the inte-
tric. They transformed the double infinite integrals in the gral form of (4) becomes
frequency domain to approximate single finite integrals that
were evaluated numerically. The problem of the transient E1 (p',w) = f .--(f 'P') 'dA (5)

field of a vertical dipole with a ramp-function excitation over 41rce w (J- . 2) 12

both a plane and a spherical earth has been treated vanous!y with the branch cut and contour of integration sho" n in Fig.
by Wait."'- The formulas he obtained involve certain "key I With a delta-fanction current with unit moment, e,
approximations." J(t)h, I(O)h,6(t) with I(O)h, = I A m, the nme-depen-

The analysis carried out in this paper determines the dent field is
exact transient field of a vertical dipole on the boundary i c'a EJ -e E, (p,o)
between two perfect dielectrics. Instead of continuous-wave E, (p,t) Re d- e "" - '
excitation at an angular frequency with the electric moment

- 11° Re dcoe -'l (2l(t)h, = Re l(O)h, e - " , ( 1) 4rflc foCl trc JoP) d

a single pulse (or sequence of such pulses) is applied. If this Xf × o('~P)4 Id (6)
is a delta function, the electric moment is (e-T 2 )" '

4345 J Appi Phys 62 (1 1), 1 December 1987 0)21-8979/87/234345-11$02 40 (. 1987 Ar; ancan Institute ot PnysiCs 4345
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] £x'o, FIG. 1. Bancb.-cm sc Et (p'.t) = I d4iko e at"tai contour of itegm.,o %ni .di"the A' ilame x " - ,m
... . xm (E_ 2)1 2(!2/p_ )' .

(9)
%here the change in variable . = A ',co has been made. This No% !et the contour of intcgration be chosen as shor.
is equivnlent to in Fig. 2. When t /<' <', the integrand in (9) is real so that

E/- -- Re rd -~ 3 there is no contribution to the relevant imaginary part of the
E,(pt) = P Re. d (e 2)i32 integral. When -" 2 <tip', the integral bemes

xJ Jo(*') e- -da. (7) (,o,) o

The integral with resect to o can be carried out with formu- f & 2
!a (6.611-I) on p. 707 of Gradshteyu a:d Ryzhik." For XIm 1
r>go'. this gives Jo i(# 2 -)''(t 2 ip 2 - 2)I::

so that Along the indicated contours, the only contribution is

- (" dt.* 2i f - (.2 ' )
,-o a2  d4

C, p'c , 0 1 2 ( _ ) (t rlp'2 -- :7

The integral is elementary. Let x = 2. Then increases across t/p' =c' 2 . When tip'> el

t t/p,) = /(t (/P)2 +,). Now let f'(/p,)
E, = 4 2  f , (12) =f(/p'/. When tip'<,' 2, f'(/p')=0; when tl

where Pa >  ,
where f'(1 /p') =ir /p'-. Thus

f i)x dx P + [O5  :/p 'e,f~ ~~ ~ =nb( = -c"(_ ,: ').I-O" /p "
' br:/P' i/p'> .

+ I 'j.(C I tx (16)
=--p,./ "-, Evidently, there is a step increase by (r t/p'2 ) at /p"i

(13) Let f'(t/I') =9f'(t/p')/at: When t/p'<e'

where f (t/p') = 0: when t/p'> e", f'(t/p') = r/Ip' Heece

= ,P 2- /f + (e+ r 2/PI)x -- XI "" P
2 0, t/p'<C"' ,

=a +bx+cx2 , -, 2ri", /p' >f,2 (17)
with a = - r 2 /p'2 , b =(4 t/p'2 ),andc= - 1. The
second integral gives

fdx ~I sin 2cx+ b (14)
TX~~~ 7-C _V-=

whereq = 4ac-b 2 = - (t2/p a -e)2.The substitution of 0 tIP.R

the limits shows that the first term on the right in (13) is zero
and the arcsmes have the arguments - I and + 1, so that FIG 2 Branch-cut structurt and

f(t ip=) = r(t 2/p2 + E) . (15) contour of integration in the

The differentiation of this function must be carried out I of pl n

with care, since it and its derivatives have discontinuous be- A-l , T+ua4haviors at tilp' = e,"'. Thus. ince E, (p',t) and fitlp') are r- - J-  - -

zero when t /1'< e"' .so that f(C I 2 
_ ) =0, whereas

f(El /2 + ) = re, there is a step increase in f(t/lp') as t/ p' /
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However, -~ FIG 3 pnau &,4the

-~~~ cI).IX~~ . path of Itwproon a~oig

Hence, with p p/c and 1-2 ("o) -',

P c j 4,2 cwith I(O)h, I A m. 7Ty are the Fourier transforms of
I O P cl1p<EI (1g) the time-depanden'. components B,(p,:), Ep~j and

4VE603 I Ct~~f",E, pa4. which are to be detentmnc-a

th e r- a io W (1h i 6 0) st h at Ill. c :E D P N E N O P N N E ,, j W T A

Formula (19) indicates ihb't, in the equatorial plane of
the dipole, pulses ot the form 6'( - i"pc) and Lji
.8( -c" 2 p/c) tfavel radially outward with the velocity 2rJ

-c/e'2, with the amplitude faors ju, 4 rp and ~~(p

fied er (oj,/rp e'- ndthep~ecorrspnds

tthe tea (. 14rq) e'kP in the stezdy-state field (241

(4). After the pulses have passed any radWa distance p. a
static electric field with mnagitude 1/4rre 3 remrainm. This It is convenient to expres this in terms of w instead of the
is dote to the charge that reamins separated on the dipole wave numvbers Thus. with k w'/c2 and k w / c-.
after the current pulses have occurred. The corresponding where c = (puf,) is the velocity of light and
term in the steady-state formula (4) is the quasistatic term f ~ = f C/(

i-wp,0i4rwk i, 1 3) e "' ili- fp I/1'~a~3 e"O

It. TI E-NDZPENDENT FIELD OF A UNIT VERTICAL 2v fP.J

ELECTrRIC DIPOLE ON THE BOUNDARY BETWEENA J
ELECTRICALLY DIFFEREN4T HALF-SPACES A ' p di

regpon 2 (air. z01O The wave numbers of these regions are
k,= cL'OJIc and k, = wcc where c, = f,, is the real per- In this formul%, A = c) andiop p/c The path of intcgra-

fiel ontheboudar z 0 i reion2 ae gvenelswher' aalyic n te uperhalf of the w plane This follows siru.e

E, (p .t), it follows that

wEe -PW (lae Vater.di . 26

(P~w) (P.Wwhere the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate
Let the vertical dipole be excited by a unat momen, thvi

WA p i,, di . is a delta-function pulse in time. ic e, )/i, = 1(0Oh, ,
2v f "~'' with 1(O)h, = I Am rIn order fo carry out the F~ourier

(2) transform explicitly in a way sinalar to that of Ser 1. the
whereassumption, or approximation, L% made that the relative di-

electric constant e, is independent of frcquencN The reai
N~k k~ + k j=y =( 1.2 electic fieldisthen given by thaeFourier transform

These e'e the time-independent field components generated 1
by a current varying periodically as the &.ngtitar frequency w With (25). this becom~es

E,(tI u Re dwe 'w~d &1" 0( (28~
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Now let :he variable be changed to " with A=
dA = Cw d . The result is

-,, -i . i ( .(D_ z ,.

Ej, (o',) 14o Re dwe
(II ~p ~~ J el 2)1/2 (,

I T , W U__ _ 

(2 9 )

This integral ic equil to the following:

1.40n .ta 2hW Ofta

-~x
Ej, -pt ;10,,i -tL Re

0 601 - )Y/2 + (c ~.2)1/2
.o ., 0 !xf dwe--J( t) (30)

I The int-gration with respect to w can be camed out with

formula (6.61 1-1 ) on p. 7 07 of Gradshteyn and Ryzhik."'
FIG 4 w plant and A plane for ihrce locations of w With t > 0, the integral is

dw t - J,(wt' 1 ' --2 p 2-  , ' t (31)

so that, with t > p',
E,.(p',t) = .'rp' do [ . 2),.+ ( _ e( . 2 )_ , (32)

vith the branch-cut struLture shown it. Fig 5 In t 32 ;, * has been taken to be real. It is nov con,,ement to let be complex and
to deform the Lontour fintegration from the real ;-xis to that shown in Fig 6 Since the integrand is real on the ,erthical piece of
the contour, integratiuon along it yields zero For r .p, the integrand also remains real along the rest of the contour Hence

E2, (p .1) =O0, tlp' < 1 (33)

When I < tip' < c. there is a contribution to the integral Thus

E,(p'.t) 2 p a Im d' 1 2 
( C

[2(1 -+ (e ) 21[ - ut(/p'- 
2g) / 2))

- d !P I (4. - 1)112 + (e4 2 )1,21(t:2/p,2  2)1/2

- 6(42 - Y) . (E -4 2) 1][ - (t2/p "  - 2)'2 / ] (34)

The integrand of the first integral is real, so that there is no contribution to the imaginary part. The integrand in the second in-
tegral is complex so that

E, (p Lm dl /I *) (35)1rp2) p'c at I if [t( - i)"+ (C- " :(It:/p '2 - 1

The real and imaginary parts are readily separated and only the relev ant imaginary part retaized. This leaves

E, r= _P d4 . 112 (36)
r'pC t t 2 )i (e- 1)1(+ l) 2 _](t-/p"--) '2 )/(

It is now convenient to change the variable to 2 = -, d" = 2" d4, and obtain
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E,, 't) po 2  'I ) )1/2,*d

e-I 2Vp'c d ,1 !(c+ l)-ic 2/p' 2 -_0 ' < p  . (37)

The expression corresponding to (35) for the range t e'> &' 2 is

E2, V11) = -° (fD ' d"
[iE( :" di' 2 ( - 2)1/2i (t 2/p,2_ 2)i7

SJ," [i(_ 2 - I) 12 +i( 2 -) ](t 21p' 2 _2)1/2" (38)

The imaginary part is
E 2 P to- 4 -- 6( 1) u d,&
E, ( , at' 2- k (C- 1)(f+ I ) I-el](t 2/p"2-2)1/ 2

+ f" [ _W,1) /7 + ( 2 - 0 1121 3 dj 39

The first part of the second integral can be combined with the first integral to obtain

c-I ~ irPp 2~ [(34 )gc i t-~'~~)I
E ,.( ',t) = - o -.1 ( ('L ( - I) - d

f - I r-P' at Jg l(+t (t 2/p"- 2)"1/
( e' d )' (40)

In terms of the variable 4 = " this becomes

E2( = V1 0 2  F (- I)"4d
c -I 2-,rp'c at \ (J-,T - l)('-Ij(1:/p'2 -)' 2

[(c--> (4]/p':-7 )'.1

I-
IV. EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRALS FOR Ez,(p,t) , (-c)' 2 d"

Expressions (37) and (41) are more convenient for m- ( + 1) T- [ - (4"-c)j' :
tegraton with the notation =T. y'(y'+) dy'

To= ('/p 2 ) -_ ", T (t/p' 2 ) -, (42) Jo [(f+ l)(y'+c) - -][(T _y')y' 2

and the change in variablesx' =. -I, y' c- Thus, by (44)
using o and , to denote the integrals that appear in (37) As a temporary shorthand, let E = /(c I).
and (41), =E, '0/( + 1); also, introduce x =x'+ E, and

,Y ( - y = y' + E,. The integrals now become(6°= 1 + ) 6] (1t'1p" 2T,
_[--)o p,,=(x+ I -Eo)(x-Eo)d.

fl T' 1 1)=,1 1/2
• Too+=E,J [(c+ l(4'-Y'l[To- (±- lr.": x[(To+Eo-X)(x-Eo)]' 2

I (f + -61 [ To - (G'- )(45)
=fr,, X'(x' 4 1) dX'1,

[ (F-4- l)(x + 1) -e] [(To- x')x']' '

(43) " (-plan

t 2[(2 1)-_.1,. 2 -,, 2

p p [FIG 6 Contours of integra.
ton for (32)

(-plane

/0 -- - FIG 5. Branch-cut structure ', "I ,/' "for the integral in (32). I/P
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~ T. ,- E, ( y + c - E ) ( y - E) dy the second and third integrals yield arcsines with arguments
, -" JeI y[( T, +E, -y)(y-E,)" ± 1. The final integratedformulais

(46) = (T-2(E- I) + 2(E- I)E

These can be reduced to standard form. Let 2(e+ !) [E(T+ E) j "5)

(49)
X= ("+E-x)(x - E) Thesubstitutions To and T, for T, E and E, for E, and I and

= - E(T+ E) + (T+ 2E)x - x2 E for l in (E- I ) can now be made, followed by the substitu-

~bx + CX., (47) tion. To= (t2/p'2) - 1, -e,=a~x~cx% 47) Eo= (e+ ) -', andE, =e (6+ ) - t .The resulting for-
where Tstands for Toor T, E forE.or E, andxforx or Ey. = (e+

Note that q = 4ac -b= T2 so that ,-"-=T. With r
this notation o= 2(+ )[p2 I + ---

(f +I) P'2 6+ 1
(T= xdx( ) Cr dx In+) - (50)+ 1 X a + (I 2E) u 50)

EdX (48) g ' ' 2
E(.--E) E " - 2(f+1) ,p+ I

These are tabulated integrals. When the limits are inserted in -_(e + 1 ' (51
the integrated expressions, the first integral vanishes, and P - .

V. EVALUATION OF Eu,(p,)

With the integrated values (50) and (51), the expressions (37) and (41) for E, (p',t) become

= - 1 1  'a ± - + +-" , 1<-<6 , (52)
E2, (V1t) = -14r'cU t:p: + P+. <+ +1)7 -'+ e- 1 41rp'c dt p' +I1 77-1 1J P

E,.(p',t) = _ + >C

_7___(4+ 1) f~ > 612 (53)

e ++ 1 4prp'c &t p ' e+ P

Similar to the case of the infinite homogeneous dielectric of Sec. I, the differentiation of (52) and (54) must be camed out

with care, owing to the presence of discontinuities at t p' = I and e"/:. Thus. with

0, t/p'<1 , (55)

(f + l) , 6)< ' z  (56)
f t /p ')- 4 -7 _ 1 6 + + 1 C+ 1 -- P , P °

2 + 2 /2 (57)

it follows that

E ,fpt)= 41Tp'cl° 8t' ',

Consider first the continuity of f(t p') at t/p' = I and f!'1 2 . From (55) and (56),

f(l - ) =f(1 + ) =0. (59)

Similarly, from (56) and (57),

f(/_ ) =f(e,12 + ) - 6(6 + 3) (60)
(6+1): '

It follows that f(t/p') is everywhere continuous. Consider next the behavior of df(t/p')/dt. Let f'(t/p') = df(t/p')/dt.
Then
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0, r/p'<l. (61)

[t 1P* * (63)
P 2p'P

17+ .:<-. (63)

At t/p'= I and 6u/2, fp(t/p) has the following behavior:

f'(1-)=0, fP(.+)=[I(e-)](21p (64)

Hence there is a step discontinuity of 261(6 - 1 )p' in f'(t/p') at t/p' = I. Similarly,

- )= +- )  2+1 2 (65)
e-1 p ' 62( _ ) p''

f -i(e/2 - ) = -- 2 (66)6+lp'

There is a step discontinuity of

(2 +I _) 1 1 2
k•+- I 6"(62_ 1) p' f2/2(c I) p'

at tip' = e9/2. Now, let f(t/p') =f'(rlp')1t. Its behavior is

(0, tI/p'<1, (67)

e .  122  
C <'--<f 112, (6E)

f(/') = 62-i pI- P ---+ 1 P -- i p,

I 1 2 2 (69)

In view of the discontinuities of f (t/p') at I and eh2, it follows that, withp'=p/c anc = o C, the complete final
expression for

E (p,) = - (o/47rp) f"( i/p)

is

E, (p,t) = - 1  6(t-p/c) - 1126(t- _6 /2p/c)]

C/f </p

This is the vertical electric field in region 2 just ibove the E, (p) 1 6boundary. The field in region I just below the boundary is 21rcopC.2 __-- I

obtained from the boundary condition. It is [ e 2czt 6

E, (p,t) = c-IE, (p,t) , (71) 1 ( ) 2 +
where e--,,. Note that the dipole source is located on the (c6t- 5/2]

boundary in region 1. At any radial distance p, the electric x 2 (73)
field is initially zero until the instant t = p/c when a down-

ward-directed electric field arrives in the form of a delta- until t - E 2p/c, when it has the value

function pulse. That is, the magnitude of the field increases [ I/2p , 1 6 - 2c - 3
momentarily to infinity and decreases to the value E2. 21rEop 3 .•( i (74/

.(p, = - 2 ( - 3 - 26) (72) At this instant an upward-directed delta function rises mo-
2mentarily in magnitude to infinity and decreases to

This pulse has traveled along the boundary in region 2 (air) in agnitudeo ift a derese5t
with the velocity c. The field then rises gradually with time E, (pst) = - 1/2rl6p 3(6 + 1). (75)
according to The second pulse that arrives at t = c" 2p/c has traveled
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along :he boundary in region I (the dielectric) with the ve- not complete and the difference between the direc! -and re-
locity c/ 1 " 2. When it has passed, the field drops to the static flected fields is the quantity
value due to the charged infinitesimal dipole. Note that the - I/( 1) = I - /(E - I) -0
electric field (70) is always directed downward except dur-
ing the instant when the second delta-function pulse passes, when -. o Evidently, when c is large but finite, the ptr e
when it is directed upward. contribution to the field in the air from the imperfect image

It is of interest to note that for the first pulse, traveling n is slightly greater than the direct field, sc that the total field is

air, the adjacent boundary %ith the dielectric acts approxi- positive and slightly more than doubled, similarly, the nega-

mately like an electric wall so that the vertically directed tive contribution to the field in the dielectric by the impefect

current is approximately doubled in amphtude along the image is slightly greater than the direct field, so that the total

boundary surface. On the other hand, for the second pulse, field in this case is small and negative.

traveling in tL. dielectric, the adjacent boundary with air It is significant to note that the amplitude of the delta-

acts approximately like a magnetic wall so that the vertically functi:n pulses in (70) includes the factor l/p'. This is also

directed reflected field is almost canceled by the direct field the radial dependence in thefarfield of the fiequency-depen-

along the boundary. In the two cases the doubling is exact dent field and consists eni~rely of the lateral wave. Since the

and the cancellation cuonple:e when the permittivity of the spectrum of the delta function is dominated by high frequen-

dieetric half-space is infinite, i.e., e - cc. Specifically, when cies, this behavior is readily understood. Note that the pulse

, < ac, the amplitude.. 3Y for the pulse in air is not exactly of the dipole in a homogeneous single medium also follows

2 but given by the far-field behavinr of the steady state, but this is the direct
field with Ilp decrease. When the dipole is on the boundary,

2c/(* - 1) = I + (e + l)1 - 1) -2 the far field is entirely due to lateral waves or a lateral pulse

when c- oc; similarly, the cancellation in the dielectric is with lip2 decrease with distance.

VI. TIME-DEPENDENT COMPONENT S, (pt) WITH A DELTA-FUNCTION EXCITATION

The integral for B,6 (p,w) in explicit form is

- , o) I J,(i 'p')A ' 2dA'
B2,(pw) 2Y-77 J w'2 (w' )" 2)1 2 +W2(w2 e-A (76)

where A = c. and p' = p/c. The corresponding time-dependent component for the excitation (2) is

B,2 (p',t) =iReJ e-'B,,(p',w) dw

=Re 'go dw e w.2f 11 (A 'p')A A dA '

JCo 0 w(e(w )" + (.O26 A ,2)1/ 2) (77)
Now let tile variable be changed to S' with the substitution A' w' dA' = w dZ. The result is

B2,(p',t= 'o f d dwReiw'e ..... (w4)
2,rc 2 Jo l- f2)1/2+ ( _4:)12
,Po d:o ______ _____
-- .m 2) 1 ,: dw e -"''J, (i:40' . (7 8)

The integration with respect tow can be camed out with formula (6.611-1) on p. 707 of Gradshteyn and Ryzhik "The result
is

B2,, ,)= dt 2 IM " )d_,Q

B- -- Im +2) (P+)/2 --(t 2_ P) ,2 59)p'(

This integral can be separated into two parts as follows:

B, (p',0 = Iuo d' Im o=  d

2rc-p' &t2 Im f( Y/2 + (e 2)112

- - C(I 2) 1,8o12 1 ,2 1 /

With the branch-cut structure in Fig. 5, it follows that

B,2(p',t)=O, :/p'<l, (81)

B26p,,t) = /o 2 1im 2 d

2r2cp' at2  ie(g'- 1)/2+ ! 6 -2)!/2K

_ ._ Io d4 3 ( 8 2 )P, [f (EW -- 1)1/,'+ (6 -- 2)112](12/p12 -- 2)1/2 ' 4 /P,
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The real and imaginary parts are readily separated and only the imaginary part retained The result is

c-I 2icap' at 2 o (C+ -) -2 p' (c+ g I-j(I /', '--1'):

Wih the contour in Fig. 6. this becomes

, 1" .i 'r" / ( '- ) 2 "d ''

-Ia (' Z ir)e'd 2 -J ](E+ I/)"-e ' :  (+I :• ) ,/ d

+(f l)412-
, ")/2 -[ - (: 2))

-2 -0112)4~ ) 12 d (84)
e-I 'r2c2p '31' I I- e]r/p" 2  )

With 2,

B2,.= __ (_ (- l)'"
1 2= ~ ' a' '-  [(e+ IF- J(I 2 /p'2 

I_ 2) < (85)
-I1 2 r 'c 2P' T PP

Let To= I 2/p,2- 1,x' = - 1. Then

, Y .O 2(, t x'dx' )
c-i 2rc 2p' a, 2 p, - e[(C +,x-4 + I-fJ[(To,- ')x']:

Fnally. wh x =x' - E0 and E. = l'(e I),

C Yo ':9 (/, -'"Ldx To , ,

B2',) = E8

whereX, = ao box - - cx witho= - E,(T 0 + Eo), b(= T, + 2Eo, andc= - 1. These integrals are like those in (48

They give
/2 Po l- (f + l)-- -- C<< (88)

B2 (p',t) C Pi2cp" O '. p p

In the remaining range, t/p, > C 2.

21:-)'p o )c

[ _ I)' - 2 7(tz/p' -8

The coninbautng inmaginar) part of the integrals is

1 a ( ' (.2_ l), 12zd- ( 12 l) 12 4 dB, 2(p.) - - PO Q 2 77-1-- -____:__,:__-___
-

e-I1 2 rc-p dr- & 0  +el4- p2J

- - - I ) U22 1 2 (J I) ] d :f- [ C( '-) +'±( 0 d)'(90)
(e+)U-c pj , [(C+l) 2 -e0)'/p"- ')'"

The integrands of the first terms in the third and fourth integrals are, r,-spectivel), the same a.w the tegrands in the fiist and
second integrals, so that they can be combined to give

B , d 2 (C, (i- )2
,dtt 1) 61 f-2 - 1 )1/,&ds-

p-I 21c2p' d o + (C + 12 l ( 12' - ' 2) 1/ 2

S11 d + "d (9i)

When the contour of integiation is changed to that in Fig. 6 and the variable to -=,the contributing integrals are

B2, (p',t ) ft I-P ~'O2p\ e  (e Ige~'p2f) '

f -I 27r'c-p' d p'\J I+ I) -fJ2/P,2- T) 1/

+ f Ps Vo 2 c 11 d-cem 'o - 1 (92)
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The first integral is the ame as the ntegral in (85) The I" (9t )
second integral can be trepted in the same manner with the c =7- [ (k6  I ) 
substitutions x = - and T. =t/': - c These lead tos it tions xWhen this is substit:ed for the second integral in (92) and
the itegraJ the value of the first in"oral ts obtained from (88). the result

T x' dx' (3 is

, f(e + 1)x .+ E)[(T. --x')x' j  B (p',t) P. I p'

o;-I 2trc-pdt
in which the substtution x - x' + E, and E, = c/( .-4 1)
uves X(= - 9( + 1 ) -.6 1

Pt

where X, =a, +bx+ cx 2 with a, = -E,(T, +E,), / 1 / . I /
2 t (96)

6, = T, + 2E,, and c, = - I The integrals in (94) inte- c + 1 2wC~p" t "  p

grate into arcsines. and the substitution of the limits reduces The magnetic field in the three ranges t 81) (88), and
their arguments to ± I Hence is summarized as follows. Let

ro, t/p,< I
(p , [ tf +, 2 - , <t<f1/2

I " , ) P' (97)
f l I t , l < tP-

Then

2B rcp' (98)

Since

f( - - ) =f(I + 0 ,(& )*f( + ) =e1' 2/(e+ I)

f(t Ip') is everywhere continuous. But with f'(t Ip') =df(t /p')/dt,

0' t/p'< I,
/~~~ ... +l |, I -- (c'+I (+ct._ I< -<C, "

P/ P

Fe+ IP' p'

it follows that f'(1 - ) =0. f'(I + ) =6.(6- I)p'. Thus J'(t/p') has a step discontinuity of /(E- I)p'at t/p'= 1.
Similarly,

f - ) (e-  + )/6(c2 l)p', f'(e'" + )l/(c + l)p'

This isastep of - 1/e( - I)p'.
With f'(t/p') =d f'(t/p')/:t,

O, t/p'<l,
f t 7, 3 1/ (c + 1) ----- /2 -

( 1~) p,2 p,' I< < ':p"' f' 32 p,1  l<LeJ (100)

P,~) (E-p2  p'' P'2  1P,
0, c1 2

<t/p

When these results are combined with (98) andp' =p/c, the final formula for the magnetic field is

B, (p,t) = B2, (p,t) = 'Uo l [2(t1 )- - Eit- P)]27rp 6 1

ro, cI/p<l
-c 2  < I" 1 . (101)

2p'6-11 '0 1 2 2 lie/j

10, 6/2 <Ct/p
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V11. TIME-DEPENDENT COMPONENT E,,(p4t) WITH A DELT A-FUNCTION EXCITATION
The tntegral for Er,, (pwo) in explicit form is

E(P = w - (W1 "' 2iI "A "j,(A 'P') dA' (102)
2,J a'(w2- .2).12 + 9w2 e- w .2)1/2

where A' cA and p' = p/c. The time-d ependent compon en t is

2-rTc fo" o W 2[eo)' -A 2) 12 + (o'e-_A 2)1/2]13

With the change in :ata:; 7:le A'="'~l; (iO4

E2, a' 2 o 2)1/ + -2)112 '"

/1 82 d4.Im E(4'"+E ) f we-",W ' 14

The integration with respect to w is the same as in (78). The result is

2sr' at't co (I 2)1/2 + 2e.)' 11 - 2p; )1 P
This gives the following two integrals:

They lead to some elliptic integrals and hence are not expressible in ter-ns of elementary functions.
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Wave packets of lateral waves due to a verical monopole:
Experiment and theory
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A wave packet vi pulse comprised of a distibution of single-frequency lateral waves due to a vertical
monopole is analyzed. The Fresnel-integral terms in the Fourier trandform of a general formula for
E2.(p. :. wi, the vertical electric-field component in air, are represented using confluent hypergeometric
functions A wave packet of latera! waves is calculated for a pulsed short bare monopole at the
boundary etvween a pair of Earth's material regions and compared with experimental measurements

I INTRODUCTION the signal travels downward. Although path I is
drawn parallel to the boundary between the two ma-

Electromagnetc surface waves (lateral waves) ue terial regions, the individual wavcfronts which may
to a dipole source operating at a singe frequency be resolved from the signal have a slight tilt relative
(CV operation) have unusual and important proper- to this boundary since the surface waves are ellip-
ties [King and Brown. 1984]. In addition to the CW tically polarized. Part of the energy which propagates
mode. a dipole driven by a pulse of wide bandwidth along path I may proceed o a local region at some
ma*y be used to generate lateral waves. distance from the interface in region 1. This local

The signal due to a pulsed dipole near the interface region may consist of any object or layer havng con-
between tgo regions of matter forms a wave packe: stitutive parameters or, e, which differ significantly
of lateral %aes Such a wave packet or pulse com- from an, - associated with region 1. After interacting
prised of a distribution of single-frequency lateral ith the local region of (as,), the energy is typically
"axes is analyzed in sections 2 and 3 to follow, Thew scattered in many directions; some of it may return
'x~i~e packet is calculated for an indoor model of a%,.ae pcke iscalulaed or n idoo moel f ato the interface where it proceeds as a surface-wave
pair of Earth's material regions and compared with signal to the receiver R.
experimental measurementssinltthreivrR Path 2 represents a class of laths which originate

For source S and receiver R botlh vertical mono- at the end point of S and proceed to various radial
poles. a qualitatie picture of the involvement of a distances between S and R along the interface. The
pulsed lateral wave in geoelectromagnetic sounding signals associated with these paths give to rise to
of the earth's crust is indicated in Figure 1. In order
to resolve the complicated effects of the superim- travel downward to a local region. Part of this

posed single-frequency surface waves at various elergy ward to a loca k to hi s

radial distances. the transient radiated waveform energy may. in turn, be reflected back to the interface

maN be %isualized in terms of the three distinct paths where it proceeds as a surface-wave signal to R.

indicated in the figure. Paths I and 2 involve the The signal associated with path 3 does not involve
surface waves and will be addressed first. a surface wave; it proceeds directly from S to R in

Path I describes a signal which proceeds from the region 2 Nonetheless, its relation to the signals in

source S's driving point along the interface which path I and path 2 pcints up an important dis-
separates region I (e.g., moist earth, conductivity tinguishing factor between CW and transient surface-
searte rginwave sources, the notion of a delay time At.

a, > 0) from region 2 (e.g., air, a, = 0). While propa- a se f nt delay tie Ata
gatig aongthemterace soe o thefied eerg in A set of distinct delay tinies Art ,, At, and At 3 is

gating along the interface, some of the field energy in associated with the signals radiated from S to R

Copyright 1987 by the American Geophysical Union along paths 1, 2 and 3 of Figure 1, respectively. An
Paper number 7S0524 initial delay between the signal radiated along path I
0048.6604 87'007S-0524S08 00 and that radiated along path 2 or 3 is due to the time

833
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F 8 1. Simplified p.cuire of patb's of wave fronts for s~a-:ace waves and waveS mncdent upon and reflcted~ from local region or ob ,

remotely ,e~s'-d. S and R denote ve'ical monopole source and vertical monopole n~ver repectvely.

required for the pulse '.o travel from the driving point A useful and versatile !,ir of materials which ac-
to the end point of the linear antenna of finite length. commodates a dverse range of studies indoors is salt
in addition, tl~e lengths of the paths differ, the veloci- water at ocean condictivity nnd periitivity (o --
ties of the wavefront, differ in the two material re- 3.5 S/mn, e , /eo "" 80) for region 1, and air (€ 2 =
giors. In the limit of high frequencies, one may use 0, s , = I) for region 2. A region of salt water havlng
optical terms the d~fference in index of refraction a plane interface with air may be formed~ for the
bet .een the regions results in ifferent optical path indoor modeling of pulsed surface v aves usng a
lengths, semicircular wading pool. Such a pool is pictured in

The delay times are of critical importance in yield- Figure 2. The surface wave associated with a CW
ing inforrna~in not a,,ailable in the CW case to be source driven at fo 600 MHz has been formerly
used in remoe sensing of a local region at varjous observed in detail using such a model [Broiwn et a!.,
depths. For example, the remotely sensced region may 1982]. The reflections of lateral waves at dis-
be a layer of Earth's crust at a d~st~n~t depth d, continuities and boundaries have been measured at
having a charactenstic conductivity a,. Each such 644 MHz and 1.5 GHz, bounding the perimeter of
layer o, may be characterized by a tim." delay At, the model in seven distinct ways [Brown et a!., 1984].
required for a signal to pro~ceed along a path of the
type denor ,d by path 1 in Figure 1. Each layer is also meal

character,_zed by a time delay Atr > At, -"i.. red for a ,,
signal to proc:ed along a path 2, etc. Replacing a
continuous train of waves the CW case is a wave

packet localized in time which undergoes defor-
mation and attenuation as it propagates: replacing a -- "
measorenient of the total field (incident plus scattered -- - "
fields) at some distance from a local region illumni-
nated by a surface wave is the measurement of a
distrct incident reference pulse which may be corn- .-
pared to a distinct scattered pulse. Thus there is a dnofmuch fine structure in the signal in terms of its tern- water .......

poral information. - o~ , o,

iemay be studied using either a vertical or horizontal .. c E -,e, r

othea typm e oufcwave sinalsndepictedefincFiur alnnterface wiharma efr e or the

dipole for various pairs of regions 1 and 2 satisfying "u

Ikt[ > 31k2 I, where k = [w2p(a + iG/W)]i12 specifies -a complex wave number. Thus the regions may con-pictured ---

sist of the earth's lithosphere at its interface with .a...e h
seawater. The details of seafloor sounding including ee

specific antenna effective lengths, field strengths, andreceiver sensitivities, have been analyzed [Brown and Fig 2. Sketch of semicircular wading pool S denotes vertcal

source monopole, R denotes configuralon of vertical recetdigKing, 1986] for distinct frequencies fd = 1 Hz, monopoles at , 0 Coaxial input and oupui lnes to S and R,

Hz, and 10kHz. respectively, not sh.wn
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A vertical monopole source S and receiver R 1,2

having lengths short compared to the ,width of the "p) ] (1)
driving pulse have been used just above the surface
of the aforementioned pool. In this way essentiall) all where .:F is defined in terms of Fresnel integrals C2
signals received at R are associated with path I of and S2 as
Figure 1. The scope of the present paper is focu.ed
upon the pulsed signals associated with path 1 at or 1,k p,2kJ = (! + 1 - C2(kIp/2k ) -S 2(k ,'k ) (2)
near the interface of Figure 1; treatment of the scat- A harmonic time dependence e-112 / ' for operating
tered fields due to a local region or object submerged frequencyfo = 0/2T is assumed in (1). In 1.2) the argu-
in region I is not addressed. The use of a vertical ment of C and S. which involves the wave numbers
source in air versus a horizontal one in salt water is k, and k2 , when multiplied by z, may be referred to
more fundamental in an initial study of wave pack- as a Sommerfcd numerical distance.
ets. The transient response of a linear source antenna Some observations, of which the author is aware.
in air is less complicated, since the insulating that pertain to sounding using transient fields include
sheath(s) and terminating resistor needed for the ef- the works of Azad 11977], Antonov and Manshtew
ficient operation of a source in salt water are absent. [1979], and Morozova [1979]. Important related the-
Studies of the former providc a sound basis for stud- oretical work includes the comparison of flat-Earth
ies of the latter. and spherical-Earth models using a ramp current as

A singie-frequency component of the electro- a standard source (Wait [1986]; see bibliography
magnetic surface-wave pulse which travels along the therein).
paths of Figure I may be described theoretically in
cylindrical coordinates. Regions I and 2 of Figure 1 2. EXPERIMENT
may be termed "half-spaces." The fields in each of
these half-spaces have been expressed in many ways The semicircular wading pool cited in the intro-
over 7 decades since the original Sommerfeld solu- duction and sketched in Figure 2 constitutes a salt-
tion [Somnerfeld, 1909. 1926]. see bibliography in water basin used for experimental observations. The
the important monograph due to Baos [1966]. A set radius of the pool is 185.4 cm (6 ft, I in.), while its
of 18 nevl) derived equations for the field compo- depth is 30.5 cm. ThL vertical metal ground plane
nents due to infinitesimal (Hertzian) horizontal and extends to 1.1 m.
vcrtical electric unit dipoles (CW case) has been ob- A Gaussian-shaped pulse of amplitude 120 V and
tamed as original Wu formulas extended by King width at half-amplitude of 2 ns is used as a source of
[1985a] These relations are highly accurate over an wave packets to be propagated over the saltwater
entire spectrum of distinct fo values and unified in basin A trace of the actual waveform is shown in
their ranges of applicability, i.e., the formulas main- Figure 3. The Fourier transform of the waveform is a
tarn accurac) over a broad continuous range in kp, Gaussian distribution in frequency having a band-

-where k is the wave number and p the radial distance width with appreciable amplitudes to 500 MHz. The
from the source. The formulas are important in sub- tail of the distribution extends to - I GHz. Thus
surface communications [King and Brown, 1984] as although large radial distances are needed to be in
well as exploration geophysics [King, 1985b]. the far field of the very low frequency components of

The Wu, King formula relevant to the present the radiated pulse, the intermediate and far fields of
paper is that for a CW field component E2.(p, z) due many of the frequencies are contained v.:hin the
to an infinitesimal vertical diole in the upper half- radius of the semicircular region of Figure 2.
space (region 2, air) of Figure 1. This E2,(p. Z) field The source S of Figure 2 (fed by a coaxial line not
excites a current on a vertical monopole probe also indicated in the figure) is a short (h = 4.0 cm) vertical
in the upper half-space, the subscript 2 denotes a monopole. The monopole is a 1/4 in. diameter
field radiated into region 2 and z locates the radiated stainless-steel rod. A small circular disk (4.0 cm in
field along the vertical cylindrical coordinate. At the diameter) is used as a conducting plate in contact
interface (z = 0) the field is with the outer conductor of the coaxial feedline at

the base of the antenna where it contacts the salt

S Iwater. The support of the conducting plate is by ver-
E2.(p. 0) = ie . k2  tical rods extending to the floor of the wading pool;

" 2nk, L p p2 k,2p k these rods produce a negligible effect upon the field
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ict I

,ilt tan,* it ia,-' -

.,.I. .- . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .-

F-i. 3 Expenmental r¢onfiguration for emr. e, n f tr0a1urrit -ljet P
wav--Iorm above !,A!t wau4ter ..Z- ,..,.€

measured in the atr by the vertical monopole rece v- , - "

er All submerged part. are o'1'316 steel impervious to ,

corrosion n salt water. The origin of the radial coor-

dinate (p = 0) is centered upon the axis of the source

S
The receiving system denoted by R consists of two Fig 5 Mtuurcd-eatv~c amphwi:-s of £:,p 0. 1; versusz to .5

short (h = 2.5 -n) monopoles, oriented such that on-, ns for Cog.: sucM-,s;-,e P au-,
points toward the saltwater regcn and one points
away from it. This rotatable configuration of probes simulation studies at Harvard (Shen er a/.. 1984]
involves two separately wired brass rods, each 1,4 in.
in diameter. It is designed to utilze a pcial dua:-"he procedure subtracts ouof the rduced-nocse cur-rews ,hich arise in the cabling of the receivinmeasuring procedure formerly d-eveloped for EM~P

system. The system is suspended by nylon thread
with the ;ower tp of the botto. monopole just
above the level of the salt water.

- The dual inputs from the receiver R ma. be con-

nected to a data acquisiton system (Tektronix
WP2110 with 7912AD programmable digitizer)
which displays the ;nput voltage in the time domain.

2-- digitizes it, and utilizes a computer program to
Fourier-transform, plot, introduce scale factors. etc.
A schematic diagram of the interconnections in-
volved in the processing of signals associated with

>.0_, the experiment is drawn in Figure 3. A high-poer
attennator of very good quality must be used for the
reference pulse input to the digitizer; the peak power
of the 2 ns rulse may be quite high (ki!owa!t range).

34- since the time intervals for transient peaks are so
narrow.

0 2-/1,_ The measured E(p, 0, t) field for radial dtstances
p= 0.2 m top= f.6 mis shown in Figure 4. Note
that a slanted line may be drawn with a straight edge

., , . .. fr3m the lower left to upper right through the crest of
0 20 40 60 80 00 '20 .10

,. ."Sthe first peak in amplitude for seven of the curves
Fig. 4 Measured relative mplitudes of E,,(p, 0, t versus i to 15 (p = 0.4 m to p = 1.2 m) and Ap/Af -

ns for egl.t sucssivc p vlus. (1.6 - 0.4)/(6.6-2.6) m/ns =3.0 x 108 mis. The
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p = 0.2 r curve is offset frorr. the res, however. S Eo P n f 1
and R are so close at this poin-t that some coupling ~cLkzp 9~1

between them is :-,pec&d
In Figure 5. the wv.eforms of Figure 4 ame shown 1

for longer times in 2hered sca;n. The tailing peak~s - (^) e~f6)J
associated with each viaveform have two main2

sources. both of which are intrinsic to the trasmnis- where
sian system Let the two mnaxima~ of highest ampli-
tude- in each curve be de-fined as the primary wave- .3tO) -1(i + a~ - rc~v) is 4;6)

faerm I tnhe ca uses ofI thI.ese peaks MwIl be a d dressed ; in h
section 3 to fallow). There are three significant
smaller maxima to the right of the mrimary waveform P4. 99G -~

which may be resoli.ed in .he- p = 0.4 mn to p =1.6 mnJ 2)

cures.(Th p= 02 i E4P.0. i fel is asfomerly Equation (5) specifies the Fresnel integals C. and 5,
mentioned, offset from the progression in time at the in the notation ot Abramow4itz and Stegun (19-72)
other seven fields and is associated with a very short Teqatt Bi h oinr~dnmrcldsac
MIMteratna spacing be-twee-n S and R.) The first two - 3 20. Hereafter, the shorcrmed notation 0~. 1)
small maxima mia) be clearly seen at the right of the (C(i Sj) wilb1sdf. W n()

primar) waveform in the p 1.6 in curve. This pair Let thc purely free-space terms in (3), which in-
in"a% be similarly identified in the curves for earher volve region 2 (and hence k,) oaly, be- regarded as a
ttmes (albeit in the 1.2 mn curve the pair seems to source cf wave packets A Fourier integral may be
hate coalesce-d). The source ot these first trailing v-,iten for these terms. That is,
peaks cannot be reflections from the edge of the,
semicircular water region since they always maintain rCII f ""J'wwE,"P.0. - e k
the sa-ne spacing (- 2 ris downfield) relative to the - Jpk 2p2 k22PF
second major peak of the primary waveform. These(6
first two trailing peaks have beecn found to be due to
a small degree of impedance ismiatch between the wherehfo) is the inverse transform of a sou.rce pulse
50-fl output line of the pulse generator arid the verti- in tim, e, which will be taken to be of Gaussian shape-
cal source monopole A small bumnp is always associ- Thus
ated %;i~h the older li e.. right) edge of the output
Gaussian pulse (see the trace of the actual wavcform I(- iPe 7
in Figure 3i. impedance mismatches notwithstanding. 2(w n d fc te' .
Siiflarl,. the third small maximum to the right of
the primary waveform of the p =1.6 mn curve, like its where
appearance ii' the earlier curves (starting at -16.5 ns
in the p = 04 m curve), travels along with the pet fi - e' (8)

mar% waveform and cannot be due to a reflection wish A the amplitude of the Gaussian function and A
from the pool wall This third small maximum has the half-width (full width is defined as the distance
been found to be a reflection from the vertical mono, between inflection points). Therefore
pole back to the pulse generator. The cable length
along this path is 160 cm (each way) while the spac- A
ing between the right edge of the prmary waveform 2W) It-"A-"' (9)
and the third small maximum is -10.7 ns or (10.7
sis) x (130 cmns) = 321 cm. and

3 THEMR pAA (i I
Infiniiesirnal dipole in free space. The formula in- E"D 0. 1) 4n3i'2 ea - -

E. (P k2 p'
troduced in (1) for the .E22 p, 0) component in air due
to an infinitesimal dipole in air above salt water may - do)-'~ (10)
be written
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The integral in (10) =tsy be w.ntten n the defirition of an effeuve moment .0.,, which
Sincludes a specific current distfibution along a pan;c-

-(; -ci1 - tlt( ular effctitv Icn.th h." associated with a fin-te an-
tenna.

where The infinitesimal dipole whose pulsed fild rm time
is given by (18) bove has been treated as the most

-i J'" "g,, elementary sour of wave packets in that no differ-
en;tatiotx of the Gaussian nioment pulse are present
This is s mewhat unphysical, as evidenced by the

o. 'i. ngulanty in (14) evaluated in the appendix. In the
labortory, a short fimte dipole ts used Such a dipole

" " t14) has a more complicated train of radiated wave pack

ohas been written Fite dipole in free sp ce A theory for the mea-Teplicil in a 11 41 or that c firsured fields of the foregoing section 2 must include
the effects of the finite length of the short monopole

antegrands differ from the second b) factors ofw and dcnoted by S A second-dcnvatac perator with a1.Im. res-ectiv'ely -,otdb seoddna{eprtr 'ha
Th.espcinvels n 1proportionalit) constant may be used to link thependinThegealuions 14arinthe input to S tvoltage to the output from S (radiatedpendix The evaluations yield fie!d The validt) conditions for the dfferentaon

I ! j - effect are I 12 h << I for the frequencies in the input

pulse having appreciable amplitudes, where h is the
length of the antenna. (2) iZ,,f ) .i Zo(f ,. where

6 - 6 Z and Z, are the antenna input impedance and n-
ternal driving system impedance. respectively The

,. --in erftT Ai :prinapal %aluce 41"1 dnving system consists of the pulse generator and is
coaxial line The aforementioned proportionai at

%here T at - P; is a retarded time erf denotes constant is 1h,cj These conditsons are stated :n
the error function of a real argument terms of the notation used in a systematic analhsis of

Equation (10 is thus pulsed cylindncal antennas above a metal ground
E~I plane carried out by Schmn et al (1966]

.:, 0. f e,_. .s'' The condition k hc I is well satisfied by a signih-
cant bandwidth of frequencies within the d;stribution

I -' :C's T, which resuits from the Fourier transform of the 2 n,
- -.-" - et. aIS, source pulse This distribution is itself a Gaussian

(peak amplitudes - 500 MHz - kzh = 04) The
The first ter in t18} contains the derative of a condition IZtfl< IZ0 f)<< 1ZfA is satisfied for
Gaussian function, the second contains a Gaussian S of section 2. sice Zif x, (k2 hI . and Za Is
function, and the third contains a steplke function. not strongly capacitive

The coefficients of the terms involve p. A. and con- The following relation between such a deriatie

stants. Plainly, very close to the sourte (small p) the and its inverse Fourier transform is useful

I p3 term (steplike function) will predominate, at dis-

tances much further from the source (large p). the I p 1-rl(,, 1191

tern idenvative of a Gaussian) will predominate The dt"
I p2 term (Gaussian) will be important in the transi- Usine this relaton with (9.
tion between these two regimes.

The infinitesimal dipole with its triangular CW d1f it) A
current ',stnbution (King. 1956. section 11.31] is pn- r 2
manly useful as an elementary source which forms
the basis for more complicated situations which The evaluation of the time transtorm of (3) to corre
occur in practice. In the CW case, one such situation spond to the experimental configuration of section 2
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constt of two parts. Let the be denoted by E,'fp, associated with the first, second, and third deriva-
0. t) and E'2,1',p. 0, t) The first pa is associatd with lives, respectively, of the Gaussian function e -(1/6)2.
the fre-space terts (those involvkig k. only) in (3), The error function in (18) associated with the (11p 3)

using the time transform to the right of the arrow in term is no longer present.
(20 This is evaltmied in this ,ubsection in the equa- Finite dipole at air-water interface. The evalu-
uons immediately following. The second part in (3) ation for a finite dipole of the second part of the time
involving the Fresl-integral term will be calculated transform of (3) follows. This part is denoted by
in the next subsection, whosc subject is the finite E,(p, 0, t). Unlike E?,p, 0, 1), it contains k, =
monopole over an imperfectly conducting salt water. [w2p0o(t + ia1 /.)l t  and hence the electrical

Replacing (9) with (20) and using the free-spaec properties of region 1. In particular,
terms in 13L one obtains

4 1 'P, ,) ?-0r_2r112

~~P. 7 0.I~ P k2p 2  k~p2 )0, J kkp,

W 3e =V, 4 (21) - (CI(f) S(0))}] x w)e(re d (30)

The integral in (21) may be wntten By using (20),

1 - . p6  " F- L 2() A3

where

(C20(), S(e))) x e AS'ZA93e -  dw (31)
I., - do (23)

The Fresnel integrals C. and S2 have an equivalent

, ' - =  (24) representation in terms of C and S:

[C2 (0) S2(6)] - [C(2/n), S(, 201/)] (32)
i= t J du) (25) where C and S may be written in terms of a confluent

hypergeometric function M as
The integrals 123) and (24) are evaluated in the ap-
pcndix. 1, is the same as 1, Therefore the above C TO, S&171)] = /2/M(j ,0) (33)

three equations lead to The function M is represented by the Kummer series

1, =- 2T -124T - ail (26) M(a.b,z)-+ -a-: 2+ M+- + (34)
b (b), 2! (b), N!

- where )=a(a + IXa + 2) ... (a + N - 1), ao  1.
1 4 2 (27) The notation of (32)-(34) is that of Abramowitz and

Stegun (1972, sections 7.3 and 13.A]; M may be cal-
culated ovec a wide range in Iz 1. Hence

- ,(2) (C2(e). S(O)) - 1"201n I + -Joi + .. (35)

Equation (2 1) then becomes That is,

02,V " °0  )joA /\ [6T 4T 31 e- (C,(0), S,()
-'

1 U) 0. ii (I - ,0 - 01/21 +-./ - - ( 02)
2cr"] 'T, (1 - gO- 0'' + v/2I +.-) (3

+ (i)--2-E-"z}-(29) + - - (36)

The field in (29) plainly involves more differentiations = 
1 .,) +

than that of(18). The T, T 2, and T' terms in (29) are + 0(f) + O(j) + 0(f) + (37)
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TABLE 1. Frequencyfand Parameteril (E'2 (p, 0, t)). It is useful to note that

Hz &,.zn j~~p2 1l fF*(Ow) da JF(- w) da, (44)

1 (3.7 + i3.') x 10- 2.7 x 10"

10 (1.2 + 11.2) x 02 2.7 x 10- "' since 1.,2u-(p, 0. t)j"" is real, so that
100 (3.7 + 13.7) x 10-2  2.7 x 10-15
103  (1.2 + il.2) x 10-1 2.7 x 10 3 Fa  o I )(

0 (3.7 + i3.7) x 10" 2.7 x 10-l' ,F(co) dw 2 Re tF() do (45)

101.2+ 1 1.2 27 x 10 "0
306'  3.7 13.7 2.1 x 10""'
10 (2 +ii.2)7 x -r 0.7x ' = 2 Re (I + iXcos To- isinTco)

iO0 (4.0 + 3.5) x 10' 2.6 x 10 
" f

109 (2.0 + iO.7) x 102 1.6 x 10' • e- '='o 712 do (46)

p - ..6 m; c, - 80. a, - 3.5 S, m. 1, a, 0. 2 sd
=2 J[ COS Tme-4"-1'4W1,12 dW

where 0 indicates the order of the exponent in 0.
For the 0 magnitudes associated with the experi- + 2 sin Te-a "w' ' dco (47)

ment of section 2 (6 < 0.1. see Table 1), one is inter- Jo
ested in the terms of lowest order in (37). Also. noting The integrals in (47) are, using Gradshreyn and
that Ry'zhik [1980, equations 3.952.7 and 3.952.8],

e 1 10 0 3 f(9/4)

)- - + - - - + -+ O(2) + (38) e" 'cos T (o= (9 - - TI A')
2 2 2 2 2(A2/4)9 (

(31) may be written (48)
#oL3 t, r 2 -] and
/ [ ,,I A2.(I1

4no1  -. Lk, fw"2e - A i- sip To do

e - " 3e - ' do (39)

to leading order in 0. - M(-, . T1/A) (49)
The first term in (39) is 

2(A24)111, 4

A .where r is the gamma function and M is another

[E'2z(p, 0, t)] 1=oAc" 3'  instance of the confluent hypergeometric function de-
8np l fined in (34) and denoted as 1F, by Gradshteyn and

( (1 + tiel'- - (0 9 
2 Ryzhik [1980]. The right sides of (48) and (49) are.

dw (40) respectively,
v'w~o~i12.82 [

I )l 0A- , 2 A (p 6) -'F(a) -28 I I - 4.50(T/A)' + 4.87(T'/A)4
Sir ~ 4 ~ ~ liCTII 6  (9/4)N - T'/')" "

where -2"76(T/A) + ""+ (9/+ (50)
(1/2), N!

F(w) = (1 + iXcos Too - t sin Tw)e-42-""'o'2 (42) and

T (t - p/c) 36.39Te -( T/ I -

An upper bound on [E. t~(p, 0, t)]"' may be specified M L
in terms of a band of constant field amplitude since (- 5/4)dT/A 2 )" +

F(W) . d +O03 ITF(/) I) 6 (43) (3/2), N

I /1 + I- oIG/ow ,  where (a), is as in (34).

Within this band, [E'2)(p, 0, t)]' ), =o yields an upper For small T/A, the series in brackets in (50) and
bound on the amplitude of each of the oscillations of (51) converge after very few terms. For example,
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TABLE 2. Properties of Seres in Eq-jations (50) and (51)

Si= in Brakets in (50) Series in Brackets in (541)

(a)"(- TIA)2" (a_)_T/A)

N (b), N! S, N (b)R N! S,

1 -0.112 50 x 10, -0125 00 1 --0.208 33 0.791 67
2 0.30469 0.17969 2 0.260 42 x 10-" 0.79427
3 -0.431 64 x 10' 0.13652 3 0.46503 x 10-' 0.794 32
4 0.40466 x 10- 0.14057 4 0.113 03 x 10"' 0.79432
5 -0.281 02 x 10- 3 0.14029 5 0.282 57 x 10-1 0.79432
6 0.154 35 x 10- 0.140 30 6 0.679 26 x 10 '  ...

7 -0.699 6A x 10- ' 0.14030 7 0.153 64 x 10 0 ...
8 0.269 65 x 10' 0.14030 8 0.324 79 x 10 -

1
2  ...

9 -0.903 26 x 10- 9 ... 9 0.64104 x 10- "  ...

10 0.267 41 x 10- 1c ... 10 0.118 29 !0- "

11 -0.70904 x 10-  " 11 020455 x 10"-1
12 0.170 20 x 10" 3  12 0.332 39 x 10'
13 -0373 12 x 10-  13 0.0900 x 10- -"
14 0752 66 x 10" 14 0.736 55 10 -'

15 -0.!40 58 x 10" 8 15 0.10098 x !0- 14
16 0.24446 x 10-20 16 0.131 48 x I0 -

1
6

17 -039763 x 102 17 0.162 97 x 10-20
18 0.60749 x 10- '4 18 0.192 70 x 10-1 °

19 -087495 x 10- ' 6  19 0.21780 x 10" 2  -
20 0.119 18 x 10-27 0.i40 30 20 0.235 73 x 10- " ' 0.794 32

N - number if terms. SN - partial sum. (a)x and (b), in recuring terms arc defined as in (34) TiA -
±0.5

using T/A = ±0.5, the partial sums S,, to 5 decimal 72.78Te-I' I-.833(TIA)2 + 0.042(TA'
places for increasing numbers of terms are shown in + A11-0.8
Table 2. For intermediate and large T/A, the series
converges nicely when more of its terms are included. (-5/4) 1AT/A)
The relevant range in T = t - c/c for the measured + 0.00301T/A) 6 + ' + (32) + .. (52)

pulses of section 2 is -3.7 ns :5 T < 3.7 ns. The
negative retarded time occurs, since for p = 0 the and therefore
Gaussian waveform f(t) is centered on the origin at
t = 0 ns. The half-width A of the pulse is I ns; there-
fore (T/A)2  (±3.7)1. For T/A = + 3.7, the greatest [E (, 0, t), (i j,' c A [3.0 .
number of terms in (50) and (51) need to be included. \P ', C 791 LA7

/
2

For T/A = ± 3.7, the partial sums to 5 decimal

places for selected increasing terms in the two series + 'A917 Y2 (53)
are shown in Table 3. A

Coalescing (45)-(5 I), where the series terms in the first pair of brackets in

2F(c3) d[ - 4.YT/A)2  (52) are denoted by L, and those in the second are
..c L d-noted by Y2. The inequality sign in (53) refers

+ 4.87(T/A)' - 2.76(T/A) 6 + ... specifically to amplitudes of oscillation, comparing
successively each local maximum of the function on

(9/4)N- T/A)N + its left with the corresponding local maximum of the
(1/2), N! J function on its right.
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TABLE 3. Prop iboSerf imn Equations (50) and 5)

Series in Brackets in (50) Series in Brackets in (51,

(a)"(- T!/) "  
(a)dTIA)"'

N (b), N! S" N (b)., N! S"

1 -0.616 05 x !02 -0.60 05 x 10' 1 -0.114 08 x 10 -0.104 08 x 102
5 -0.138 37 x 10' -0.108 22 x 10' 5 0.39 14 x 102 0.291 14 x 10'

10 0.648 36 x 10' 0.;93 95 x 10' 10 0.286 79 Y 10' 0.15344 x 103
15 -0.167 84 x 10 -0.832 99 x 10' 15 0.120 55 x 1W2 0.253 14 x 103

20 0.700 62 x 10' 0.293 97 x 10' 20 0.38 57 x 10' 0.27507 x 103
25 -0.769 53 x 106 -0.279 71 x 10' 21 0.787 82 0.275 86 x 10'
30 0-294 80 x 10' 0.94532 x 10 22 0.430 32 0.276 29 x 103
35 -0.473 22 x 103 -0.135 77 x 10' 23 0.226 16 0.276 52 x 103
40 0.362 12 x 10' 0.94354 24 0. 14 53 C.276 63 x 103
42 0.42848 0.11065 25 0.55951 x 10' 0.27669 x 10'
44 0.459 70 x 10' 0.14591 x 10' 26 0.264 03 x 10' 0.276 71 x 10'
46 0449 21 x 10' 04540 x 10-' 27 0.120,49 x 10' 0.276 72 x 10'
48 0.401 49 x 10-3 0.359 18 x 10": 28 0.532 25 x 10' 0.276 73 x 10'
50 0.329 46 x 10-4 0.35085 x 10- ' 29 0.22784 x 10-2 027673 x 10'
52 0.24908 x 10"' 0.350 19 x 10-' 30 0.94595 x 10-3 0.27673 x 10'
54 0.174 06 x 10"' 0.350 14 x 10' 31 0.381 27 x 10'
56 0.112 76 x 10' 0350 14 x 10-2 32 0 149 31 x 10'
58 0.679 10 x 10"' 0.350 14 x 10' 33 0.%8 57 x 10'
60 0.381 18 x 10 20 '-- 34 0.21068 x 10'
62 011989 x 10"- , 0.350 14 x 10-2 35 0.76024 x 10' 027673 x 103

N - number of terms:S, - psrtial sum.(a), and(b), in recuimng terms are defined as In (34). T/A -
37

The second term in (39) is r(5'2)
- 2 M(-. (._/ T) A2) 258

[E2'(p. 0. A)' -

4n3' 
42.54 F

e d""'el-'2.1l(o* dw (54) A-T - 500(T,A)' + 5.83(T A) - 3.50(T A) 6 +
Idw (54)

10(C + z1,/W) (5/ 2 )N(- T'A2) 1 "1

+(55) +/2)J N! +59)

40 : : + Wrl1 Wr1  so that

where 
10.63 A

() = (cos Tw - £ sin Tw)e- "Aj
.'4 (56) nEW(p, 0. t)'3 2 -

3 
ZIA" (60)

with T as in (42). An upper bound on [E,(p, 0,)](2) hich leads to
may be specified in terms of a band of constant field w
amplitude, since E1,t(p. 0, ) = {[E22,)(p, 0, )]f" + [E2(p, 0, )J(2)}

• dco d i P(fwl dw (57) 112[,3{(0"9
2 .2o A9.m ri

+\ Z: E l,/ + 7-2
Within this band, [.(p, 0, )( 2 ; .,o yields an
upper bound on the amplitude of each of the oscil- 10.63 (61)
lations of [EVz (p, 0, t)]") . Using symmetry and asym- 7z -

metry properties of the integrand about the origin, where the series terms in square brackets in (59) are
the integral of (56) over all w is [Gradshievn and denoted by ad i t g e sRyzhk, 180, quaton 3952.]: dnote by -3.and the inequality sign applies as in
Ryzhik, 1980, equation 3.952.8]: (53). Note that the magnitude of (61) is proportional

2 fW40
-

A/ cos Toa dwo to significant inverse powers of A, the pulse half-
widtl1, Thus for a very narrow Gaussian pulse the

....... r .. . :. , -A"
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TABLE 4 Companof CL£t. 0. i - £','p, 0. :) + E't,. 0. t) Table 4), Ep, 0, t) has the nimallest relative correc-
Field Magnitudc- tion to EW.t,(p, 0, t), i.e., the smallest fraction or pro-

) portior of EWi,(p, 0, t) This correction becomes moreC . E 12 1 '1 p . . t k z ' p . . f i , E 2 ( p . O , r) , p o t i n o f

ns V m VIM VIm significant, L., a greater fraction or proportion of
E.,1 ')(p, 0, r), with increasing p in Table 4.

-- O 0m An alternative way of viewing the smallness of

-27 1.1 x 10 -0.6 x 10-" .0 X 10' E 22(p. 0, t) mentioned above is to note that the Fres-

-07 -1.3 X to-, 2.8 x 10' -0l.0 X0' nel integrals, and hence the wave number k, associ-
0.7 1.2 X 10 "

' -1. X to- .1 X o-" ated with the salt-water half-space, are barely felt by
1 7 -3.3 x 10 - 1  8i x to - , -2.5 x 10-1 the total E2,(p, 0, t) field for small p. Hence for the p
27 -3.6 x 0 ; - I X t0 -47 x 10 values of Table 4, the salt water may be interpreted

p Lo as highly but not perfectly reflective, so much so as
-27 9.6 x 10" -2.5 x 10' 7.1 x 10' to function essentially as a metal ground plane.
-17 14 x I0-- -1.5 x 10' 1.3 x 10- A more complete indication of the theoretical
-07 -3.2 x 10- 2 76 x 10"' -2.4 = 0or c" o ida of t toric

0 32 1to"  -3, x 10' 29 x0-2 E101 2:(p 0, ),E2(PO.t)andE2.(a'Ot)fields given by
S -78 x i0 "- 22 X i0"' -56 . l0 "' (29). (41), and (55) (numerically calculated) for a 0.20-
2' -7 5 X to-, -31 x 1o' -i X io-' m-incremented range in p is shown in Figures 6 and

- m 7. It is seen that each of the waveforms for p = 0.20
-2 7 3 X 0- - 1 2 25 z so-" m has great relative height; for the p values incrcas-
- I - 50 X I0-' -78,X 10' .2 10-' ing from p = 0.40 m. the waveforms undergo spread-
- -13 x i0-: 38 x 10-3 -92 X 10o- ing and deformation with a gradual decrease in am-

0- 13 Xi0-- - 16 x 10' 1 1 X 0o-
1 1 -3 x 10' 1 10 -24 x 10-3 plitude. The k, correction term (shown in broken line
2- -3 X tI-' - 15 10'- -46 x 1-. in Figure 6) undergoes a decrement with increasing p

although its relative contnbution to the total field
E'Y,. 0. 1, maximum amplitude scaled to I V m amplitude increases with increasing p.

In Figure 7 the total theoretical field E2C(p. 0. t) is
plotted in solid line and compared therein to experi-
mental data (broken line). Except in the immediate

Fresnel term becomes quite large. This result is con-
sistent with the analysis of a delta function (or nfi-
nitely narrow Gaussian) pulse using the general Som-
merfeld integrals (T. T. Wu and R. W. P. King, un- t4.
published manuscript, 1987), wherein it is demon- 0o1' 2

strated that for such a pulse the Fresnel term is the
only term o ... ',

1 0, ._ ... . -.

0 0'

4 DISCUSSION I
J 6,,. -. ,._

T he~2)p old 0,) o , \
The fields E"2(p , 0, t) given by (29), E , ) )L

given by (61) (upper bound), and their sum E2 (p, 0, 1; , 'El I) 1(p. 0,r E1,p,0 2
=E2:(p, 0, t)+ E2:(p, 0, t) (upper bound) are

sho-, n for three values of radial distance p in Table
4. The effect of the image source opposite S due to I /
the ground plane of Figure 2 is included in this cal- _4. .... I

culated field. The range of retarded times, - 2.7 ns <
t - p,'c 2,7 ns, is one for which the total field
E2:(p, 0, t) is of appreciable magnitude; outside this o--o 60 o C
range the total field falls to less than (1/1000)A,, I M
where A, is its maximum amplitude a: p = 0.20 m. It Fg. 6. Theoretical relative ampitudes of Eo(p. 0. ti and E''.'tp.

is seen that quite close to the source (p = 0.40 m in 0. t) versus i to 12 ns for eight successive p values
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+ ,correction for replacement of the ground plane by a

regiou of salt water involves Fresnel-integral terms
144" which may be represented using a confluent hyper-

,J geometric function M. The influence of imperfectly
conducting salt water with its associated complex

~I V wave numbers k, for the range of frequencies in a
. to-a broadband Gaussian pulse provides a resolvable cor-

d rection to the monopole field over metal even at dis-
tances p : 1.0 w. from the source (see Table 4). This

1a c6'  correction becomes more significant with increasing

radial distance.CL2 Except for a narrow region in the very close vicin-
ity of the vertical source monopole, the theoretical
prediction of monopole fields to p = 1.6 m is fol-
lowed closely by the experimental observations of the

I. ' %, w, ,.. fields (section 2).

itA'j:(ba I Ulf ItP

APPENDIX EVALUATION OF INTEGRALS

. . .. The integral 1, in (12) is
0 4C 6C 8 C ;00 ;2C

=i '1 4w (Al

Fig 7 Relative amplitudes of E,(p. 0. l versus t to 12 ns for j 4 dc (A)

eight successive p values
= [(cos T wa - sin TwW e" '

° 'a d4w (A21

radial vicinity of the source monopole, the agreement
between calculated and observed fields is quite good ith T E (i - p c) defined as a retarded time Using
(p = 0.40-1.6 m curves in Figure 7). As the rcceling symmetry and as)mmetry properties of the integrand
system R closely approaches the source monopole S about the origin, (A2) is given by
so that, for most of the single frequencies having sig- t-X
nificant amplitudes in the pulse, R is in the very near 11 = -2J (sin Fw)e- w- dw iA3)
field of S, complicated effects occur These effects J o

result in the deviation of calculated and observed Integratiig by parts,
fields for p -- 0.25 m. The curves for p = 0.20 m have
been included to show this deviation. 4 1 sin Twle -I 's

It is importan: to note that the theory developed 10 in
in the foregoing section 3 is quite general. Although
it has been shown to coincide closely with observed + T (cos Tw)e - '& dw
fields at radial distances attainable in an indoor ex- foJ
periment. its applicability extends to much greater p
values. Such values are associated with greater Som- (A4)

merfeld numerical distances iO, which in turn may be or
used to compute the E2 ,(p, 0, r) field when higher- 470
order terms in (36) and (37) are included i,= - Ail (A5)

5 CONCLUSIONS The integral 12 in (13) is elementary:

The theory of wave packets proposed in section 3 r.
yields a precise quantitative correction to the effect of d =) A6)

a metal ground plane underlying a pulsed short verti-
cal monopole (i.e., pulsed short vertical dipole in free This is given by the same integral as that on the right
space in the absence of a metal image plane). This side of (A4), so that [Gradshte)n and R):hik, 1980,
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equation 3.896.4] three integrations 1, 12 and 13. 'n this way the col

N2 A2 cos Tcu, term is eliminated in 1, the co" sin Tco terma
12 -2 J (cos Tw)e"'"' dw a e (A7) in) I.. Thus

The integral 13 in (14) is given by 14 -21 f(sin Tw)e-&iw/40)3 do) (A17)

Jt i13=
2
h4I dw (A8) 1, Zi/2Tf 16T3\ (l) A8

By using the principal value of (A8), the singularity at an
co = 0 does not interfere with the a.yrnmetry of the ad
integrand, so that Is 2 f,* (cos Tw)e-aJl"W2 do) (A 19)

13 = -21 (sin Tco)e aZ~co - dw (A9)

Defining the variables u = coA/2 and q =2T,'A. (A9) 13 4+ it 2(1)et~ (A20)
becomes 

A

13, -21 j -'snuq du WAO) Ackno~ledgments The author is grateful to John G Heacock
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while this project, to T T Wu for cOanfications in mathematical physics.
and to Margaret Owens for preparing anid checking the manu-

d13  f .script The author would also like to thank John M. Myers of the
-= -21 e - cos qu du 1, 71v e -q' (Al I I Har-ard Antenna Group for moral support and guidance.
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LATERAL ELECTROMAGNETIC SURFACE WAVES AND PULSES

Ronold W. P. King

Gordon McKay Laboratory, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138, U.S.A.

Abstract-The electromagnetic field generated by a vertical electric dipole on or near the
surface of the earth or in the earth is studied for both continuous-wave and pulse excitation.
The analytical foundation established by Sommerfeld and developed by many others is
reviewed and simple explicit new formulas are derived for the three components of the
electromagnetic field. Some of the interesting properties of the lateral waves and pulses-
which constitute the entire field along the surface-are shown in conjunction with important
applications to communications and geophysical exploration.

1. Introduction

Less than a decade after Heinrich Hertz, in a brilliant series of experiments, demonstrated
the existence and many of the properties of electromagnetic waves, Marconi introduced the
world to their most important application: long range wireless communication. But the
waves that propagate along the surface of the earth are not the same as those that travel in
free space. The boundary between two electrically quite different media like air and earth
(fresh water, salt water, rock, sand, ice) greatly alters the nature of the electromagnetic
waves traveling outward from an electric dipole located near the surfac,. This was shown
analytically by Sommerfeld in a series of papers and articles [1I-[33 that has served as the
foundation for related investigationE by many others up to the present time. The solution
obtained by Sommerfeld was for thf. Hertz potential for the two-half-space model of the
earth with an oscillating vertical electric dipole on the boundary as the source. The effccts
of the earth's curvature and reflection from the ionosphere-which further complicate the
actual propagation over the surface of the earth-are not included. The associated compo-
nents of the electric and magnetic field are determined by differentiation. A disadvantage
with this form of solution is the fact that the Hertz potential is represented by complex
ir Legral transforms that are difficult both to interp'ret physically and to app'y meaningfully.
Attempts to eliminate this important obstacle have been numerous and include especially
the work of Norton [4], [5] in representing the surface-wave term, and of Bafios [6] and Wait
and Campbell [71 in developing explicit approximate formulas for the components of the
electromagnetic field. These are quite simple but are limited to restricted, nonoverlapping
near-, intermediate-, and far-field ranges. This limitation was removed by King [81 who
derived a single set of simple formulas valid everywhere in the earth and on the boundary
when the dipole is also on the boundary in either region or at depth d in the earth, subject
only to the conditions:

Ik1 2 or IkI > 31k 21; and > Izl ; p2  d (1.1)

where

k= , + ia,, = W[io(e, + ia/w) 1 2 ; k2 = w(Io~o)1/2 = w/c (1.2)
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axe the wave numbers of the two half-spaces, earth (Region 1, z > 0) and air (Region 2,
z < 0). In (1.1), p is the radial distance from the source at (0, d) to the point of obscivation at
(p, z), as -hown in Fig. 1 for a dipole at depth d in the earth and with the point of observation
at the depth z in the earth. When d = z = 0, the dipole and point of observation are both
on the boundary.

The final generlization-to be carried out in this paper-is the derival ion of simple formulas
for the components of the electromagnetic field at any point z' = -z in the air when the
dipohe is at (0, -d) also in the air.

Image dipole

Region 2 (cir),

x ko. Se 2 : = o V "2  0

I~~ ~ ~~ / / / /TW !t, I 7 7I 7 i77 17 7 7Iil 7 7 7! 7 7- 7 T77-7 7 I7 TI-7
d z2

r, rz/P + (z +d) 2I

vertical IBO(p

Dpole i Region 1 (seu, loke, earth) -' EIp
k1 , , -71 I

Elz

Fig. 1. Vertical electric dipole at depth d in Region 1. Electromagnetic field calculated at
(p,z).

2. Electromagnetic Field in Air Due to a Vertical Electric Dipole at Height d in Air

The integrals of the three components B 2l,(p, z'), E 2 p(p, z'), and E2,, (p, z') of the electro-
magnetic field at (p, z') in the air (z' > 0) when the vertical dipole is at (0, -d) in the air
are readily obtained from analogous formulas in [8]. With z' = -z and ¢' = - they are:

.B:¢,pSAO -" Coei-12(Xlei=U'+d) ki -j= , A)- A
B2" =-! + , z= [A )i7ld)-, (2.1)

21r Jo 0 Y2

= J l04  S72 '-dl ai2 ('+d)
E2P(PI'J - L 2 2

+ kF1 Y2eN7 J'+d) J(A2)2dA; {0> d (2.2)
S<z' < d'I
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w11i0 j 00 [rel .Iz21Z fi-j2(x'+d) k2ci-12 (x'+d)1= - - 1 J 1 Ap)l , x,(E2,, k k J0 122 2~~ N +j, 23

where

JV - k 12 + k j; _yj = (.k,A )1/2 , j1, 2. (2.4)

The first two terms in (2.1)-(2.3) are, respectively, the direct field and the image field. Thus,
with

B 2 (p,Z') = B d (p,Z') + .,(pz') + E (p, z') + B(p,z), (2.5)

the direct-field components are

20ipz) 0 f i 2 I t Id 1kr (ik 2  1(2.7)47r JO 1 (Ap47r vr Jr 2

d- - 00 j ,' -T \ z' > dE2,-(PIZ') 1diA-( peAI dA;47rk2 J 0 < z' < d

W_ 0i ik 2 3k2 ViU t9-4 J 1 2 r (z'-d), (2.8)

d= p , WAo 00 C, 12 -dj jo(AP)A d3
WjI0 [,0(p ~rz')d
410 47(k)AdA

where ri = [p. + (z'- d)]/ 2 . The image fields are

= - 0 J1 (Ap)A dA _ e - - 2 / (2.10)

4r r q2r r r r r

io(P, z') =- 10 e i'(z+d)J1(A)A)2 dA

2 K1

where r, [p' + (z'-+ d)21]/2 . The imago e field re sso heltrlwvepr n

B1rcto 6 o theZ imag (Aeld Aviz.,A ' 2.0

4r 10 '2 2 (L2)

2p'~r ((..2 -2k C dA2.1
4rk2  0 7

~.?±~kr z~\1k k j47rk~ r2 r r~ I 7r 2  4P ' (.2

whereWA ikr =k [p k2 Z, + d)/.Ters ftefed 2nsist of the laea-wv0 arn

correction to the image field, viz.,
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ELp ) + BE (p1z') =:pok?10 ci'e (+d) J1 {p) d, (2.13)$10~k, e ~ .ApA2 dA, (.4

2, ,k [ ef72(z'+d J p) 3 d. (2.1)

These integrl can be evaluatedai use is made of th.e inequait lk112 >' Ik !. With this
condition, the first term in N = k 2y+ k "h is the ]arger one. Let

S (1 1 1) 2 C 222N- NI--k =( - p)., (2.16)

The first part of the integrals is the correction for tbe reflected £eld. I. is given by (2.13)-
(2.15) with No substituaed for N. The integrals o obtained ale the same as (2. 0)-(2.12).

Thus,

condtion th firs temin N =k2 2J 0 _ is th are kne e

2N =.y2  2,r 2 2 r/2.

' o  1=k(2.B ( /1' =O .o ?z'+d)J,(AP)A 2 d(
f - '1 2  3k 32')' /'+d

Ec e'-y~~oo2(S'+d),(P(,Z) ,d

-Jo(Ap)A s dA

2'~ 2rk2J Y

s,(L 2  3k2  i p '+d)
= A' Ctk2!2 r2 -2 V3 ~ (2 2  (2.19)2rk .2)~ 11

22 [k 2 J \2AP~}

In the second part of each integral, the factor 11N is replaced by

1 1 _ 1 1= (2.20)
N 0  k 2 2+ k2,jk ~ 2

Specifically, the lateral-wave terms are

BL,(p,z') = __ ,o 001-2-'dJ(o) A

. 20pz ( - 1d)e (2.21)
2?r J7\ To-~,('dJ(PA

E2',(PI Z') - 7rk2 f ( 1 -- 1i )Y 2ei-Y2(z+d)J 1(Ap)A 2 dA, (2.22)

2rk 2Joo(N No

These integrals are readily evaluated with some manipulation and standard formulas. The
results are
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B,(p~zk) = 2 ' (2.24)

go k-P "~ ) "i
K2 P

z~ O~Ptk(z+d/2{l/-1 -2,3

E f - (, C[- :('/2p (2.26)
- 2 (;r) /2

where

Pd = (R - Z' + D)2/R; / = /2k2, Zf = k"2" IZ! D kd/2k,, (2.27)

and
f o eii

7 (pd) = , dt = Id( + i) - C2(Pd) - iS2 (P:), (2.28)

where C2(P) -- iS2(Pd) is the Fresnei integral. The complete field in Region 2 is the sum

of the direct, reflected, correction and lateral-wave parts as defined in (2.5). Note that the

sum of the reflected and correcion terms is simply the reflected field with reversed sign.

This corresponds to a codirectional istead of oppos;teiy directed image. The complete field
is:

-L --7-r ,,2 1 ,, k2r I

B 201 (PI Z) - 2 - ( -r22,

- 2,-3eik2("+) /2k k ) 1/2 7 d , Pd)] (2.29)

C _ J 2 )z' d+f d (k 2 3
+ -() ) - -I

2 XW 2 2 k2 ;;i

+ -d)-/.'.. r[ i , 1/2 -i 'j

w k2 _ ikp (z'+/' [k, 1 (% + 1/2/Pd)l. (2.30)
[p p 2  k, k2 pj

perfect conuct r, [(i c nk2 I- do )2 (ha the 3u-fcwv 3e ' ih z i h

E2( (Pf Z - -

27rk 2  1 1~ ~2 1 1 1 k 2 , 1

eik 2 12 rtik2  1 i / z+d) \'( ik, 3 Vi
1k2 r. r2 k2r2) 1. r2 7 22 .1

- C ik~peik2(z'+d)2 /2p 2. (i - jpdy.(pd (2.31)

where r, j p2 + (z' - d) 2 1,1/2 , r2 = [p2 + (Z' +- d)^1] 1/2 . Note that when Region 1 is a
perfect conductor, or, - o and k, --+ co, so that the surface-wave terms with k, in the

denominator vanish and the entire field is given by the direct and image terms.

.. . .. .,,, €,. .. . .. .... .. .... ,.,,, ,.. ... , .. , .. ... ,-,,,.,.-.,'-". °.: . - - ...
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The field on the boundary where z' = 0 is:

B 2 of PI0) k" -T~ I

-2 ik-.d2 .2p L-2) (2.32)k1 \ kP j

E2~(,0).~.2e~ ~.1/2

- p I 0) 12-0 dk 2  I k- 2  e-iPoY(P ) , (2.33)

2r k I- + / 2 /i. 3 3 Ti
I L P P . kP

2%k I \ dd 2 3 U -kr

the many investigations in the period from Sommerfld to Norton. This field is completely

and ac:curately given by (2.29)-.(2.31) with d = 0. It is usually convenient in the spherical
coordinates to, e, €. With the formuzas E2r(ro, e) = E 2p(p,zj)sin ® + E2 . '(P, z'cos 0,
£2 0e(ro, 9) = E2p(p z') cos e - E 2=,(p, z') sin 0, and B2t (to, 9) = B2€, (p, z'), together

with sin -0 = p/r 0 and cos 0 = z'/r0 , the components of the field are:

ho s F r2 ki,- r2 r 2

32Q(ro, 0) = - ) (i,'

- z ik2peik2 d2 /2p - ( ) -1P, (2.34)

2irk" {cosk 1 2ek2
o

- cikpi,' 2 /2P k e-,P. (Pz)]

-2-sin i'/ 2r -rk - -

wherk rd 2 1.9 + d 1/22ndP0= R p7-

-oit ,CWth'/E (- p) ') k= 2 (P') s (n]) (2.3

B2eC'(ro, G) Lin f e'-k 2 r(i NZ, .

21/ .1(
/i2 p 2 'T /2Pk Ci-j) , (2.35)z~

2 1 [p 2 k k
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where P, = (R + Z') 2/R. At the boundary where Z' = 0 and E) 7r/2, these formulas
reduce to:

-- B2.Cro, /2) = E 2,(ro,wi2) = "2'k2f(k2 pki)' (2.38)

E29(ro,7r/2) = °ei;Pg(kp, k), (2.39)
2rk2

where

g(k 2p, kj) = f(k 2p, k1 ) - 2=. - 1 - T _ (-.71(/), (2.40)
k2 ,j p p 2  '7 k kp Ick 2 P/

and R? - k~p/2k . Note that at sufficient distance where

k2P _> 8Ik~I/k2 or IRI _ 4, (2.41)

the Fresnel-integral term becomes

2k. k2 (2.42)

so that

g(kp,kj) - f(k 2p, kj)= 12 (k 1)~ k (2-43)

Evidently, the Fresnel-integral term cancels the ik2/p term and leaves the term -k 2/kp 2 .
The entire far field along the boundary is given by (2.38) and (2.39) with g(k 2p,k l ) and
f(k 2 p,k 1 ) replaced by -k2/kp 2 . That is,

r • wji~k eik p

2 (ro,7r/2) = -k E';.(,o,7r/2) = E'e(ro,7I2) = (2.44)T2 k2  21rk 2 P

The large-argument approximation of the Fresnel-integral terms in (2.35)-(2.37) can also
be used. This is

T- k, kk) k, T p (27rP,)/ +i 2P (2.45)

when IPI 2! 4. With P, (R + Z') 2 /R, this becomes

k.4[ R i ]k2 ik2

2k 2] +i- YJ'2k 23 (2.46)
k2 ~ ~ ( k 2(1+ '-

2 ~ kp

k -- b.+ ')2P 2P
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In spherical coordinates with p = ro sin E and z' = ro cos E),

k1 [ T 0 (,l=cL2 sinS ik2  (2.47)

. ko 2 sine + cose ro isine +cose

Also,

eik2(e~z'2 /2 ) -" eik~ro¢ (e), (2.48)

where 0(0) = !(sin e + csc E). Note that when e =7/2,

T(r r/2)- o = p, (2.49)

k~ro ro

¢(7r/2) = 1; e koO(-/2) = ik,ro; ro=p. (2.50)

With these formulas the far-field expressions for the electromagnetic field of a unit vertical
dipole on the surface of Region 2 are

B 20 (ro, O) = -L- 2 e k :
ro sin e - T(ro, 0)e i k2roo(e) (2.5I)21r I ro

E, (r., 0) E= 2k 2 cos E) T(ro, e)etk 2roo(e)

sinG eik 2r() ik -T(ro, e)]}t (.2
wjrk2 f. [/ 2 ~kt

sin0 E) -ivo~e .11 [ Gk 2 -ro 0)] (.2

- sin ® e k i' ¢ °  ro sin 0 :.

E219 (r°, e)=- kw/'4° s in 0 Lk ei k- 0
' '  - T (r ° 'L ro) eik2'00(°>

-cos e cik2roo(o ) k2 [ ik2  - T(ro, E)]}. (2.53)

ki ro sin 0

These expressions give the complete far field of the unit vertical dipole.

Graphs of the magnitude of E 2e(ro, e) for a unit vertical dipole as calculated from (2.37)
are shown in Fig. 2 for four different Regions 1. These are (a) salt water with a1 = 4 S/m,
flr = 80; (b) wet earth with a, = 0.4 S/m, elr = 12; (c) dry earth witili ai = 0.04 S/m,
c, = 8; and (d) lake water with ai = 0.004 S/m, el, = 80. The frequency is f = 10
MHz and the radial distance is ro = 500 km. The oscillations in the field patterns are due
to interference between the direct field and that reflected from the imperfectly conducting
Region 1. The oscillations decrease in amplitude with increasing a1; they disappear when
Region 1 is a perfect conductor with a, = oC. The magnitude of E 2e (ro , 7r/2) is due entirely
to the lateral wave. The numerical values of the first maximum and of the field with 0 = 7r/2
are given on the diagrams. The loci of the minima are shown together in Fig. 3. These
constitute the effective far-field patterns.
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,O)ao=4.0 S/rn, ci=8

J E2e(rO,G)Ivw=2.70% I075V/rn

IEe(r,1r/2W J.73x106 V/rn
t ~e= -r/2

I_ IE2e(r., 2)1= 173~ x ]( 7 V/rn
8=7r/2

(Ccr, 0.04 S/rn, fl :8

7 ~ iE.e(rO,@)ImO-x
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IE2 e(r0,lr/2)1= 1.7407.0-8 V/rn

(d) o-I 0.004 S/rn, eir 80

3.68 x 10-5V/m

1E2e (ro, r'/2)1 1.95 x 10.8 V/rn ED=r/2

Fig. 2. Field pattern of IE2e(ro,O)I for vertical dipole on boundary between air and (a)
sea water, (b) wet earth, (c) dry earth, and (d) lake water. Frequency f = 10 MHz,
radial distance ro = 500 km.
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Fig. 3. Far-field pattern of vertical dipole on boundary between air and (a) sea water
(a. = 4 S/rn, (I, = 80), (b) wet earth (oj = 0.4 S/rn, el, = 12), and (c) dry earth

(l= 0.04 S/rn, cl, = 8). (Loci of minima of oscillations in. Fig. 2a-c.)

ED 0

(a) a-, 4.S/m, el, 80

I E2r (r, 7/2)1 =2.04 x P08 V/rn 8 :7/2

(b)o a,04S/m, t . :12

_________________ .44.x10 9V/rn 8= 7/2

(c) a) :0.04 S/m, f :r=8

(d ) a- 0.004 S/rn, fir =8 0

2.18 x IT 9 V/rn = /

Fig. 4. Field pattern of IE27(ro~e)t for vertical dipole on boundary between air and (a)
sea water, (b) wet earth, (c), dry earth, and (d) lake water. Frequency f = 10
MHz, radial distance ro = 500 km.
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Graphs of the magnitude of E 2r(ro, () are shown in Fig. 4 for the same four different
Regions 1. The scales for the four regions are adjusted so that the lateral-wave values at
e = 7r/2 are equal. The actual numerical values are given on the graphs. For convenient
comparison, the magnitudes of E2e(ro, ) maximum, E20 (ro,7r/2), and E2,(ro,7r/2) are
listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Relative Magnitudes of E 2e(ro, E) and E27 (ro, E)

a1 S/m f J E2 (ro,9)).a V/m E2 9(ro, r/2) V/m E2 ro,2T/2) V/m

4.0 80 2.70 x 10-  1.73 x 10- " 2.04 x 10-8

0.4 12 3.08 X 10- ' 1.73 x 10- 7  6.44 x 10- 9

0.04 8 3.78 x 10- 5  1.74 x 10- ' 2.05 x 10- 9

0.004 80 3.68 x 10- ' 1.95 x 10-8 2.18 x 10-

3. Communication with Submarines
The field at radial distances p and depth z in the ocean (Region 1, z > 0) due to a vertical

d'pole it the air on the surface if the earth or sea is of importance in communicating with
submerged submarines. For this purpose the radial component of the electric field is most
useful. It is given by (2.30) with z' = d = 0 multiplied by exp(iklz), viz.,

E(p,z) = e (k ), (3.1)

where f(k 2p, k) is defined in (2.40). Since the far-field form of the Fresnel integral given by
(2.42) applies when R > 4 and since with it Elp(p, z) decreases as 1/p 2 , it is advantageous
to select a frequency for which the desired range of p is in the intermediate zone in which
the Fresnel-integral term is small and the 1/p term in f(k 2 p, k,) dominates. This occurs
when

2 1/ < 10 ik 21. (3.2)

The quantity 20 log 0 IElp(p,z)I in this range with p = 5,000 km is shown i Fig. 5. For
each depth in the ocean there is an optimum frequency for a maximum received signal. This
decreases as the depth increases. In the frequency range from 20 to 30 kHz-used by the
U.S. Navy transmitter at Cutler, Maine--the optimum depth is seen to be in the range from
z = *0 m to z = 20 m. As the depth increases further, the magnitude of the electric field
decreases very rapidly. In order to communicate with submarines at greater depths, lower
frequencies must be used. This is not practical using vertical dipoles.

4. Vertical Dipole in the Sea; Conductivity of the Earth's Crust

An interesting application of the vertical dipole near a boundary and the lateral waves it
generates is to the measurement of the conductivity of the oceanic crust (Region 2, z < 0).
For this purpose the dipole is located in the sea (Region 1, z _> 0) at a small height d above
the 3ea floor or it is extended from this all the way to the surface of the sea [9;. Measurements
are made on or at a small height z above the sea floor. The preferred quantitY to be measured
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Field at surfaceIFZ2

Q. ?So 180 127

0 - -0-- locus of maXIMa
0

P 5,000 k, cr:=3.5 S/rn, Eir 80 Z(m)10 80 60

-600 0.01 0.1 1 10 100

Frequency in kHz

Fig. 5. Radial electric field at depth z and p = 5,000 1-m due to vertical electric dipole in
air o~n surface of sea water as function. of frequency with z as parameter.

is the magnetic field at very low frequencies. This is given by an integral similar to (2.1).
It has the following integrated form:

.B1 (P, Z) = B '0(p, z) + Bl 0(p, z) + B ' (p, z), (4.1)

with

B(P, Z) = - YOikiri ia 1 ' (4.2)
jr r r r/

.Blo(p,z) =-L ic , k ~ -J.. - 2 , 4347- r2 r2)' ) (423

Bf0(p, z) = - s 2 ek+deik2Pf (k2p, k 1) (4.4)

where r, = IP2 + (z -d)1 1 12 , r2 = [p2 +(z +d) 2] 1/2 , and fr(k 2p,k 1 ) is defined in (2.40). The
direct field of the dipole is given by (4.2), the field of the image dipole is given by (4.3), and
the lateral wave by (4.4). Note that when the source dipole is in the denser Region 1 and
the point of observation is on the boundary surface z = 0, the image field is the negative of
the direct field, so that the lateral-wave field BL (p, 0) is the entire field.

In practice, measurements are made at extremely low frequencies and within relatively
small radial distances where the Fresnel-integral term is negligibly small and the significant
magnetic field is

27a K P - 2) (4.5)

ITo~ "_
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The application of this formula 110] to actual measurements made on the sea floor [9] is
illustrated in Fig. 6. The dipole extended from the surface to the floor of the sea-a
distance of 640 m. The sea floor consisted of a layer of sediment 600 m thick over rock. The
conductivity of the sea water was known to be 2.85 S/m; the conductivities of the sediment,
a2 = 0.4 S/m, and the rock, a3 = 0.01 S/m, were determined by fitting the theory to the
measured points.

+ Measured by
Edwards et ol at
numbered locations

2 3

4

1 2
E .1

0 -2
> 14+

144 7K

0 ~15 \

4. 10
MT 169

-4  Theory
- Lateral-wove field\

--- Lateral-wove field '
plus field reflected

10 from1 rock

0.1 0.2 0.5 1 2 5 10
p in km

Fig. 6. Magnetic field measured by Edwards et al. [91 and field calculated from lateral-
wave formula 110]; dashed curve includes correction for reflection from rock layer
below. f = 0.125 liz; a, = 2.85 S/m, 02 = 0.4 S/M, a3 = 0.01 S/m; .D, = 640 m,
D2 = 600 m.
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5. Lateral Electromagnetic Pulses-Delta Function

The theory and applications described up to this point apply to the electromagnetic field
generated by a vertical electric dipole near or on the air-earth boundary when excited by a
periodic oscillation of current at any single frequency. Specifically, I(t)h, = Re I(O)hriW.-

with I(O)h, = 1 Am. It is of interest and of practical importance to examine the electromag-
netic field especially along the air-earth boundary under transient instead of continuous-waN e
conditions. This is conveniently carried out by exciting the dipole with a single current pulse.
Useful and analytically tractable pulses are the delta-function and the Gaussian defined with
T(t)ht = I(O)hj(t), 1(O)h, = 1 Am where, for the delta-function,

f(t) = b(t) = - J e-Wt d, (5.1)

and, for the Gaussian normalized to reduce to the delta-function when its width 2t1 -+ 0,

(t) = C'I/t/F . (5.2)

The Fourier transforms of the two funcd.ions are

O = (t)e- " dt  = 1; ) O t 1 y dt = -_2t /4 (

The spectrum of the delta function includes all frequencies to the very highest, the spectrum
of the Gaussian cuts off frequencies above w - 2/tj.

The essential characteristics of the field along the boundary z = 0 are studied here with
the vertical dipole source on the boundary in the earth and only for those parts of the
earth's surface which are good dielectrics, e.g., lake water and dry rock. With a1 - 0,1/2
k1 = w(lzocj) 1/ 2 = c,, w/c. Let the relative permittivity of the earth be cl, = " Under
these conditions the frequency-dependent components of the field arc:

B2 (p,,)= Ao ei2"fp'), (5.4)27r(!:2

E go 
/ 2 P'I

E2p(p',W) = o i f(p,) 12 (5.5)

E 2 .('(W) =2Vt-- eiwPt [f(P')- 13], (5.6)

where P' = p/c and

:W 1 ,3/2 _) /
-(') = p_(_ p w3 12( 'iP7(p), (..7)

P I P'12  VP

with

P C t 00 - it
.r - pt ; &; p '/2 . (5.8)

(P 2 J o V 2,r i~~f i , 58
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The real time-dependent field with delta-function excitation is

E2. (p', t) = R1 e CiE2 - :(P " ) d. (5.g)

The expressions for B 20(p',w) and E2p(p'1W) are similar. With (5.6), this becomes

0 [Il 12 -"L 141
.E2=(2'r ) = p'- _ p'2  p,3  vqp'/ (j0

The four integrals with their integrated values are:

11  Re - CW A10 -- {e -w(~') dw = -6'(t - p), (5.11)

12 = Re -'j -') dw = ,(t - p'), (5.2)

13 = Re-. - - (t- ) d = U(t - p'), (5.13)?r W(,

14 = -Re 0 L3/2- .1(1 + i) - wd-J dw, (5.14)
J4 J'(t- p') e(t- p') 3 -( p,+ ,/)_'/kL - ,). (5 15)
r 7E 1P,/ +47 + - -- " ( 15

In (5.13)-(5.15), U(z) = 0 for x < 0; U(x) = 1 for x > 0 is the Heaviside or step function.
When (5.11)-(5.15) are substituted in (5.10) with p' = p/c, the result is

C___ 1 0; -52t < P/C
E2o(ppt) 27rc0 ocp2 b -p/c) - 2nep 3  1 -32 2E ( - + ] 2; t > P/c "

(5.16)

(The corresponding formula for the Hertz potential was obtained by van der Pol [111.) The
associated expressions for the other components are:

B3(~t CC ) /)- (QC 0; +1]-/;t < p/C '
2rp2 6(t-2pc)- 1 2 c ) + i > / (5.17)

E2p,(P,t) = B20(,,t). (5.8)

(Note that the second exponentia) term in (5.5) contributes nothing to E2p(p, t) because
the real part of the associated integral is zero.) It is interesting to note that the Fresnel-
integral term in 14 contributes the term 6'(t - p')/p', which exactly cancels the 1 term,
and the term c6(t-p') 1p'2 which combines with the 12 term. This corresponds exactly to the
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steady-state behavior in the fa, ield where the Fresnel-integral term cancels the 1/p term
and zdds the dominant part of the 1/p2 term-which thus becomes the far field. Evidently,
the high-frequency content of the delta-function spectrum dominates so that the field at all
distances has the properties of t.he far aeld.

Since the expressions (5.16)-(5.18) are Fourier transforms of approximate steady-state for-
mulas which are derived subject to the inequalities (1.1), they are necessarily also approx-
imate. Fortunately, (5.16) and (5.17) can be compared with exact expressions obtained
from the Fourier transforms of the integrals [12]. This shows that the omission of terms
smaller than k2/k 2 -=C- is responsible for the nonappearance in (5.16) and (5.17) of a sec-
ond delta-function term, 6(t - pe1!2 / c). which has an amplitude factor that is significantly
smaller even than c' times the amplitude factor of 6(t - p/c). Except for a delta function
with its infinite amplitude, the omission of a second very much smaller pulse that arrives at
t = pdI!2/c would usually be of negligible importance. The exact solution also shows that
the condition p/c < t, which appears in (5.16) and (5.17), should be p/c < t < pel/ 2 /c and
that, for pl1/2/c < t, E 2,(p,t) = -1/2rcocp 3 and B2,(,t) = 0-the static values due to
the charges left on the ends of the dipole by the current pulse.

6. Lateral Electromagnetic Pulses-Gaussian Function

When a Gaussian pulse (Fig. 7) excites the vertical dipole, E 2,(p', t) is again given by (5.10)
but the four integrals now have the forms:

1 1 w 00 t 1/4~wt' 2r' r12
A1 = Re - w t2/

1 e - i-t ( t -  d C (6.1)

12 2,r J~ -'i e ' JrI2
2= Re - 1 / 4 e- "'(t - P') dw - ( e-f, (6.2)

27 -0 712 1
13 = Re e1l J w2ct_2 ?/4 e-f(t-p ) dp/ 2 1 (1 + erf (6.4)

0T0 - 2

t in nanoseconds

Fig. 7. Gaussian pulse with unit amplitude and half-width t = 1 nanosecond.
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where r' = (t-p')/t . With the parabolic cylinder functions V((;,z), V(-1,z) and U(O,z).
U(-1, x) in Abramowitz and Stegun [131, the following approximate result for 14 is obtained

[14]:

T ( )~\8 V0+2.40V -1, j; ,
tl2t ti / t

14 _______ {F7 C-post' -o T) 2  o u J T T

(6.5)

where T t-p'+p'/2c- With these four integrals and the introductiun of the dimensionless
parameters V = Ttj and p1 = p'/tl = p/et],

1 7'-1/2 [ 2r' 1 r12 V 12E2,(p,t) = 2,o jt { --- J +  + 23 (erfT'+iE~x(Pt)- + ker r + 1)I ( ,[ P, P1

- /2 1.87 V(0,-4T"' - 2.64T'V V-,V "T'); T ">
+ v'f- [o.s u(, -v2T')+2.90T'U(-1,-viT'); T' <Oj J

The associated time-dependent formulas for the other two components of the field are:

o = 0 -1/2 2r' + 1 _12.B2¢(p,t) = b-~ {.dT 1
27rcc 3ta I , +- -! 7

C-T1
2

/2 1.87V(O,,/2T') - 2.64T'V(-l,v/'T'); T' > 0
+ VP 1.05 U(0,-v/iT') +2.90T'U(-1,-v/2T'); T' < 0 (6.7)

E (pt) = C B20 (P, 0 (6.8)

A graphical representation of the expression in braces in (6.6) is shown in Fig. 8 when
the exciting Gaussian pulse has a half-width tj = 1 nanosecond and c = 80. Note that
cti = 0.3 m, so that the actual radial distance is p = p1 t = 0.3pl. The several curves
in Fig. 8 show the vertical electric field as a function of the time at five radial distances
ranging from p = 0.45 m to p = 1.5 m. Similar graphs with a different amplitude scale are in
Fig. 9 at p = 4.8 m and p = 7.5 m. The shape of the pulse at any given radial distance p is
dotermined by the relative contributions by the four terms in (6.6) with their very different
dependences on both the radial distance and the time.

The thi-d term represents the rapid increase in the vertical electric field as the pulse passes
to leave the final electrostatic field of the charged infinitesimal dipole. This field decreases
ripidly as 1/p3 with distance. The second term is a true Gaussian pulse like that in Fig. 7.
It travels with the velocity of light and its amplitude decreases with distance as 1/p2.The
first term, the derivative of the Gaussian pulse, travels with the Gaussian. It decreases as
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01, -IF=

I; ro. p1.2m
-2-

0~

Pr 2
-2- pl=:O.06m

NII

PI: 1.5
p =0.45m

t in nanoseconds or t/t,

Fig. 8. Vertical electric field on the boundary in air due to a vertical electric dipole on the
boundlary in a perfect dielectric with relative permittivity C = 80. The dipole is
excited by a unit Gaussian pulse with t, 1 nanosecond.
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t in nanoseconds or t!!

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

Opit 2rZ2 ' 6

S / p -7.5m

LU p =4.8 i

-AL _ -
i3 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

t in nanoseconds or t/t 1

Fig. 9. Like Fig. 8 but for larger values of radial distance p.

1/p so that it persists for much greater distances than the 1/p2 term. Unlike the field with
the delta-function pulse or the steady-state field, the fourth term due to the Fresnel inte6ral
does uot completely cancel the 11p term. Its behavior is similar to a negative derivative of
the Gaussian pulse. It cancels only a part of the first integral. The amplitudes of the first
and fourth terms are approximately equal when p - 4.8 m; the fourth term dominates when
p is as large as 7.5 m, as shown in Fig. 9.

Just as for the delta-function pulse, it is to be expected that the omission of terms smaller
than kl/k = c- 1 in the steady-state formulas has caused the nonappearance of a second
Gaussian pulse at time t = p0/ 2/c which has a very small amplitude factor compared to
the pulse at t = p/c and is, therefore, generally unimportant. It may also be presum !d that
the transient terms for T' > 0 arc in some manner limited by

p1/2e < T' < p1 [E 2 - 1 + (2e)-'],

so that, as r' = (t - p')/t 1 -4 oo and with p1 p/ct and erfco = 1,

1 11 1
I I -~ (erf r' + 1) - -- -B~ t 1*0E2, (P, t) --"--' 2 .~o ¢3t4 3p tr -- i)*23.3; .B2 (p,t ) -,-.. 0,

which is the static field maintained by the charges left at the ends of the dipole by the current
pulse. Because the Gaussian pulse has no sharp cutoff, the accurate formulation must await
the evaluation of exact time-depenknt formulas for the Gaussian pulse corrsponding to
those determined for the delta-function pulse [121. Note, however, that the ranges shown in
Figs. 8 and 9 are for times before the possible arrival of the second pulse at t = pcl/'/c.

Since with the Gaussian pulse the 11p term is not completely cancelled by the Fresnel-
integral term (as it is with the delta-function pulse and in the far field for the steady
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state), it may be presumed that the Gaussian pulse decreases more slowly in amphitude
w.th increasing radial distances than the steady-state field. The degree of cancellation of
the I/p term must increase as the pulse width 2t, is made smaller, dec.rease as ;t is made
larger. That is, the greater the low-frequency content of the Gaussian pulse. th slower is
its decrease in amplitude at large radial distances.

7. Conclusion

Beginning ,,ith the predictions of Maxwell's theory, Hertz demonstrated many of the proper-
ties of electromagnetic waves in free space. These were then applied by Marconi to practical
wireless communication. In the same spirit this paper begins with formulas derived from
Maxwell's equation., determines many of the properties of lateral electromagnetic waves
and pulses, and makes specific applications to subsurface communication and geophysical
exploration. As with the pioneer work of Hertz, it leaves many questions unanswered as
continuing challenges for new and imaginative research.
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ABSTRACT

Approximate, quite simple formulas are derived for the transient field genemated by

a vertical electric dipole on the boundary between two dielectric half-spaces when the

permittivity of one of these is much greater thau that of the other. The three components

of the field are determined for both delta-function and Gaussian-pulse excitation. The

field of the former is compared with the corresponding exact expressions with generally

good agreement and some interesting, readily explained differences.

Keywords: Vertical electric dipole, Dielectric half-spaces, Transient excitation,

Delta-function pulse, Gaussian pulse, Approximate formulas,

Electromagnetic field.
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1. Introduction

Lateral electromagnetic waves generated by a vertical electric dipole near the plane

boundary between two electrically different media like air and earth have been the subject

of investigation for many years beginning with the work of Sommerfeld. This is summarized

in a new approach which provides quite accurate approximate formulas in simple form.1

The related subject of lateral electromagnetic pulses has been summarized and treated

rigorously by Wu and King' for delta-function excitation when the two half-spaces are

perfect dielectrics and both the dipole and the point of observation are on the boundary.

In this paper the investigation of lateral pulses is extended to Gaussian pulse excitation.

The steady-state properties of lateral electromagnetic waves that travel along the

boundary between electrically different half-spaces when generated by a vertical electric

dipole have been determined in quite simple and accurate form.' The two half-spaces are

Region 1 (z > 0, wave number k, = i1 + ial = w[AO(c, +ial/w)]1/ 2 ) and Region 2 (z < 0,

wave number k2 = f 2 + ia 2 = W[11 0 ('2 + iu2 / )]1/ 2 ). When the inequalities

1k, 12 > 91k 212; Iklp > 31k 2pI _> 3, (1)

are satisfied, the exact integral representations of the field on the boundary, z = 0, are

well approximated by the following formulas. The unit vertical electric dipole is on the

boundary in Region 1, as shown in Fig. 1 when d = 0. The unit electric dipole moment is

I(O)h e = 1 Am, where 1(0) is the current at the center of the dipole and he is its effective

length.

B1 0(pO) = B20(p,0) 2k-- - jN (AP)A2dA, (2a)

o f(k
2 .k2 P, k)eik P, (2b)

Ep(p, 0) = E 2 p(p,0) = Y2N-'Ji(AP)A dA, (3a)

27r 3 f(IcP~ ek# p
WIrO Lf (k2p, k1) e k2p 2- -1, (3b)

21rk p
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k 2 WIAO fCO 0 A~xd,(akE1 ,,(pO) = E2.(p,O) = -- 'Jo(Ap)A3 dA, (4a)
2k2 fk2

2rk2 9(k 2pkl)e k2P (4b)

where

2V =k + Ak,1; li = (kj2 _ A2)1/2, 1 ,,(5

and

i ik 2  1 i k3 1/2 i
g(k 2Pk I) = f(k 2p, k) - j- - p- -7jpS I ctI - (p). (6)

Here

p = k 3p/2k2; 7'(p) = (i + i) - f t dt. (7)

At values of the argument that satisfy the inequality

Ip] > 4 or Ik2pI _> 81kIk 21, (8)

the Fresnel integral .7(p) effectively cancels both the exponential factor and the square root

preceding it in (6) and the remaining expression includes the term -ik 2/p which exactly

cancels the term ik2/p in (6). The result is

f(k 2 P'kI) - g(k2pkl) -- 2 +  .- i (9)

k2P

In the steady state, the far field decreases along the boundary as 1/p 2 instead of as 1/r as

in directions away from the boundary or in free space.

When the unit dipole is moved across the boundary from d = 0 in Region 1 to d = 0

in Region 2, the field is given by (2a,b) through (4a,b) multiplied by k 2/kIk.

When the two regions are dielectrics with negligible conductivity (e.g., air and lake

water, or air and dry rock), al - O2 - 0 so that

kj = W(oE)1 12 = (w/c) 1/2, j = 1, 2. (10)

4
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Without loss in generality, let f2r = 1, el, =  , so that

ki, k2f 1/2; k2 = w/c, (11)

where c = (=&0o)- /2 - 3 x 108 m/sec.

With p'= p/c and A' = Ac, (2a), (3a) and (4a) become:

BU(P,0) = w. E(w - A,2)1 2 + - 2(W2 - A12)1/2 ' (12)
i.- o f 0 0  (w2  - ,V2)1) 

,

2, = 1 -t, ., w2f(2 - A,') 1/2 + W2 (w2 f- A2 )1/2 ' (13)

and
- o- o Jo(,A'p' ),A'3d A'

t2. (P'I0) = - Wi,(',2 0, X I) / A.' d,(A' , (14)
2zP~ - 27rc 0 W2 0,(W2 - A/2 )1!2 + w2(w2 e - \12)1/2  (14

Since the field components defined in (12)-(14) are the Fourier transforms of the real

time-dependent components, B 20(p',0; t), E2 (p',0; t), and E 2.(p',0; t), it follows that

20(',o)= B ( (,0); E2(Po) = kEp(P',o); t 2,(P',o) = E.(P',0), (15)

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate.

Let the dipole be excited by a time-dependent voltage that maintains the current

1(0, t) = I(0)f(t) at its center. The Fourier transform of f(t) is

f 

00i(m = '00f (t)ei wt dt. (16)

The time-dependent components of the field are:

1 [00

B2 (p',O;t) = 2 Re 100 b 2 0(p,0)f(w)C- ' t dw, (17)

= Ref t 2 (P ,O)f()twt d, (18)

(00

E 2.(p', 0; t) = Re " 2 P', 0)! (w)e-.Wtdw (19)

5
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where 5 20(p',O), t 2 (p,O), and E2,(p',0) are given by (12)-(14).

2. The Exact Transient Field When the Dipole is Excited by a

Delta-Function Current

When f(t) is the delta function, i.e.,

0 0

e -" C , (20)

f() = (t)etw' dt = 1, (21)

the integral formulas (17) and (19) can be evaluated exactly. The details are given by Wu

and King. 2 The related formula for the Hertz potential was evaluated by Van der Pol 3

The results from Wu and King 2 are:

BO(p,o;t) = B32 (p, 0; t)

_ AI~O [ (t - p/c) C 16(t -p,/2/C)I

27r(c - 1)p 2

0

_AoC (2 3ct [ ct 2  -5/2

ct/p < 1

1 < Ct/P < f 1/2 (22)

(1/2 < ct/p

cE,(p,0;t) = E2.(p,0;t)

-=i~cp
2 1e6(t - p/c) - C- 12 6(t -

27e0(c - 1)cp6

6
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0

27rc 0 (c + 1)p3  
C

2 +
Ict/p < i

I < ct/p < f (23)

Significant features of these formulas are:

(1) The transient field at any radial distance p consists of two delta-function pulses

that t-rvel wich the velocities c and cc- 1/2 and arrive at the times t = p/c and t = pe1/ 2 /c.

The field varies in a complicated manner in the interval between the pulses with a radial

dependence of p- 1'2. After the second pulse has passed, the magnetic field drops abruptly

to zero, the electric field to the static value due to the oppostely charged ends of the

dipole.

(2) Both pulses have the amplitude factor p- 2 . The transient field at all radial dis-

tances has the same radial dependence as the far field along the boundary in the steady

state.

(3) Since the amplitude of the first pulse includes the factor E, that of the second pulse

the factor cl, it follows that when the condition (1) for perfect dielectrics obtains, i.e.,

E>9 or f 2 > 81, (24)

the amplitude factor of the second pulse is very small compared to that of the first pulse.

For example with fresh water, E = 81 so that E-2 = 1.5 x 10- 4.Since the delta-function

pulses have infinite amplitude and zero width, this is of no consequence for thera. However,

it is an indication of what to expect with finite pulses.

7
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3. The Approximate Transient Field When the Dipole is Excited by a

Delta-Function Current

The exact evaluation of the transient field by the Fourier transformation of the general

integrals has been achieved only for the components B. and E, generated by a delta-

function current in a vertical dipole on the boundary between two dielectrics. It is of

interest to reevaluate these components from the approximate, relatively simple forms in

(2b) and (4b) for comparison with (22) and (23). If the approximate formulas are adequate

for B, and E,, they can also be used to evaluate Ep for the vertical dipole and all six of

the more complicated components of the horizontal electric dipole. They can also be used

to evaluate the fields with transients other than the delta function.

For dielectrics with the wave numbers expressed in terms of w, (2b), (3b) and (4b)

become:

F~ 1 1/21
b 2 0(P',O) - A3/2 e-t I(p), (25)

27rEc 2  
I P,' II

t 2c ' 01) _ /.L AO rp 3/12 1/2 C p 'P
27rE3 c I 7 () P7p)

i 12 (26)

2z (PL)~ Oe p' 32 1 e-S'I (p) (27)
27rc Lp p' wp 3  L 0 Pj

where

p = wp'/2e; 7 (pi)( ) - dr. (28)

When these formulas are substituted in (17)-(19) with 1(w) = 1 for the delta function,

they yield the following formulas:

AO 2 141B20 W, p'2 tL (29)B2('0t) A '1c LW 2 14 I
E 2 p(p',O;t) . + (30)

8
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o 12 13 14 _ + (31)
E(P,0; tL P' 2 p13

Since the time functions on the left are real, the integrals are:

I, =Re 1 iw iw(t-p') dw, (32)

CI12
I2= Relr 0o 7o1 -2 =Re' ) dw; 12e =e- ei _/2, dw, (33)

Re - eiw(tp) d, (34)
7r Jo w

1 4 -Re j0 W3/2 e-iw(t-p'+p'I2e) + i) - WP'/'2e ei dT]r(5

The first three integrals are elementary and give:

It=-t [ 7r j e-'w(t-P') dw] =---6(t - P')= -6'(t-p'),(36)

12 = (t - p'); 12 = 0, (37)

13 = U(t - p,), (38)

where U(x) is the Heaviside or step function defined by U(x) = 0, x < 0; U(x) = 1, x > 0.

The fourth integral is complicated. It is evaluated in the Appendix with the result:

14 ,b'(t- p') e6(t- p') 3 1 (t - p' + pI/2c)-/'U(t - p'). (39)

When the four integrals are substituted in (29)-(31) and p' is replaced by p/c, the

final approximate formulas are:

0 '
B 2 0(P,O;t) - 21 (t - p/c) 110 \ -/2

27r~p2 27rp3 3c [2c Y 1) +1 1L \P

t < plC

(40)

A > p/c

9
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E~p(p,O;t) = p + (t- p/c) - -2{[2E2,P ; 2rEo 0!2CP2 2roP3 1 /  2 -- -- 1 1

t <P/
(41)

t > p/c

E.p, 0;= t) 2  b(t P/C) -ct - 51/2 ;

I I P
t< P/C

(42)

t > p/c

It is interesting to note that in the time-domain components derived from the approximate

frequency-domain formulas, the Fresnel-integral terms exactly cancel the 6'(t - p/c) pulse

with its p-1 amplitude factor, so that only lateral pulses with the radial dependence o- 2

remain.

4. Comparison of Exact and Approximate Formulas

The components (40) -(42) are derived from formulas obtained from the exact integrals

subject to the inequalities (1) which, for dielectri,7s, include (24). The significance of this

condition in the time domain is of interest. Note that f > 9 meanz that, in the derivation of

.,he steady-state formulas, tPrms that are of the order c 2 have been neglected by omission

where convenient. The consequences of this approximation are:

(1) The coefficients of the pulse 8(t - p/c) are essentially the same since, with c > 9,

it follows that (E + 1)/E = (F2 - 1)/( -- 1) - /(, - 1).

(2) The second pulse b(t - p61/ 2/c) is absent in the approximate formulas. The ratio

of its amplitude coefficient to that of the first pulse b(t - p/c) is C-2 or E- 3/2, both of

which are very small when E > 9. The terms from which this pulse was derived are cleai ly

negligible in the steady-state forr-,ulas but their omission leads to the nonappearar -e of

the second pulse,

10
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(3) The third range, t > pe1/ 2/c, which follows the arrival of the second pulse is

not specified in the approximate formulas, so that the static limits-B 2. (p, 0; t) = 0 and

E 2,(p,0,t) = -1/2' 0 (c + 1)p--which apply when t > pe / 2/c in the exact formulas are

reached only a. 1 4 oo in the approximate formulas. These latter are quite accurate up

to time t = pC/ 2 /c, but of questionable significance after that time.

(4) The exact and the approximate formulas are not readily compared in a quantitative

sense in the range p/c < t < pfl/2/c between the successive arrival of the two pulses except

by direct numerical evaluation for specific values of e. Such a calculation has been made

for : = 80 and e = 10. The results are listed in Table 1 where r = ct/p. The quite

remarkable agreement between the two superficially quite different formulas is best seen

from a comparison of the corresponding numerical values over their very wide range of

magnitudes. A graph of E 2.(p, 0; t) with c = 80 is shown in Fig. 2 Clearly the approximate

formulas are excellent approximations even to the point of closely approximating the exact

static values at t > pE/ 2 /c. The only property that is missing is the delta-function pulse

at t = pE / 2/c. For a pulse with finite width and extremely small amplitude, this would

be of little consequence in most cases.

5. The Approximate Transient Field When the Dipole is Excited by a

Gaussian Pulse

An important alternative to the delta function is the Gaussian pulse with its finite

amplitude and adjustable width. Except fo." its infinite taih., its shape is readily adapted

to approximate physically realizable pulses. In a normalized form, it is

f =(0 =' (431

where t1 is the half-width or time in which the puise is reduced to e-i 0.367 of its

maximum at t -- 0. The Fourier transform of (43) is

(w) fCW 2t21/4f00f = f(t) ei' t dt = -w t / . (44)

f0

The normalized form (43) is chosen for the Gaussian pulse so that, when t, - 0, f(t) -

6(t), the delta function, and f(w) - 1, the transform of the delta function.

11
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When (44) is used with (25)-(27) to obtain the time-dependent formulas, these have

6e forms (29)-(31) with the integrals I given by:

1 e iw e-W2 t/4e- iw (t - p') d, (45)

S= Re ,-f:t=./4e-i,(t-') 2/, (46)

12 = Re J te- t 4e-iw(t-') dw. (46)

The first three integrals (45)-(47) can be evaluated together since

- = -R (49)

With the notation

t--'=t-pc, (50)

and with formula 3.896-4 on pg. 480 of Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 4

12 = l..e2/*7. (51)

Since f/at r/Oe , it follows that

4912 .313

107= aI 2Ftr3  t (52)

Also, with (49),

t--0 1 = t , (53)

1 ~ at ?1 2/ t2

12 C
1, ~ +j Udl (52)

ar
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where u = rlt i. The definition of the error function is:

rf z f ]e - 2 du; 2 e = 2 1, (55)

so that

Is :[I + erf(r/t1)]. (56)

The evaluation of the fourth integral (48) is carried out in the Appendix. The result is:

41 T2, r/: 1.87 V(0, \/2-TI!,) - 2.64 ;7V( ,VK-Tt1

______ __ 1 1.0___0,-_\_2__ I ) .0T l-, v/- /, -I

T~t

T t (57)
T/t1 <0

where V(O,z), V(-l,x) and U(O,z), U(-1,x) are parabolic cylinder functionss and

I = t -p' + p'/2E; p'= p/c. (58)

When (51), (52), (56) and (57) are substituted in (29)-(3]) with the following new

notation introducing dimensionless variables,

p= p'/tI = p/ctl; t' t/ 1t; r' = T/t1 = t' - pl. (59)

T/ti = t'-pI1 1- (60)

the results are:

B 2,(P0;t)= [ 2r' + I e-02

27rec 00t Pi +

CT'2/2 [1.87V(O, vf2T') - 2.64T'V(-1, / iT')
+ - 1 1.05 U(0, -V2 T') + 2.9OT' U(-1,- V /T') ]

13
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(61)
T' <o0

E2p(p,o;t) = C B 2 p, 0;), (62)

1 V_-1/2 f r 2,r' 1 1 r:2 701/2 +
E2.(p,0;t) = C + j[i_ . erf r' + ]

eT 2 /2 [1.87 V(0, V2T') - 2.64T' V(-l, -v(2T')]
+ 1 .05 U(0,- V2T') + 2.90T'U(-1,---,T') J

(63)
T' <O0

As with the delta-function pulse, the omission of small terms with magnitudes smaller

than E-1 in the frequency-domain formulas must lead to the nonappearance of a second
-2 )/ ,p2 =h r , - p l e /2 .

pulse of the form ex- 'I)I /, where - I Its amplitude is very much smaller

than that of he pulst xp(-r'2 )/p1 because it is multiplied by a factor of the order -2 ;

it travels with the phase velocity c/E 1 / 2 instead of c = 3 x 108 m/sec; a-ad it arrives at any

radial distance p = p#ct 1 at a time At = (p/c)(0/ 2 - 1) after the first pulse. The formulas

(61)-(63) can be expected to be quite accurate before the seccnd pulse arrives, i.e., when

t' < pE' / 2 or T' < pl[E1 / 2 -1 + (2e)-']; they also give the correct static values as r' --, oo,

viz., B 2,(p,O;t) = 0 and, since erfoo = 1 and ctp 1 = p, E 2,(p,0;t) = -1/27rcep 3

However, there is no assurance that the form of (61)-(63) is correct when t > pE1/ 2/c or

T > _ 1 + (2)-']p/c. Indeed, iC the corresponding formulas for ,he delta-function

pulse-for which exact formulas are available-are a guide, there is no p-1/ 2 dependence

when t > p 1/2 /C.

A graphical representation of the expression in braces in (63) is shown in Fig. 3 when

the exciting Gaussian pulse has a half-width ti = 1 nanosecond and c = 80. The several

curves show the vertical electric field as a function of the time at five radial distances from

p = 0.45 m to p = 1.5 m. Similar graphs with a different amplitude scale are in Fig. 4 for

14
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p - 4.8 m and p = 7.5 m. The shape of the pulse as a function of the time at any given

ridial distance p is determined by the relative contributions from the four terms in (63)

with their very different dependences on the radial distance and the time.

The third term represents the rapid increase in the vertical electric field as the pulse

passes and leaves the final electrostatic fied of the charged infinitesimal dipole. This part

of the field decreases as 1/p3 with distance. The second term is a Gaussian electric-field

pulse that travels with the phase velocity c and with a decrease in amplitude 1/p 2 . The

first term is the time derivative of the Gaussian pulse. It travels with the Gaussian pulse

but decreases with distance only as 1/p so that it persists for much greater distances than

does the 1/p 2 term. The fourth term is due to the Fresnel integral. With the delta-function

pulse and the steady-state far field, it contributed a term which exactly cancelled the 1/p

term and added a dominant contribution to the 1/p 2 term. With the Gaussian pulse, the

cancell..ion of the 1/p term is only partial. Furthermore, the terms which tend to reduce

the 1/p term and increase the 1/p 2 term decrease only as p-1/ 2 . It must be remembered

that these formulas cannot be expected to be good approim,cions for t > pC1/ 2 /c where

the field presumably is not characterized by p- 1 2 .

The graphs in Figs. 3 and 4 indicate that the time-derivative terms dominate both

near and far, so that there is little change in the shape of the outward-traveling pulses

in the range t < pc1/ 2/c. This is evident especially from Fig. 4. The amplitudes of the

first and fourth terms in (63) are approximately equal when p = 4.8 m; the fourth term

dominates when p = 7.5 m.

In Figs. 3 and 4, the second pulse should arrive at t 2 = pC1/ 2 /c = 9p/(3 x lol) = 30o

nanoseconds when p is in meters. At p = 0.45 m, t2 = 13.5 nanoseconds; at p = 7.5 m,

t2 = 225 nanoseconds. These times are off the scales in Figs. 3 and 4.

6. Conclusion

The electromagnetic field generated by a verti al electric dipole on the boundary

between electrically different dielectric half-spaces is derived for transient excitation by

delta-function and Gaussian pulses. The validity of determining the fields in the time

15
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domain from Fourier transformations of the approximate formulas for the frequency domain

is established together with its limitations from direct comparisons with exact formulas

where these are available. Similar limitations and comparable accuracy can be assumed for

the approximate formulas of the components for which exact formulas are not avalable.

An extension of the approximate formulas to z 0 0 can be carried out. An a.nalysis when

one region is an imperfect dielectric is in ref. 6.
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APPENDIX: EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRALS

Al. Delta-Function Excitation

The integral 14 with delta-function excitation is:

14= -Re 00 W3/ 2 -iw(t-p'+'/2;) [ir(1 + i)- [p Ci dr dw. (Al)
Jo 2Joy V2 7rrJ

This is equivaleant to

14 =Re C12{2(1 + )100d

1f dwfP i
I ~ iw,(t_) 7 j rdr (A2)

where = p'[l - (2e)-'] = p'- 6 with ='/2, p = wp'/2c =O. Let

a " a W = pl. (A3)

Then

1= Re a{ 0 dp 00 C/- vdtp j idr (A4)

With x = ap, the first integral is

' Ocos x f 'o s in  7r ) 1/2
f [0 d- - -- xd= - (1 - ). (A5)

With p -
2 /a and r = 2, the second integral is

4C/' 4 f0tanh' (1)
t 2 = r4 )-  d l ,2 d, = - pdp f dO, (A6)

where the cyiindrical coordinates p, 0 have been introduced with = p sinh 0, f = p cosh 0,

and with

cosh 0 sinh 0

d d = J( d [d; d c osh i dpdO = pdpdO. (A7)
\ 1p sinh 0 p,osh 0

17
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This integrates into

4 =_ 2an_ 1 00°  • 22 iVA8

-2 e- 2a - pdp =-- tanh- (A8

When (A5) and (A) are substituted in (A4), the result is

h=R -2 . 1/2 A3 ta -1  1](91, a = Re t 2 + tanh ( "

Here the seccad term is a pure imaginary so that it contributes nothing to 14. With

a# = t - d = t - pt + p'/2c, and since 14 must be real and the pulse cannot arrive at p'

before t = p' = p/c,

14 1 a2 (t - p' + p'/2E)-1 I2 U(t -p (AIO),= (-1() - +

where U(x) = 0, x < 0; U(x) = 1, x > 0 is the Heaviside or step function. The differenti-

ation leads to:

74 = )/[(2,) / 2 (t - Pt 1 (2) 3 /26(t -

+ 3 (t - p' + p'/2E)-/ 2 U(t - p') (All)
4 1

A2. Gaussian-Pulse Excitation

The integral 14 with Gaussian-pulse excitation is

14 = -Re I J W / C e/ [( + i) -J T ]A

This integral differs from (Al) only in the additional factor e-, 2t/4. Hence the double

integral is like the corresponding integral in (A4) but with the added factor e- 't /4 -

e-P Y/4
f 2 With it, the integral in (A6) becomes:

=4 00_'pt2 pe-'/4,--fl 2 ) cosh 2 0 dO. (A13)

10 -pdPj

18
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This is not readily integrated. However, the range of 0 is small since a = 2E(ct/p) - 1] - I

and e > 9. With tanh-'(1/1V,) ,- /Vr&, 0 - 0 < 1/iva; also with coth4 0 1 + 202,

the condition 202 < I is adequately satisfied when 0 < 0.3. Hence, a-' < 0.09 or a > 11.

This is true when 24(ct/p) - 11 - I _> 11 or ct/p 2! 1 + (6/c) > 1.66. Since ct/p = 1 is

the center of the pulse, this is not a severe restriction on the useful range. With it, the

integral 02 is the same as (A6) and yields a pure imaginary that contributes nothing to 14

in (A12). Hence, with T - t - p' + p'/2e,

=,62 1* 12wt/ w W
14 Re '(I + i) Jw1/ e- i/Cwd (A14)

Let w = v2/r/t1 and z = V2T/t.. Then

14 --le (1/i)214t-i1/ 2  0 ei/42 14 02
14 Re 2e2 1-i--- 0, (A15)

where

'$. = r1/2e-r 2 /2 -zr d

00 00= o - 12e - r ' / 2 - zr dr - i 7-1/2 C -r 2/2+izr dr. (A16)

The two integrals on the right are related to the parabolic cylinder functions U(0, x) -

D 1 2(X) which have the following integral representation and relation to the Bessel func-

tions (see formula 3 on pg. 19 of Erdelyi 7 and formul- 19.15.9 on pg. 692 of Abramowitz

and Stegun 5):

-_1/2(X) = U(O,x) = 7r- 1(X) l2 (IX2 )

= 7r- l/2 e-Z 2/4 e - ztt 2/2 t - 1 /2 dt. (A17)

[The notation U(0, x)-which is not related to the step function U(z)-is that used by

Abramowitz and Stegun.1 With y -= U(O,x), this function satisfies the fc:'owing equation

(see formula 19.1.2 on pg. 686 of Abramowitz and Stegun5 ):

2  2Y =0. (A18)

19
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With x = ±iz = zehw/2, the two integrals in (A16) become:

j 7 -1/2- r2/2:Fizr dr = (J.ze tt/ 2) 1/2 _Z2 /4K (1Z2 eir) (A19)

With formula 45 on pg. 80 of Erdelyi,7 the two Bessel functions with imaginary argument

can be expanded as follows:

K114(xe± ) = e:Fir/4'K 11(x) T u71 /4 (X). (A20)

With (A20) and x = 1z2 , (A19) becomes:

0oj 1r/2 -2 /2:4izr dr=(17) _Z2 /4[ (1Z2) j± ei/41I ( IZ2 )J*i)/ e+ F i~!r l2 (A21)

These expressions can now be substituted in (A16) to give:

00=(..z) 1/2 eZ 2 /4C&ir/4f(jz2) f(IZ2 ) Ev'2-K 1 / 4 (jZ 2 ) +2 2rI1 14 (!Z 2 ). (A22)

The next step is to evaluate

a -6o = -2 o 2 a 2,30 (A 23)
at2  5T 2  ti az2

It is readily verified with (A18) that

8 t2i o  = 2e- /4 [1(1 d y ] /4. (A24)
t2 t2 [2 dzj

With the tabulated parabolic cylinder functions U(a,z) and V(a,z) defined on page 687

and with formulas 19.15.1, 19.15.2, 19.15.13 and 19.15.19 in Abramowitz and Stegun,5

1 2  (A25)

414 Z)= z" 2,V(0,z) - (7rz)- 1/2 U(0, Z), (A26)

and

20
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y = (z)1/2f(-Z2 ) = (O 2)r (A27)

d- 2 -. 21r [zV(0,z) - 1V(-1,z)], (A28)

where V'(O,z) is obtained with formula 19.6.5 on page 688 of Abramowitz and Stegun s

with a = 0. When y and dy/dz are suostituted in (A24), the result is:

-a20- 27r ei/4 eZ 2 /4 [V(0,z) - zV(-1,z)]; z > 0. (A29)

For negative values of z, it is convenient to use formula 19.4.2 on page 687 of Abramowitz

and Stegun s with a = 0 and a = -1. This gives:

V(0,z) = r(u_ 0,)o-Z); V(-1,z) U(-17,-)i (A30)r T

where U(OX) is given by (A17) and r() = V7r, r(--1) = -3.449. With these values,

at-  = 27r eix/4e e 2  [V U(0,-z) + 1.098z U(-1,-z)] z <0 . (A31)
at2 t

With (A29) and (A31) substituted in (A15),

1 4 7r 21/4 e-Z2/4 { V(Oz) - zV(-1,z); z>O (A32)2 s/2  Cr-+/2 U(O,-z) 1.098zU(-1,-z); z < 0

With z = V1T/tI, where T = t - p' + p'/2e, this becomes:

_T 2/2t2 1.87?V (0, V2Tlt) - 2.64 T V( ,V-Tt1

tl

14= s/2 TU(I_.Tt) ;"1 1.05 U(O, - , F T/t, -+ 2.0 t

{ T/t1 > 0
(A33)

T/t, < o
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TABLE 1

Comparison of Exact and Approximate Formulas for B 2 4(p, r) and E 2.(p, r)

with Delta-Function Excitation; r = ct/P > 1

(-27rp3,oc) Bk

Approximate Exact

3c 3c2 r
[2e(7 - 1) + 115/2 (C - 1)[(E + 1)r2 - Cl1/2

___ 680 610 =80 610
1.0 240 30.0 243 32.3
1.01 22.0 19.0 21,9 2;.4
i.05 0.987 5.30 0.967 5.30
1.1 0.201 1.92 0.194 1.84
1.2 0.0384 0.536 0.0359 0.485
1.5 0.406 x 10-2 0.0748 0.345 x 1C- 2  0.0598

2.0 0.73 x I0- 3 0.0148 0.52 x 10- 3 0.0099
3.0 0.13 x 10 - 3  0.00279 0.068 x 10 - 3  0.00134

1/2 ( 0.416 x 10 -  0.00230 0.066 x 10- 1 0.00105

-27rEoep
3 E 2z(p, r)

Approximate Exact

1- 3c 2 6 2 f E-[2(c + 1)7 2 + cl
1-[2c(r -1) + j]5/2 2 -1 -j [(c + 1)r 2 - 15/2

T _ =80 C = 10 = 80 f = 10
1.0 -19,200 -299 -19,400 -322
1.01 -1,760 -189 -1,750 -198
1.05 -78.0 -52.0 -77.4 -51.4
1.1 -15.1 -18.2 -15.0 -17.5
1.2 -2.07 -4.37 -2.08 -4.10
1.3 -0.142 -1.31 -0.159 -1.19
1.32 0.025 -1.01 0.008 -0.91
2.0 0.942 0.85 0.937 0.86

3.0 0.9896 0.97 0.9887 0.98

6I/2__f 0.99967 0.977 0.99984 0.987
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1 1

- 81B&r-l1)
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o Approximate formula

x Exact formula
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the approximate and exact formulas for E2.(p, t) with e=80;
delta-function excitation. Graphs of Table 1, columns for e = 80 and 7 > 1.
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Fig. 3. Approximate vertical electric field on the boundary in air due to a vertical
electric dipole on the boundary in a perfect dielectric with re,-Itive permittivity
E = 80. The dipole is excited by a Gaussian pulse with t1 = 1 nanosecond.
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t in nanoseconds or t/t

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

E _. _ = 25 _

-. 2p =7.5rn
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3 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

t in nanoseconds or t/t

Fig. 4. Like Fig. 3 but for larger values of radial distance p.


